Part 2 - local issues - comments received and council's responses
Respondent Name

. . (Crest Nicholson)

Agent Name

Mrs Kath Slater (Eclipse Planning Services)

Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

451

Summary

With reference to paragraph 2.3, the planning system is only one of the means by which
climate change can be mitigated – it is not a universal panacea; much that can and should be
done lies outside it. Paragraph 2.5 appears to acknowledge this. What the planning system
clearly can control is the distribution of development, so that (among others) Crest
Nicholson therefore agrees that this is the right climate change issue to focus on and
considers paragraphs 2.5 to 2.8 to be a suitable summary.

Comment

With reference to paragraph 2.3, the planning system is only one of the means by which
climate change can be mitigated – it is not a universal panacea; much that can and should be
done lies outside the it. Paragraph 2.5 appears to acknowledge this. What the planning
system clearly can control is the distribution of development, so that (among other things)
more necessary journeys can be made without the use of the private car and where this is
unavoidable, the length of journeys can be reduced. To this end the settlement hierarchy
must be maintained and reinforced, and in particular a new settlement avoided. Crest
Nicholson therefore agrees that this is the right climate change issue to focus on and
considers paragraphs 2.5 to 2.8 to be a suitable summary.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue. The planning regime will work alongside others to achieve sustainable development.

Respondent Name

. . (Peterhouse)

Agent Name

Mr John Dudding (Bidwells)
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Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

381

Summary

Supportive of the climate change objectives, which has been worked into proposals for Hall
Farm. A Sustainability Charter for the site will be developed to set the vision and the
strategy to deliver various sustainability initiatives and measures. Net Zero Carbon and the
longevity of measures will be considered throughout to respond to the climate emergency
and build in the appropriate long term mitigation and adaptation needed.

Comment

Peterhouse supports the approach taken to tackling climate change through mitigation and
adaptation measures which will need to underpin many areas of the plan, in particular
transport, housing and environment. Policies should promote measures to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and increase renewable energy capacity. Peterhouse shares the
Council’s recognition of climate change as a strategic issue and supports the Council’s
declaration of a climate emergency in September 2019. Climate change policy and good
practice is changing quickly, and the plan will need to build in suitable flexibility to
accommodate these changes within the lifetime of the plan. Climate change scenarios
predict extensive changes by 2050, much of which is dependent on government and human
action so there is substantial uncertainty over outcomes. An Approach to Sustainability
document (Appendix 2) has been prepared for Hall Farm, setting a framework for the
sustainability vision and approach for the design, construction and operation of Hall Farm to
tackle the challenges of climate change in the new settlement. The approach taken to
sustainability will focus on creating value in each of the Five Capitals (Physical, Social,
Economic, Human and Natural) to deliver sustainability holistically. Aligning with
Peterhouse’s aspirations, Hall Farm will seek to go far beyond a compliance-led design, with
the propensity to be an exemplar development. A Sustainability Charter for the site will be
developed to set the vision and the strategy to deliver various sustainability initiatives and
measures. Net Zero Carbon and the longevity of measures will be considered throughout to
respond to the climate emergency and build in the appropriate long term mitigation and
adaptation needed.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
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issue. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district needs in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and
environmental constraints within each settlement.
Respondent Name

. . (RJ Upton 1987 Settlement Trust)

Agent Name

Mrs Kath Slater (Eclipse Planning Services)

Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

456

Summary

The planning system is only one of the means by which climate change can be mitigated – it
is not a universal panacea; much that can and should be done lies outside it. The Trust
agrees that paras 2.3-2.5 are the right climate change issue to focus on and considers
paragraphs 2.5 to 2.8 to be a suitable summary.

Comment

Climate Change Do you think that this is the right climate change issue to focus on? With
reference to paragraph 2.3, the planning system is only one of the means by which climate
change can be mitigated – it is not a universal panacea; much that can and should be done
lies outside it. Paragraph 2.5 appears to acknowledge this. What the planning system clearly
can control is the distribution of development, so that (among other things) more necessary
journeys can be made without the use of the private car and where this is unavoidable, the
length of journeys can be reduced. To this end the settlement hierarchy must be maintained
and reinforced, and in particular a new settlement avoided. The Trust therefore agrees that
this is the right climate change issue to focus on and considers paragraphs 2.5 to 2.8 to be a
suitable summary.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue. The planning regime will work alongside others to achieve sustainable development.

Respondent Name

Bruce Macmichael

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

174

Summary

You have listed three issues not one. I agree that these are issues but the words written
above are unfocused. You should 1) ensure any new infrastructure is carbon neutral or
better. Includes domestic and commercial building. 2) only support business investments
that are helpful to the carbon targets 3) welcome energy generating industries which
contribute to the national targets. 4) encourage low carbon transport solutions, in particular
making improvements to the rail network.

Comment

What is this question about? You have listed three issues not one. I agree that these are
issues but the words written above are unfocused. You should 1) ensure any new
infrastructure is carbon neutral or better. Includes domestic and commercial building. 2)
only support business investments that are helpful to the carbon targets 3) welcome energy
generating industries which contribute to the national targets. 4) encourage low carbon
transport solutions, in particular making improvements to the rail network.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue.

Respondent Name

Cllr Diane Hind (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

468

Summary

In para 2.4 you identify personal emissions are higher when compared with regional and
national levels. The Local Plan must be central to councils plans to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, and construction and sustainable transport will need to become mandatory.
However it is no good saying that there will be a travel plan and regular buses and then not
delivering, as happened with Marham Park.We have to recognise that some people will have
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to use cars and plan accordingly, perhaps EV incentives
Comment

In paragraph 2.4 you identify personal emissions are higher when compared with regional
and national levels. The Local Plan must be central to councils plans to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions, and construction and sustainable transport will need to become mandatory.
However it is no good saying that there will be a travel plan and regular buses and then not
delivering, as happened with Marham Park. We have to recognise that some people will have
to use cars and plan accordingly, perhaps incentives for electric vehicles.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue. West Suffolk Council aims to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 and
part of our strategy will be by looking at transportation, and increasing electric vehicle
charge points, both using the planning regime and through other initiatives.

Respondent Name

Colin Campbell (Hill Residential Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

472

Summary

We do not doubt the need to tackle climate change and to set out a positive strategy to
address that. The local plan should address land use issues, such as the location of
development. Matters such as the environmental performance of buildings are best address
through the Building Regulations as the UK Government has set out.

Comment

We do not doubt the need to tackle climate change and to set out a positive strategy to
address that. The local plan should address land use issues, such as the location of
development. Matters such as the environmental performance of buildings are best address
through the Building Regulations as the UK Government has set out. Similarly, we do not
doubt the urgency with addressing the issues, but the strategy must take into account
realistically achievable targets and hence we question the proposed target of net-zero by
2030. For example, it is widely recognised that technologies such as Air Source Heat Pumps
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will have a vital role to play in replacing gas to heat and power homes. The UK currently
installs 1 million gas boilers a year, but only installs 20,000 Air Source Heat Pumps. Not only
is that are technological and manufacturing capacity issues, but also a skills issue. A realistic
approach is required to achieving the net-zero carbon target. If not, development needs in
the district will not be met, which in turn will impact on car borne commuting and house
price issues with demand outstripping supply. The local plan should focus on land use issues
in relation to climate change, eg the location of development, supporting active travel, SuDS.
Matters such as the environmental performance of buildings should be left to the Building
Regulations.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, West Suffolk Council local plan would not wish to duplicate the requirements of
another regime such as building regulations. Climate change is both a strategic priority and
objective for West Suffolk and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to
respond effectively to this complex planning issue whilst also considering developments'
viabilities.

Respondent Name

Dr Mark Leadbeater (Depden Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

346

Summary

By 2040 cars will be electric, powered by renewable electricity so less detrimental to the
environment. Transport in rural areas will be more sustainable.
Policy on housing should prioritise reduced emissions from the existing housing stock.

Comment

Transport - Responses to climate change include the ban on sales of petrol/diesel cars by
2030, so by 2040 these will almost completely have been replaced by electric vehicles
powered by renewable energy, so the use of personal transport to access work or other
facilities will be much less detrimental to the environment than at present, this should be
reflected in the plan rather than continuing to assume that the only sustainable development
is in the towns Housing - Given that the vast majority of emissionns will come from the
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existing housing stock rather than new construction, the policy should consider how to
decrease those emissiosn by encouraging retrofitting insulation, energy efficiency, heat
pumps etc. Particular issue in rural areas like ours with a reliance on oil for domestic
heating and many listed buildings with no double glazing etc
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue including housing and transport themes.

Respondent Name

Dr Roger Merry

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

589

Summary

The Local Plan should look at the means of locking up carbon, not just emissions

Comment

Means of locking up carbon needs action, not just emissions

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue.

Respondent Name

Hundon Residents Group (Hundon Residents Group)

Agent Name

Mrs Lisa Skinner (Phase 2 Planning)

Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

659

Summary

We support the principles outlined in paragraphs 2.1 to 2.3 regarding sustainable
development.
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Comment

We support the principles outlined in paragraphs 2.1 to 2.3 regarding sustainable
development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Lidgate Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

77

Summary

Rural communities recognise the importance of protecting biodiversity and preventing the
urbanisation of rural areas. Maintaining the rural green infrastructure is essential to enjoy
the green space in the area they live in. Sadly, so many public rights of way are impassable
during the summer because they are poorly maintained.
Homes should be more sustainable with new homes having solar panels or other energy
saving measures as standard.
Finding ways to reduce dependence on cars.

Comment

Rural communities recognise the importance of protecting biodiversity and preventing the
urbanisation of rural areas. Maintaining the green infrastructure is essential to enable rural
communities to enjoy the green space in the area they live in. Sadly, so many public rights of
way are impassable during the summer because they are poorly maintained. Homes should
be more sustainable with new homes having solar panels or other energy saving measures as
standard. Finding ways to reduce dependence on cars is important such as improved bus
services and cycle and walking links.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The comments raised cover several local issues topics such as climate change,
transport, rural communities and biodiversity; policies will be developed in the local plan
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that will allow us to respond effectively to these complex issues.
Respondent Name

John Bracegirdle

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

475

Summary

Climate change is a hugely important issue, and something which rightly needs to be tackled
by the planning system. However, planning is only one of the ways in which the issue can be
addressed, and it is important to ensure that policies do not duplicate the functions of other
regulatory regimes, e.g. building regulations.

Comment

Climate change is a hugely important issue, and something which rightly needs to be tackled
by the planning system. However, planning is only one of the ways in which the issue can be
addressed, and it is important to ensure that policies do not duplicate the functions of other
regulatory regimes, e.g. building regulations.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, West Suffolk Council local plan would not wish to duplicate the requirements of
another regime such as building regulations. Climate change is both a strategic priority and
objective for West Suffolk and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to
respond effectively to this complex issue

Respondent Name

Jonathan Ascroft (Jockey Club Farming Company Limited)

Agent Name

Alison Wright (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

477

Summary

The focus on climate change is welcomed, although the Plan needs a policy framework that
prioritises climate change and zero carbon in a planning balance judgement.

Comment

* The focus on climate change is welcomed, although the Plan needs a policy framework that
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prioritises climate change and zero carbon in a planning balance judgement. * Climate
change policy and good practice is changing quickly, and the plan will need to build in
suitable flexibility to accommodate these changes within the lifetime of the plan. Climate
change scenarios predict extensive changes by 2050, much of which is dependent on
government and human action so there is substantial uncertainty over outcomes. * A
needlessly stringent policy may inadvertently impede progress towards later years in the
plan or undermine results by not allowing for site-specific refinement. Therefore, energy
policies should include flexibility for changing legislation, and technology, as well as the
opportunity to refine a plan-wide policy for site specifics. Allowing for changing technologies
and approaches should also help with viability as technology and approaches improve and
are more widely adopted, thereby reducing costs. Escalating targets and policies may be
able to accommodate these changes, while providing clarity to developers on the costs of
development over time.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and
appropriately flexible policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue.

Respondent Name

Luisa Townsley (Artemis Trustees Limited as trustees of the VS Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

485

Summary

The focus on climate change is welcomed, although the Plan needs a flexible policy
framework that prioritises climate change and zero carbon in a planning balance judgement.

Comment

* The focus on climate change is welcomed, although the Plan needs a policy framework that
prioritises climate change and zero carbon in a planning balance judgement. * Climate
change policy and good practice is changing quickly, and the plan will need to build in
suitable flexibility to accommodate these changes within the lifetime of the plan. Climate
change scenarios predict extensive changes by 2050, much of which is dependent on
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government and human action so there is substantial uncertainty over outcomes. * A
needlessly stringent policy may inadvertently impede progress towards later years in the
plan or undermine results by not allowing for site-specific refinement. Therefore, energy
policies should include flexibility for changing legislation, and technology, as well as the
opportunity to refine a plan-wide policy for site specifics. Allowing for changing technologies
and approaches should also help with viability as technology and approaches improve and
are more widely adopted, thereby reducing costs. Escalating targets and policies may be
able to accommodate these changes, while providing clarity to developers on the costs of
development over time
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and
appropriately flexible policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue.

Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

380

Summary

The Local Plan can enable innovative responses to climate change

Comment

The Local Plan can encourage a range of measures to tackle climate change from support for
local wildlife and diversity projects to interventions to promote conservation of water
resouces; and schemes to encourage local energy projects - solar panels on our public and
community buildings etc.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and
planning policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively
to this complex issue.
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Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

491

Summary

There should be more support for people to adopt climate change measures in their daily
lives

Comment

There must be more support for people to adopt climate change measures in their daily lives

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

West Suffolk Council aims to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030. Climate
change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue
including measures for households.

Respondent Name

Mr Alan Jary (King Edward Foundation)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

57

Summary

New buildings should consider climate change - with energy and water storage adaptations.
Large scape developments should secure live/work units in perpetuity.

Comment

All building now should have compulsory solar panels built in, plus a waste water tank for
rain water and clean domestic water with overflow discharge onto property garden. All
developments of 50 plus houses should include a percentage of part work/residential
properties, these should not be converted to 100% residential at a later stage.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
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issue. The Council is tasked with ensuring a supply of housing to meet the needs of all
different types of users, including live-work properties. The longevity of such live-work
schemes is in part led by market demand.
Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Oswald (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

370

Summary

Housing - refining encouraging to enforcing for sustainable construction and standards for
thermal performance and energy efficiency. The Local Plan can significantly impact West
Suffolk emissions and the carbon footprint of developments.

Comment

Encouraging sustainable construction and standards for thermal performance and energy
efficiency. The word encouraging seems weak and is easy to dismiss. Enforcing would be
better. We cannot meet the requirements of the Climate Change Act 2008 without building
and retrofitting to the highest construction standards. Gas heating for new houses will be
banned by 2025, so renewable heating systems must be installed to reduce emissions. There
are climate change implications to nearly every policy decision. The local plan has the ability
to significantly impact the long term emissions footprint of all new developments in West
Suffolk. Plans and policies must ensure developments are being built to the best standards,
utilising modern design and building techniques,

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)
Respondent Name

Mr Chris Crisell (West Suffolk Clinical Commissioning Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

110
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Summary

The CCG encourages the Council to use the spatial strategy as a springboard to force/
encourage innovation that exceeds net zero targets in future developments. Acting as a
leader and exemplar in addressing and mitigating climate change.

Comment

The CCG encourages the Council to use the spatial strategy as a springboard to force/
encourage innovation that exceeds net zero targets in future developments. Acting as a
leader and exemplar in addressing and mitigating climate change. Transport, housing and
environment should interlink with the UK Governments 10 point plan for a Green Industrial
Revolution particularly the shift towards hydrogen, use of zero emission vehicles, greening
public transport, greener buildings and protecting the natural environment. Any spatial
strategy should also take account of the proposed consultations that will impact it including
the Energy White Paper, Transport Decarbonisation Plan, Heat and Buildings Strategy,
England’s Tree Strategy and Net Zero Strategy. WSFT support these points of interest, we
are looking at our green travel plan and how to reduce the number of cars parking on site,
exploring alternative ways to travel. We have off site parking and a shuttle bus – could there
be other provisions for this service explored in the local plan? We would be interested in
support cycling to work, walking to work and using public transport but improvements/
investment needs to be made to the infrastructure.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. West Suffolk Council aims to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030.
Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Smith (Hopkins Homes Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

181

Summary

Important to ensure that any Policies for Sustainable Construction do not exceed National
Government requirements.

Comment

It is important that a standardised approach is taken to the requirements for sustainable
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construction, such that these should not exceed national requirements set through the
Building Regulations.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, West Suffolk Council local plan would not wish to duplicate the requirements of
another regime such as building regulations. Climate change is both a strategic priority and
objective for West Suffolk and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to
respond effectively to this complex planning issue whilst also considering developments'
viabilities.

Respondent Name

Mr Colin Jakes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

340

Summary

Mature trees within new sites developments should be safeguarded. Every attempt should
be made to identify and protect existing natural habitat within new development areas.The
policy of allowing mature trees to be felled and replaced with new young plantings is flawed.
The loss of just one mature healthy tree has an immediate adverse effect re climate change,
whereas many of the replacement whips fail due to a lack of site preparation, or lack of
subsequent management. Even those that survive

Comment

Every attempt should be made to identify and protect existing natural habitat within new
development areas. The policy of allowing mature trees to be felled and replaced with new
young plantings is flawed. The loss of just one mature healthy tree has an immediate adverse
effect re climate change, whereas many of the replacement whips fail due to a lack of site
preparation, or lack of subsequent management. Even those that survive will not contribute
significantly to climate change mitigation for in excess of 25 years.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, the new local plan will continue to provide protection to mature trees on
development sites, on grounds of climate change, nature conservation, amenity and
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biodiversity. The existing policies in the WSLP dealing with trees will be reviewed and
amended if necessary.
Respondent Name

Mr Colin Jakes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

345

Summary

Green energy. Why aren't all new homes built incorporating solar panels as standard? This is
linked to the maintenance and improvement to our existing tree stocks.

Comment

Why aren't all new homes built incorporating solar panels as standard? This is linked to the
maintenance and improvement to our existing tree stocks.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue

Respondent Name

Mr Colin Knight

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

460

Summary

Climate change – Whilst the UK aims for very laudable objectives we are a very small part of
the global economy. If the rest of the world do not implement change then I am afraid we are
punishing ourselves to achieve an unreachable target – which could make us less
competitive in the world economy. Of course we need to try to change world opinions, but
let’s not ruin our country in the process with rules and regulations that we beat ourselves up
with.

Comment

Climate change – Whilst the UK aims for very laudable objectives we are a very small part of
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the global economy. If the rest of the world do not implement change then I am afraid we are
punishing ourselves to achieve an unreachable target – which could make us less
competitive in the world economy. Of course we need to try to change world opinions, but
let’s not ruin our country in the process with rules and regulations that we beat ourselves up
with.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue whilst also considering developments' viabilities.

Respondent Name

Mr David Walton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

107

Summary

Strongly support the need for this - critical issue for all of us which must be reflected in
planning policy. Should be sufficiently ambitious, though. Housing: Places should be shaped
to minimise the need for travel - ensuring sustainable transport links, home-working
infrastructure within properties and developments, electric vehicle charging points. Housing
should be zero carbon - inc. renewable energy; opportunities for district heating should be
explored.

Comment

Strongly support the need for this - it's a critical issue for all of us which must be reflected in
planning policy. Policies must be sufficiently ambitious, though. Housing: Places should be
shaped for active travel - e.g. segregated cycle lanes - and to maximise home-working with
provision in properties and wider development. Electric vehicle ownership should be
planned for - with provision of charging infrastructure in properties and shared parking
spaces. Zero carbon development must be stipulated. See e.g. this resource
(https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/uk-housing-fit-for-the-future/)
(https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/uk-housing-fit-for-the-future/)

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue

Respondent Name

Mr Edward Barrett (Catesby Estates plc)

Agent Name

Mr Greg Pearce (David Lock Associates)

Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

426

Summary

Responding positively to the climate change agenda should start firstly with the Council’s
decision-making around the spatial strategy itself. To maximise the opportunities for growth
which achieves a reduction of emissions and more sustainable patterns of growth,
development should be directed to sustainable locations in ways which are capable of
building in measures to reduce emissions from the outset at both a macro as well as a micro
scale. For example, the CAM at Haverhill Vales.

Comment

The issues identified paragraphs 2.5-2.8 of Part 2.2 of the Issues and Options Consultation
relate to supporting the reduction in greenhouse gas emissions and adapting to climate
change, and reducing carbon dioxide emissions and achieving net zero emissions by 2050. It
is positive to see that Climate Change features as the first Issue to be identified in this
consultation and the recognition that it is a universal issue to be tackled. To translate the
Council’s ambitions around climate change effectively, we consider that factoring in climate
change issues within plan-making should be multi-level. Responding positively to the climate
change agenda should start firstly with the Council’s own shaping and decision-making
around the spatial strategy itself. To maximise the opportunities for growth which achieves a
reduction of emissions and more sustainable patterns of growth, development should be
directed to sustainable locations in ways which are capable of building in measures to
reduce emissions from the outset at both a macro as well as a micro scale. For example, a
key benefit of allocating new development at Haverhill Vales would ensure that
infrastructure supporting the CAM initiative – in itself a key driver towards a reducedcarbon subregional transport solution – can be built into new development at the outset. The
carbon-reduction benefits of this proposition are threefold: I. It maximised the opportunity to
secure mode shift away from the private car for new residents from day one; II. It offers
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existing residents a more sustainable alternative to travelling to and from Greater
Cambridge; and III. It removes vehicle movements not only from Haverhill but also from the
highway network elsewhere in the West Suffolk and northern Braintree districts, which
would otherwise travel through or around Haverhill on their way to Cambridge. Secondly,
having maximised the macro-scale climate change opportunities through the choice of
growth locations i.e. directing development to locations which are capable of building in
measures to reduce emissions from the outset, such as supporting moves towards public
transport infrastructure such as the CAM, the preferred spatial strategy would then be
reinforced through criteria based and general DM policies which should (a) seek to reflect
national objectives and align with other climate change advances (such as changes to
Building Regulations) so as not to misalign LP policy with standards at the national level;
and (b) indicate where site design and specific site policies can make particular gains in
terms of climate change mitigation. We agree that the examples provided in paragraph 2.3 of
the consultation document demonstrate how climate change can be mitigated and that well
planned new development is pivotal to ensure that a proactive approach to mitigating and
adapting to climate change is followed. Haverhill Vales has the potential to deliver many
solutions which will assist the mitigation of climate change – both macro and micro level. Its
location adjacent to one of the district’s largest towns will ensure that the proposals can be
very much part of Haverhill’s continued sustainable and economic growth. At the scale
envisaged, the development can provide infrastructure which also serves a wider town
benefit in terms of improved self-containment and travel reduction (new schools and new
public transport hub, for example). Haverhill Vales can also prioritise walkable and cyclable
connections to the town centre via existing public rights of way as well as a number of
proposed new potential linkages within the site and into the wider town. These will do much
to support sustainable patterns of movement and help reduce the reliance on private
vehicles for short trips within and around Haverhill. Haverhill Vales also seeks to provide a
significant network of green infrastructure across the site which will provide wildlife
corridors as part of a biodiversity net gain approach, as well as accommodate pedestrian,
cycle and recreational activity within and through the site. Existing locally designated sites
(non-statutory) within the proposed boundaries will be protected. Updated building
regulations expected to be introduced in 2021 and the subsequent Future Homes Standard
(to be introduced before 2025) will ensure new housing incorporates energy efficient
solutions that are aspirational but achievable, and will make a meaningful impact on
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reducing the impact of climate change. The reduction in carbon emissions can and should be
addressed through the emerging Local Plan through prioritising climate change as a key
priority in the Sustainability Appraisal, as well as setting policies which can shape the
detailed design of development to ensure targets set nationally and locally can be achieved.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue, including transport and green infrastructure links and modal shifts arising from
integrated sustainable transport solutions. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a
distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement
hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within each
settlement. The next draft of the plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a
housing distribution strategy to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance
with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Mark Behrendt (Home Builders Federation)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

443

Summary

The housebuilding industry recognises that there is a need for stronger measures to improve
the environmental performance of new residential development. This is in terms of reducing
carbon emissions in new homes, providing gains in biodiversity on all developments, green
infrastructure and improving the environment around new developments.However, the HBF
consider a national and standardised approach to improving such issues the most effective
approach rather than LA setting their own standards

Comment

The housebuilding industry, through the HBF, recognises that there is a need to move
towards stronger measures to improve the environmental performance of new residential
development. This is in terms of reducing carbon emissions in new homes, providing gains in
biodiversity on all developments, green infrastructure and improving the environment
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around new developments. However, the HBF, and our members, consider a national and
standardised approach to improving such issues as the energy efficiency of buildings, the
provision of renewable energy and the delivery of electric vehicle charging points to be the
most effective approach that balances improvements with continued deliver of housing and
infrastructure. It is the industry’s preference for a national approach to improving the
environmental performance of residential developments, rather than local authorities setting
their own standards. We consider this is necessary to allow research and development and
supply chains to focus upon responding to agreed national targets, and for training providers
to plan their programmes to equip the labour force to meet these new requirements. It is
fundamentally inefficient to create a plurality of standards. The industry will clearly need to
take into account the Government’s measures on the Future Homes Standard and BioDiversity Gain – both of which will be mandatory for new residential developments in 2020.
In terms of these new regulatory targets applying to new development from 2025 onwards –
to deliver the objectives of the Future Homes Standard – the industry, with the leadership of
the HBF, will be commissioning work to consider what the industry can do, taking into
account developments in research and product development within that timeframe, and
what new standards can feasibly be adopted and implemented by the industry. Therefore,
when considering their approach to such matters the councils should ensure that they are
working within the current policy and legislative framework and not seeking to deliver a
different range of standards that will work against the collective drive on this matter. The
importance of a collective approach will also balance the cost of delivering the energy
efficiency improvements required alongside other planning obligations and development
aspirations that the Councils are seeking to deliver through the WSLP, such as meeting
housing needs in full and improving the affordability of homes in this area. The Councils will
therefore need consider the consequences of introducing planning policy burdens on new
development recognising that the costs of these will ultimately be passed onto the consumer
or leave some sites undeliverable.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, West Suffolk Council local plan would not wish to duplicate the requirements of other
regimes. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and
policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this
complex planning issue whilst also considering developments' viabilities.
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Respondent Name

Mr Mike Smith

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

512

Summary

Sustainable construction and energy efficiency should be mandated, not encouraged, if we
are to address climate emergency

Comment

Sustainable construction and energy efficiency should be mandated, not encouraged, if we
are to address climate emergency

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue

Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Ingwall King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

126

Summary

I think this sounds good. One area where it could be improved is in the linkage to
Environment especially around carbon sinks, land provisions, and surface water storage.

Comment

I think this sounds good. I know very little about what actually makes robust policy but this
sounds good to me. One area where it could be improved is in the linkage to Environment
especially around carbon sinks, land provisions, and surface water storage.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue.
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Respondent Name

Mr Philip Reeve (Gt Barton Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

514

Summary

Mitigating the effects of pollution from transport requires capital investment and
subsidisation within our principal towns of Bury, Haverhill, Mildenhall and Brandon to effect
central pollution control and to accelerate walk and cycling routes. Firstly, building energy
should be better conserved. New solar farms should not be at the expense of agriculture.
Renewable energy sources are supported.

Comment

Mitigating the effects of pollution from Transport requires capital investment and
subsidization within our principle towns of Bury, Haverhill, Mildenhall and Brandon to effect
central pollution control and to accelerate walk and cycling routes. A major step change will
be the conservation of fossil fuel usage in exiting domestic and commercial properties.
Planning polices should be geared to encourage energy conservation in the first instance
with grant assistance towards renewables. Energy conservation numerically must have the
largest impact on CO2 emissions Regarding solar pV it must be planned to not decrease the
production capabilities of Suffolk Agriculture. Suffolk soils are essential to this county and
the country as a resource to produce high quality local food and lessens food miles. It would
be irresponsible to erode a finite resource with an expanding population. Great Barton
Council endorses renewables to affect climate change and needs to be supported by
Planning Policies. This will promote change and incentives will need to be proportionate to
ensure change is cost-effective.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective and the encouragement of
sustainable transport modes is also an objective for West Suffolk Council. Policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to these complex issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

575

Summary

It is encouraging to note that West Suffolk is recognising the climate crisis. The Local Plan
must support and promote effective responses to that emergency.

Comment

Part 2.2 Climate change Paragraphs 2.1 to 2.3 While housing, transport and environment are
important concerns, addressing the climate emergency should underpin all policy decisions.
The Council should not neglect the role of agriculture in mitigating climate change and this
issue should be added into the discussion. Paragraph 2.4 The development of renewable
energy sources is an important priority for the district. Paragraphs 2.5 to 2.8 It is
encouraging to note that West Suffolk is recognising the climate crisis. The Local Plan must
support and promote effective responses to that emergency.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Hack (Natural England)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

444

Summary

Natural England welcomes actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and adapt to climate
change. The natural environment has an important role to play in this. For example, tree
planting, woodland creation, preservation of peat soils, the use of Green Infrastructure and
resilient ecological networks.

Comment

Natural England welcomes actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and adapt to climate
change. The Local Plan should recognise the role of the natural environment to deliver
measures to reduce the effects of climate change, for example tree planting to moderate
heat island effects and for carbon offsetting. However planting of trees needs to be
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considered in the context of wider plans for nature recovery. Tree planting should only be
carried out in appropriate locations, taking into consideration potential impacts on existing
ecology and the opportunities to create alternative habitats that could deliver better
enhancements for people and wildlife, and also store carbon effectively. Tree planting would
not be appropriate in parts of Breckland SPA designated for Stone Curlew which require an
open landscape. Where woodland habitat creation is appropriate, consideration should be
given to natural regeneration for the economic and ecological benefits this can achieve. Any
tree planting should use native and local provenance tree species suitable for the location.
Natural England advocates an approach which seeks to increase biodiversity and green
infrastructure generally, not simply planting of trees, and protecting / enhancing soils,
particularly peat soils. The Local Plan should reflect the importance of remaining peat soils
as a significant carbon store that can help to improve air quality and mitigate against
climate change. The development strategy and relevant policies should seek to protect Best
and Most Versatile Land, including peat soils, and contribute towards enhancement of
degraded peat to deliver a wide range of environmental services including biodiversity, open
space, flood risk and drainage benefits, in addition to helping to mitigate climate change. In
addition, factors which may lead to exacerbate climate change (through more greenhouse
gases) should be avoided (e.g. pollution, habitat fragmentation, loss of biodiversity) and the
natural environment’s resilience to change should be protected. Green Infrastructure and
resilient ecological networks play an important role in aiding climate change adaptation.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue, whilst also safeguarding the natural environment. The planning regime will work
alongside others to achieve sustainable development.

Respondent Name

Mr Roger Seaman

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

618
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Summary

Look at natural building materials

Comment

Look at natural building materials

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue.

Respondent Name

Mrs Christine Mason (Fornham All Saints Parish Counci)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

565

Summary

para 2.8 - All housing approved should be of the highest environmental standards available
at the time, regardless of the increased cost. It does not seem sensible to specify the
standard now for 2030, but it must be of the highest standard available in the UK housing
market at that time

Comment

2.8 All housing approved should be of the highest environmental standards available at the
time, regardless of the increased cost. It does not seem sensible to specify the standard now
for 2030, but it must be of the highest standard available in the UK housing market at that
time

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue

Respondent Name

Mrs Hilary Workman (Wickhambrook Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

47

Summary

Agree that climate change is the right issue to focus on. Responses to the proposals
submitted by local residents to Wickhambrook Parish Council focussed strongly on the need
for encouraging sustainable modes of transport, environmental quality and halting the loss
of biodiversity through green infrastructure provision, improving air quality, and ensuring
sufficient water capacity.

Comment

Responses to the proposals submitted by local residents to Wickhambrook Parish Council
focussed strongly on the need for encouraging sustainable modes of transport,
environmental quality and halting the loss of biodiversity through green infrastructure
provision, improving air quality, and ensuring sufficient water capacity. See attachment for
tables of information submitted.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue.

Respondent Name

Mrs Janice Frost

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

439

Summary

Parts 2.2, 2.5, 2.8 - Climate change, Transport, Natural Environment & Biodiversity. The
Local Plan needs to tackle the issue of increasing car and van miles head-on by avoiding
unnecessary development in villages where there are no sustainable alternative transport
methods available.

Comment

Parts 2.2, 2.5, 2.8 - Climate change, Transport, Natural Environment & Biodiversity S04
states: Ensure West Suffolk is equipped to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions and impact
on climate change through providing opportunities for sustainable travel, low-carbon
buildings, and encouraging and utilising renewable and low carbon energy generation. The
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NFPF requires the local plan to include planning measures to address climate change
mitigation and adaptation. Promoting Sustainable Transport is cited as a key policy to be
followed in developing the Local Plan. NPPF Paragraph 103 recommends that “significant
development should be focused on locations which are or can be made sustainable, through
limiting the need to travel and offering a genuine choice of transport modes.” Also NPPF
Paragraph 104 states that development should support an appropriate mix of uses to
minimise the number and length of journeys needed for employment, shopping, leisure,
education and other activities. Both paragraphs refer to reducing the need to travel. This is
supported in the recent 6th budget of the Climate Change Committee which reports that: *
Total emissions from surface transport in 2019 were 113 MtCO2e, comprising 22% of total
UK GHG emissions. These are primarily tailpipe emissions from fossil-fuelled road vehicles,
with cars (68 MtCO2e), vans (20 MtCO2e) and heavy-goods vehicles (HGVs) (19 MtCO2e)
the largest contributing types * 25% of car mileage is for commuting purposes and 11% is
for business. Two-thirds of trips are undertaken with just the driver in the vehicle * The total
number of cycling trips undertaken has remained fairly constant at around 1-2% of all
journeys over recent years, although the average distance of each cycling journey has
increased. * Van travel is the fastest-growing sector, with total van-kilometres having
increased by 71% since 2000.21 At least a quarter of this is due to the growth in online
shopping The recommendation of the 6th budget is that there is a reduction in car miles by
9% by 2035, further reduced to 17% by 2050 e.g. through increased home-working as
internet access improves or by a shift to lower-carbon modes (such as walking, cycling and
public transport). Sales of new petrol and diesel cars and vans, including plug-in hybrids,
should end by 2032 at the latest. The requirement is for a very significant reduction in car
mileage and a huge change in behaviour to lower carbon modes of transport, in order to
reduce emissions and combat climate change. Whilst sales of vans and vans with high
carbon emissions may end during the period of the Local Plan, in practice it is likely that
they will continue to used widely in Suffolk until 2050. The Local plan appears to have
ignored this. It is highly likely that the level of car use within West Suffolk will continue to
rise significantly rather than fall as required due to the proposed development identified in
the Local Plan, in its current form. This is due to the inclusion of development throughout
the plan in villages where there is insufficient local work, a poor public transport system and
a lack of safe routes for walking or cycling to the place of work. If these developments
proceed, the new residents and communities created will have to travel by car to their place
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of work, for shopping or for medical facilities and other essential services as there is not a
sustainable transport alternative. An increase in car journeys and mileage will be the
inevitable consequence. This is contrary to policy SO2. The definition of a commutable bus
service as “an hourly bus service that also operates during commuter times” is flawed.
Villages are being given a score for bus services which cannot be used to get to and from
work as they are too infrequent, stop too early in the evening to be a means of getting home,
and are sparse or non-existent at the weekend. We live in a 24/7 society and working in the
evening, at weekends etc are the norm and are not served by the defined “commutable bus
service”. This poor definition gives many villages as high score pushing them into the
Category A classification or higher for development. Similarly, the proximity to a settlement
whether 2km or 5km does not mean that it is suitable for more sustainable travel if there are
narrow roads, and no footpaths for safe walking or cycling. e.g Horringer – the bus service is
terrible and cannot be described as offering a commutable service. The proximity to Bury St
Edmunds is irrelevant when a footpath is absent and the main road is so narrow, with very
heavy traffic including many HGVs so that it is unsafe to either walk or cycle. Any additional
development in Horringer will result in a significant increase in traffic, against the
recommendations of the NPPF and the 6th Budget of the Climate Change Committee.
Horringer meets the definition of a type B village: “These villages have a limited range or no
shops and services and poor accessibility by public or sustainable methods of transport. It is
likely that people will rely on the private car for transport to neighbouring villages or
towns.” It should be classed as such rather than upgraded to a type A village. The Local
Plan needs to tackle the issue of increasing car and van miles head-on by avoiding
unnecessary development in villages where there are no sustainable alternative transport
methods available. The Strategic Objectives S04 (greenhouse gas emissions), 018 (reduced
need for travel) and S019 (promote an integrated sustainable transport network) are not
being met by the Local Plan in its present form. This is acknowledged in the critique of
Options 3 and 4 of the Settlement Hierarchy, with the justification that “this may lead to
improvements in transport infrastructure especially where there is congestion or poor road
infrastructure, or may improve the viability of bus services or provision of cycle route
extensions”. However, these improvements are not certain, whereas the resulting increases
in car use and climate emissions are guaranteed. West Suffolk Council declared a climate
emergency in September 2019. Unfortunately, the local plan does not give a lead or direct
how this very important issue is to be tackled in W Suffolk in the next decades. Any new
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developments in villages are also likely to adversely impact on the natural environment,
biodiversity and lead to loss of valuable green spaces contrary to policies S012-S15. New
development should be made on brown field sites in the towns and major settlements where
the work, shops and other essential services exist. This will reduce the need for extra car
miles and facilitate the development of more sustainable transport routes and methods
within these places. Option 2 should be the preferred option as this allows a chance to
reduce carbon emissions and combat climate change. The development of a new settlement
(option 1) would only increase mileage as all new residents will need to travel to work etc.
and is not acceptable. The Local Plan currently contains a pattern of growth in the wrong
locations, thus encouraging and generating car-based travel over the same period when
West suffolk’ s carbon emissions must massively reduce, and also undermining our precious
rural landscape and biodiversity.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The recent Local Plan consultation sought people's views on future development
distribution options. Villages tend to have less transportation options than towns. West
Suffolk is a predominantly rural area and consequently a more dispersed housing
distribution could lead to an increase in travel demand. The council works closely with
highway infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure
and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Linda Bevan (Sturmer Flood Action Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

124

Summary

The effect of climate change on increased rainfall and potential flooding should be
considered.
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Comment

Please include the effect of climate change on increased rainfall and potential flooding

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue.

Respondent Name

Mrs Maggie Flint (Lakenheath Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

203

Summary

Climate Change is a reality which must be addressed and assimilated into the Local Plan.
Ensure that
1 infrastructure mitigates the effects of Climate Change,
2 Flood Risk is treated as probability rather than possibility,
3 building materials are appropriate, and
4 Vehicle charging points are mandated in Planning Permissions

Comment

Government direction and common sense dictate that any results of the West Suffolk Task
Force research should be a key element of the development of a Local Plan, and not a bolt-on
afterthought. Additional text below copied from questionnaire Ensure that 1 infrastructure
mitigates the effects of Climate Change, 2 Flood Risk is treated as probability rather than
possibility, 3 building materials are appropriate, and 4 Vehicle charging points are mandated
in Planning Permissions

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue.

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

257

Summary

Cycle route investment is required especially from villages close to the larger towns.

Comment

Invest in cycle routes, especially from villages close to the larger towns

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Mrs Pat Barnes

Agent Name

Mr Mark Jackson (Mark Jackson Planning)

Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

450

Summary

Paragraph 2.6 should be revised to reflect the Govt Announcement 3.12.20 which is
“A new plan aims for at least 68% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by the end of the
decade, compared to 1990 levels”.
Reference https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-sets-ambitious-new-climatetarget-aheadof-un-summit

Comment

Paragraph 2.6 should be revised to reflect the Govt Announcement 3.12.20 which is “A new
plan aims for at least 68% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by the end of the decade,
compared to 1990 levels”. Reference https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-setsambitious-new-climatetarget-ahead-of-un-summit

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. West Suffolk Council aims to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030.
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Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue.
Respondent Name

Mrs Sarah Green

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

58

Summary

Agree with 2.3 topics, particularly with regard to the environment and improving green
infrastructure.

Comment

Improving and enhancing the green infrastructure and halting loss of biodiversity is crucial.
Houses should be of sustainable construction, high standards of design and thermal
performance and energy efficient. All rain water should be harvested and systems integral to
the design and build.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The Issues and Options Local Plan raises biodiversity and the natural environment as
important local issues. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West
Suffolk and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue.

Respondent Name

Mr Stewart Patience (Anglian Water Services Ltd)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

448

Summary

Opportunities for a more holistic and integrated approach to water management should be
included in the plan. Specific areas for renewable energy should be identified in the West
Suffolk Local Plan.

Comment

Environment: climate change increases the risk of extreme weather events, posing a serious
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threat to the water sector. UK climate projections suggest we’ll get less rainfall in the
summer yet experience more intense rainfall events which increase the risk of
flooding within the public sewerage network. The Climate Change Committee has also
highlighted risks to the water supply. Opportunities for a more holistic and integrated
approach to water management should be included in the plan, to encourage multifunctional water management assets which support other community objectives. This
approach combines different elements of water management (e.g. combining SuDS with a
water re-use system to both manage runoff and provide an alternative non-potable water
supply) together with town planning and design (e.g. integrating the planted SuDS features
throughout a development to contribute to ‘greener’ streetscapes). Anglian Water as a
business is committed to reaching net zero for operational emissions by 2030. As part of
which we are looking to develop more renewable energy from both wind and solar so that
44% of the energy we need is from renewable sources by 2025. We would ask that
consideration be given to identifying specific areas for renewable energy in the West Suffolk
Local Plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. West Suffolk Council will work with Anglian Water in order to plan for an appropriate
approach to water management. West Suffolk Council aims to achieve net zero greenhouse
gas emissions by 2030. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West
Suffolk and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue including consideration of renewable energies

Respondent Name

Ms Deborah Cross

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

208

Summary

West Suffolk Council might expect that harm to climate change would prevent any more
housing in rural areas such as Hundon. Option 1 - a new settlement could allow sustainable
transport measures to be embedded from the start. Hundon cannot accommodate more than
approximately 12 new dwellings.
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Comment

West Suffolk Council might expect that harm to climate change would prevent any more
housing in rural areas such as Hundon. Option 1 - a new settlement could allow sustainable
transport measures to be embedded from the start. The poor road infrastructure, the nature
of the existing community services (tiny, part time, volunteer run community shop,
subsidised part time post office, limited school site, village hall at capacity) poor access to
health services and the poor public transport mean, in my opinion, that any substantial
building (more than 12 houses?) in Hundon would overwhelm the existing infrastructure and
facilities and require enormous expenditure to enable them to cope. Development in Hundon
should be appropriate to Hundon’s needs, carefully and correctly ascertained (SO11).

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. There is a balance to be achieved in
deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within
each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is important to note that not
all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Ms Donna Higgins (Bury Town Branch of the Labour Party)

Agent Name

Mr John Popham

Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

32

Summary

In para 2.3 encouraging” will be insufficient and the relevant polices will need to be
mandatory. In relation to development that requires planning permission all work should at
the very latest be required to be net zero by 2030.

Comment

In paragraph 2.3 you describe tackling climate change through “mitigation and adaption” in
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relation to Transport Housing and the Environment. While the wording is positive too often
the word “encouraging” is used (e.g. in relation to Housing and Environment) in this and
other subsections. If we are to have any realistic chance of meeting essential, and legally
required, targets “encouraging” will be insufficient and the relevant polices will need to be
mandatory. While we agree with the principle of what is said in the Issues for the local plan
(paras. 2.5 to 2.8) the key issue in this case is the extent to which, and the rate at which, the
plan seeks to drive forward this essential work. Given that emissions are higher than the
national average in West Suffolk the plan will need to reduce them to a greater extent than
elsewhere just to catch up with the national position. But this by itself will be seriously
insufficient if, as stated, the Local Plan is to “play a key role” in implementing both the
Government and Council’s “ambitions”, and indeed to comply with legislative requirements.
Bearing in mind that the plan period lasts until 2040 we strongly urge that in relation to
development that requires planning permission all work should at the very latest be required
to be net zero by 2030. The second decade of the plan up to 2040 should then only be used
to complete clearing up any historic backlog of emissions that may exist, some of which in
any event may not be subject to planning controls.
In relation to the above may we draw
your attention to our answer in Part 1, question 5.7, where we indicated that in relation to
the Council’s Climate Emergency we explained the urgent need to draw up the required new
policies: “It is essential that the Council – as part of the revised local plan preparation
process completes this vital process as soon as practicable and that * its findings are made
available to the public and are the subject of a separate ‘Climate Change’ public consultation
at the earliest opportunity. * This needs to be completed in sufficient time to incorporate all
findings that are relevant to national planning law and policy into the Preferred Options of
the local plan which is currently programmed for consultation in September 2021.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue West Suffolk Council aims to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 and
part of this strategy is the reduction of CO2 emissions, including those linked to new
development.

Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Horringer cum Ickworth Parish Council)
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

67

Summary

The Parish Council welcomes the plan’s emphasis and approach to mitigating and adapting
to climate change. This is a global challenge which cuts through and influences many local
issues.

Comment

The Parish Council welcomes the plan’s emphasis and approach to mitigating and adapting
to climate change. This is a global challenge which cuts through and influences many local
issues.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue.

Respondent Name

Peter Chrisp

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

196

Summary

Only develop in environmentally the best places. Locate development close to areas of
employment or with good bus/rail connections to them.

Comment

Locate development close to areas of employment or with good bus/rail connections to them.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement such as Haverhill. The
next draft of the plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution
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strategy to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial
objectives and settlement hierarchy.
Respondent Name

Peter Riddington (Bury St Edmunds Town Trust)

Agent Name

Mr John Popham

Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

41

Summary

In paragraph 2.3 you describe tackling climate change through “mitigation and adaption” in
relation to Transport, Housing and the Environment. While the wording is positive too often
the word “encouraging” is used (e.g. in relation to Housing and Environment) in this and
other subsections. If we are to have any realistic chance of meeting essential, and legally
required, targets “encouraging” will be insufficient and the relevant polices will need to be
mandatory.

Comment

In paragraph 2.3 you describe tackling climate change through “mitigation and adaption” in
relation to Transport Housing and the Environment. While the wording is positive too often
the word “encouraging” is used (e.g. in relation to Housing and Environment) in this and
other subsections. If we are to have any realistic chance of meeting essential, and legally
required, targets “encouraging” will be insufficient and the relevant polices will need to be
mandatory. While we agree with the principle of what is said in the Issues for the local plan
(paras. 2.5 to 2.8) the key issue in this case is the extent to which, and the rate at which, the
plan seeks to drive forward this essential work. Given that emissions are higher than the
national average in West Suffolk the plan will need to reduce them to a greater extent than
elsewhere just to catch up with the national position. But this by itself will be seriously
insufficient if, as stated, the Local Plan is to “play a key role” in implementing both the
Government and Council’s “ambitions”, and indeed to comply with legislative requirements.
Bearing in mind that the plan period lasts until 2040 we strongly urge that in relation to
development that requires planning permission all relevant work should at the latest be
required to be net zero by 2030. The second decade of the plan up to 2040 should then only
be used to complete clearing up any historic backlog of emissions that may exist, some of
which in any event may not be subject to planning controls.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue. West Suffolk Council aims to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 and
part of this strategy is the reduction of CO2 emissions, including those linked to new
development.

Respondent Name

Susan Sternberg

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

101

Summary

Biodiversity should be protected as a priority

Comment

A priority needs to be given to protecting biodiversity.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The existing policies in the local plans dealing with biodiversity issues will be
reviewed and amended if necessary, alongside the development of new biodiversity policies
in the new local plan.

Respondent Name

Town Clerk (Newmarket Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

549

Summary

Include greater emphasis on the need for installation of electric charging points for vehicles

Comment

Include greater emphasis on the need for installation of electric charging points for vehicles

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. West Suffolk Council aims to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 and
part of this strategy will be by looking at transportation, and increasing electric vehicle
charge points, both using the planning regime and through other initiatives. Climate change
is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and planning policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue.

Respondent Name

Town Clerk (Newmarket Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Climate change

Comment ID

617

Summary

Greater emphasis should be placed on the need for sustainable design features – energy
efficient buildings, using renewable energy technologies and built to low carbon emission
standards.

Comment

Greater emphasis should be placed on the need for sustainable design features – energy
efficient buildings, using renewable energy technologies and built to low carbon emission
standards.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue whilst also considering developments' viabilities.

Respondent Name

Dr Roger Merry

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

588

Summary

Suffolk has a high proportion of old, many thatched and listed properties where planning will
not allow solar and other energy saving devices and no tax incentive is given to owners for
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protecting our heritage. Listed planning will often not allow solar panels and cost for older
residents is prohibitive.
Comment

Suffolk has a high proportion of old, many thatched and listed properties where planning will
not allow solar and other energy saving devices and no tax incentive is given to owners for
protecting our heritage. Listed planning will often not allow solar panels and cost for older
residents is prohibitive.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue including the consideration of renewable energy sources. We will also be developing
policies that protect and safeguard our heritage assets. Future planning decisions would
need to assess all relevant material considerations on a case by case basis.

Respondent Name

Luke Murray (Sunnica Limited)

Agent Name

Motunrayo Bello (AECOM)

Document Section Path

> Climate change > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

221

Summary

Supportive of renewable technologies such as solar and wind in West Suffolk. As West
Suffolk is within the east of England irradiation (sunlight) levels are high compared to other
parts of the UK and it has flat land, which is ideal for construction and is less visually
intrusive, therefore making it an optimal area for solar development. Solar PV generation
should therefore be supported in the local plan and continue to be a significant part of the
renewable energy supply for West Suffolk area

Comment

Sunnica welcomes the support for a range of renewable and low carbon technologies and
projects to achieve ongoing emissions reductions in West Suffolk. The need for significant
growth in new low carbon generation assets, including well-proven renewable technologies
such as wind and solar, is required to meet additional anticipated demand, and replace
existing generation capacity due to close. As West Suffolk is within the east of England
irradiation (sunlight) levels are high compared to other parts of the UK and it has flat land,
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which is ideal for construction and is less visually intrusive, therefore making it an optimal
area for solar development. Solar PV generation should therefore be supported in the local
plan and continue to be a significant part of the renewable energy supply for the West
Suffolk area and the UK as a whole.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue.

Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

382

Summary

West Suffolk Council should pioneer community car schemes where an electric driverless car
is shared amongst residents in a rural area.

Comment

We should pioneer community car schemes where an electric driverless car is shared in a
rural area for use by residents.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. West Suffolk Council aims to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 and
part of our strategy will be by looking at transportation both using the planning regime and
through other initiatives.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Oswald (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

377
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Summary

Carbon emissions are falling for national grid generation and transport/ industrial emissions
are rising. Infrastructure to support the transition to low carbon transportation is required.
This includes better facilities for walking and cycling, along with charging infrastructure for
electric vehicles.

Comment

Carbon emissions are mainly falling due to the lower carbon intensity of the national grid
electricity generation, whilst transport and industrial emissions continue to rise.
Infrastructure to support the transition to low carbon transportation is required. This
includes better facilities for walking and cycling, along with charging infrastructure for
electric vehicles. The haphazard nature of the cycle path along Out Risbygate Street in Bury
St Edmunds is a prime example of where improvement is required to support cycling..

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

West Suffolk Council aims to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 and part of
our strategy will be by looking at transportation, by increasing electric vehicle charge
points, and enabling a modal shift for cycling/ walking - both using the planning regime and
through other initiatives.

Respondent Name

Mr Leslie Guy C.Chem, MRSC

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

128

Summary

Electric cars are not always appropriate in rural areas and due to expense. There is a need
for more charging points fuelled by renewable energies, and also to consider rural train
enhancements - to reverse Beeching's decision which ripped up a third of our local railways
devastating the network with over 2000 stations closed.

Comment

It's all very good showing a Council Leader with a new Electric car using a charging point
probably at home but ordinary people will not be able to afford these very expensive, limited
range vehicles that are totally inappropriate for rural use. Additional electric generation
cannot be supplied by solar energy alone and lack of range and number of charging points
will cause gridlock and fights for the few that exist. It would have been much more sensible
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and environmentally friendly to reverse the ridiculous 1960's Beeching Plan which ripped up
a third of our local railways devastating the network with over 2000 stations closed.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. West Suffolk Council aims to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 and
part of this strategy will be by looking at transportation, and increasing electric vehicle
charge points, both using the planning regime and through other initiatives. Climate change
is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and planning policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue.

Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Ingwall King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

364

Summary

West Suffolk Decarbonisation Strategy. Existing and new developments should be
considered, including transport and links to environment and biodiversity.

Comment

Existing and new developments should be considered, including transport and links to
environment and biodiversity.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue for different types of land uses.

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

258
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Summary

Electric cars require sufficient charging points. Make sure there are enough charging points
as once electric cars become more affordable and as we near 2030, more and more charging
points will be needed.

Comment

Make sure there are enough charging points as once electric cars become more affordable
and as we near 2030, more and more charging points will be needed.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. West Suffolk Council aims to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 and
part of our strategy will be by looking at transportation, and increasing electric vehicle
charge points, both using the planning regime and through other initiatives. Climate change
is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and planning policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue.

Respondent Name

Ms Deborah Cross

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

209

Summary

The Sustainability appraisal is a desktop exercise rather than an actual assessment of
facilities. Infrastructure and congestion can lead to air quality issues including in Hundon
but Part 3 of the Local Plan does not mention this. The SA does not say why rail stations are
not likely to be delivered, or an existing one could serve a new settlement with good
transport links. Options 1 and 2 are favoured by the SA,

Comment

* The Sustainability Appraisal notes its limitations are significant (para 8.2.4). If I have
understood it correctly, the appraisal has been a desk top exercise rather than involving any
real-life inspection. For a number of criteria it does not look at the quality of the facility
involved or its capacity to cope with development (eg school, health facility, village hall).
This is something that the Sustainable Settlements Study seeks, but fails, to do (see section
E below). * In para 9.3.1 it refers to additional pressure on infrastructure and congestion
affecting air quality in a few specified settlements including Hundon (under Option 3). This
is not referred to in WSLP Part 3 para 4.9. * The Sustainability Appraisal says in two places
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that a new railway station is unlikely to be delivered (pages 31 and 37) but gives no evidence
for this. It does not address the possibility of expanding one of the existing railway stations
noted in WSLP part 2 para 5.4. and siting a new settlement nearby, with good footpath and
cycle path access to the station. * I note that the Sustainability Appraisal summary appears
to support Options 1 and 2, with Options 3 and 4 “performing poorly” in comparison. * Note
the references to the Sustainability Appraisal in earlier and later sections of this document,
where I have tied them in to my comments on the WSLP and the Sustainable Settlements
Study.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The Sustainability Appraisal is a tool to assess the distribution of growth to meet the
overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as
considering the infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement.

Respondent Name

Mr. Neil Jarvis (Forestry Commission)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Issues for the local plan

Comment ID

27

Summary

Carbon capture in new woodlands and timber for construction are vital.

Comment

Regarding Climate Change mitigation and Local Authorities declarations of a Climate
Change Emergency, it is well proven that creating new woodlands capture large amounts of
atmospheric carbon dioxide. With that aim in mind there are several incentives available to
Local Authorities to promote and deliver new woodlands for carbon capture. Links to
woodland creation and the woodland carbon incentives are available on GOV.UK.
Construction and Sustainable Housing and development can also deliver the Climate Change
mitigation agenda where homegrown timber is used in construction to replace steel and
concrete, both of which have very high carbon footprints. This vital objective is stated in the
Governments Clean Growth Strategy and the 25 Year Plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Sophie Pain (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Climate change > Issues for the local plan

Comment ID

399

Summary

Pigeon fully supports the Local Plans’ intentions to address climate change at a local level.
We agree that development management policies and particularly adopting spatial patterns
of development can lead to radical reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. Pigeon believe
that West Suffolk should adopt the ‘Future Homes Standard’ for all new housing from 2025
and focus on the strategic delivery of key aspects of the net zero economy such as hydrogen
and electric vehicle infrastructure.

Comment

* Pigeon fully supports the Local Plans’ intentions to address climate change at a local level.
We agree that development management policies and particularly adopting spatial patterns
of development can lead to radical reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. Pigeon would
urge caution however if West Suffolk are considering implementing development
management policies (such as Zero Carbon Homes) without full consideration of the
technical and commercial viability of such standards. * The recent white paper ‘Planning for
the Future[1] (#_ftn1) ’ confirmed that the Future Homes Standard would be introduced in
2025 which will set a new national standard through Building regulation for all new homes
to be circa 75-80% more efficient with respect to carbon emissions than those constructed
under the current regulations. Pigeon believe that West Suffolk should adopt this as their
standard for all new housing from 2025 and focus on the strategic delivery of key aspects of
the net zero economy such as hydrogen and electric vehicle infrastructure. [1] (#_ftnref1)
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/planning-for-the-future

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, West Suffolk Council would not wish to duplicate the requirements of another regime
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such as building regulations. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for
West Suffolk and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex planning issue whilst also considering developments' viabilities.
Respondent Name

Mr Chris Crisell (West Suffolk Clinical Commissioning Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Issues for the local plan

Comment ID

111

Summary

Any local plan should seek to exceed carbon zero and look at mechanisms to be carbon
positive.

Comment

As per previous comments. Any local plan should seek to exceed carbon zero and look at
mechanisms to be carbon positive. Innovative mechanisms should be utilised that are not
limited to building design and function (this should be the minimum requirement). Links to
offsetting schemes (such as tree planting, soil sequestration, re wilding etc) should be seen
at additional to green building design and performance and not used by potential
developers/ment as a way of delivering a reduced cost development that green shortfalls are
shored up by tree planting schemes etc. Local green infrastructure such as provision of
allotment, community orchards or the emerging practice of urban farms should be
encouraged with new developments. This would support carbon sequestration, greening or
urban areas and provide an opportunity for communities to be active and engaged within
local environments. This approach delivers health and well being benefits to local
communities including improved local air quality, locally sourced food, education and an
opportunity to exercise.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
(including more than simply the design of buildings) will be developed in the local plan that
will allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue .

Respondent Name

Mr Gordon Hughes (Horringer Community Council)
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Issues for the local plan

Comment ID

236

Summary

EV charging facilities

Comment

EV charging facilities - I have already commented on this at the Community Centre

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. West Suffolk Council aims to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 and
part of our strategy will be by looking at transportation, and increasing electric vehicle
charge points, both using the planning regime and through other initiatives. Climate change
is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and planning policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue.

Respondent Name

Mr Hugo Greer-Walker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Issues for the local plan

Comment ID

323

Summary

Environmental standards for housing should be maximised. All housing approved should be
of the highest environmental standards available at the time, regardless of cost.

Comment

All housing approved should be of the highest environmental standards available at the time,
regardless of cost.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue whilst also considering developments' viabilities.

Respondent Name

Mrs Linda Bevan (Sturmer Flood Action Group)
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Climate change > Issues for the local plan

Comment ID

5

Summary

Please include increased rainfall as a result of climate change which will lead to increase
flood risk to this section

Comment

Please include increased rainfall as a result of climate change which will lead to increase
flood risk to this section

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Climate change is both a strategic priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue

Respondent Name

. . (British Sugar PLC)

Agent Name

Wakako Hirose (Rapleys)

Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

441

Summary

It is noted that a full employment land review will be carried out as part of the preparation
of the Local Plan to assess the employment needs in the district. In this regard, we confirm
that the full extent of British Sugar’s operational area currently designated and allocated as
a General Employment Area (under BV14(d) BV15(c)) and British Sugar (BV16) will continue
to be required for British Sugar’s operation.

Comment

It is noted that a full employment land review will be carried out as part of the preparation
of the Local Plan to assess the employment needs in the district. In this regard, we confirm
that the full extent of British Sugar’s operational area currently designated and allocated as
a General Employment Area (under BV14(d) BV15(c)) and British Sugar (BV16) will continue
to be required for British Sugar’s operation.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on employment are noted. Your promotion of existing employment sites in
West Suffolk are noted. All responses will be carefully considered and will assist in the
production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted
on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

. . (Crest Nicholson)

Agent Name

Mrs Kath Slater (Eclipse Planning Services)

Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

648

Summary

Crest Nicholson therefore agrees that this is the right employment issue to focus on.

Comment

Paragraphs 4.9 and 4.10 correctly acknowledge that the main role of the planning system in
employment is to identify and allocate sufficient land in the right places to sustain economic
growth. Some of the matters referred to earlier at paragraphs 4.1 to 4.5, such as levels of
economic activity in the population, skills, education and earnings, are outside its control.
Paragraph 4.9 refers to the definition of employment uses as referring only to the B category
in the Use Classes Order. This is more than just a technical point; such uses are the
independent variable in the local economy ,where employment in other sectors depends to a
great extent on the size of the local population, making due allowance for its spending power
and the exercise of consumer choice. Paragraph 4.12 acknowledges the importance of the
sectors not requiring the allocation of land, mostly services. We have observed in relation to
Part 1 that the coronavirus pandemic has shown that the British economy as a whole now
depends heavily on the retail and hospitality sectors. In the present context, it makes it even
more important that local planning authorities make sufficient provision of land for B class
uses in appropriate locations in order to support the economy. Crest Nicholson therefore
agrees that this is the right employment issue to focus on.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comment is noted. Paragraphs 1.21 and 1.22 in the introduction note the impact of
Covid-19, and this and the impacts of other changes will be assessed as the local plan
process evolves. Each stage of the process is subject to a public consultation
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process. Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and the
Council has commenced an employment land review that will assist in the production of the
next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
Respondent Name

. . (Geo E Gittus and Sons Ltd)

Agent Name

Samuel Palmer (Rapleys)

Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

559

Summary

Acknowledge that there is significant demand for land for employment uses of an industrial
nature (Class B2 and B8 uses) within the Bury St Edmunds area and the wider district that
cannot be met within the current local plan allocations or within land identified as being
suitable and achievable within the SHELAA. Acknowledge the importance of industrial based
employment uses to the Bury St Edmunds area and wider district. Allocate sufficient land for
industrial employment uses such as WSE06.

Comment

Acknowledge that there is significant demand for land for employment uses of an industrial
nature (Class B2 and heavier B8 uses) within the Bury St Edmunds area and the wider
district that cannot be met within the current local plan allocations or within land identified
as being suitable and achievable within the SHELAA. Acknowledge the importance of
industrial based employment uses to the Bury St Edmunds area and wider district. Allocate
sufficient land for employment uses of an industrial nature (Class B2 and heavier B8 uses) in
suitable locations which are well related to the strategic road network and away from
sensitive receptors (co-location with/location next to existing uses of a similar nature may be
preferable). Allocation of site WSE06 would create new skilled job opportunities,
strengthening the district’s employment and economic position.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on employment are noted. Your promotion of a site for development in West
Suffolk emphasising its potential contribution to sustainable economic growth and jobs is
noted. All responses will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next
draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
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Respondent Name

. . (Newmarket Horsemen's Group)

Agent Name

Nicky Parsons (Pegasus Group)

Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

458

Summary

Chapter 4 relates to employment. The issues for the local plan rightly relate to growing the
local economy. The NHG considers that the issues to be covered should also include
appropriate measures to protect existing industries from adverse impact caused by other
developments. Protection should go hand-in-hand with support for growth. Clearly, there is
no benefit in growth in one area if it leads to a corresponding decline in another.

Comment

Chapter 4 relates to employment. The issues for the local plan rightly relate to growing the
local economy. The NHG considers that the issues to be covered should also include
appropriate measures to protect existing industries from adverse impact caused by other
developments. Protection should go hand-n-hand with support for growth. Clearly, there is
no benefit in growth in one area if it leads to a corresponding decline in another.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Sustainable economic growth that considers and meets the needs of existing and
future industries/ businesses is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

. . (Peterhouse)

Agent Name

Mr John Dudding (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

386

Summary

The location of and vision for Hall Farm presents an excellent opportunity to support the
economic growth of West Suffolk in a sustainable manner. Fornham Business Court sits at
the heart of Hall Farm and is an existing well established and successful employment hub.
The vision for Hall farm seeks to further grow Fornham Business Court so that it becomes a
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focal point of the new community providing local employment opportunities in a high-quality
environment.
Comment

Peterhouse supports the need to maintain high economic activity rates, supporting the
residential population with good access to employment opportunities and improving
education attainment to support future employees in the district. It is acknowledged that
West Suffolk is a net-importer of employment, which leads to challenges such as traffic
congestion at peak times. To ensure that economic growth is fostered and not constrained it
is imperative that homes and jobs are located within close proximity to each other and/or
highly accessible by sustainable modes of travel. Peterhouse supports the notion of
maintaining a balanced economy and ensuring that the right sites are provided to enable a
wide range of business growth, through both new inward investment from businesses
outside West Suffolk and allowing existing businesses within the district to expand. The
location of and vision for Hall Farm presents an excellent opportunity to support the
economic growth of West Suffolk in a sustainable manner. Fornham Business Court sits at
the heart of Hall Farm and is an existing well established and successful employment hub.
The vision for Hall farm seeks to further grow Fornham Business Court so that it becomes a
focal point of the new community providing local employment opportunities in a high-quality
environment. Existing business within the district have already successfully established
themselves or relocated to Fornham Business Court, underlying its credentials as a
destination which can attract investment and foster growth across a range of commercial
uses. The inherent sustainability of Hall Farm’s location and the nature of large scale mixeduse developments also lends itself to high level of internalisation, ensuring that employment
is highly accessible via sustainable modes of travel and located close to housing, alleviating
issues such as traffic congestion. In addition to the range of employment opportunities which
will be available within the site, the site is also located within close proximity to and cycling
distance of West Suffolk’s largest town, Bury St Edmunds which offers a wide range of
employment opportunities. Furthermore, the train station is located approximately 2km from
the site, providing regular services to employment opportunities further afield. The
expansion of Fornham Business Court and the potential for Hall Farm to deliver employment
uses should be considered as part of any employment land review that is carried out as part
of the Local Plan preparation.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on employment are noted. Your promotion of a site for development in West
Suffolk emphasising its potential contribution to sustainable economic growth is noted. All
responses will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of
the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

. . (RJ Upton 1987 Settlement Trust)

Agent Name

Mrs Kath Slater (Eclipse Planning Services)

Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

653

Summary

The Trust therefore agrees that this is the right employment issue to focus on.

Comment

Employment Do you think that these are the right employment issues to focus on?
Paragraphs 4.9 and 4.10 correctly acknowledge that the main role of the planning system in
employment is to identify and allocate sufficient land in the right places to sustain economic
growth. Some of the matters referred to earlier at paragraphs 4.1 to 4.5, such as levels of
economic activity in the population, skills, education and earnings, are outside its control.
Paragraph 4.9 refers to the definition of employment uses as referring only to the B category
in the Use Classes Order. This is more than just a technical point; such uses are
the independent variable in the local economy ,where employment in other sectors depends
to a great extent on the size of the local population, making due allowance for its spending
power and the exercise of consumer choice. Paragraph 4.12 acknowledges the importance of
the sectors not requiring the allocation of land, mostly services. We have observed in
relation to Part 1 that the coronavirus pandemic has shown that the British economy as a
whole now depends heavily on the retail and hospitality sectors. In the present context, it
makes it even more important that local planning authorities make sufficient provision of
land for B class uses in appropriate locations in order to support the economy. The Trust
therefore agrees that this is the right employment issue to focus on.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comment is noted. Paragraphs 1.21 and 1.22 in the introduction note the impact of
Covid-19, and this and the impacts of other changes will be assessed as the local plan
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process evolves. Each stage of the process is subject to a public consultation process.
Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and the Council has
commenced an employment land review that will assist in the production of the next draft of
the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
Respondent Name

ABF Properties (ABF Properties)

Agent Name

Wakako Hirose (Rapleys)

Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

447

Summary

Limiting the preferred uses to Classes B1 and B8 in the strategic employment allocation
BV13 Suffolk Business Park has the potential to put a barrier industrial development which
would not fall under Classes B1 and B8, but would nevertheless bring about significant
economic, environmental social benefits. Policy BV13 should be enhanced.

Comment

We request that the Council enhances the Suffolk Business Park Strategic Employment Site
under Policy BV13 in the emerging Local Plan process in order to ensure that high-tech and
state-of-art industrial requirements which will bring about the significant economic,
environmental and social benefits to West Suffolk, are actively supported by planning policy.
Limiting the preferred uses to Classes B1 and B8 in the strategic employment allocation has
the potential to put a barrier industrial development which would not fall under Classes B1
and B8, but would nevertheless bring about significant economic, environmental social
benefits.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on employment are noted. Your promotion of a site occupier for a strategic
site in West Suffolk is noted. All responses will be carefully considered and will assist in the
production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted
on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Bruce Macmichael

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

175

Summary

Out-commuting is not necessarily a bad thing. Hertfordshire for example has benefitted
massively from the wealth and the industry brought by residents who commute to London or
may have moved from commuting to working locally. West Suffolk should seeks ways to
benefit from the wealth in the Cambridge region.

Comment

Out-commuting is not necessarily a bad thing. Hertfordshire for example has benefitted
massively from the wealth and the industry brought by residents who commute to London or
may have moved from commuting to working locally. West Suffolk shoiuld seeks ways to
benefit from the wealth in the Cambridge region.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue
having regard to the context.

Respondent Name

Greg Luton (Bury St Edmunds Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

611

Summary

We agree with the findings of the SA Scoping Report, particularly in relation to education.

Comment

We agree with the findings of the SA Scoping Report, particularly in relation to education.
Given West Suffolk’s lack of skills and comparative poor educational performance (para 4.5),
it is important to ensure that West Suffolk College has requisite land to provide for its needs
up to 2040. There may be advantages in creating College units located on employment sites
in other parts of the District to complement an expansion of vocational, on-the-job education.
The College is also likely to be called upon to help communities adapt to a post-COVID jobs
market.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of existing and proposed growth. This ongoing dialogue will assist
with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan and will set out further details on appropriate infrastructure delivery
across the district.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Dalham Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

93

Summary

Broadband and mobile home provision needs to be improved so that all homes have access
to a good service to enable people to work effectively from home.

Comment

Broadband and mobile home provision needs to be improved so that all homes have access
to a good service to enable people to work effectively from home.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Lidgate Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

79

Summary

The current pandemic has meant more people are working from home and this is likely to
continue. Local communities should be supported to enable more home working, for example
in the design of any new dwellings to include office space, as this will have a positive impact
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on traffic and the environment by reducing the amount of traffic on rural roads.
Comment

The current pandemic has meant more people are working from home and this is likely to
continue. Local communities should be supported to enable more home working, for example
in the design of any new dwellings to include office space, as this will have a positive impact
on traffic and the environment by reducing the amount of traffic on rural roads.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comment is noted. Paragraphs 1.21 and 1.22 in the introduction note the impact of
Covid-19, and this and the impacts of other changes will be assessed as the local plan
process evolves. Each stage of the process is subject to a public consultation process.
Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Stansfield Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

86

Summary

No additional buildings for business are required though there may be scope for conversions
of existing buildings.

Comment

No additional buildings for business are required though there may be scope for conversions
of existing buildings. Existing empty buildings for businesses already exist and remain empty
for example the pub. Being a type B village would not restrict people from adding to their
homes or erecting an office space in their garden or converting a garage for additional
space. Support for more homeworking, particularly post pandemic is required in the form of
improved broadband and mobile networks.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comment is noted. Paragraphs 1.21 and 1.22 in the introduction note the impact of
Covid-19, and this and the impacts of other changes will be assessed as the local plan
process evolves. Each stage of the process is subject to a public consultation process.
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Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.
Respondent Name

Jonathan Ascroft (Jockey Club Farming Company Limited)

Agent Name

Alison Wright (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

479

Summary

A broad range of employment opportunities accessible by active modes of transport
(including public transport) needs to be maintained in urban and rural areas to ensure local
jobs are available and in order to support the growth of the local economy

Comment

* A broad range of employment opportunities accessible by active modes of transport
(including public transport) needs to be maintained in urban and rural areas to ensure local
jobs are available and in order to support the growth of the local economy. National Planning
Policy confirms “Significant weight should be placed on the need to support economic
growth and productivity, taking into account both local business needs and wider
opportunities for development” (NPPF, paragraph 80). The approach taken should allow each
area to build on its strengths, counter any weaknesses and address the challenges of the
future. * The WSLP should also help achieve ‘good growth’ that promotes wellbeing, is
inclusive and includes anti-poverty measures. For example, promotion of commercial
development and job creation that offers the Living Wage and opportunities for those on
lower incomes to increase wages to easily access jobs.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Luisa Townsley (Artemis Trustees Limited as trustees of the VS Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

487

Summary

A broad range of employment opportunities accessible by active modes of transport
(including public transport) needs to be maintained in urban and rural areas to ensure local
jobs are available and in order to support the growth of the local economy.

Comment

* A broad range of employment opportunities accessible by active modes of transport
(including public transport) needs to be maintained in urban and rural areas to ensure local
jobs are available and in order to support the growth of the local economy. National Planning
Policy confirms “Significant weight should be placed on the need to support economic
growth and productivity, taking into account both local business needs and wider
opportunities for development” (NPPF, paragraph 80). The approach taken should allow each
area to build on its strengths, counter any weaknesses and address the challenges of the
future. * The WSLP should also help achieve ‘good growth’ that promotes wellbeing, is
inclusive and includes anti-poverty measures. For example, promotion of commercial
development and job creation that offers the Living Wage and opportunities for those on
lower incomes to increase wages to easily access jobs.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

387

Summary

Suffolk has long been a high employment/low wage economy. The former Forest Heath
district has had decades of poor social mobility. Young people leave the county to go to
university or further their careers. Yet we have some internationally renowned businesses
and are in the catchment for Cambridge and its hightech industries. We must address the
skills gap.
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Comment

Suffolk has long been a high employment/low wage economy. The former Forest Heath
district has had decades of poor social mobility. Young people leave the county to go to
university or further their careers. Yet we have some internationally renowned businesses
and are in the catchment for Cambridge and its hightech indutries. We must address the
challenges especially post covid as so many people's jobs are at stake. We must work with
our partners to identfy the skills needed for the future and to promote role models to
encourage our young people to aspire and achieve.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Local skills shortages would require an interdisciplinary approach. However,
sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

493

Summary

We must recognise how employment is changing because of Covid. Few organisations needs
office blocks any more. We are devloping a global economy with people working from home.
Services will devolve down to the local areas to reflect these changes - such as the health
hubs proposed for the new West Suffolk Hospital which are a great example of taking the
services to the people.

Comment

We must recognise how employment is changing because of Covid. Few organisations needs
office blocks any more. We are devloping a global economy with people working from home.
Services will devolve down to the local areas to reflect these changes - such as the health
hubs proposed for the new West Suffolk Hospital which are a great example of taking the
services to the people.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comment is noted. Paragraphs 1.21 and 1.22 in the introduction note the impact of
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Covid-19, and this and the impacts of other changes will be assessed as the local plan
process evolves. Each stage of the process is subject to a public consultation process.
Respondent Name

Mr. Garth Tolmie

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

526

Summary

The focus must be broadened to include internet (work from home) businesses where no
additional land is required. This of course will require much improved internet
infrastructure.

Comment

The focus must be broadened to include internet (work from home) businesses where no
additional land is required. This of course will require much improved internet
infrastructure.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with highway infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of existing and proposed growth. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan and will set out further details on appropriate
infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Colin Knight

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

462

Summary

More than the national average of working-aged people are economically active in the area –
this may be partly a reflection of the State Pension Age increasing and people needing to
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work longer? The district’s average pay is lower than the national average, but there is still
net in-commuting – perhaps a rural impact which is true of many other areas of the UK?
Cambridge probably demands a higher level of technically educated work force? Lower skills
levels - need the right training.
Comment

Key local issues are - More than the national average of working-aged people are
economically active in the area – this may be partly a reflection of the State Pension Age
increasing and people needing to work longer? The district’s average pay is lower than the
national average, but there is still net in-commuting – perhaps a rural impact which is true of
many other areas of the UK? Not sure how this could be changed, look at Bury St Edmunds
and Cambridge salary differences – due to an impact of the cost of living which would be
difficult to alter, in the short term certainly. Cambridge probably demands a higher level of
technically educated work force – not available elsewhere? Skills and education levels are
lower locally than therest of England – we need to look at what the right training should be.
Do we teach skills that the local economy requires? There is a need to consult more with
local businesses.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Local skills shortages would require an interdisciplinary approach. However,
sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Mr David Taylor (Taylor Farms)

Agent Name

Alison Wright (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

502

Summary

A broad range of employment opportunities accessible by active modes of transport
(including public transport) needs to be maintained in urban and rural areas to ensure local
jobs are available and in order to support the growth of the local economy

Comment

* A broad range of employment opportunities accessible by active modes of transport
(including public transport) needs to be maintained in urban and rural areas to ensure local
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jobs are available and in order to support the growth of the local economy. National Planning
Policy confirms “Significant weight should be placed on the need to support economic
growth and productivity, taking into account both local business needs and wider
opportunities for development” (NPPF, paragraph 80). The approach taken should allow each
area to build on its strengths, counter any weaknesses and address the challenges of the
future. * The WSLP should also help achieve ‘good growth’ that promotes wellbeing, is
inclusive and includes anti-poverty measures. For example, promotion of commercial
development and job creation that offers the Living Wage and opportunities for those on
lower incomes to increase wages to easily access jobs.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Mr Edward Barrett (Catesby Estates plc)

Agent Name

Mr Greg Pearce (David Lock Associates)

Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

428

Summary

Haverhill is well positioned to encourage the growth of the local economy through its
continued role as a key manufacturing base for West Suffolk. There are a number of
established employers in the town, many of whom are located within a significant
employment area to the south east of the town. This employment offer is already set to
expand through the establishment and completion of Haverhill Research Park.

Comment

The issues identified in paragraphs 4.7-4.13 or Part 2.4 of the Issues and Options
Consultation relate to seeking to grow the local economy, provision of employment land, and
ensuring the right type of employment land is provided in the right location. It is
acknowledged that across the authority there is a significant amount of out-commuting to
surrounding areas, particularly to Cambridge but also to employment destinations such as
those associated with Stansted Airport. Seeking to reduce out-commuting – or to secure this
movement through more sustainable modes - is an appropriate priority to focus on. Growing
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the local economy to perform a complementary role and support the growth and retention of
local skills is also supported. Haverhill is well positioned to encourage the growth of the
local economy through its continued role as a key manufacturing base for West Suffolk.
There are a number of established employers in the town, many of whom are located within
a significant employment area to the south east of the town. This employment offer is
already set to expand through the establishment and completion of Haverhill Research Park.
Residential development to the south of the town at Haverhill Vales will complement and
support existing and proposed jobs growth. Located within walking distance of a number of
key employers in the town, residential development here will help reduce the requirement
for commuting out of the area, and with a number of high-tech firms being located in
Haverhill it is likely that the development will prove popular for those travelling into
Haverhill to work within the town. This accessibility is likely to be further enhanced by the
CAM infrastructure proposed to the west of the town which can be integrated within the
design of Haverhill Vales. Haverhill is well located and positioned to lead West Suffolk’s bid
for further jobs growth through introducing and expanding the diverse range of employers
located within the town. New development south of the town will support this job creation
and offer the potential to secure long-term economic growth for Haverhill as well as
unlocking/safeguarding infrastructure for the CAM network.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on employment are noted. Your promotion of a site for development in West
Suffolk emphasising its potential contribution to sustainable economic growth is noted. All
responses will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of
the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Kevin Jarvis

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

100

Summary

Travel to work. Main centres of employment are different but the young have to travel to
them at cost which are rising, the future introduction of electric cars etc. means they have
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more to spend out with less coming in, the future does not look bright!
Comment

Main centres of employment are different but the young have to travel to them at cost which
are rising, the future introduction of electric cars etc. means they have more to spend out
with less coming in, the future does not look bright!

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments, which are noted.

Respondent Name

Mr Leslie Guy C.Chem, MRSC

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

507

Summary

Manufacturing and food production should be priority industries developed in a post Brexit
UK and not just leisure ,fast food outlets and gyms.

Comment

Manufacturing , Food production should be priority industries developed in a post Brexit UK
and not just leisure ,fast food outlets and gyms.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Mr Philip Reeve (Gt Barton Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

516

Summary

Skills and Education should be addressed through the enhancement of associations between
the 2 tier educational system and linkages to the University of Suffolk in Ipswich and the
elevation of West Suffolk College at Bury St Edmunds to a higher status, both developing a
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greater range of academic and practically based topics for students. West Suffolk Council
needs to be instrumental in this move to achieve higher educational attainment for residents
in the District.
Comment

Skills and Education should be addressed through the enhancement of associations between
the 2 tier educational system and linkages to the University of Suffolk in Ipswich and the
elevation of West Suffolk College at Bury St Edmunds to a higher status, both developing a
greater range of academic and practically based topics for students. West Suffolk Council
needs to be instrumental in this move to achieve higher educational attainment for residents
in the District. SA 4.6 The SA are visionary statements and what is required is greater detail
to allow constructive comments to be made. Growing the economy is key for prosperity of
the District and contributes massively to the well-being of its residents. In turn a strong
economy also allows the least fortunate to be catered for by services through the District
Council. Sect 4.9 This section needs to be developed to encompass the changes to Use
Classes introduced from 1st September 2020. B1 class has been redefined as E, sub category
(g). B2 and B8 remain. Sect 4.10 What is meant by Full employment land by WSC, definition
required. Sect 4.11 The A143 has significance linking employment areas of Haverhill in the
south through Bury St Edmunds to Stanton and then connecting with the east coast ports.
Sect 4.13 That discussion needs to involve the local populace through the Parish Councils.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of existing and proposed growth. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan and will set out further details on appropriate
infrastructure delivery across the district. Sustainable economic growth is an objective for
West Suffolk Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to
respond effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

577

Summary

It is interesting and surprising to note that West Suffolk is a net in-commuting destination.
Research should be carried out to determine where people live and where they work. It is
shocking to note that West Suffolk has more unqualified people and fewer highly qualifies
people than average. It is clear that the improvement of educational opportunities in the
area should be a priority. Land for employment needs should be reasssessed. Plans for
employment should be related closely to housing.

Comment

Part 2.4 Employment Paragraphs 4.1 to 4.5 It is interesting and surprising to note that West
Suffolk is a net in-commuting destination. Research should be carried out to determine
where these people live and where they work. In relation to the skills and qualifications
graph, it is shocking to note that West Suffolk has more unqualified people and fewer highly
qualifies people than average. Paragraph 4.6 Noting the findings at 4.5 above, it is clear that
the improvement of educational opportunities in the area should be a priority. Paragraphs
4.7 to 4.8 With the ultimate aim of reducing commuting into and out of the area, research
should be carried out to determine where people live and work. Paragraphs 4.9 to 4.10 It
will be important to carry out a detailed review and assessment of employment needs before
land is committed for commercial enterprise. There are many unused employment sites in
the area that can be repurposed. Paragraphs 4.11 to 4.13 Planning for future employment
should be done with great care. Plans for employment should be related closely to housing.
Ideally commuting must reduce and workers should be able to live close to their places of
employment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and the Council
has commenced an employment land review that will assist in the production of the next
draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Hilary Workman (Wickhambrook Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

49

Summary

Don’t understand why employment land is only being interpreted to include B class use
development only, when certainly A, C and possibly also D would be relevant to the creation
of sustainable local service centres.

Comment

Don’t understand why employment land is only being interpreted to include B class use
development only, when certainly A, C and possibly also D would be relevant to the creation
of sustainable local service centres. In rural areas, it may not be possible to attract or use
land for B Class, whilst other classes may on their own make significant contributions to the
sustainability and vibrancy of the local community. For example, if further housing
development takes place, there may be an increased demand for arts, cultural and leisure
facilities such as a local library. Respondents referred to inadequate employment
opportunities within the parish, and the impact poor public transport links have on enabling
sustainable commuting for employment out of the parish A preference for one or more of the
sites identified under SHELAA to be allocated to employment land or mixed residential and
business (retail) purpose buildings in the local community to enable local business to flourish
and reduce impact of travel on the environment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted. Paragraph 4.12 refers to "other uses that provide job opportunities across
the district and it is appropriate to consider these types of uses alongside traditional B use
class employment development. Such examples would include food and drink outlets, leisure
uses including gyms, cultural facilities and childcare facilities. Together with main town
centre uses, these types of facilities provide services and local employment opportunities
which make a significant contribution to the local economy. This document contains further
information on town centre uses in the section on retail, leisure and wellbeing." However,
this issue will be explored further as the next stage of the plan is prepared, and your
comments will be considered.

Respondent Name

Mrs Lisa McGerty

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

534

Summary

Focus should be spread across towns, Bury St Edmunds receives too much investment and
the other town not enough. Investment in public transport should go hand in hand with any
economic investment.

Comment

Focus should be spread across towns, Bury St Edmunds receives too much investment and
the other town not enough. Investment in public transport should go hand in hand with any
economic investment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Sustainable economic growth and the encouragement of sustainable transport modes
are objectives for West Suffolk Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that
will allow us to respond effectively to these issues.

Respondent Name

Ms Donna Higgins (Bury Town Branch of the Labour Party)

Agent Name

Mr John Popham

Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

35

Summary

Para. 4.6. We strongly agree with the findings of the SA scoping report relating to the key
sustainability issues.
4.10 We note that there is to be an employment land review as part of the Local Plan and
trust that this will be published in advance of the next, Preferred Options, stage so that
consultees will be to see the justification for both policies and individual site allocations.

Comment
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Para. 4.6. We strongly agree with the findings of the SA scoping report relating to the key
sustainability issues. * Maintaining high economic activity rates, and supporting residents
with good access to a variety of job opportunities needs to include the provision of good
public transport to and from the various employment sites. * Improving educational
attainment, especially given West Suffolk’s comparative lack of skills and poor educational
performance (see para. 4.5) is essential. Training for social care in the community and home

care provision needs attention. A particularly important factor will be to ensure that the
West Suffolk College has a sufficient land allocation to provide for its needs up to 2040.
Initially these may arise in part from post Covid-19 re-training. Further ahead, it could be
that there are advantages in creating outlying College units adjoining, or even located on,
employment sites in other parts of the District (perhaps related to certain industries) rather
than concentrating everything in Bury St Edmunds. 4.10 We note that there is to be an
employment land review as part of the Local Plan and trust that this will be published in
advance of the next, Preferred Options, stage so that consultees will be to see the
justification for both policies and individual site allocations.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted. The Employment Land Review will inform preparation of the next stage of
the plan and will be a key evidence document published to support the preferred options
draft of the plan.

Respondent Name

Ms Joanne Kirk (Ousden Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

186

Summary

Local communities should be supported to enable more home working as this will have a
positive impact on traffic and the environment, by reducing the amount of traffic on rural
roads.

Comment

Local communities should be supported to enable more home working as this will have a
positive impact on traffic and the environment, by reducing the amount of traffic on rural
roads.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.
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Respondent Name

Ms Rachel Hood

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

540

Summary

For environmental reasons (to reduce travelling) localised employment should be
encouraged where possible.

Comment

For environmental reasons (to reduce travelling) localised employment should be
encouraged where possible.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Horringer cum Ickworth Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

71

Summary

The parish council agrees with the issues identified to ensure abundant diverse and
sustainable employment.

Comment

The parish council agrees with the issues identified to ensure abundant diverse and
sustainable employment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Peter Chrisp
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

198

Summary

Get information about the distances and directions people travel to and from work, both now
and following Covid. This would help identify where to develop and public transport needs.

Comment

Get information about the distances and directions people travel to and from work, both now
and following Covid. This would help identify where to develop and public transport needs.
additional text copied from questionnaire response Increase inward investment - e.g from
Cambridge direction Development of employment in agriculture at a time of major change

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comment is noted. Paragraphs 1.21 and 1.22 in the introduction note the impact of
Covid-19, and this and the impacts of other changes will be assessed as the local plan
process evolves. Each stage of the process is subject to a public consultation
process. Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Town Clerk (Newmarket Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment

Comment ID

551

Summary

For environmental reasons (to reduce travelling) localised employment should be
encouraged where possible.

Comment

For environmental reasons (to reduce travelling) localised employment should be
encouraged where possible.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies
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will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.
Respondent Name

Mr James Cross

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Employment table

Comment ID

105

Summary

Improved skills and educational achievement.

Comment

A concerted effort to improve skills and educational achievement in the area appears to be
necessary. The more so, given the increasing numbers of economically inactive elderly
people residing here. Incentives to attract appropriately experienced teachers to the area?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Local skills shortages would require an interdisciplinary approach. However,
sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Crisell (West Suffolk Clinical Commissioning Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Ensuring the right type of employment land is provided in the right
location

Comment ID

114

Summary

Focus on employment should be considered as part of the Integrated Care System approach
to Anchor Institutions. Opportunities for Health to be included moving forward would be
welcomed one of the major employers in West Suffolk and the reclassification of old B use
class to E use class would incorporate it.

Comment

Focus on employment should be considered as part of the Integrated Care System approach
to Anchor Institutions. Opportunities for Health to be included moving forward would be
welcomed one of the major employers in West Suffolk and the reclassification of old B use
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class to E use class would incorporate it.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Mrs Diane Rix (Whepstead Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Ensuring the right type of employment land is provided in the right
location

Comment ID

319

Summary

Right type of employment land in the right location. SHELAA identified a plot of land as a
possible site for 'office use'. Whepstead PC does not see how this proposed location could be
relevant for economic development.

Comment

SHELAA identified a plot of land as a possible site for 'office use'. Whepstead PC does not
see how this proposed location could be releveant for economic development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall need in
accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental
constraints within each settlement . The next draft of the plan, to be consulted on in early
2022, will set out a distribution strategy to deliver the district’s housing and economic
requirements in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Susan Sternberg

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Ensuring the right type of employment land is provided in the right
location

Comment ID

103
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Summary

Travel. Commuting and availability of public transport to employment locations needs to be
taken into account to reduce CO2 emissions.

Comment

Commuting and availability of public transport to employment locations needs to be taken
into account to reduce co2 emissions.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Sustainable economic growth and the encouragement of sustainable transport
measures are objectives for West Suffolk Council and policies will be developed in the local
plan that will allow us to respond effectively to these issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Sophie Pain (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Employment > Growing the local economy

Comment ID

401

Summary

Pigeon supports the Council’s approach to ensuring the right type of employment land is
available to provide a range and diversity of sites and premises are available throughout the
District up to 2040. To inform this, Pigeon support the preparation of a full employment land
review as part of the next stage of the Local Plan to identify the employment needs of the
District and the location for employment floorspace.

Comment

* Pigeon supports the Council’s approach to ensuring the right type of employment land is
available to ensure that a range and diversity of sites and premises are available throughout
the District up to 2040. This approach will support the proposed job growth of the LEP
which is for 88,000 jobs in Norfolk and Suffolk by 2036 and will ensure that a range and type
of job opportunities are available to the District’s residents in line with their skills and
qualifications, as outlined in paragraph 4.5 of the consultation document. * A range and type
of sites to accommodate market demand, such as appropriate E uses, B2 and B8 should be
accommodated, given the District’s access to the A14 and A11, and especially its central
location within the region and its access to the Felixstowe docks. * It is considered that
delivering a range of sites and floorplate types will ensure local jobs for local residents,
which in turn will stimulate other employment generating uses, such as local convenience,
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food and drink, leisure and childcare facilities. * Broadening the location of these facilities
within reach of the wider settlement hierarchy’s such as Type A and Type B Villages
alongside a similar approach for housing development will assist in rebalancing the outcommuting currently experienced by the District. However, job creation must also be
matched with sufficient housing sites for this to be achieved. * Pigeon therefore supports the
preparation of a full employment land review as part of the preparation of the Local Plan,
including an assessment of the type and range of floorspace that is needed to meet any local,
regional and national need, including the ability of neighbouring authorities to meet that
need.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk Council and the Council
has commenced an employment land review that will assist in the production of the next
draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Ian Lambert

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Growing the local economy

Comment ID

62

Summary

comments regarding the Debenhams building and the parkway buildings.

Comment

Reading an FT article this morning on the challenges of post Covid/ Debenhams/ Arcadia
made me think about Bury’s Arc Centre and the Vue Cinema closure. The mad idea: move
the cinema into the Debenhams building, moving the restaurants by the current Vue cinema
into the Arc and the town centre; sell off the Vue cinema site and multi-storey car park for
housing; build a new multi-storey car park on part of the Cattle Market site. This is
something of a downsize especially for the cinema but that may be required given the macro
theme of increasing online commerce. I have no idea about the practicality but throw it in to
help (may be confuse!) thinking for Bury post Covid.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted. The Council aims to take into account the implications of Covid, and
aspires to ensure our town centres remain vibrant, through a variety of initiatives that are
not just planning policy based.

Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Ingwall King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Growing the local economy

Comment ID

353

Summary

Transport issues and commuters and the sustainability impacts. How can the local plan
encourage the change to sustainable low carbon travel for commuters into and out of West
Suffolk? The design strategies need to be linked to housing and development sites, transport
options, increasing infrastructure for public transport and increasing electric vehicle use cars and LGV distribution vehicles.

Comment

How can the local plan encourage the change to sustainable low carbon travel for
commuters into and out of West Suffolk? the design strategies need to be linked to housing
and development sites, transport options, increasing infrastructure for public transport and
increasing electric vehicle use - cars and LGV distribution vehicles.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Growing the local economy

Comment ID

263
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Summary

More and more people are now working from home, this negates the need for commuting
but increases the need for good public transport into main towns for essential shopping and
for Park and Ride facilities for those areas where public transport is bad

Comment

More and more people are now working from home, this negates the need for commuting
but increases the need for good public transport into main towns for essential shopping and
for Park and Ride facilities for those areas where public transport is bad

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue. The council works closely with highway infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of existing and proposed
growth. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery
Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan and will set out further
details on appropriate infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Robin Barclay (The Higham Estate)

Agent Name

Mr Jonathan Dixon (Savills (UK) Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Employment > Growing the local economy

Comment ID

336

Summary

See main comment (too short to summarise).

Comment

See also comments in relation to Part 2-3 and 2-7. 4. The document notes (para. 4.7) (our
emphasis): “… people commute into West Suffolk for jobs but there is also a significant
element of out-commuting.” and in relation to the requirement for employment land (para.
4.10) (our emphasis): “A full employment land review will be carried out as part of the
preparation of the Local Plan to assess the employment needs in the district to 2040.” 5. As
noted above in relation to housing, the technical work required to inform the Local Plan
strategy in relation to the detailed aspects of employment needs and provision, has not yet
been completed.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are noted. Sustainable economic growth is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and the Council has commenced an employment land review that will assist in the
production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted
on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Ingwall King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Employment > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

352

Summary

COVID impacts on economic activity. How will this plan take into account the significant
economic changes that COVID have forced - home working, reduced high street activity etc

Comment

How will this plan take into account the significant economic changes that COVID have
forced - home working, reduced high street activity etc

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comment is noted. Paragraphs 1.21 and 1.22 in the introduction note the impact of
Covid-19, and this and the impacts of other changes will be assessed as the local plan
process evolves. Each stage of the process is subject to a public consultation process.

Respondent Name

. . (Newmarket Horsemen's Group)

Agent Name

Nicky Parsons (Pegasus Group)

Document Section Path

> Horseracing > Horseracing

Comment ID

651

Summary

The NHG notes that there is a chapter dedicated to the HRI (chapter 9) but considers it is
still appropriate to include reference to the HRI in relevant topics of the document. The
NHG is keen that the plan does not focus on diversification at the expense of protecting the
HRI. It is appropriate that the plan includes policies that explicitly protect the HRI and
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introduce a presumption against the loss of existing HRI uses. The policies should also allow
for the growth of the industry.
Comment
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The NHG notes that there is a chapter dedicated to the HRI (chapter 9) but considers it is
still appropriate to include reference to the HRI in relevant topics of the document. The
NHG welcomes the inclusion of a separate chapter on horseracing and the recognition
within it of the unique characteristics in Newmarket. It also welcomes the recognition at
paragraph 9.2 that the industry is 'interwoven with the economic, social and environmental
make-up of the town and its surrounding area'. The implications of the SA scoping report is
also discussed and you are referred to our earlier comments on this document. The issues
for the plan relating to horseracing are listed above paragraph 9.6. The NHG notes that it
does not include the issue of protecting what the document previously acknowledges as a
major contributor to the economy of Newmarket. The NHG notes that there is reference to
protecting the character generated by the HRI but that is not the same thing as protecting
the industry. Failure to protect the industry could mean that the character that the plan
considers worthy of protection could disappear. The protection of both is therefore necessary
and should be added to the issues. Paragraph 9.6 discusses the fundamental challenge of the
Council will be 'how to protect and promote the horseracing industry whilst also meeting the
needs of the other equally important elements that make up the town of Newmarket and its
rural hinterland'. The Project Newmarket work undertaken by The Jockey Club will assist in
this regard. The NHG is keen that the plan does not focus on diversification at the expense
of protecting the industry. It considers that achieving both is the relevant challenge for the
plan and will provide the greatest overall benefit, and that this should be reflected in
policies. This paragraph goes on to say that the next consultation stage will provide the
opportunity to comment on policies relating to the HRI. That does not obviate the need to
factor into the assessment of the strategic options at the first stage. Moreover, the NHG is
keen to put forward its considerations on this now so that they can be factored into the
policy drafting and again extends an invitation to help with the drafting of these policies. The
NHG considers that it is appropriate that the plan includes policies that explicitly protect the
HRI and introduce a presumption against the loss of existing HRI uses. The policy should
include the requirements that must be met in order for the redevelopment of an existing
facility to be approved and this might include the following, by way of example: 1. The
completion of an appropriate marketing exercise to demonstrate the absence of demand for
the existing use and the absence of demand for an 21 December 2020 |NP| P20-2420 rev B

Page | 15 alternative HRI use (which should be the first priority). The scope of the exercise
should be agreed with the Council before implementation. It must cover a sufficient period,
market the site at an appropriate value and be advertised in publications that are accessible
to the HRI. 2. An assessment of the existing contribution of the facility to the HRI (or in the
case of a vacant site, the last known contribution). 3. In the case of a derelict/vacant site, an
assessment of the reasons for dereliction including a history of the previous uses and the
attempts made to reuse it for HRI-related uses. 4. Evidence to demonstrate the absence of
harm to the HRI through the loss of the existing facility – recognising the need to preserve a
variety of sites that facilitate start-up businesses in the HRI as well as established
businesses. 5. The cumulative losses prior to the application and before the decision is made
should be taken into account when undertaking this exercise. The NHG considers that such
an approach is justified to ensure that the strength of the equine cluster can be preserved so
that it continues to be a major contributor to the economy and contribute to the landscape,
historic and townscape character of the District. The NHG reminds the Council of evidence it
has provided previously regarding the lessons that should be learned from other training
centres that have suffered significant decline in the absence of adequate policy protection.
Evidence was previously provided regarding the decline of the HRI in Epsom, despite it
being the home to a world-famous racecourse and a public training centre. In 1970, Epsom
had 520 horses in training and by 2019 this had fallen to 139. Epsom has now reached the
level where it is financially unsustainable and is currently being supported financially by The
Jockey Club. The decline at Epsom has taken place despite the growth of the industry as a
whole and is the result of a combination of increased urbanisation in the area and an
absence of adequate planning policy to protect the industry. The NHG is keen to ensure that
a similar situation does not happen in Newmarket and is therefore advocating a clear
economic strategy in the plan that allows for the protection and growth of the industry as
well as supporting diversification to allow other industries to grow and prosper. The policies
should also allow for the growth of the industry. The Neighbourhood Plan for Newmarket
(which must be taken into account when drafting policies) includes policy NKT4 that
supports the development of HRI related facilities subject to a defined set of considerations.
A similar policy should be included in the plan that captures the long-term strategy
identified in Project Newmarket (which we have already said should be part of the evidence
base). The policy or policies for growth should explain the mitigation requirements that
would be necessary to support the industry and protect other users and residents of
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Newmarket. Finally, the plan should continue to include the policies that are currently in the
Development Management Document and in the Site Allocations Local Plan in the
Newmarket chapter. There is clearly the opportunity for consolidation and refinement of the
policies and the NHG is happy to assist in drafting these. The NHG considers that it is
important that the policies of the new Local Plan are consistently applied and recognises the
complicated and unusual nature of the HRI. It therefore suggests that the Council prepare a
Supplementary Planning Document to guide the implementation of its polices and the NHG
offers full support and assistance in drafting this document
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your considered and comprehensive comments on development in Newmarket
and horseracing policy. Comments on topics including protecting the HRI whilst meeting the
towns other needs, the need for a new policy that explicitly protects the HRI and introduces
a presumption against the loss of existing HRI uses with criteria for exceptions, a clear
economic strategy that allows for the protection and growth of the industry as well as
supporting diversification to allow other industries to grow and prosper, policies that
support growth of the HRI and appropriate mitigation and the need for HRI SPG are noted,
as is the invitation to help drafting relevant policies. The request to continue to include the
current Development Management policies and those in the Site Allocations Local Plan in
the Newmarket chapter in some form is welcomed. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Andrew Appleby

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Horseracing > Horseracing

Comment ID

63

Summary

It is suggested policy DM49 is reworded to read:
Re-development of Existing Sites Relating to the Horse Racing Industry. The change of use
of racehorse training yards, stud farms, racecourses and horse training grounds, including
associated residential accommodation (and buildings/land last lawfully used for such
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purposes) will only be permitted if satisfactory evidence is provided that the specific benefit
to the Horse Racing Industry outweighs the loss of the existing use.
Comment

May I suggest that .. Policy DM49: Re-development of Existing Sites Relating to the Horse
Racing Industry. The change of use of racehorse training yards, stud farms, racecourses and
horse training grounds, including associated residential accommodation (and buildings/land
last lawfully used for such purposes) to alternative uses directly related to the Horse Racing
Industrywill only be permitted if satisfactory evidence is provided that the specific benefit to
the Horse Racing Industry outweighs the loss of the existing use. The change of use of
racehorse training yards, stud farms, racecourses, and horse training grounds, including
associated residential accommodation or other uses directly related to the Horse Racing
Industry (and buildings/ land last lawfully used for such purposes) to uses not directly
related to the Horse Racing Industry will only be permitted if allocated as a proposal in an
adopted local plan. Permission will only be granted for schemes that conserve and/or
enhance the character and appearance of the area and, where relevant and necessary,
conditions will be imposed removing permitted development rights to prevent further
changes of use. be changed to .. Re-development of Existing Sites Relating to the Horse
Racing Industry. The change of use of racehorse training yards, stud farms, racecourses and
horse training grounds, including associated residential accommodation (and buildings/land
last lawfully used for such purposes) will only be permitted if satisfactory evidence is
provided that the specific benefit to the Horse Racing Industry outweighs the loss of the
existing use. I would suggest that alternative use of a number of the racing yards in
Newmarket town centre should be allowed in the interests of safety of horses, riders and
members of the public, due to conflict of horse and vehicle traffic. JCE have indicated that
they could accommodate stabling for 2,000 horses on land they own .. if such was necessary
..

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments suggesting that policy should allow alternative uses to be
considered for racing yards in Newmarket town centre in the interests of safety of horses,
riders and members of the public, due to conflict of horse and vehicle traffic and the
suggested policy wording to accommodate this change, which are noted. All responses will
be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the
Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
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Respondent Name

Andrew Appleby

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Horseracing > Horseracing

Comment ID

121

Summary

Town centre yards pose safety risks for horses, riders and the public due to the conflict of horse
and vehicle traffic. Redevelopment of town centre yards could be allowed as the specific benefit
(the reduction of risk) to the Horse Racing Industry outweighs the loss of the existing use, as per
DM 49. This applies to Queensbury Lodge and several other town centre yards. Horse
movements and crossings would be facilitated by better planning and organisation.

Comment

May I add to my brief email of 06/12, below .. The Queensbury Lodge saga exemplifies the
perception of a town / racing divide. The problem here (and elsewhere) emanates, I believe, from
a single sentence ie Policy 12.4 of the 1995 Local Plan which states that THE CHANGE OF USE
OF RACEHORSE TRAINING ESTABLISHMENTS WILL NOT BE PERMITTED. Policy 12.4 was
prohibitive and has been restrictive of progress in light of ever changing circumstances, when
strictly applied. The 1995 Local Plan has been superseded by the 2015 Local Plan, Policy 12.4
replaced by Policy DM 49 in relation to permissible alternative uses of racing sites, as in .. Policy
DM49:: Re-development of Existing Sites Relating to the Horse Racing Industry The change of
use of racehorse training yards, stud farms, racecourses and horse training grounds, including
associated residential accommodation (and buildings/land last lawfully used for such purposes)
to alternative uses directly related to the Horse Racing Industry will only be permitted if
satisfactory evidence is provided that the specific benefit to the Horse Racing Industry outweighs
the loss of the existing use. The change of use of racehorse training yards, stud farms,
racecourses, and horse training grounds, including associated residential accommodation or
other uses directly related to the Horse Racing Industry (and buildings/ land last lawfully used
for such purposes) to uses not directly related to the Horse Racing Industry will only be
permitted if allocated as a proposal in an adopted local plan. Permission will only be granted for
schemes that conserve and/or enhance the character and appearance of the area and, where
relevant and necessary, conditions will be imposed removing permitted development rights to
prevent further changes of use. One can understand HRI being fearful of being swamped by an
increasing population, housing and other development and increasing traffic AND fearing a
breach of the floodgates of racing policy. Several racing yards and stud lands were sold in the
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60's, 70's and 80's for housing and other development : the area around Manderston Road was
formerly Manderston Stud, Scaltback derives from a stud of the same name, Studlands is self
explicit ; a number of yards in the town centre were sold. Racing feared for its existence. In the
early 60’s Newmarket had 33 trainers and 800 horses ; in 1992 there were 65 trainers and 1,750
horses ; in 2010 over 3,000 horses in training and 79 licensed trainers. The racehorse
population had thus quadrupled despite (or maybe in conjunction with) a doubling of the human
population. I am not sure of the racehorse population today ; it has possibly reduced AND there
is a fear that Covid and its associated financial problems may see a reduction in numbers. Few, if
any, doubt the value of racing to Newmarket, the district and the nation. It is unneccessary and
unhelpful to be continually reminded of it. Increasing vehicle ownership and usage AND
increasing racehorse numbers has seen conflicts re traffic of horses and vehicles, though horses
crossing roads will generally hold up vehicle traffic more than vice versa. Horses have no more
priority on highways than any other users BUT generally drivers, cyclists and pedestrians will
defer to horses. Conflicts, however, can occur. especially when drivers and riders are unaware of
or oblivious to each other. It is sensible, I suggest, to avoid conflict and the risk of injury or
damage. Serious consideration should, I believe, be given to horse tunnels on the Bury and
Fordham Roads (which Mr Gredley has offered to help fund in the past) and other horse safety
initiatives. It would also be helpful if racing staff were trained in regard to safety measures and
protocols.. Town centre yards pose safety risks for horses, riders and others. I would suggest
that alternative development of town centre yards could be allowed as the specific benefit (the
reduction of risk) to the Horse Racing Industry outweighs the loss of the existing use, as per DM
49. I would suggest that such specific benefit applies to Queensbury Lodge. It has been
indicated that alternative racing yards could be built on JC land. A specific benefit would be if a
sizeable percentage of any housing development was racing related. I am not a racing fanatic but
have made a living these past twenty years driving horseboxes AND my family connection with
racing is generally known. In company with most, if not all, of Newmarket I appreciate racing's
value. This has been well shown during the Covid crisis. There needs to be better mutual
understanding, communication and co-operation, which I trust may be fostered from now on.
Post Covid it is possible that more people will work from home. The town should profit from this
by providing the retail, leisure, entertainment and recreational, health and education facilities on
their door step, minimising car use, improving public transport and encouraging walking and
cycling. There are a number of diverse employments all ready BUT extra employment
opportunities could further retain the footfall to support town businesses. The possibility is that
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future housing developments in nearby ECDC territory will look to Newmarket as their home
town. My sermon of 2010 and opinion of 2014 (follows) still apply .. I think .. May I suggest that
.. Policy DM49: Re-development of Existing Sites Relating to the Horse Racing Industry. The
change of use of racehorse training yards, stud farms, racecourses and horse training grounds,
including associated residential accommodation (and buildings/land last lawfully used for such
purposes) to alternative uses directly related to the Horse Racing Industry will only be permitted
if satisfactory evidence is provided that the specific benefit to the Horse Racing Industry
outweighs the loss of the existing use. The change of use of racehorse training yards, stud farms,
racecourses, and horse training grounds, including associated residential accommodation or
other uses directly related to the Horse Racing Industry (and buildings/ land last lawfully used
for such purposes) to uses not directly related to the Horse Racing Industry will only be
permitted if allocated as a proposal in an adopted local plan. Permission will only be granted for
schemes that conserve and/or enhance the character and appearance of the area and, where
relevant and necessary, conditions will be imposed removing permitted development rights to
prevent further changes of use. be changed to .. Re-development of Existing Sites Relating to
the Horse Racing Industry. The change of use of racehorse training yards, stud farms,
racecourses and horse training grounds, including associated residential accommodation (and
buildings/land last lawfully used for such purposes) will only be permitted if satisfactory
evidence is provided that the specific benefit to the Horse Racing Industry outweighs the loss of
the existing use. I would suggest that alternative use of a number of the racing yards in
Newmarket town centre should be allowed in the interests of safety of horses, riders and
members of the public, due to conflict of horse and vehicle traffic. JCE have indicated that they
could accommodate stabling for 2,000 horses on land they own .. if such was necessary ..
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Re: Hatchfield Farm Inquiry Re: Horse Movements & Crossing Facilities in Newmarket - Andrew
Appleby (Opinion) Stables distribution is :- Hamilton Road
1,315
Town
566
Fordham / Snailwell Roads
853 Bury
Road
1,036 The first two total 1,881 ; the second two 1,889 ; Combined
Total is 3,770 In practice, however, the Town Stables are more aligned with Bury Side than
Racecourse Side training grounds. Let us assume an occupancy of 3,000 horses for the 3,770
stables (approx 80%). In theory, under the conditions / understanding that permission was
granted in the 1970's for stables in Hamilton Road on the basis that horses would use
Racecourse Side training grounds and not cross town to use Bury Side, the horses in the 1,315
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Hamilton Road Stables would have easy access to the training grounds. In practice, however,
horses frequently cross town via the Rowley Drive horse walk and some other stables may use
the horse walk to exercise on Racecourse Side ; excepting Fitzroy Stables (Michael Bell) included in the Town Stables quota - habitually use Fitzroy Street. IF Town Stables to the south
of Exning Road (including Michael Bell's) were restricted to using Racecourse Side there would
be little or no use of the Exning Road horse crossing. In practice, however, there is not
inconsiderable use of this crossing. The provision of the Hamilton Hill training facility suggests
that the intention was that Hamilton Road stables should be self sufficient and not need to cross
town to use Bury Side facilities. There is some consideration of providing a 'Super Hill' on
Racecourse side for Hamilton Road use. Hill training is an essential element to increase and
enhance the stamina of racehorses, not least as a number of UK race tracks have sloping ground.
However, currently many, if not most, trainers will use the Bury Side training grounds. This puts
pressure on the various road crossing points in town. In theory it is possible that nearly all of the
(3,000) racehorses in Newmarket could use the Bury Road crossing in a single (5 hour) morning
to work on Warren Hill i.e. one horse crossing every six seconds. In practice, this does not
happen ; if it did the town would come to a standstill. There is, however, considerable pressure
on the Bury Road crossing as (excluding horses in Hamilton Road) there are some 2,000 horses
in the Town, Fordham / Snailwell and Bury Road stables. Again, however, in practice horses
would be using different training grounds on different days. There are a number of gallop
facilities to the north of town. Short of a daily census, involving count takers on each and every
one of the twelve road crossings shown on JCE's annotated map of horse movements, I suggest it
is impossible to calculate the precise numbers that use the various crossings on different days
UNLESS JCE kept (and trainers submitted) a daily log of trainers' training routines, including
horse walks and crossings used. JCE's table of "Number of Horses using Newmarket Heath" is
quite instructive, although I am unsure of the basis for these statistics ; I would fancy that they
are actually the number of horses for which JCE's monthly fee for use of training facilities have
been paid ; this is likely, however, to be most (if not all) of the horses in training in the months
and years specified. Over the period 2001 to 2013 there is an overall increase in the number of
horses in training ; indeed, some 31% ; but from 2004 to 2013 just 20%, The major increases in
annual totals in 2003 (3.2%), 2004 (12.4%), 2007 (4.2%), 2008 (3.7%) and 2012 (3.7%) I would
suggest are attributable to increasing horse numbers relating to Godolphin and its associated
companies. Other rises and falls in horse numbers may represent just one or two new or leaving
trainers or increasing / decreasing strings. It would be interesting to have details of rises and
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falls in trainer numbers. The month on month variation in numbers is interesting. Overall they
show a rise and fall in numbers of horses in training due to the turf flat season, which one would
expect as some horses start and fall by the wayside while others progress. HOWEVER .. what is
very interesting are the increases in horse numbers in 2012 and 2013 in the months of
November and December AND January and February. This increase in horses in training in these
months, I suggest, is a direct influence of the increase in all weather racing in winter,
particularly the provision of evening racing (under lights) at Kempton PLUS the increase of
evening racing at Wolverhampton. This must mean that there are more horses than before being
trained in the winter months with the attendant safety problems of dark mornings, rain, fog and
(even) ice and snow. Aside from the need for rigorous safety training and protocols, this does
emphasise the advisability of reducing use of horse crossings if and where possible. While riders
should expect cars on roads, not all drivers will expect to find horses appearing out of the dark
or mist. Increasing prize money for all weather racing is a big incentive for some owners and
trainers to focus on this rather than traditional turf racing. There is now an All Weather
Championship on Good Fridays with current winners' prize money of £150,000 per race. It is
probable that the reopening of the all weather track near Chelmsford (58 fixtures in 2015) will
see more and more horses remaining (or coming into) training in the winter months. Chelmsford
is very convenient for Newmarket horses being just over a one hour trip for horseboxes ; the
proximity also allows efficient and economic use of staff time. We may thus see less month on
month variation of horses in training BUT not necessarily an overall increase in racehorse
numbers as this is more dependent on finding owners willing to fund the costs of pursuing the
elusive dream of winning races. While the racing industry has withstood the recession quite well
it does have funding problems : the contribution from the betting industry is forecast to drop in
2016. With regard to horse movements and crossing facilities, I would suggest that these would
be best facilitated by better planning and organisation. Admittedly this would involve not
inconsiderable expense but would lead to more efficient and effective use of (what must be) finite
resources AND (most importantly) provide safer conditions for horses and riders, other road
users AND the wider community. I would suggest that the provision of a 'Super Hill' on
Racecourse Side would be most beneficial. Also construction of a tunnel on the main Bury Road
crossing. A tunnel on the main Fordham Road crossing would not be necessary if town stables
were relocated. Such relocation would eliminate the Old Station Road crossing and use of streets
in the area of St Mary's Ward - site of the new Home of Horseracing Centre, which has a forecast
of 50,000 visitors per year with attendant traffic implications. Planning permission was granted
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for the Centre, and approved by NHG, on the former Palace House Stables site, on the vague
premise that such use was racing related and consistent with racing policy ; I would suggest,
however, that it was inconsistent with Policy 12.4 of the 1995 Local Plan. JCE in a submission to
FHDC LDFWG in February 2010 indicated that some 2.000 extra stables could be constructed on
land within their ownership. I would suggest that best use of this land could be to assist the
relocation of stables, in the interests of efficiency AND MOST IMPORTANTLY the safety of
horses, riders AND others. Overall stables are operating at around 63% average occupancy (in
2013) with a high of 73% (in May 2013). There is thus spare capacity without increasing stable
numbers. The Town stables patently have safety problems caused by their location. I suggest
that alternative use of these should be facilitated (by revision of racing policy) AND that there
should be substantial S106 provision to fund the racing (safety) provisions mentioned above.
These sites could be used to provide affordable accommodation for racing staff. Contrary to
possible popular misconception among some Newmarket racing sectors no one would wish
racing to leave Newmarket. Newmarket and Racing are inextricably linked. Racing and Town
folk can happily co-exist. Any comments or suggestions above are intended to assist Racing to
make best use of the land and facilities available AND allow the Town a similar opportunity. An
economically progressive and vibrant town is mutually advantageous to racing's best interests.
Andrew Appleby - 22/12/2
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I gave this
sermon at FHDC in Feb 2010, during my first term as DC .. May I first refer to paragraph 15, the
final bullet point, and note, with pleasure, the reference that Newmarket has the country’s top
equine transporters. There could be trouble, however, if this opinion reaches Lambourn and
elsewhere. I recently stumbled across an article in a December issue of The Independent. The
heading reads Newmarket praying for a stable future : The headquarters of the racing world is in
dire financial straits with trainers willing but unable to sell up. The article is dated 5th December
1992. It contains some interesting stats. In the early 60’s Newmarket had 33 trainers and 800
horses ; in 1992 there were 65 trainers and 1,750 horses. In para 15 we are told that currently
there are over 3,000 horses in training and 79 licensed trainers. One might ponder whether this
progression is because of, despite or notwithstanding the provisions of the 1966 document,
commonly known as The Racing Charter and the racing policies of the 1995 Local Plan, which
superseded the Charter. I would suggest that some of these increases are due, in no small part,
to the Maktoum family ; I, and no doubt others, would hope that their personal and financial
interest in Newmarket and UK racing long continues. One of the few things I can remember from
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my law student days is specio excludat alteram, which translates, roughly, as the specific
excludes others. The 1966 Charter specifically identifies Brickfields Stud as a suitable site for
development ; I am not sure that would be agreeable today. The racing policy provisions of the
1995 Local Plan are couched in more general terms, excepting Policy 12.4 which states that THE
CHANGE OF USE OF RACEHORSE TRAINING ESTABLISHMENTS WILL NOT BE PERMITTED. I
would suggest that Policy 12.4 is restrictive and, interpreted literally, is a possible bar to
progress in light of ever changing circumstances. A major objection by the racing sector to the
current Government requirements to build 1,640 houses in Newmarket, especially 1,200 on
Hatchfield Farm, is on the grounds that the increased traffic caused by such development would
imperil the safety of horses and riders, as well as drivers, passengers and pedestrians. I would
acknowledge the significant ongoing major improvements re horse safety being undertaken by
Jockey Club Estates. Horses and vehicles, under human control, are a risky mix. The days of
riding horses in the streets of Newmarket are, I feel, a thing of the past. Some of the in town
yards have no alternative than to use the streets to access the training grounds. I will mention
specifically Machell Place, St Gatien and Park Lodge. I would suggest that proposals for
alternative use of these sites should be favourably considered in the interests of safety. At Para
20(i) we are told that there are over 4.000 boxes within training yards in Newmarket and the
surrounding area. In the same paragraph we are told that Jockey Club Estates indicate there is
capacity for some 2,000 additional boxes on land under its control which could be developed to
meet demand. I would suggest that increased horse traffic would imperil safety as much as
increased vehicle traffic, except that such extra horses could access the training grounds without
crossing roads. At Para 18 we are told that there are 1,300 staff employed within training yards.
This for the current 3,000 plus horse population. An extra 2,000 horses would thus require some
800 extra staff. I would suggest that should an increase of 2,000 boxes be proposed then JCE
should make available land for the immediate and future housing of the extra staff required AND
additional land for housing for the replacements of such staff, which could require maybe 1,200
or even 1,640 houses. The last figure, by itself, would bring Newmarket’s population near the
20,000 maximum specified in the 1966 Charter, I wonder whether, possibly, the racehorse and
human population of Newmarket is at optimum, if not maximum, level already. Newmarket is not
just a racing town. It was first a market town. It does, however, owe its international fame to its
status as the Home of Horseracing. Newmarket has a great historical heritage bound
inextricably with its racing history. It is an obvious catalyst for tourism in Forest Heath. To
capitalise on this, I believe, it is essential that Newmarket does not become a clone of Ipswich or
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Cambridge or Bury St Edmunds. There are two former racing yards of particular historical
interest mentioned in Para 20(v), Palace House Stables and Queensbury Lodge. The possible
future development of Palace House Stables will be discussed at a meeting of the Home of
Horseracing Working Group on February 22nd. Not least as a member of that Group I cannot
comment further here. Queensbury Lodge is patently redundant as a racing yard. It has access
only to the High Street and the stables are not fit for purpose. The main house and cottage have
considerable age and charm. Alternative sympathetic use is surely appropriate. I do not know
the current situation of Holland House which is nearby. Should it be used as a training yard I
feel it would be a complete demolition and rebuild project. The former paddock land between QL
and HH could conceivably be a training yard, with access onto Rowley Drive horse walk BUT the
cost of building may be prohibitive and possible alternative use should, I feel, be considered. It
is, of course, for racing’s authorities to decide which way they might choose to steer the racing
industry. Personally, I feel racing’s policy has recently been to concentrate on quantity rather
than quality, seemingly almost ‘pile it high, sell it cheap’. Racing is an expensive pursuit. Those
of us in Newmarket equine transport sometimes ponder who might replace the current major
trainers. A mere increase in the number of horses, trainers and yards is not necessarily progress.
Land is finite, owners’ funds are finite. I would suggest that racing should beware of creating its
own recession or boom & bust economy. Consideration of all these matters, as suggested in Para
23, would benefit from discussion with the Horseman’s Group. I commend this Report.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your considered and comprehensive comments on horseracing policy. Your
comments on topics including town centre yards, new development and alternative uses, the
distribution and use of facilities, horse walks and horse crossings are noted. All responses will be
carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
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Bruce Macmichael

Agent Name
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> Horseracing > Horseracing

Comment ID
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Summary

It is a matter of disgrace that the Queensbury Lodge and Fitzroy Stables sites in Newmarket
have been unused so long

Comment

It is a matter of disgrace that the Queensbury Lodge and Fitzroy Stables sites in Newmarket
have been unused so long. The horseracing industry needs Newmarket to look like a centre
of international importance and not a third-world shanty town of tattoo shops and
scaffolding. SORT IT OUT. Specifically it should be sorted out by an independent team that
has had no historical involvement.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Queensbury Lodge Stables and Fitzroy Paddocks are part of a site currently allocated for
mixed use development in the current local plan which gives the opportunity for appropriate
schemes for the buildings conservation and reuse to be advanced. In the short term the
council has undertaken urgent works to secure the buildings preservation by keeping them
wind and weather-proof, safe from collapse and secure from vandalism or theft.

Respondent Name

Colin Campbell (Hill Residential Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Horseracing > Horseracing

Comment ID

474

Summary

A review is needed of the approach to HRI sites away from Newmarket. The plan needs to
recognise the costs of transporting horses to Newmarket is prohibitive and given there is
space at Newmarket, that locations, such as Red Lodge are no longer viable as locations for
uses such as training and stud farms. A fundamental review is therefore required of the way
the HRI operates and the policies of the development plan.

Comment

A review is needed of the approach to HRI sites away from Newmarket. The plan needs to
recognise the costs of transporting horses to Newmarket is prohibitive and given there is
space at Newmarket, that locations, such as Red Lodge are no longer viable as locations for
uses such as training and stud farms. any uses in locations such as Red Lodge are likely to
be small scale supporting uses. A fundamental review is therefore required of the way the
HRI operates and the policies of the development plan. Acorus undertook such an
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assessment on behalf of Hill and a copy of that report is submitted. That report concludes
that the loss of White Star Stables at Red Lodge would be unnoticeable to the horse racing
industry. Hill promoted a mixed use scheme at White Star Stables through a planning
application in 2018 and the site has also been put in the call for sites. That comprised a
mixed scheme of 100 homes plus a HRI on part of the former Stud. The local plan should
allocate the site for a mixed use in accordance with the Call for Sites response. That plan is
not re-submitted here because the COuncil already has it and the system doesnt allow for
multiple uploads and we have already supplied a HRI report
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments concerning the need to reconsider policies addressing
peripheral sites outside Newmarket in HRI use, which are noted and welcomed. Your
promotion of a site for development in Red Lodge for a mixed use development including a
horse racing use and emphasising that the loss would not harm the HRI is also noted. All
responses will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of
the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Michael Hendry (Navigate Planning Ltd)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Horseracing > Horseracing

Comment ID

510

Summary

The success of the horseracing industry is not achieved by preventing the redevelopment of
sites previously used for but no longer of interest to the horseracing industry.

Comment

The success of the horseracing industry is not achieved by preventing the redevelopment of
sites previously used for but no longer of interest to the horseracing industry. Care must be
taken that such policies do not in fact result in a deterioration of the townscape to the point
that the town becomes an unattractive place to visit. Provision must be made for the release
of site previously used for horseracing related uses for alternative uses, where it can be
demonstrated that the site is no longer of interest to the industry and where its
redevelopment will make a positive contribution to the town and not negatively impact its
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ability to continue to be the centre of horseracing in the United Kingdom.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The current local plan has a suite of policies addressing the Horseracing Industry
including policies that address re-development of sites in HRI use setting out circumstances
where this maybe acceptable. These policies will be reviewed and if necessary updated in
line with national guidance, best practice and other relevant evidence. Your comments will
be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the
Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Philip Raiswell (Sport England)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Horseracing > Horseracing

Comment ID

127

Summary

Sport England supports the proposal to protect and enhance the horse racing industry in
West Suffolk.

Comment

Sport England supports the proposal to protect and enhance the horse racing industry in
West Suffolk.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments which are noted and welcomed.

Respondent Name

Mr Philip Reeve (Gt Barton Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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Comment ID

523

Summary

Fully support the continuation of the Horse Racing industry in its entirety. Development
must complement this National asset and must continue under the JDMP document:
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Comment

Fully support the continuation of the Horse Racing industry in its entirety. Development
must complement this National asset and must continue under the JDMP document:
Manufacturing industry connected with the Horse industry should be encouraged to provide
economic growth and jobs in that vicinity New industries associated with the Horse racing
and equine care industries must be encouraged. Where manufacturing plant can
demonstrate diversity away from the equine industry when that industry goes through a
down turn should be looked upon favourably having the ability to maintain economic activity
in the Newmarket area

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments concerning the need for policies concerning the horse racing
industry in Newmarket which are noted and welcomed. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Horseracing > Horseracing

Comment ID

582

Summary

The special character of Newmarket should be conserved and enhanced.
Work on improving the biodiversity of local paddock landscapes would be very beneficial.
It will be important to protect and enhance the rural hinterland around Newmarket in terms
of biodiversity.

Comment

Part 2.9 Horseracing Paragraphs 9.1 and 9.2 The special character of Newmarket should be
conserved and enhanced. Paragraphs 9.3 and 9.4 Work on improving the biodiversity of local
paddock landscapes would be very beneficial. Paragraph 9.5 It will be important to protect
and enhance the rural hinterland around Newmarket in terms of biodiversity.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments concerning the the need for policies addressing the special
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character of Newmarket and biodiversity. which are noted and welcomed. All responses will
be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the
Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
Respondent Name

Mr Richard Hack (Natural England)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Horseracing > Horseracing

Comment ID

446

Summary

We welcome the statement that there is a great opportunity to work with the horseracing
industry to improve the quality of the East Anglian Chalk National Character Area for the
benefit of biodiversity.

Comment

We welcome the statement that there is a great opportunity to work with the horseracing
industry to improve the quality of the East Anglian Chalk National Character Area for the
benefit of biodiversity. Newmarket racecourse is surrounded by part of Newmarket Heath
SSSI, so the racecourse will play a pivotal role in ensuring the site remains in its current
favourable condition. We would also welcome efforts to help restore the other unit of the
SSSI (located north east of the town) to favourable condition.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and Welcomed. The council will work with statutory bodies and organisations, keeping
an ongoing dialogue as the local plan process moves forward. At this stage all responses will
be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the
Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Horseracing > Horseracing

Comment ID

318
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Summary

Training and stud facilities must be maintained for the town to survive. Racing provides
thousands of local job and jobs countrywide, it is a huge industry.

Comment

Training and stud facilities must be maintained for the town to survive. Racing provides
thousands of local job and jobs countrywide. It is a huge industry that provides millions for
the treasury

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments which are noted and welcomed. The current local plan has a
suite of policies which offer protection to land and buildings in HRI use which will be
reviewed and if necessary updated in line with national guidance, best practice and other
relevant evidence.

Respondent Name

Mr Stephen Walsh (Unex Group Holdings Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Horseracing > Horseracing

Comment ID

76

Summary

It is acknowledged that Newmarket is the home of horseracing and that the well-being of the
racing industry is important to the town. However the policies on horseracing to date have
held Newmarket back and have meant that it has missed out on much needed investment
and growth. There needs to be a re-balancing with more emphasis on developing town
centre sites for people with new racing development on the periphery of the town.

Comment

Section 9 Horseracing. Although it is acknowledged that Newmarket is the home of
horseracing and that the well-being of the racing industry is important to the town and
generally, the policies on horseracing to date have held Newmarket back and have meant
that it has missed out on much needed investment and growth. A comparison with other
nearby market towns such as Bury St. Edmunds, Ely and Saffron Walden shows how
Newmarket has suffered. There needs to be a re-balancing with more emphasis on
developing town centre sites in Newmarket for people. Any new racing development should
be on the periphery of the town.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments advocating the need to re-balance policy allowing town centre
sites to be used for people and new horse racing development to occur on the towns
periphery, which are noted. All responses will be carefully considered and will assist in the
production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted
on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Ms Joanne Kirk (Ousden Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Horseracing > Horseracing

Comment ID

193

Summary

This is an important industry in the area and provides a lot of jobs for people in Ousden

Comment

This is an important industry in the area and provides a lot of jobs for people in Ousden

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments concerning the economic importance of the horse racing
industry which are noted and welcomed. All responses will be carefully considered and will
assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will
be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Ms Rachel Hood

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Horseracing > Horseracing

Comment ID

244

Summary

The horse racing industry is a real British and West Suffolk economic success story. Further
urbanisation of Newmarket will result in a loss of the towns competitiveness against other
racing centres and thousands of good quality jobs. As thousands of horses need to move
around the town every day, horse walks are of fundamental importance to the character of
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Newmarket and must be protected and improved.
Comment

The bottom half of this picture shows a major international economic success story for West
Suffolk. The top half of this picture shows a hotel employing a small number of low-wage
staff (Premier Inn) with minimal reinvestment in the community, and the Icewell Hill flats
that the Prince's foundation suggested should be replaced as they are not fit for purpose.
Additional text copied from questionnaire response The horse racing industry is a real
British and West Suffolk economic success story. West Suffolk must recognise and be wary of
the extremely damaging cumulative impact of the urbanisation of Newmarket over the last
20 years and to understand that further urbanisation will result in the loss of the town's
competitiveness and thousands of jobs. As thousands of horses need to move around the
town every day, horse walks are of fundamental importance to the character of Newmarket
and must be protected and improved. Newmarket competes against Chantilly, Lexington and
Europe and America's other major horse training centres, if Newmarket's horse training
businesses are prevented from providing their clients the best possible service by increases
in traffic from inappropriate residential and industrial development, it will lose them and
become like Epsom, where urbanisation and traffic increases made the area uncompetitive
for the training of horses. No industry would be able to replace this one in terms of the
number of good quality jobs.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments regarding Newmarket and the importance of the horse racing
industry which are noted and welcomed. All responses will be carefully considered and will
assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will
be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Town Clerk (Newmarket Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Horseracing > Horseracing

Comment ID

558

Summary

To monitor and be wary of the cumulative impact of urbanisation within Newmarket.
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That horse walks are of fundamental importance to the character of Newmarket, and that
these must be protected and improved.
Comment

To monitor and be wary of the cumulative impact of urbanisation within Newmarket. That
horse walks are of fundamental importance to the character of Newmarket, and that these
must be protected and improved.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and welcomed. The current local plan has a suite of policies addressing the
Horseracing Industry including policies concerning horse walks and the impact of
development on the HRI which will be reviewed and if necessary updated in line with
national guidance, best practice and other relevant evidence.

Respondent Name

Mr Michael Hendry (Navigate Planning Ltd)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Horseracing > Issues for the local plan

Comment ID

229

Summary

While the importance of the horseracing industry to Newmarket is not contested the
continued protection of sites, previously used but no longer of interest to the horseracing
industry, from development is a blight on the townscape.

Comment

While the importance of the horseracing industry to Newmarket is not contested the
continued protection of sites, previously used but no longer of interest to the horseracing
industry, from development is a blight on the townscape. The Grade II Listed Queensbury
Stables and Yard Wall is a case in point where numerous proposals to redevelop the site have
been refused on the basis that a racehorse trainer might one day want to reuse the site has
over the last few decades meant that the site has remained unused and without a value in
use it has slowly deteriorated so as to put the designated heritage asset at risk and creating
an eyesore on the Newmarket High Street. A pragmatic approach should be taken, where it
can be demonstrated through a marketing campaign, typically of 12 months as is the case
with other changes of use, that a site is no longer of interest to the horseracing industry i.e.
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there is no real prospect of its reuse in the next five years then consideration ought to be
given to suitable alternative uses that will make a positive contribution to the town making it
an attractive place to live, work and visit.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Queensbury Lodge Stables and Fitzroy Paddocks are part of a site currently allocated
for mixed use development in the current local plan which gives the opportunity for
appropriate schemes for the buildings conservation and reuse to be advanced. In the short
term the council has undertaken urgent works to secure the buildings preservation by
keeping them wind and weather-proof, safe from collapse and secure from vandalism or
theft.

Respondent Name

Mr William Gittus (Jockey Club Estates)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Horseracing > Issues for the local plan

Comment ID

329

Summary

The issues relating to the HRI are acknowledged as is the aspiration to promote the horse
racing industry whilst also meeting other needs. Policies should also be reflective of
changing circumstances. JCE will comment on any amendments to current policy at the draft
WSLP stage and in the context of the proposed development at Barbara Stradbroke Avenue.

Comment

Horse Racing The identified issues related to the horse racing industry for the emerging
WSLP are as follows: to protect the unique character, landscape, heritage and built
environment of Newmarket and the surrounding area; and to protect, strengthen, diversify
and grow the local economy. These issues are acknowledged, as is aspiration to promote the
horse racing industry whilst also meeting other needs. It is also important that Policies are
reflective of changing circumstances. The adopted Forest Heath Core Strategy 2010 and the
Joint Development Management Policies 2015 contain policies for development associated
with the horse racing industry. JCE will comment on any amendments to these policies at
draft WSLP stage, and in the context of the promoted development at land south of Barbara
Stradbroke Avenue in Newmarket for additional employment, leisure and visitor facilities
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related to the equine industry.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and welcomed. The policies in the current local plans concerning the horseracing
industry will be reviewed and if necessary updated in line with national guidance, best
practice and other relevant evidence. The reference to land south of Barbara Stradbroke
Avenue is also noted. All responses will be carefully considered and will assist in the
production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted
on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

. . (Bloor Homes Eastern)

Agent Name

Miss Lynsey Rigg (Armstrong Rigg Planning)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

467

Summary

It is noted that a Housing Need Specific Groups Assessment is currently being carried out.
Bloor Homes Eastern agree that this represents an important piece of the evidence base, the
results of which must be positively fed into the plan moving forward if the right homes are to
be provided in the right place.

Comment

It is noted that a Housing Need Specific Groups Assessment is currently being carried out.
Bloor Homes Eastern agree that this represents an important piece of the evidence base, the
results of which must be positively fed into the plan moving forward if the right homes are to
be provided in the right place. It is evident from key evidence base documents, including the
Council’s Annual Monitoring Reports and the West Suffolk Housing Strategy 2018-23, that
delivery has fallen way short of the existing combined target, and as such would also fall
significantly short of any figure generated from the LHN. This has resulted in an increasing
affordability gap with the delivery of affordable housing over the last five years sitting at
around 50% of the target. Every effort must be made moving forward to rectify this and
ensure these trends do not continue by setting a housing requirement that provides
adequately for all identified needs and allocating a range of sites that provide for a sufficient
and flexible supply. The Council set out that the housing delivery study provides evidence to
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inform the development of strategic and local policies, to ensure that sites of the right size,
in the right locations and providing for different types and tenures are identified to enable
increases in rates of housing delivery. Bloor Homes Eastern consider that towns and key
services centres, such as Clare, are the most sustainable locations for growth and have
extensive community services and facilities are already in place and which could be
enhanced through the provision of residential development. The allocation of their land
north of Stoke Road, Clare, offers the opportunity for the delivery of circa 160 new homes,
contributing towards an overall delivery target that should seek to redress the historic under
delivery and providing a policy compliant level of affordable homes.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

. . (Brandon Strategic Land Development Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Paul Derry (Barton Willmore)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

568

Summary

Part 2 is not however seeking input regarding the number of houses that WSC should plan
for. This is crucial in ensuring appropriate growth within WSC for the benefit of residents
and businesses. This therefore should be added as a key local issue within Part 2 of the Plan.

Comment

Part 2, section 3 looks specifically at housing matters. It focuses on house types, affordable
housing and meeting the needs of different housing groups. All of these matters are
important in ensuring appropriate place-making and inclusive communities and should form
a key part in the Plan going forwards. Part 2 is not however seeking input regarding the
number of houses that WSC should plan for. This is crucial in ensuring appropriate growth
within WSC for the benefit of residents and businesses. This therefore should be added as a
key local issue within Part 2 of the Plan. In terms of the number of dwellings, this should be
based upon the up-to-date guidance of the National Planning Policy Framework and the
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Planning Practice Guidance (PPG). Under the recently released new standard methodology
calculations, WSC should be planning for 814 dwellings per annum. In line with the PPG, this
should be considered as a minimum figure. Housing requirements must also meet the
growing economy in the area as well as current affordability. Increasing housing numbers
further is a method to remedy this situation and will assist in the economy recovery
following the 2020 downturn.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. Whilst in three parts, the local plan
should be read as a whole and part one sets out information on the housing requirement.

Respondent Name

. . (Crest Nicholson)

Agent Name

Mrs Kath Slater (Eclipse Planning Services)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

647

Summary

Crest Nicholson therefore considers that the Council’s approach to housing in the emerging
Local Plan must emphasise more strongly those matters which fall under the control of the
planning system.

Comment

Paragraph 3.8 provides a cross reference to Part 1; its second sentence neatly sums up the
issue in relation to the overriding matter of climate change. It also gives an indication of
priorities. In Crest Nicholson’s view the most important thing is to provide sufficient land for
housing in the right locations. Everything else flows from that. We acknowledge the differing
needs of particular sectors of the population identified at paragraph 3.16 but consider that
their needs cannot wholly be met in the form of the provision of new housing but will
necessarily rely on the adaptation of parts of the existing housing stock, which is many times
larger than the new development anticipated in the new Plan period. This is not always
within the control of the planning system and where it is it must be dealt with on a case by
case basis. Crest Nicholson therefore considers that the Council’s approach to housing in the
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emerging Local Plan must emphasise more strongly those matters which fall under the
control of the planning system.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

. . (Manor Oak Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Lynsey Rigg (Armstrong Rigg Planning)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

572

Summary

Increasing affordability gap with the delivery of affordable housing over the last five years
sitting at around 50% of the target. Every effort must be made moving forward to rectify this
and ensure that these trends do not persist by setting a housing requirement that provides
adequately for all identified needs and allocating a range of sites that provide for a sufficient
and flexible supply.

Comment

It is noted that a Housing Need Specific Groups Assessment is currently being carried out.
Manor Oak Homes agree that this represents an important piece of the evidence base, the
results of which must be positively fed into the plan moving forward if the right homes are to
be provided in the right place. It is notable from key evidence base documents, including
the Council’s Annual Monitoring Reports and the West Suffolk Housing Strategy 2018-23,
that delivery has fallen some way short of the existing combined target. It would also
therefore fall someway short of any figure generated from the LHN. This has resulted in an
increasing affordability gap with the delivery of affordable housing over the last five years
sitting at around 50% of the target. Every effort must be made moving forward to rectify this
and ensure that these trends do not persist by setting a housing requirement that
provides adequately for all identified needs and allocating a range of sites that provide for a
sufficient and flexible supply.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

. . (Peterhouse)

Agent Name

Mr John Dudding (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

385

Summary

Please see representations document. The Local Plan needs to ensure that it includes
policies to ensure that a range of sizes, types and tenures of dwellings are delivered to meet
the needs of various different groups within West Suffolk. It needs to ensure that market and
affordable housing needs are met in sustainable locations as part of a sufficient and
consistent supply of homes.

Comment

The Local Plan needs to ensure that it includes policies to ensure that a range of sizes, types
and tenures of dwellings are delivered to meet the needs of various different groups within
West Suffolk. It needs to ensure that market and affordable housing needs are met in
sustainable locations as part of a sufficient and consistent supply of homes. There should be
flexibility within the Local Plan to respond to changing housing needs over the Local Plan
period. Consideration of individual site circumstances and the circumstances of a local area
should be taken into account to determine the appropriate type of housing for development
sites. Policies can require a high standard of design for new residential development, leading
from Government policy and guidance. Appropriately worded design policies should require
a high quality design for new dwellings. This could include sustainable design principles
including measures to improve the energy efficiency of new homes, water saving measures,
use of efficient insulation material and heating systems, the reduction and recycling of
construction materials, provision of appropriate amenity space and accessibility. Policy
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should not be prescriptive for precisely how it will be accomplished; it can set a policy-level,
but developers should be able to use a host of options to achieve the target. It is
acknowledged that the key issues for housing in West Suffolk include the delivery rates of
affordable housing not meeting identified needs, an increasing and ageing population and
the need to deliver an appropriate mix of housing, including high quality, affordable and
specialist housing. Providing homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right place Hall
Farm presents an opportunity to deliver a wide range of housing in a sustainable location,
aligning with the Council’s housing strategy. Hall Farm has the potential to deliver
approximately 3,500 dwellings comprising a range of sizes, types and tenures to meet the
needs of the district in a highly sustainable location, with Bury St Edmunds within cycling
distance and arrange of facilities and services available on site. Furthermore, Peterhouse, is
an established institution with experience of promoting and delivering sites for high quality
residential development. The Council’s ambition for the Local Plan to ensure that high
quality developments and homes are delivered aligns with Peterhouse’s values and the
development of the site would contribute to the delivery of high quality housing across the
area. Meeting the affordable housing needs Given the scale of development proposed at Hall
Farm there is the potential to deliver a substantial amount of affordable housing to meet the
district’s need across this plan period and beyond, and importantly doing so in a sustainable
location. A range of existing and new affordable housing models can be explored for the site.
Meeting the needs of different groups Given the scale of development proposed at Hall Farm
there is the potential to deliver a range of different housing and accommodation types to
meet the needs of different groups across this plan period and beyond, and importantly
doing so in a sustainable location. For example, there is the potential to deliver care
accommodation or age restricted/later living accommodation on site as part of a mixed-use
community. The proposals therefore provide opportunities to improve accessibility to
housing for a variety of groups.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
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students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.
Respondent Name

. . (RJ Upton 1987 Settlement Trust)

Agent Name

Mrs Kath Slater (Eclipse Planning Services)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

652

Summary

We acknowledge the differing needs of particular sectors of the population identified at
paragraph 3.16 but consider that their needs cannot wholly be met in the form of the
provision of new housing but will necessarily rely on the adaptation of parts of the existing
housing stock. The Trust therefore considers that the Council’s approach to housing in the
emerging Local Plan must emphasise more strongly those matters which fall under the
control of the planning system.

Comment

Housing Do you think these are the right housing issues to focus on? Paragraph 3.8 provides
a cross reference to Part 1; its second sentence neatly sums up the issue in relation to the
overriding matter of climate change. It also gives an indication of priorities. In the view of
the Trust the most important thing is to provide sufficient land for housing in the right
locations. Everything else flows from that. We acknowledge the differing needs of particular
sectors of the population identified at paragraph 3.16 but consider that their needs cannot
wholly be met in the form of the provision of new housing but will necessarily rely on the
adaptation of parts of the existing housing stock, which is many times larger than the new
development anticipated in the new Plan period. This is not always within the control of the
planning system and where it is it must be dealt with on a case by case basis. The Trust
therefore considers that the Council’s approach to housing in the emerging Local Plan must
emphasise more strongly those matters which fall under the control of the planning system.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
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Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
Respondent Name

. . (St John's College Oxford)

Agent Name

Miss Rosanna Metcalfe (Savills (UK) Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

435

Summary

In addition to those groups identified at paragraph 3.16, provision of homes for first time
buyers should also be considered. This is in accordance with paragraph 71 of the NPPF
which notes local planning authorities should support the development of entry-level
exception sites, suitable for first time buyers (or those looking to rent their first home).

Comment

Do you think these are the right housing issues to focus on? Neither agree nor disagree In
addition to those groups identified at paragraph 3.16, provision of homes for first time
buyers should also be considered. This is in accordance with paragraph 71 of the NPPF
which notes local planning authorities should support the development of entry-level
exception sites, suitable for first time buyers (or those looking to rent their first home).

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. Part Two,
paragraph 3.12 of the Issues and Option Local Plan does identify entry level exception sites
are a new form of affordable exception site suitable for first time buyers (or those looking to
rent their first home).

Respondent Name

. . (West Suffolk Council and Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name

Nadine James (Montagu Evans)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

459
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Summary

A study has been commissioned with Cambridgeshire local authorities to assess the size,
type and tenure of housing needed for different groups in housing sub regions, which covers
West Suffolk. It is our understanding that this exercise will also cover affordable housing.
The study is wholly supported by the Clients as it will provide an updated needs base for any
future residential accommodation.

Comment

Section 3 of Part 2 deals specifically with housing and WSC identify at paragraph 3.1 to 3.2
that there is a need to deliver a range of housing types, sizes and tenures. This aligns with
both the national requirement as set out within paragraphs 61 to 64 of the NPPF but also a
local need for a range of housing to address local specific needs. It is also identified within
this section that a study has been commissioned with Cambridgeshire local authorities to
assess the size, type and tenure of housing needed for different groups in housing sub
regions, which covers West Suffolk. It is our understanding that this exercise will also cover
affordable housing. The study is wholly supported by the Clients as it will provide an
updated needs base for any future residential accommodation. Draft Policy GB 3 (Land at
School Road (The Triangle)) of the Great Barton Neighbourhood Plan requires a mix of units
to be delivered on the Site which should provide a mix of sizes and types in accordance with
the most up-to-date evidence on objectively-assessed housing needs. To ensure this is
delivered an update to date housing needs assessment is therefore welcomed and the
principle to refer to the latest up-to-date housing needs assessment should form the basis for
any future housing mix policy. The Issues and Options Report further identifies the need to
meet the affordable housing needs of the authority. This again aligns with Government Policy
that affordable housing should be delivered on developments that include ten or more
homes. The future development to be located on the Site will deliver 30% affordable housing
in line with the draft policy requirements of the Great Barton Neighbourhood Plan and the
existing affordable housing required set out in the Rural Vision 2031 Document. The Site will
therefore contribute a policy compliant quantum of affordable housing to address the
Council’s identified need. The need to ensure any future Local Plan contains a policy
regarding affordable housing is therefore support however it should be noted that this policy
should include an element of ‘subject to viability’ to ensure that a balance is achieved
through delivering both viable developments and those that deliver a policy complaint
quantum of affordable housing.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Bruce Macmichael

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

99

Summary

You need a better definition of affordable housing.

Comment

'affordable housing' can apply to all households whose needs are not met? Can this be true?
Surely not a millionaire who can't find a ranch for sale. You need a better definition.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The
definition of affordable housing is set out in the National planning Policy Framework. It
states it is ‘Housing for sale or rent, for those whose needs are not met by the market...’ This
means those households who cannot afford to buy or rent housing on the open market. It is
not intended to meet the needs of households who can access market housing.

Respondent Name

Burthorpe Green Farm

Agent Name

Mr Dan Hewett (Wilson Wraight LLP)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

365

Summary

We support the work underway in conjunction with Cambridgeshire local authorities to
assess the size, type, and tenure of houses needed for different groups in the housing sub
region through a Housing Need Specific Groups
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Comment

Application of the Government’s Standard Methodology for calculating Local Housing Need
(LHN), as it stands at the current time, serves to suggest a need for 800 new dwellings per
annum (dpa), or a total need figure of circa 16,000 homes across the plan period in West
Suffolk. National guidance sets out specific areas for local plan housing policies to address
(National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), paragraphs 61 to 64). Local Authorities are
required to provide homes of the right size, type, and tenure and in the right place, as well
as ensuring that there is a sufficient supply of new homes coming forward to meet the
housing needs of different groups in the local community. We support the work underway in
conjunction with Cambridgeshire local authorities to assess the size, type, and tenure of
houses needed for different groups in the housing sub region through a Housing Need
Specific Groups Assessment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Cllr Diane Hind (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

469

Summary

We need a local policy on affordable housing that commits to building sufficient affordable
homes to meet both existing and future demand. Always maintaining the highest standards
of design and constructions as good quality housing is important to maintaining health and
well being.

Comment

We need a local policy on affordable housing that commits to building sufficient affordable
homes to meet both existing and future demand. Always maintaining the highest standards
of design and constructions as good quality housing is important to maintaining health and
well being.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess affordable housing needs. This study will inform the
next stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Colin Campbell (Hill Residential Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

473

Summary

It will also be important that the plan takes into account broader objectives of the
Government to deliver 300,000 homes a year and tackle affordability issues.

Comment

It will also be important that the plan takes into account broader objectives of the
Government to deliver 300,000 homes a year and tackle affordability issues. The adopted
Forest Heath local plan did not plan to meet all affordable needs with a projected shortfall of
some 800 homes. It will be important that this local plan not only plans to meet the figure
identified by the Standard Method, but also plans to meet all affordable needs. Since 2010
the ratio of house prices to earnings has worsened significantly. In 2010 the workplace based
rate stood at 7.11 close to the England average of 6.85. In 2019 it has risen to 9.07
compared to the England average of 7.83. In 2010 the rate was just 3.8% above the England
average, whereas today it is some 16% above that average, indicating that affordability is
worsening in the District and at a much quick rate than in England as a whole. Since 2010
the ratio has increased by almost 28% in the District compared to just 14% in England. The
plan needs to take measures to improve affordability in the District.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

questionnaire Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the
issues raised and options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the
production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted
on in early 2022. A study has been commissioned with Cambridgeshire local authorities to
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assess the size, type and tenure of houses needed for different groups in the housing sub
region (that covers West Suffolk and Cambridgeshire) including affordable need. The study
will be used to inform preparation of the next stage of the local plan, the preferred options.
Respondent Name

Colin R Hall

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

130

Summary

Lidgate. Communities such as ours have slowly developed over centuries and I have for
some time thought it is not ideal, in the longer term, to remain a community of no growth or
stimulus, which is a situation I think we face. Historically there has always been a degree of
organic growth in Lidgate, albeit modest.

Comment

OUR HISTORY * Lidgate, as it exists today, is a delightful small village comprising clusters
of period cottages dating from the 16th – 17th centuries, together with 3 groups; 6 at
Cowlinge Corner, 9 at Orchard Close and 12 at Hill View, of Social Housing dating back to
the 1950’s and 60’s, some of which will have been occupier purchased under the Right to
Buy legislation. * Current population is generally regarded as approximately 250 living in a
little in excess of 100 properties including those at Cropley Grove. We have developed to this
present size and form over many centuries and we are now, I would suggest, a village of
retirees together with a younger workforce commuting to Cambridge, Bury St Edmunds and
Newmarket. THE PRESENT * Covid could be the catalyst for this pattern changing with
more residents seeking to work from home which might just increase the demand for larger
properties with studies, those capable of being extended or suitable for the creation of a
garden office, throughout the village, West Suffolk and probably nationally. * Because of our
restrictive Settlement Boundary and wider Conservation Area Boundary little development
has taken place in the village in the 21 years that I have lived here. I can only think of two or
three dwellings, Plane Trees ? Hunters Moon and the conversion of the Old Granary. Two
further recent consents exist, one adjoining the Old Forge and one for the conversion of
Apple Tree Barn at the corner of Bury Lane. Both of these will, for want of a better
description, be Executive Type properties, conforming to the assumed Covid led demand for
larger properties and gardens. * This is only a guess but I would suggest that the average
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price of a property in the village would be perhaps 500/600 thousand, with some properties
selling for in excess of one million pounds, making it so difficult for young and energetic
families to join and add vibrancy to our community. * The only current opportunity for most
younger families would seem to be to seek to take advantage of any change of occupation of
one of the Social Housing properties or the purchase of one that has gone into private
ownership. I have no information as to how many remain in the management of Havebury or
how frequently they change occupation or from where new occupiers come. * Should
Wickhambrook be scheduled for more housing, as it looks as if it will, but perhaps not in the
scale being promoted from some landowners, this may well put pressure on any vacancies at
the primary school for children from Lidgate with a resultant reluctance for parents of young
children to live here, not to mention an increase in traffic flow through Lidgate on the
already busy B1063 and further pressure on our Doctor’s Surgery in Wickhambrook in terms
of appointments and parking. THE FUTURE * What are the alternatives, stay very much as
we are for the next 20 years or look to viable alternatives. * Recent planning applications
have demonstrated how difficult it is to obtain planning consent for even a single property in
our village and in the current review, being retained as a Category B Settlement, it is not
proposed to allocate any additional sites in the village or extend the Settlement Boundary. *
Opportunities for any modest scale of development will therefore be few and far between
although we will all be aware of the tragic cause of Beechcroft, off The Street, currently
being a vacant site within the Settlement Boundary. The intentions of the family with respect
to this site are unknown. * So; are there other any viable options within the proposed
policies which would allow a modest level of housing growth which would not prejudice our
Settlement Boundary, Conservation Area and unique character including our clusters of
medieval cottages, many of them being Scheduled Grade 11, our verdant street scene and
the historical setting and heritage of our church and castle. * Possibly; one way we could
consider some modest growth which, in my opinion, would hopefully benefit our community
by enabling some younger families to join us, is through the route of Affordable Housing
which is defined by the National Planning Policy Framework 2019 as: Housing for sale or
rent for those whose needs are not met by the market, including housing that provides a
subsidised route to home ownership and/or is essential for local workers, and which
complies with one or more of the following definitions; * Affordable housing to rent * Starter
homes * Discounted market sales housing * Other affordable routes to home ownership I
understand such housing is mainly provided by Section 106 Agreements of Open Market
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Developments which deliver 10 or more dwellings, or through development which is led by a
Registered Provider. It is unlikely that we will see developments of 10 or more dwellings
within the plan period and I am not sure demand will be great enough to interest a
Registered Provider. * However, Affordable Housing can be promoted on Rural Exception
Sites and Entry Level Exception Sites, as on these sites development may be permitted
outside Settlement Boundaries.
RURAL EXCEPTION SITES * Small sites used for
affordable Housing where sites would not normally be used for housing. They seek to
address the needs of the local community by accommodating households who are either
current residents or have an existing family or employment connection. A proportion of
Market Homes may be allowed, for example where essential to enable the delivery of
affordable units without grant funding.
ENTRY LEVEL EXCEPTIION SITES * These are
regarded as Suitable for first time buyers, or those looking to rent their first home, unless
the need for such homes is already met within the authoriity’s area. These sites should; *
Comprise of entry level homes that offer one or more types of affordable housing as defined
by the NPPF; and * be adjacent to existing settlements, proportionate in size to them; not
larger than one hectare or exceed 5 percent of the existing settlement, not compromise the
protection given to areas or assets of particular importance in the NPPF and comply with
any local design policies and standards. THE OLDER GENERATION * It should not be
forgotten that members of the older retiree generation may wish to downsize and remain in
the village. Other than the Social Housing Bungalows in Orchard Close I can think of only 3
single storey properties in the village, one of those being The Mouse House located outside
the main village at Cropley Grove. Whether someone downsizing from a large private house
within the village would qualify for Social Housing at Orchard Close is, I would have
thought, unlikely, so there is little or no opportunity to remain in the village. * Whilst the
younger generation bring vibrancy and energy the older generation have valuable
experience to offer a community and have, perhaps, nearby family to help with care if
necessary. SUMMARY Communities such as ours have slowly developed over centuries and
I have for some time thought it is not ideal, in the longer term, to remain a community of no
growth or stimulus, which is a situation I think we face. Historically there has always been a
degree of organic growth in Lidgate, albeit modest. CONCLUSION This review is to take us
to 2040. It is my view that no growth frustrates the possibility of maintaining a fit, vigorous,
stimulating, engaged, forward looking and vibrant community as we retirees grow even
older. Nothing which would in any way overwhelm us or change the wonderful character of
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our village. As development within the Boundary Settlement will be so limited I feel the
proposed policies relating to Affordable Housing possibly offers us a way forward. I therefore
support the continued inclusion of these policies. It should be noted that these are my
personal views as a relatively long standing resident.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Dr John Corrie

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

24

Summary

Social housing need

Comment

Affordable housing, as defined, does not meet the needs of the least advantaged members of
the population. There is an urgent need for a significant increase in social housing, both for
single occupancy and for families. It is not enough solely to focus on "affordable" housing.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, the Council will need to meet the needs of all different types of people with policies
that accommodate a variety of affordable housing products including social housing.

Respondent Name

Dr Mark Leadbeater (Depden Parish Council)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

347

Summary

Blanket ban on development in the countryside is detrimental to dispersed rural
communities like Depden where there is no settlement boundary defined. It condemns these
areas to inevitable decline, with an ageing population, and a lack of affordable housing
options for local people

Comment

* Blanket ban on development in the countryside is detrimental to dispersed rural
communities like Depden where there is no settlement boundary defined. It condemns these
areas to inevitable decline, with an ageing population, and a lack of affordable housing
options for local people. We would like the local plan to better reflect the need to sustain and
cherish communities in the countryside rather than ignoring their needs and any denying
any possibility of continuity and renewal in villages with many centuries of history behind
them. * The plan calls for “safe and healthy” places for people to live – this is clearly true of
places like Depden and there are many people who would prefer to live in rural areas rather
than towns and suburban housing estates – this option should not be reserved for those with
high incomes!

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Dr Roger Merry

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

591

Summary

I fall into the category of older residents with a strong interest in my historic surroundings
and wildlife who are not interested in growth per se and our settlement, Wickhambrook, is
well provided for. However, affordable homes the young and very old must be considered.
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My concern is that we have not been forward thinking enough in developing a
neighbourhood plan. Is it too late now?
Comment

I fall into the category of older residents with a strong interest in my historic surroundings
and wildlife who are not interested in growth per se and our settlement, Wickhambrook, is
well provided for. However, affordable homes the young and very old must be considered.
My concern is that we have not been forward thinking enough in developing a
neighbourhood plan. Is it too late now?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council has commissioned an evidence base study to inform the district wide housing
mix needs. Local assessment can be undertaken at the local level to assess specific local
needs. A neighbourhood plan may be started now if required, please see Neighbourhood
planning (westsuffolk.gov.uk) (https://www.westsuffolk.gov.uk/planning/Planning_Policies/
neighbourhood-planning/index.cfm) for more information.

Respondent Name

Greg Luton (Bury St Edmunds Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

610

Summary

The Town Council welcomes that a housing needs assessment is being carried out with
other authorities in the housing sub-region.

Comment

The Town Council welcomes that a housing needs assessment is being carried out with other
authorities in the housing sub-region. However, the comments on affordable housing in
paragraphs 3.9 to 3.13 seem to just re-state government and national planning policy on
affordable housing. We would like to see a commitment to building 2 a sufficient number of
affordable homes to meet both existing and future demand. Furthermore, the council’s
housing strategy ‘recognises the critical role good quality housing has in improving health
and wellbeing’. While we appreciate that there is a market for HMOs, we would like the
District Council to limit the number of HMOs given planning permission and ensure those
proposals that are granted provide the highest living standards for the occupants and takes
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account of the role of good quality housing in improved health and wellbeing.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Hundon Residents Group (Hundon Residents Group)

Agent Name

Mrs Lisa Skinner (Phase 2 Planning)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

660

Summary

We agree with the Council’s aim to improve housing delivery and ensure that local
community needs are met as set out in paragraph 3.1 to 3.4 with reference to housing of the
right size, type, tenure, in the right place.

Comment

We agree with the Council’s aim to improve housing delivery and ensure that local
community needs are met as set out in paragraph 3.1 to 3.4 with reference to housing of the
right size, type, tenure, in the right place. At paragraph 3.4, there is reference to a study
regarding housing needs across the Cambridgeshire housing sub region, due to be published
in Autumn 2020, that would inform the Plan. We are not aware that this study has been
published. 6.31 We support the comment at paragraph 3.8 that refers to the focus for new
homes to be provided in the most sustainable locations. 6.32 We support the approach at
paragraph 3.11 for rural exception sites to meet the needs for affordable housing.
Thisshould be genuinely available for the local community and immediate family and if not
taken up, a cascade system should be introduced for the wider community. A proportion of
market housing reflecting local need in terms of size and tenure could be considered to
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subsidize this coming forward if necessary. 6.33 We do not support the use of lower
thresholds in the rural area as suggested in paragraph 3.13 as a blanket approach is not
appropriate or likely to achieve the desired result. This could lead to fewer but larger
dwellings being constructed to avoid affordable housing provision that would not necessarily
reflect local need. 6.34 We support paragraph 3.16 that seeks to ensure housing is provided
for different groups, but this needs to be informed by local need to support the overall
strategic objectives of the Plan
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Dalham Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

92

Summary

The principle for housing in rural communities should be based on local consent recognising
that small communities wish to have a say in what housing is built.

Comment

The principle for housing in rural communities should be based on local consent recognising
that small communities wish to have a say in what housing is built.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Lidgate Parish Council)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

78

Summary

Development should be community led, not developer led to meet the needs of local people.
Rural communities need homes of different sizes to meet a large range of need such as
smaller homes for single people and couples, mid size homes for young families and for
people to downsize into so that they can remain in their community.

Comment

Development should be community led, not developer led to meet the needs of local people.
Rural communities need homes of different sizes to meet a large range of need such as
smaller homes for single people and couples, mid size homes for young families and for
people to downsize into so that they can remain in their community.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Risby Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

452

Summary

There is a need for smaller social/affordable housing in Risby as opposed to more executive
homes. For the village to remain vibrant it needs a mix of tenure and types of housing.

Comment

There is a need for smaller social/affordable housing in Risby as opposed to more executive
homes. For the village to remain vibrant it needs a mix of tenure and types of housing.
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Risby Parish Council cannot say what a suitable number of houses might be over the
timescale of the Local Plan (until 2050) due to existing constraints, however any decisions on
the type of housing should be community led not developer led to reflect local need.
Affordable housing policies should be retained. Communities should have a say over tenure
depending upon identified needs. Rural Exception Sites are difficult to bring forward due to
the high value of land. For a site to be allocated it has to be achievable and there are
numerous constraints in Risby to limit development. The existing sewerage and drainage
infrastructure is inadequate and struggles to cope with current housing in Risby. The village
is served by a 4” drainage pipe which cannot cope at times of heavy rain as demonstrated by
the recent flooding in Lower Green. Access to the village in several directions is via narrow
lanes. The existing electricity infrastructure will not support additional housing without an
upgrade, particularly with the move towards electric cars with a requirement for electric
charging points by 2030 and more sustainable heating sources such as heat source pumps.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Stansfield Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

85

Summary

Preliminary results on a recently conducted HNS identify mixed views regarding
development within Stansfield. Stansfield Parish Council would like the flexibility to consider
any housing provision on a case by case basis as this will enable us to recognize local need,
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whilst being able to balance what the infrastructure can bear.
Comment

Preliminary results on a recently conducted HNS identify mixed views regarding
development within Stansfield. Like any small community Stansfield Parish Council feels it is
important to be able to meet the needs and preferences of its resident, whilst being aware of
the limitations of existing infrastructure in the village in particular the narrow winding
roads. Stansfield Parish Council would like the flexibility to consider any housing provision
on a case by case basis as this will enable us to recognize local need, whilst being able to
balance what the infrastructure can bear. Any housing provision should address a proven
local need, for example building a bungalow for an elderly resident or someone with
restricted mobility, or a starter home for a local worker.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

John Bracegirdle

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

476

Summary

The best way to ensure a sufficient quantity of housing, of the right size, type and tenure,
can be delivered is to ensure a wide range of sites are allocated across a variety of locations.
A simplistic approach which focuses development on a small number of larger settlements
will not meet West Suffolk’s needs.

Comment

The best way to ensure a sufficient quantity of housing, of the right size, type and tenure,
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can be delivered is to ensure a wide range of sites are allocated across a variety of locations.
A simplistic approach which focuses development on a small number of larger settlements
will not meet West Suffolk’s needs. Similarly, it is vital that affordable housing needs can be
met in full. This can only be viably achieved by bringing forward enough sites to provide to
meet requirements. This must be informed by up-to-date evidence of affordable needs, along
with a robust understanding and assessment of viability.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The next draft of the plan will set out
a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s
housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Jonathan Ascroft (Jockey Club Farming Company Limited)

Agent Name

Alison Wright (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

478

Summary

There should be flexibility within the Local Plan to respond to changing housing needs over
the Local Plan period.

Comment

* There should be flexibility within the Local Plan to respond to changing housing needs over
the Local Plan period. It is important to identify a baseline housing need but there should be
scope for further development to come forward if it meets a particular housing need. This
would support the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes to
ensure that a sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward where it is needed and
that the needs of groups with specific housing requirements are addressed (NPPF Para. 59).
* It is noted that a Housing Need Specific Groups Assessment is being carried out with
Cambridgeshire authorities to provide evidence to enable policies to be put in place to
deliver the sizes of homes and the different types of housing needed in West Suffolk. The
housing needs assessment should be used to inform the appropriate size, type and tenure of
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housing needed for different sections of the community within the district. This should also
take into account individual site circumstances and the circumstances of a local area to
determine the appropriate type of housing for development sites.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Luisa Townsley (Artemis Trustees Limited as trustees of the VS Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

486

Summary

* There should be flexibility within the Local Plan to respond to changing housing needs over
the Local Plan period.

Comment

* There should be flexibility within the Local Plan to respond to changing housing needs over
the Local Plan period. It is important to identify a baseline housing need but there should be
scope for further development to come forward if it meets a particular housing need. This
would support the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes to
ensure that a sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward where it is needed and
that the needs of groups with specific housing requirements are addressed (NPPF Para. 59).
* It is noted that a Housing Need Specific Groups Assessment is being carried out with
Cambridgeshire authorities to provide evidence to enable policies to be put in place to
deliver the sizes of homes and the different types of housing needed in West Suffolk. The
housing needs assessment should be used to inform the appropriate size, type and tenure of
housing needed for different sections of the community within the district. This should also
take into account individual site circumstances and the circumstances of a local area to
determine the appropriate type of housing for development sites.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

492

Summary

We need homes for life where people can work and learn.

Comment

We need homes for life where people can work and learn.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

619

Summary

We agree with WSC’s approach towards the preparation of a Housing Need Specific Groups
Assessment with Cambridgeshire authorities to inform policies regarding the size, type and
tenure of homes required in West Suffolk.
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Comment

We agree with WSC’s approach towards the preparation of a Housing Need Specific Groups
Assessment with Cambridgeshire authorities to inform policies regarding the size, type and
tenure of homes required in West Suffolk. We also endorse the Council’s strategy which is
“committed to increasing the supply, range and quality of housing for our current and future
residents”. As stated in the previous section, we consider that the Council should plan for
more homes rather than simply aiming to deliver the LHN figure of 800 homes, particularly
in light of the historic undersupply across the district. The Council set out that housing
delivery study provides evidence to inform the development of strategic and local policies, to
ensure the sites of the right size, in the right locations and providing for different types and
tenures are identified to enable increases in rates of housing delivery. We consider that Key
Service Centres and Towns, including Barrow and Stanton, are the most sustainable
locations for growth and have extensive community services and facilities which are already
in place and could be enhanced through the provision of residential development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Moulton Manor Farm Ltd (Moulton Manor Farm Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Dan Hewett (Wilson Wraight LLP)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

118

Summary

The council’s confirmation that their housing strategy is ‘committed to increasing the supply,
range, and quality of housing for our current and future residents’ is welcomed but must be
backed up by a robust delivery strategy. Adoption of a diverse range of site allocations both
in terms of size and geographic location is fundamental to the success of this strategy.

Comment

Application of the Government’s Standard Methodology for calculating Local Housing Need
(LHN), as it stands at the current time, serves to suggest a need for 800 new dwellings per
annum (dpa), or a total need figure of circa 16,000 homes over of the plan period in West
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Suffolk. National Guidance sets out specific areas local plan housing policies should address
(National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), paragraphs 61 to 64). Local Authorities are
required to provide homes of the right size, type, and tenure and in the right place, as well
as ensuring that there is a sufficient supply of new homes coming forward to meet the
housing needs of different groups in the local community. We support the work underway in
conjunction with Cambridgeshire local authorities to assess the size, type, and tenure of
houses needed for different groups in the housing sub region through a Housing Need
Specific Groups Assessment. The findings of the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) Scoping
Report are of critical significance to the effectiveness of the new Local Plan in addressing
the key housing issues in the district. The fact that the population in West Suffolk is
continuing to grow and the Council are not delivering affordable housing in line with the
identified needs of the population are both indicators the housing strategy needs to be
urgently revisited. The previous Plan strategy of focusing the majority of growth on the
edge of the market towns in large strategic allocations did not deliver the much-needed
housing quickly enough in line with need. We therefore support the comments in the SA
which confirm that there is a need to recognise: * The pipeline supply is subject to change as
deliverability issues with committed sites could be identified. * Planning to meet Local
Housing Need over the Plan period is only a starting point for Local Plan-making. There can
be policy reasons for setting a housing target, within the Local Plan, that is above (e. g.
because of a need to provide for unmet needs from elsewhere, provide for affordable housing
needs, or achieve particular economic growth or infrastructure delivery objectives). *
Planning to meet the housing target typically involves allocating sites with a total theoretical
capacity over-and-above the target, so that there is a ‘buffer’ for unanticipated delivery
issues. Average annual delivery since 2011 is circa 604 dpa, whereas the combined annual
target from the adopted Local Plans is 886 dpa, which serves to indicate a delivery
challenge. The council’s confirmation that their housing strategy is ‘committed to increasing
the supply, range, and quality of housing for our current and future residents’ is welcomed
but must be backed up by a robust delivery strategy. Adoption of a diverse range of site
allocations both in terms of size and geographic location is fundamental to the success of
this strategy. The NPPF states at Paragraph 117 planning policies should promote effective
use of land, meeting the need for homes and other uses, while safeguarding and improving
the environment, and ensuring safe and healthy living conditions. A housing strategy built
on this notion is supported, as is the Council’s recognition that it must explore ways of
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increasing the rate of housing delivery locally. One way would be to focus development on
the edge of settlements where the necessary infrastructure is already in place, rather than
relying on large scale housing allocations which require the construction of strategic
infrastructure at the outset.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr. Garth Tolmie

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

525

Summary

Alternative building methods should be part of the plan.
Off site building and on site assembly and 3D onsite printing are only two of the possible
cost effective alternatives.
Doing things the way "we have always done it" has not resulted in truly affordable houses.

Comment

Alternative building methods should be part of the plan. Off site building and on site
assembly and 3D onsite printing are only two of the possible cost effective alternatives.
Doing things the way "we have always done it" has not resulted in truly affordable houses.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

questionnaire Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the
issues raised and options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the
production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted
on in early 2022. Paragraph 2.3 of Part Two of the local plan (local issues) confirms that the
council is committed to tackling climate change through mitigation and adaptation, and this
will underpin many different areas of the new local plan. For housing the council will
encourage sustainable construction and standards for thermal performance and energy
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efficiency. The council will identify the needs for affordable housing and plan for their
provision reflected in its planning policies.
Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Blenkiron (Euston Estate)

Agent Name

Ms Claire Shannon (Cheffins)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

560

Summary

Yes, we agree with the identified key sustainability issues for housing. These needs can be
met by allocating sufficient housing in sustainable villages such as Honington and Sapiston
and Barnham, that provide a mix of house types, affordable and starter homes and
bungalows to facilitate downsizing and have good access to larger towns, main transport
routes and key employment

Comment

Yes, we agree with the identified key sustainability issues for housing. These needs can be
met by allocating sufficient housing in sustainable villages such as Honington and Sapiston
and Barnham, that provide a mix of house types, affordable and starter homes and
bungalows to facilitate downsizing and have good access to larger towns, main transport
routes and key employment

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The next draft of the plan will set out
a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s
housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Crisell (West Suffolk Clinical Commissioning Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

112
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Summary

The CCG would like to see included affordable key worker housing opportunities for health
sector and blue light services. This will support recruitment and retention of staff in the
area. The CCG have led a Task & Finish Group reviewing developers contributions which has
included looking at the issue of key worker housing and we think that the findings of this
group should help inform any policies on this issue going forward.

Comment

The CCG would like to see included affordable key worker housing opportunities for health
sector and blue light services. This will support recruitment and retention of staff in the
area. The CCG have led a Task & Finish Group reviewing developers contributions which
has included looking at the issue of key worker housing and we think that the findings of this
group should help inform any policies on this issue going forward. NSFT is a member of the
ICS Estates Group that commissioned the Task and Finish Group and we support the CCG
plea for affordable key worker housing opportunities to improve our recruitment and
retention of staff in West Suffolk. No mention in building details of positioning of buildings to
the suns path in Summer to help keep buildings cooler during heatwaves although they have
the obvious flood plain details and sustainable materials etc. More renewables given the
existing strain on the National Grid which is going to increase rather than reduce. (for PV
panels in fields that will also impact on percentage of agricultural ground required for food
production as the population increases) No mention of increases in Waste collection services
due to increased housing/settlements and that effect upon road congestion, pollution and
available waste sites etc. Affordable house for key workers would support recruitment and
retention. As mentioned above we provide some on site accommodation to support this, but
more could be done with helping staff to buy houses.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.
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Respondent Name

Mr Clifford Lodge

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

165

Summary

So called affordable homes to rent are anything but affordable.

Comment

So called affordable homes to rent are anything but affordable. In the majority of cases
service charges are set low for the first year or two to draw in customers. Services charges
are then increased to such an extent they the are greater than the rent and mortgage
payments combined and the full cost falls on the individual and is not shared with the
housing association. It is legal blackmail and extortion and housing associations and councils
should be ashamed to be part of such schemes. The sooner the law is changed to protect the
individual the better. In the meantime councils should be more circumspect about
proceedings with shared ownership and low rent accommodation.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

copied from questionnaire Your comments on the plan and concerns relating to affordable
rent have been noted. All responses to the issues raised and options set out will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Colin Knight

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

461

Summary

Key local issues are Plan for the housing needs for different groups of people with a welldesigned mix of housing types and tenures. Agree this should be the aim – but as mentioned
before – with suitable improved infrastructure. Too many developments are built without
thought of the traffic issues, however much we may dislike cars, building without taking
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them into account is just crazy, ie small roadways and no garaging facilities.
Comment

Key local issues are Plan for the housing needs for different groups of people with a welldesigned mix of housing types and tenures. Agree this should be the aim – but as mentioned
before – with suitable improved infrastructure. Too many developments are built without
thought of the traffic issues, however much we may dislike cars, building without taking
them into account is just crazy, ie small roadways and no garaging facilities. Population
growth and an ageing demographic – Agreed – this is a national issue which links with
improving medical and social care facilities. There is an unmet need for affordable housing. –
should be considered for every new development. Housing needs vary across West Suffolk,
as do employment opportunities – With more employment opportunities in towns and a
desire to reduce travel then new housing needs to be - in towns.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Colin Poole (Haverhill Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

501

Summary

HTC considers that building homes for the social renting sector are the most important
contribution to rapid housing development and tackling the affordability issues that many
people face in our area.

Comment

HTC considers that building homes for the social renting sector are the most important
contribution to rapid housing development and tackling the affordability issues that many
people face in our area.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
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considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.
Respondent Name

Mr Edward Barrett (Catesby Estates plc)

Agent Name

Mr Greg Pearce (David Lock Associates)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

427

Summary

The issues identified in paragraphs 3.6-3.16 of Part 2.3 of the Issues and Options
Consultation relate to a) providing the homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right
place, b) meeting the affordable housing needs, and c) meeting the needs of different
housing groups. The issues identified are typically found in other authorities across the
country and it is our view that the best way to meet these housing issues to consider them
holistically as part of strategic spatial development.

Comment

The issues identified in paragraphs 3.6-3.16 of Part 2.3 of the Issues and Options
Consultation relate to a) providing the homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right
place, b) meeting the affordable housing needs, and c) meeting the needs of different
housing groups. The issues identified are typically found in other authorities across the
country and it is our view that the best way to meet these housing issues to consider them
holistically as part of strategic spatial development. Specific policies can be prepared to
ensure that the issues can be addressed through implementing planning applications that
accord with the policies. New development should be able to provide the housing to help
overcome the issues identified within the site boundary, however if necessary off-site
provision and financial contributions should be applicable to ensure that needs are met. It is
considered that one of the most significant issues is ensuring the most appropriate location
for new homes. Our view, as we have set out in our representations to Part 1 (see responses
to 'Broad Options for distribution of growth' question) that new development should be
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focussed on existing towns which would be a sufficient scale to support new community
infrastructure and employment.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Hugo Greer-Walker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

324

Summary

Housing mix. The housing approved must be diverse to suit the needs of all potential
occupants, not the developers. There should be a formula adopted for percentages of (a)
affordable housing (regardless of viability; (b) affordable rented accommodation; (c) social
housing; and (d) retirement housing. Automatic guidelines should also apply for provision of
open spaces and non- vehicular infrastructure.

Comment

The housing approved must be diverse to suit the needs of all potential occupants, not the
developers. There should be a formula adopted for percentages of (a) affordable housing
(regardless of viability; (b) affordable rented accommodation; (c) social housing; and (d)
retirement housing. Automatic guidelines should also apply for provision of open spaces and
non- vehicular infrastructure. Developers must be prohibited from developing large
greenfield sites with high volume low quality housing that burdens the neighbourhood.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
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considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess affordable housing needs. This study will inform the
next stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.
Respondent Name

Mr Ian Johnson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

125

Summary

There appears to be no mention of plans to provide for the welbeing of residents in this
housing section. I would have expected reference to any medical provisions. Also the
provision of parkland accessible on foot close to housing developments.

Comment

There appears to be no mention of plans to provide for the welbeing of residents in this
housing section. I would have expected reference to any medical provisions. Also the
provision of parkland accessible on foot close to housing developments.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

text taken from questionnaire response Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted.
All responses to the issues raised and options set out will be carefully considered and
will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which
will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Kevin Jarvis

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

158

Summary

Affordable housing for the young in villages where they were born and raised.

Comment

Affordable housing for the young in villages where they were born and raised. Costs of
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travel, move towards electric transport means it is harder and harder to live near where
employment is which then becomes difficult to raise families etc. The more people are
attracted to Suffolk from the cities, house prices are pushed up, the older the population
gets the more difficult it becomes to live and raise a family. Where next - tents on campsites?
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess affordable housing needs. This study will inform the
next stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Mr Mark Behrendt (Home Builders Federation)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

442

Summary

The kind of housing that is required in West Suffolk will need to be based on the evidence of
needs as set out in the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) that is currently being
prepared

Comment

The kind of housing that is required in West Suffolk will need to be based on the evidence of
needs as set out in the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) that is currently being
prepared. However, we would suggest that with regard to the type of market housing that is
provided the Council should not seek to place overly restrictive policies that seek to set the
precise mix of housing provided on all sites. SHMAs can only provide a snapshot in time and
can only be considered as providing a guide as to the type of housing that should be
delivered in future rather than a requirement. Delivering a mix of homes requires the
provision of a range of site typologies and locations that will allow for a diversity of market
provision. In relation to specific types of need we would make the following comments: •
Affordable housing: It will be important for the Councils to ensure that their viability
assessment reflects the latest policy and guidance published by the Government. The focus
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on viability assessment and how it relates to affordable housing places a far greater
emphasis on viability being assessed as part of the local plan and that compliance with
policy requirements should be set so that most sites are deliverable without further viability
assessment negotiations. This may require the Councils to include greater variation in
affordable housing requirements based on site type and location to reduce the need for
negotiation in relation to onsite affordable housing provision. To aid Councils in the
preparation of their viability evidence the HBF has worked with its members to provide a
briefing note (attached) to aid understanding of the housebuilding industries approach to
viability. • Older people’s housing: It will be important for the Council to identify and
allocate sites to meet the specific needs of older people. Too often such development is
expected to come through windfall or on strategic allocations with no specific target set in
the local plan as to how many specialist homes for older people should be provided. This
approach does not offer the necessary certainty that needs will be met. As such we would
suggest the local plan undertakes to, firstly, establish a housing requirement specifically for
the needs of older people. This will ensure that the supply of such homes can be effectively
monitored and any under supply be taken into account when making decision on applications
for older peoples’ accommodation. Secondly, we would suggest that the Council’s work with
specialist providers to identify suitable sites that will meet the specific needs of older people.
Such accommodation needs to be in sustainable locations close to services and as such it is
important to work closely with this sector of the housebuilding industry to understand the
needs of their customers. • Self-build: We are supportive of self-build and custom house
building and the important contribution such development can make to housing supply.
However, we are concerned that the need for such homes can often be overstated by selfbuild registers. In particular we find that many registers are rarely updated to remove those
no longer in need of a self-build plot or to assess whether there is double counting across
registers. It will be important for the Council to ensure that its evidence on the need for selfbuild homes has been effectively reviewed if it is to offer a robust position on the demand for
this type of development. It will also be necessary for the Councils to consider how they
support the self-build market in West Suffolk. Paragraph 57-025 of PPG sets out a range of
different approaches all of which need to be thoroughly considered by the Council. Too often
local plans seek to require demand for self-build plots to be met through their provision on
allocated sites without proper consideration of the other approaches set out in PPG. Rather
than set requirements for the provision of such plots on allocated sites we would suggest the
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Council seek to find suitable sites where the landowner is willing to provide self-build plots.
Such an approach would also be consistent with PPG which states that Councils should work
with landowners and encourage them to consider self-build plots but does not state that it
should compel them do to so.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Mr Mortlock

Agent Name

Mr Simon Tindle (Brown & Co)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

564

Summary

It is emphasised that additional housing is required in rural areas and therefore we advocate
that the Local Plan should allocate strategic housing sites in rural settlements designated in
the settlement hierarchy to provide certainty of delivery. The role of neighbourhood plans is
also acknowledged and where new neighbourhood plans are prepared, the NP should be
provided with scope to designate additional sites, which may address specific local
requirements/ aspirations.

Comment

It is emphasised that additional housing is required in rural areas and therefore we advocate
that the Local Plan should allocate strategic housing sites in rural settlements designated in
the settlement hierarchy to provide certainty of delivery. The role of neighbourhood plans is
also acknowledged and where new neighbourhood plans are prepared, the NP should be
provided with scope to designate additional sites, which may address specific local
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requirements/ aspirations.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.The next draft of the plan will set out
a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s
housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Ingwall King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

351

Summary

The housing mix study details would be useful to enable accurate comments.

Comment

It would be useful to be able to see the details of this study to enable accurate comments. Is
it best to look at Cambridgeshire rather than Suffolk authority areas?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

A study has been commissioned with Cambridgeshire local authorities to assess the size,
type and tenure of houses needed for different groups in the housing sub region (that covers
West Suffolk and Cambridgeshire) including affordable need. The study is expected to be
published in summer 2021. This is later than was envisaged when the Issues and Options
plan was prepared. It will be used to inform preparation of the next stage of the local plan,
the preferred options. The study has been commissioned jointly with Cambridgeshire local
authorities, as West Suffolk district shares the same housing market area with the
Cambridgeshire authorities.

Respondent Name

Mr Philip Reeve (Gt Barton Parish Council)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

515

Summary

The supply of housing in a locality needs to understand the built character and housing
design in that neighbourhood besides the parameters under this section.

Comment

SA 3.5 Compare the findings of Housing Needs Assessments and Housing Need Surveys
from Neighbourhood Plans with your combined authority Group research. The differences
must be evaluated and may seek for more local assessments to provide the appropriate,
sustainable housing. There needs to be an evaluation of family well-being and what
contributes to this; housing design and density, build quality, room sizes, facilities within a
home, garden space, adaptability for different generations etc. Sect 3.6 There should be
mentioned the value of in-depth housing needs assessment by bodies within West Suffolk.
This needs to be a consideration by the Housing Need Specific Groups Assessment. In
particular Great Barton undertook a Housing Needs Assessment and a Housing Needs
Survey as part of its Neighbourhood Plan and should be a valuable piece of data for this
group to assist in the formation of WSC Planning Policies. The supply of housing in a locality
needs to understand the built character and housing design in that neighbourhood besides
the parameters under this section. Local Character assessment and housing design is a
major factor for the well-being of existing and new residents in that locality. With an ageing
population in many rural areas housing characteristic needs to reflect that increasing age
group with properties that provides easy accessibility. Assessing the value of shared open
space for housing groups is an even more important consideration post Covid-19. Sect.3.11 –
3.13 The rural exception sites policy should be promoted to provide the following benefits to
those communities: • Provides life to remote villages • Exception sites provides the ability
for connected relationships to support each other where services will be limited. Sect.3.15
Self-builds will provide for stronger communities and requires development

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

576

Summary

The provision of affordable homes protected for occupancy by local people in perpetuity is
an important housing priority in villages and rural areas.

Comment

Part 2.3 Housing Paragraphs 3.1 to 3.4 The provision of affordable homes protected for
occupancy by local people in perpetuity is an important housing priority in villages and rural
areas. Paragraph 3.5 These key sustainability issues are appropriate. However, past
experience demonstrates that the provision of affordable housing for local people cannot be
left in the hands of commercial developers – other approaches will be required. Paragraphs
3.6 to 3.8 Major housing developments must be located in sustainable locations.
Communities in villages and rural locations should be encouraged and supported to carry
out detailed local housing needs surveys. Sensitive and controlled local development can
then be planned in order to meet their specific and unusual needs for additional housing.
Paragraphs 3.9 to 3.13 Commercial developers frequently commit initially to providing
affordable homes as part of their schemes. Experience shows that developers then renege on
these commitments as building gets under way. The planning authorities should have powers
to stop this happening. Until then, rural exception sites will provide an important route to
the provision of affordable homes that can be occupied by local people. However, these sites
need to be planned and managed with extreme care in village and rural settings. Paragraphs
3.14 to 3.16 The expansion and facilitation of self-build and community group self-building
would bring a very welcome dimension to the provision of new homes. Encouraging these
initiatives should be tied carefully to commitments to build eco-homes that ensure
sustainability. Paragraphs 3.17 to 3.21 The needs of Gypsies, Travellers and travelling
showpeople in the area should be met.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess affordable housing needs. This study will inform the
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next stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.
Respondent Name

Mrs A M Knight

Agent Name

Ms Claire Shannon (Cheffins)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

598

Summary

Yes, we agree with the identified key sustainability issues for housing. These needs can be
met by allocating sufficient sites across all settlements, particularly on unconstrained sites
that are well related to the existing settlement and has capacity to provide a mix of house
types, affordable and starter homes, and bungalows to facilitate downsizing.

Comment

Yes, we agree with the identified key sustainability issues for housing. These needs can be
met by allocating sufficient sites across all settlements, particularly on unconstrained sites
that are well related to the existing settlement and has capacity to provide a mix of house
types, affordable and starter homes, and bungalows to facilitate downsizing.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Beryl Hughes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

231

Summary

Pleased that this village development included affordable housing element.

Comment

Like the location and appearance of the communal occupied house which blends in with
similar larger properties on that side of this development. Houses on this site did not impact
on the neighbouring house and access to the A 143 was not an issue as within 30 mph zone
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with good visibility in both directions on this brown field site (former garage) .
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted.

Respondent Name

Mrs Christine Mason (Fornham All Saints Parish Counci)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

566

Summary

para 3.4. The housing approved must be diverse to suit the needs of all potential occupants,
not the developers. There should be a formula adopted for percentages of (a) affordable
housing regardless of viability; (b) affordable rented accommodation; (c) social housing; and
(d) retirement housing. Automatic guidelines should also apply for provision of open spaces
and non-vehicular infrastructure.

Comment

3.4 The housing approved must be diverse to suit the needs of all potential occupants, not
the developers. There should be a formula adopted for percentages of (a) affordable housing
regardless of viability; (b) affordable rented accommodation; (c) social housing; and (d)
retirement housing. Automatic guidelines should also apply for provision of open spaces and
non-vehicular infrastructure. Developers must be prohibited from developing large
greenfield sites with high volume low quality housing that simply burdens the
neighbourhood in which it is situate.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
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stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.
Respondent Name

Mrs Hilary Workman (Wickhambrook Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

48

Summary

Agree that these are the right housing issues to focus on

Comment

Focussing on * enabling local people to change their housing and tenure types whilst
remaining in their home parish. * The provision of housing which enables young people to
move (back) to independent living within their parish if they chose to do so. * Enabling
Wickhambrook residents to downsize to more accessible properties or small scale supported
housing developments so that they can remain in their community * Affordable provision for
veterans moving back into their former local area, with adapted or full disable access
housing where needed. More generally, mixed residential and business purpose buildings in
the local community to enable local business to flourish and reduce impact of travel on the
environment. See attachment for tables of information

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, in rural areas appropriate housing and business policies should be developed to meet
local people's needs. Future housing needs will need to meet rural, parish-wide housing
need requirements considering house types and tenures, including young people's needs,
people downsizing, and affordable provision for veterans.

Respondent Name

Mrs Pat Barnes

Agent Name

Mr Mark Jackson (Mark Jackson Planning)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

602

Summary

We are of the opinion that in any future drafting of the rural exception policy that the
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wording “no more than five or ten depending on the size of village” should, for Stansfield be
limited to up to 5 dwellings. Alternatively, when a Policy on Rural Exception sites is drafted,
then if it is decided that Type B villages can have Rural Exception sites, then the maximum
number of dwellings including affordable and market housing for a specific village should be
specified.
Comment

Comments on Paragraph 3.11 NPPF glossary definition of Rural Exception Sites states:
“Small sites used for affordable housing in perpetuity where sites would not normally be
used for housing. Rural exception sites seek to address the needs of the local community by
accommodating households who are either current residents or have an existing family or
employment connection. A proportion of market homes may be allowed on the site at the
local planning authority’s discretion, for example where essential to enable the delivery of
affordable units without grant funding”. We are of the opinion that in any future drafting of
the rural exception policy that the wording “no more than five or ten depending on the size
of village” should, for Stansfield be limited to up to 5 dwellings. Alternatively, when a Policy
on Rural Exception sites is drafted, then if it is decided that Type B villages can have Rural
Exception sites, then the maximum number of dwellings including affordable and market
housing for a specific village should be specified for the life of the Development Plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess affordable housing needs. This study will inform the
next stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Mrs Peta Cook

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

61

Summary

In fill Horringer
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Comment

Horringer could support some infill since the current lack of facilities do not support any
significant increase. A mix of affordable housing is of course necessary.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, the draft preferred options local plan will enable the Council to consider where to
allocate housing.

Respondent Name

Mr Stephen Spencer

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

122

Summary

I do not feel that your adopted strategic plan vision places sufficient emphasis on the
environment in this predominantly rural authority.
For example, a small development of 25 houses in a community of 800 residents will have a
disproportionate impact on the quality of life in that community compared to a similar
development in a large town or as part of a completely new “garden village”, such as at
Kennett in East Cambs.

Comment

I do not feel that your adopted strategic plan vision places sufficient emphasis on the
environment in this predominantly rural authority. For example, a small development of 25
houses in a community of 800 residents will have a disproportionate impact on the quality of
life in that community compared to a similar development in a large town or as part of a
completely new “garden village”, such as at Kennett in East Cambs.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Ms Claire Shannon (Cheffins)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

537

Summary

Yes, we agree with the identified key sustainability issues for housing. These needs can be
met by allocating sufficient sites across all settlements, including smaller villages such as
Gazeley, that provide a mix of house types, affordable and starter homes and bungalows to
facilitate downsizing,

Comment

Yes, we agree with the identified key sustainability issues for housing. These needs can be
met by allocating sufficient sites across all settlements, including smaller villages such as
Gazeley, that provide a mix of house types, affordable and starter homes and bungalows to
facilitate downsizing,

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Ms Donna Higgins (Bury Town Branch of the Labour Party)

Agent Name

Mr John Popham

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

33

Summary

Disagree - please see comments

Comment

Our own research has shown, and the plan confirms, that in the past West Suffolk has
seriously failed to deliver affordable housing in line with the needs of the people (para. 3.5).
We are therefore pleased to note that a housing needs assessment is being carried out (para.
3.6). In addition, we note that the Council’s housing strategy is “committed to increasing the
supply, range and quality of housing for our current and future residents”; and that there is a
commitment to ensuring that sites of the right size in the right locations and providing for
different tenures are identified “to enable increased rates of housing delivery” (para. 3.7).
However, there is no commitment to building a sufficient number of affordable dwellings of
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the required types to meet both the current serious shortfall in supply and future need.
Given the 20 year plan period we regard this is as essential – especially in relation to
affordable rented accommodation.
In the above context, we have noted with concern the
Government’s recent proposals to provide first homes at discounted prices which, welcome
though it may be, will potentially impact on the serious shortage of affordable rented
accommodation. In addition, the proposed temporary relaxation in the need to build
affordable accommodation on sites of up to 40-50 dwellings would further increases the
challenge of catching up the on the backlog and meeting current needs. If these proposals
come to fruition they will further increase the need for a firm commitment to find a way to
resolve the outstanding affordable shortfall in the District as well as meeting current need.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, the Council will need to meet the needs of all different types of people with policies
that accommodate a variety of affordable housing products including social housing and will
be based on evidence such as the Housing Needs Survey.

Respondent Name

Ms Rachel Hood

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

539

Summary

Single people (including the elderly) and first-time buyers should be included in needs of
different housing groups.

Comment

Single people (including the elderly) and first-time buyers should be included in needs of
different housing groups.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

questionnaire Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the
issues raised and options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the
production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted
on in early 2022. A study has been commissioned with Cambridgeshire local authorities to
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assess the size, type and tenure of houses needed for different groups in the housing sub
region (that covers West Suffolk and Cambridgeshire) including affordable need. This
includes the need for the elderly and first time buyers. The study will be used to inform
preparation of the next stage of the local plan, the preferred options.
Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Horringer cum Ickworth Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

68

Summary

This parish council supports and endorses the housing considerations set out in the plan

Comment

This parish council supports and endorses the housing considerations set out in the plan. We
would, in addition, wish to comment on the subject of rural affordable housing. Last year, the
parish council contributed to the work of West Suffolk Council’s Rural Task Force. One of the
main outcomes of which was the need for affordable housing, including accessible housing.
This was emphasised as a key theme in WSC’s subsequent report earlier this year. In order
to optimise the potential for such provision, we would support the application of lower
thresholds for accessible affordable housing in rural areas and the proposed local
designation of areas as “rural” to enable affordable housing to be brought forward on
schemes for less than 10 dwellings. We also support the local identification of affordable
exception sites where housing need is identified in suitable locations.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.
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Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Ingham Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

46

Summary

USAF
The document does not mention the two airbases and their impact in any detail within the
document.

Comment

USAF The document does not mention the two airbases and their impact in any detail within
the document. However, we do feel that their influence on housing has been ignored and
should be addressed. As an example, we had a housing development in Ingham over the past
2 years that created 19 new homes. Some were affordable social housing and went to West
Suffolk people in need of those homes. To date the rest of the housing has not been put up
for sale on the open market but the developer has retained ownership of all the homes which
have been rented out to American service families. This has 2 impacts. 1. Local people are
unable to buy and therefore put in long term roots into the village/area. 2. We have vehicle
journeys by USAF personnel and their families to and from the airbase each day. This has an
environmental impact associated with vehicle travel. How many houses within West Suffolk
are rented out to USAF families and how does this impact on the housing needs of the area?
This looks to be a big local issue that has been omitted. We believe that the Local Plan
should look for and prioritize house building to cater for USAF housing requirement
numbers as near to the airbases as possible, this should include looking at on base
housing development opportunities. (Strategic objective SO4 -reduce greenhouse gas by
sustainable travel)

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The USAF bases are considered as planning policy land use constraints with associated noise
contour lines and can be seen in Part 3 of the Local Plan, for example, see the settlement
map of Lakenheath. The Council is required to consider all different types of housing need,
including the specific need of USAF personnel in proximity to the airbases.
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Respondent Name

Robin Barclay (The Higham Estate)

Agent Name

Mr Jonathan Dixon (Savills (UK) Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

335

Summary

See main comment (too short to summarise). The technical work required to inform the
Local Plan strategy in relation to the detailed aspects of housing needs and provision, has
not yet been completed.

Comment

See also comments in relation to Parts 2-4 and 2-7. 1. In opening, this part of the document
note (paras. 3.1 and 3.2) (our emphasis): “National guidance sets out specific areas that
local plan housing policies should include (National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF),
paragraphs 61 to 64) such as the size, type and tenure of housing needed by different groups
in the community, and the range of different types of affordable housing required to suit
local needs . “At the local level this range of housing issues includes meeting the needs of
specific identified groups in the community, addressing affordability, providing homes of the
right size, type and tenure and in the right place as well as ensuring there is a sufficient
supply of new homes coming forward to meet the housing needs of different groups in the
local community.” 2. However, it then notes (para. 3.4) (our emphasis): “A study has been
commissioned with Cambridgeshire local authorities to assess the size, type and tenure of
houses needed for different groups in the housing sub region (that covers West Suffolk and
Cambridgeshire) including affordable need. The study is expected to be published in Autumn
2020 and will inform the preparation of the next stage of the local plan.” 3. In other words,
the technical work required to inform the Local Plan strategy in relation to the detailed
aspects of housing needs and provision, has not yet been completed.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
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and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.
Respondent Name

Town Clerk (Newmarket Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Housing

Comment ID

550

Summary

Single people (including the elderly) and first-time buyers should be included in needs of
different housing groups.

Comment

Single people (including the elderly) and first-time buyers should be included in needs of
different housing groups.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

questionnaire A study has been commissioned with Cambridgeshire local authorities to
assess the size, type and tenure of houses needed for different groups in the housing sub
region (that covers West Suffolk and Cambridgeshire) including affordable, which includes
needs of first time buyers and older person housing. The study is expected to be published in
summer 2021. It will be used to inform preparation of the next stage of the local plan, the
preferred options.

Respondent Name

Burthorpe Green Farm

Agent Name

Mr Dan Hewett (Wilson Wraight LLP)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

366

Summary

The findings of the Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report are of critical significance to the
effectiveness of the new Local Plan in addressing the key housing issues in the district. The
fact that the population in West Suffolk is continuing to grow and the Council are not
delivering affordable housing in line with the identified needs of the population are both
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indicators that the housing strategy needs to be urgently revisited.
Comment

The findings of the Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report are of critical significance to the
effectiveness of the new Local Plan in addressing the key housing issues in the district. The
fact that the population in West Suffolk is continuing to grow and the Council are not
delivering affordable housing in line with the identified needs of the population are both
indicators that the housing strategy needs to be urgently revisited. The previous Plan
strategy of focusing the majority of growth on the edge of the market towns in large
strategic allocations did not deliver the much-needed housing quickly enough to meet
requirements. We therefore support the comments in the Sustainability Appraisal confirming
there is a need to recognise: * The pipeline supply is subject to change as deliverability
issues with committed sites could be identified. * Planning to meet Local housing need over
the Plan period is only a starting point for Local Plan-making. There can be policy reasons
for setting a housing target, within the Local Plan, that is above (e. g. because of a need to
provide for unmet needs from elsewhere, provide for affordable housing needs, or achieve
particular economic growth or infrastructure delivery objectives). * Planning to meet the
housing target typically involves allocating sites with a total theoretical capacity over-andabove the target, so that there is a ‘buffer’ for unanticipated delivery issues. Average annual
delivery since 2011 is around 604 dpa, whereas the combined annual target from the
adopted Local Plans is 886 dpa, indicating a delivery challenge.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess affordable housing needs. This study will inform the
next stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

383
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Summary

Housing Mix. Rural housing is expensive and young people are priced out of the market. In
many cases it is impossible to bring older houses up to modern standards of insulation and
energy efficiency - but we should at least try! New builds in the rural areas should be as
near passive as possible with fibre to the premises.

Comment

Rufral housing is expensive and young people are priced out of the market. In many cases it
is impossible to bring older houses up to modenr standards of insulation and energy
efficiency - but we should at least try! New builds in the rural areas should be as near
passive as possible with fibre to the premises.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

620

Summary

We would agree with the issues identified in the SA Scoping Report.

Comment

We would agree with the issues identified in the SA Scoping Report, which include: * Past
trends indicate that West Suffolk is not delivering affordable housing in line with the
identified needs of the population. * The population in West Suffolk is continuing to grow. *
The proportion of residents in West Suffolk aged 60 plus is slightly higher than regional and
national levels, which implies an ageing population in the district. * There is a need to plan
for an appropriate mix of housing types and tenures, and ensure delivery of high-quality,
affordable and specialist housing that meets the needs of West Suffolk’s residents. Allocation
of land at Bury Road, Barrow, would help to resolve the identified issues through the delivery
of up to 200 homes and policy compliant affordable housing provision made up of a mix to
meet the needs of various groups. Bloor Homes Easter is also willing to explore a local
cascade within a future S106 Agreement to prioritise those with a connection to Barrow.
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Allocation of land at Bury Road, Stanton, would help to resolve the identified issues through
the delivery of market and affordable housing and a mix to meet the needs of various groups.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Moulton Manor Farm Ltd (Moulton Manor Farm Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Dan Hewett (Wilson Wraight LLP)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

119

Summary

The findings of the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) Scoping Report are of critical significance
to the effectiveness of the new Local Plan in addressing the key housing issues in the
district. The fact that the population in West Suffolk is continuing to grow and the Council
are not delivering affordable housing in line with the identified needs of the population are
both indicators the housing strategy needs to be urgently revisited.

Comment

The findings of the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) Scoping Report are of critical significance
to the effectiveness of the new Local Plan in addressing the key housing issues in the
district. The fact that the population in West Suffolk is continuing to grow and the Council
are not delivering affordable housing in line with the identified needs of the population are
both indicators the housing strategy needs to be urgently revisited. The previous Plan
strategy of focusing the majority of growth on the edge of the market towns in large
strategic allocations did not deliver the much-needed housing quickly enough in line with
need. We therefore support the comments in the SA which confirm that there is a need to
recognise: * The pipeline supply is subject to change as deliverability issues with committed
sites could be identified. * Planning to meet Local Housing Need over the Plan period is only
a starting point for Local Plan-making. There can be policy reasons for setting a housing
target, within the Local Plan, that is above (e. g. because of a need to provide for unmet
needs from elsewhere, provide for affordable housing needs, or achieve particular economic
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growth or infrastructure delivery objectives). * Planning to meet the housing target typically
involves allocating sites with a total theoretical capacity over-and-above the target, so that
there is a ‘buffer’ for unanticipated delivery issues. Average annual delivery since 2011 is
circa 604 dpa, whereas the combined annual target from the adopted Local Plans is 886 dpa,
which serves to indicate a delivery challenge. The council’s confirmation their housing
strategy is ‘committed to increasing the supply, range, and quality of housing for our current
and future residents’ is welcomed but must be backed up by a robust delivery strategy.
Adoption of a diverse range of site allocations both in terms of size and geographic location
is fundamental to the success of this strategy. The NPPF states at Paragraph 117 planning
policies should promote effective use of land, meeting the need for homes and other uses,
while safeguarding and improving the environment, and ensuring safe and healthy living
conditions. A housing strategy built on this notion is supported, as is the Council’s
recognition that it must explore ways of increasing the rate of housing delivery locally. One
way would be to focus development on the edge of settlements where the necessary
infrastructure is already in place, rather than relying on large scale housing allocations
which require the construction of strategic infrastructure at the outset.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess affordable housing needs. This study will inform the
next stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Mr Derek Pearson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

65

Summary

SOULESS DEVELOPMENTS. HISTORY HAS SHOWN THAT MONETARY RETURNS
USUALLY OUTWEIGH CONSIDERATION TO LIFESTYLE, SPACE AND AMBIENCE.
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DEVELOPMENTS AWAYS FINISH UP DENSE SOULESS SETTLEMENTS. SURELY THIS
SHOULD BE A MAJOR CONSIDERATION IN SCOPING THE REPORT NOT JUST NUMBERS
AS THIS WILL IGNORE QUALITY AND LIVING STANDARDS IN NEW AND EXISTING
SETTLEMENTS, PARTICULARLY WHEN THIS COMES TO THE SMALLER VILLAGES.
Comment

HISTORY HAS SHOWN THAT MONETARY RETURNS USUALLY OUTWEIGH
CONSIDERATION TO LIFESTYLE, SPACE AND AMBIENCE. DEVELOPMENTS AWAYS
FINISH UP DENSE SOULESS SETTLEMENTS. SURELY THIS SHOULD BE A MAJOR
CONSIDERATION IN SCOPING THE REPORT NOT JUST NUMBERS AS THIS WILL
IGNORE QUALITY AND LIVING STANDARDS IN NEW AND EXISTING SETTLEMENTS,
PARTICULARLY WHEN THIS COMES TO THE SMALLER VILLAGES.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Diane Rix (Whepstead Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

315

Summary

Need for an appropriate mix of housing type

Comment

Over the years, Whepstead has seen enormous numbers of houses extended from modest
cottages into near mansions. Two newly built 3 bedroomed bungalows recently fetched over
£600,000 each. How can permitted developments like this ever lead to diverse
communities?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The
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council plans to meet the needs of specific identified groups in the community, addressing
affordability, providing homes of the right size, type and tenure and in the right place as well
as ensuring there is a sufficient supply of new homes coming forward to meet the housing
needs of different groups in the local community.
Respondent Name

Mrs Maggie Flint (Lakenheath Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

204

Summary

Sustainability does follow from ad hoc building of houses

Comment

Strategic – employment – development is centred on the West Suffolk towns with almost no
employment opportunities attached to more rural developments. This runs counter to any
reasonable concept of sustainability.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Tom Lewis

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

182

Summary

Consider the likely users of new housing and their needs, so development is appropriately
located and associated infratrsucture changes/developments can be made.

Comment

Identification that the demographic of West Suffolk will change as the porportion of older
people increases must influence the location and type of housing deveopments, with
implications for infrastructure as well, to ensure mobility of older people and their access to
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services via walking, rather than having to drive. Similarly, if housing is aimed at young
families, then safe walking/cycling routes to schools, pre-schools etc is necessary.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Peter Chrisp

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

197

Summary

Provide enough housing which low income households can afford

Comment

It is important that adequate housing is made available for low income households. This
would reduce many social problems which currently require expensive handling. "Affordable
housing" is frequently not affordable for the people who most need it.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Susan Sternberg

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Housing > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

102

Summary

Affordable housing - how can you guarantee the affordable housing is delivered by
developers?

Comment

How can you guarantee that affordable housing is delivered by developers?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. There are
measures the council can use to ensure affordable housing is provided, which includes s106
legal agreements.

Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the affordable housing needs

Comment ID

384

Summary

Affordable Rural Homes

Comment

There must be the option to chose several routes to provide high quality but affordable rural
housing so that a development can reflect the needs and aspiration of the community. There
are villages in need of homes for life to which older residents can downsize and/or which can
be starter homes for young people on the first rung of the property ladder.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comment that a range of affordable rural housing should be provided to
meet the needs of the local community. All responses to the issues raised and options set out
will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the
Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
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Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the affordable housing needs

Comment ID

622

Summary

We do not consider that this subsection sets out any options for the delivery of affordable
housing within West Suffolk. The Local Plan will need to provide a clear policy on the level of
affordable housing required across West Suffolk and for individual site allocations. The
policy will need to be based on up to date evidence which will inform allocations and other
requirements such as community infrastructure. Affordable housing requirements will also
need to be considered against viability.

Comment

We do not consider that this subsection sets out any options for the delivery of affordable
housing within West Suffolk. The Local Plan will need to provide a clear policy on the level of
affordable housing required across West Suffolk and for individual site allocations. The
policy will need to be based on up to date evidence which will inform allocations and other
requirements such as community infrastructure. Affordable housing requirements will also
need to be considered against viability. Allocation of land to the south of Bury Road, Barrow,
offers an opportunity for the delivery of up to 200 homes, including policy compliant
affordable housing provision. Bloor Homes Eastern is also willing to explore a local cascade
within a future S106 Agreement to prioritise those with a connection to Barrow. Allocation of
land to the east of Bury Road, Stanton, offers an opportunity for the delivery of up to 244
homes, including a policy compliant level of affordable homes. Bloor Homes Eastern is also
seeking a cascade mechanism in the S106 thereby allowing those with local connections to
Stanton to be given priority.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess affordable housing needs. This study will inform the
next stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.
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Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Sophie Pain (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the affordable housing needs

Comment ID

415

Summary

Pigeon agree to the issues set out in this section and that these align with paras 61 to 64 of
the NPPF. They await the outcome of the assessment commissioned with other
Cambridgeshire local authorities, which will identify the size, type and tenure of houses
needed by different groups in the housing sub region.Notwithstanding this, certain
demographic profiles, population growth and housing affordability levels are known for the
District and the emerging Plan needs to make provision for these.

Comment

* In addition to comments made to preceding sections in respect of housing, Pigeon agree to
the issues set out in this section and that these align with the NPPF (paragraphs 61 to 64).
However, Pigeon awaits the outcome of the assessment commissioned with other
Cambridgeshire local authorities (‘Housing Need Specific Groups Assessment’), which will
identify the size, type and tenure of houses needed by different groups in the housing sub
region, including West Suffolk and reserve the right to comment further when this
information is available. * The approach set out in Part 2: 3 – Housing is in accordance with
Paragraphs 60 and 61 of the NPPF which sets out that: To determine the minimum number
of homes needed, strategic policies should be informed by a local housing need assessment,
conducted using the standard method in national planning guidance- unless circumstances
justify an alternative approach which also reflects current and future demographic trends
and market signals. In addition to the local housing need figure, any needs that cannot be
met within neighbouring areas should also be taken into account in establishing the amount
of housing planned for. Within this context, the size, type and tenure of housing needed for
different groups in the community should be assessed and reflected in planning policies
(including but not limited to, those who require affordable housing, families with children,
older people, students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent
their homes and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. * Notwithstanding
this, and as stated in these representations, certain demographic profiles, population growth
and housing affordability levels are already known for the District, such as for the elderly
and low income groups. * Section 1.2 of the consultation document sets out that 21% of the
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District’s population is aged 65 years or over (ONS 2018) and that this age group is forecast
to double to over 40% by 2038. This may create challenges for the Council when planning
for housing growth, especially as a disproportionate percentage of homes required will be
for the elderly demographic. Furthermore, it is considered that growth within this
demographic may pose challenges for economic growth within the Council’s geographical
area. * As highlighted in the NPPF and prevalent to the District, the needs of all groups
should be accommodated, including those with families and children, older people, students,
people with disabilities, travellers, those that rent their home and those wishing to
commission or build their own new home. * The NPPF seeks to assist, at paragraph 64, by
ensuring that development can bring forward the appropriate accommodation for these
groups, including through Build to Rent, specialist accommodation (i.e. for the elderly and
students) or exclusive affordable housing or entry level exception or rural exception sites. It
is therefore considered that emerging policy should reflect the contribution that these types
of accommodation can play in meeting the needs of all residents. * We note that based on
past trends, the District is also clearly not delivering on the affordable housing needs of the
population. In advance of assessing the outcome of the Housing Need Specific Groups
Assessment, a policy of planning for a range and type of accommodation as stated above,
alongside a higher housing number for the plan period, will assist in ensuring that a higher
proportion of the new housing delivered is affordable. * Any threshold for affordable housing
must also allow for viability considerations, including for designated rural areas where the
threshold for affordable housing can be set at a lower rate. The difficulty with this approach
is the viable delivery of sites. * Against this context, the increased housing figure advocated
in these representations of 1,024 – 1,152 homes per annum, should assist in ensuring that a
range and type of accommodation is provided, especially given the forecast growth in the
elderly population. * If a higher figure is not planned for, then this may be to the detriment
of the younger demographic having the opportunity to live in the District, which in turn, may
further impact on the economic growth of the District as firms and enterprises may struggle
to attract potentially employees.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
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Respondent Name

Mr Gordon Hughes (Horringer Community Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the affordable housing needs

Comment ID

234

Summary

Attach affordable housing rural status on any new housing on infill plots under SHEELA
plots

Comment

WS 593 - Suggest all affordable rural status for all potential housing development on this
small site provided approach road down Manor Lane can be made wider to enable safe
access for present as well as any new residents. WS 113 - If direct access to A143 was not
possible or safe, traffic from new developments would be a problem for this site forcing more
traffic along narrow Glebe close and Sharpes Lane. WS 594 - Any development on this site
states it must contain at least 40% infrastructure. Other than access road, again directly
onto the A 143 opposite Street Farmhouse with extremely limited visibility in either
direction, this could become the new preferred site for a community centre incorporating
sports facilities, social club, all weather football pitch etc as no such facility exists in the
village currently for young people. The current community centre has limited life being
constructed of felt roof over tin, wooden frame and no recreational space surrounding it and
away from the village centre. The Parish Council could sell this site for large houses
development overlooking the green and church and use money raised to add to developer
clause monies to execute community sports facilities as suggested above. WS 112, WS 111
and WS 595 - Totally against extending the village boundary down Westley Lane due to
traffic congestion cutting through from Saxham and A 14 Westley village unless bypass built
for Horringer along Hopleys and Horsecroft towards Whepstead Road before rejoining A143
beyond Horringer House and the present 30 mph limit. At present a cycle and pedestrian
path directly to Glastonbury Road in Horringer Court is essential on safety and
environmental grounds and crossing over the Westley Road junction is a nightmare.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
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housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.
Respondent Name

Mr Norman Savigar

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the affordable housing needs

Comment ID

413

Summary

Rural exception sites need to be within settlement boundaries

Comment

It is unreasonable to expect small villages to have a Rural Exception Site placed adjacent to
a settlement boundary, where there is unlikely to be additional infrastructure provided for
the new development. Rural Exception Sites must be located within a current settlement
boundary, and if such suitable sites don't exist then a site on high grade agricultural land
outside the boundary should not proposed.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. Rural
exception sites are sites which would not normally be used for housing. They come forward
as an exception to normal policy to address the needs of the local community. Sites coming
forward as local plan allocation lie within the settlement boundary.

Respondent Name

Mrs Diane Rix (Whepstead Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the affordable housing needs

Comment ID

317
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Summary

Affordable Housing. Five attractive affordable (two 3-bedroomed homes, two 2-bed bunglows
and a bespoke property for a disabled family) homes were built in Whepstead a few years
ago in partnership with Suffolk Housing. Tenants had to have a connection to the village. If
none could be found the net was widened to those with a connection to neighbouring
villages. Whepstead believes this is the way forward for affordable housing in helping
families stay closer together and support one another.

Comment

Five attractive affordable (two 3-bedroomed homes, two 2-bed bunglows and a bespoke
property for a disabled family) homes were built in Whepstead a few years ago in
partnership with Suffolk Housing. Tenants had to have a connection to the village. If none
could be found the net was widened to those with a connection to neighbouring villages.
Whepstead believes this is the way forward for affordable housing in helping families stay
closer together and support one another.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Mrs Emma Curwen

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the affordable housing needs

Comment ID

243

Summary

Affordable housing policy. The local plan should ensure that at developers provide least 10%
affordable homes and cannot cite exceptions to remove this obligation.

Comment

The local plan should ensure that at developers provide least 10% affordable homes and
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cannot cite exceptions to remove this obligation
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Mrs Jill Foster

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the affordable housing needs

Comment ID

44

Summary

Rural Exception sites

Comment

I feel that before permission is granted to build homes under Exception Site rules which
would be outside of a village's settlement boundary, developers should be given incentives
and encouragement to first seek out available properties which are large i.e. disused
Vicarages, barns, village stores, farmhouses etc for sympathetic conversion into smaller
units for the use of people who need to live and work in these villages and who are unable to
afford market prices or rentals. This would allow a village to maintain its historic
boundaries and its properties to remain sympathetic in style as well as improving the
housing stock which already exists and leaving precious green fields untouched by
encroaching development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, planning cannot incentive the development of existing village sites, as their
redevelopment will be dependent on the land owners proposing their sites.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Maggie Flint (Lakenheath Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the affordable housing needs

Comment ID

205

Summary

Planning Applications which include Affordable Homes should only very exceptionally be
modified

Comment

Planning Applications which include Affordable Homes should only very exceptionally be
modified. Rather any reduction should be treated as a complete withdrawal of the original
application.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the affordable housing needs

Comment ID

259

Summary

Affordable housing

Comment

Should be in proportion to the development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the affordable housing needs

Comment ID

260

Summary

Affordable housing should be in proportion to the development.

Comment

Should be in proportion to the development

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Pauline Smith (Bardwell Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the affordable housing needs

Comment ID

583

Summary

Although affordable housing is mentioned throughout the consultation documents, it was felt
that these are comments rather than clearly defined objectives. As a result, this would not, in
our view, encourage or promote affordable housing to meet the needs of younger or lower
income groups.

Comment

Although affordable housing is mentioned throughout the consultation documents, it was felt
that these are comments rather than clearly defined objectives. As a result, this would not, in
our view, encourage or promote affordable housing to meet the needs of younger or lower
income groups.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Sophie Pain (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the needs of different housing groups

Comment ID

416

Summary

Pigeon agree to the issues set out in this section and that these align with paras 61 to 64 of
the NPPF. They await the outcome of the assessment commissioned with other
Cambridgeshire local authorities, which will identify the size, type and tenure of houses
needed by different groups in the housing sub region.Notwithstanding this, certain
demographic profiles, population growth and housing affordability levels are known for the
District and the emerging Plan needs to make provision for these.

Comment

* In addition to comments made to preceding sections in respect of housing, Pigeon agree to
the issues set out in this section and that these align with the NPPF (paragraphs 61 to 64).
However, Pigeon awaits the outcome of the assessment commissioned with other
Cambridgeshire local authorities (‘Housing Need Specific Groups Assessment’), which will
identify the size, type and tenure of houses needed by different groups in the housing sub
region, including West Suffolk and reserve the right to comment further when this
information is available. * The approach set out in Part 2: 3 – Housing is in accordance with
Paragraphs 60 and 61 of the NPPF which sets out that: To determine the minimum number
of homes needed, strategic policies should be informed by a local housing need assessment,
conducted using the standard method in national planning guidance- unless circumstances
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justify an alternative approach which also reflects current and future demographic trends
and market signals. In addition to the local housing need figure, any needs that cannot be
met within neighbouring areas should also be taken into account in establishing the amount
of housing planned for. Within this context, the size, type and tenure of housing needed for
different groups in the community should be assessed and reflected in planning policies
(including but not limited to, those who require affordable housing, families with children,
older people, students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent
their homes and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. * Notwithstanding
this, and as stated in these representations, certain demographic profiles, population growth
and housing affordability levels are already known for the District, such as for the elderly
and low income groups. * Section 1.2 of the consultation document sets out that 21% of the
District’s population is aged 65 years or over (ONS 2018) and that this age group is forecast
to double to over 40% by 2038. This may create challenges for the Council when planning
for housing growth, especially as a disproportionate percentage of homes required will be
for the elderly demographic. Furthermore, it is considered that growth within this
demographic may pose challenges for economic growth within the Council’s geographical
area. * As highlighted in the NPPF and prevalent to the District, the needs of all groups
should be accommodated, including those with families and children, older people, students,
people with disabilities, travellers, those that rent their home and those wishing to
commission or build their own new home. * The NPPF seeks to assist, at paragraph 64, by
ensuring that development can bring forward the appropriate accommodation for these
groups, including through Build to Rent, specialist accommodation (i.e. for the elderly and
students) or exclusive affordable housing or entry level exception or rural exception sites. It
is therefore considered that emerging policy should reflect the contribution that these types
of accommodation can play in meeting the needs of all residents. * We note that based on
past trends, the District is also clearly not delivering on the affordable housing needs of the
population. In advance of assessing the outcome of the Housing Need Specific Groups
Assessment, a policy of planning for a range and type of accommodation as stated above,
alongside a higher housing number for the plan period, will assist in ensuring that a higher
proportion of the new housing delivered is affordable. * Any threshold for affordable housing
must also allow for viability considerations, including for designated rural areas where the
threshold for affordable housing can be set at a lower rate. The difficulty with this approach
is the viable delivery of sites. * Against this context, the increased housing figure advocated
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in these representations of 1,024 – 1,152 homes per annum, should assist in ensuring that a
range and type of accommodation is provided, especially given the forecast growth in the
elderly population. * If a higher figure is not planned for, then this may be to the detriment
of the younger demographic having the opportunity to live in the District, which in turn, may
further impact on the economic growth of the District as firms and enterprises may struggle
to attract potentially employees.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Beryl Hughes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the needs of different housing groups

Comment ID

232

Summary

Mainly families and older people. Possibly people with disabilities but restricted facilities,
i.e. no shops or post office.

Comment

Not sure about suitability for people with disabilities as restricted facilities with no shops or
post office.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Crisell (West Suffolk Clinical Commissioning Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the needs of Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople

Comment ID

113
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Summary

In order to ensure any traveller communities can be supported sufficiently it is essential that
the NHS is consulted on any Traveller site location going forward so that we can attempt to
address the lack of healthcare for the travelling community.

Comment

In order to ensure any traveller communities can be supported sufficiently it is essential that
the NHS is consulted on any Traveller site location going forward so that we can attempt to
address the lack of healthcare for the travelling community.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. We will continue to liaise with the NHS
on such issues throughout the preparation of the local plan.

Respondent Name

Mrs Susan-Jayne Grey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the needs of Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople

Comment ID

342

Summary

Previous rejection / discrimination

Comment

The site at Knox Lane was previously rejected as a Traveller site. Any development of houses
would surely now be considered discrimination.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Ms Donna Higgins (Bury Town Branch of the Labour Party)

Agent Name

Mr John Popham

Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the needs of Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople

Comment ID

34
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Summary

Not aware of any suitable sites to meet the accommodations needs of Gypsies and
Travellers.

Comment

Not aware of any suitable sites to meet the accommodations needs of Gypsies and
Travellers.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Ms Marion Farrant (Kedington Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the needs of Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople

Comment ID

372

Summary

Gypsy and Traveller Sites. Kedington and Calford Green does not have any land suitable for
authorised encampments. However, there are other numerous sites within Suffolk to already
accommodate the Gypsy and Travelling community. West Suffolk has seven locations; Mid
Suffolk, Ipswich, Waveney, Babergh and Forest Heath have numerous sites.

Comment

Kedington and Calford Green does not have any land suitable for authorised encampments.
However, there are other numerous sites within Suffolk to already accommodate the Gypsy
and Travelling community. West Suffolk has seven locations; Mid Suffolk, Ipswich, Waveney,
Babergh and Forest Heath have numerous sites. Kedington and Calford Green are located
close to the border of Essex and Cambridgeshire and both these counties have a high volume
of authorised encampments.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Pauline Smith (Bardwell Parish Council)
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Meeting the needs of Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople

Comment ID

584

Summary

Response: Where such needs are clearly identified, and exception sites sought, consideration
should be given to the needs of the Travellers, and Travelling showman for suitable access to
good road networks, to meet those needs and support their way of life.

Comment

Response: Where such needs are clearly identified, and exception sites sought, consideration
should be given to the needs of the Travellers, and Travelling showman for suitable access to
good road networks, to meet those needs and support their way of life.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Burthorpe Green Farm

Agent Name

Mr Dan Hewett (Wilson Wraight LLP)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Providing homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right place

Comment ID

367

Summary

The Council’s confirmation that their housing strategy is ‘committed to increasing the
supply, range, and quality of housing for our current and future residents’ is welcomed but
must be backed up by a robust delivery strategy. Adoption of a diverse range of site
allocations both in terms of size and geographic location is fundamental to the success of
this strategy.

Comment

The Council’s confirmation that their housing strategy is ‘committed to increasing the
supply, range, and quality of housing for our current and future residents’ is welcomed but
must be backed up by a robust delivery strategy. Adoption of a diverse range of site
allocations both in terms of size and geographic location is fundamental to the success of
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this strategy. The NPPF states at Paragraph 117 planning policies should promote effective
use of land, meeting the need for homes and other uses, while safeguarding and improving
the environment and ensuring safe and healthy living conditions. A housing strategy built on
this notion is supported as is the Council’s recognition that it must explore ways of
increasing the rate of housing delivery locally. One way would be to focus development on
the edge of settlements where the necessary infrastructure is already in place, rather than
relying on large scale housing allocations which require the construction of strategic
infrastructure at the outset.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The next draft of the plan, to be
consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver the
district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Providing homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right place

Comment ID

621

Summary

Allocation of land to the south of Bury Road, Barrow, offers an opportunity for the delivery of
up to 200 homes within West Suffolk, and allocation of land to the east of Bury Road,
Stanton, offers an opportunity for the delivery of up to 244 homes within West Suffolk
contributing towards an overall delivery target which should seek to make up for the historic
under delivery in the district. Allocation of this site, which is available and deliverable,
should therefore be considered favourably

Comment

Allocation of land to the south of Bury Road, Barrow, offers an opportunity for the delivery of
up to 200 homes within West Suffolk, and allocation of land to the east of Bury Road,
Stanton, offers an opportunity for the delivery of up to 244 homes within West Suffolk
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contributing towards an overall delivery target which should seek to make up for the historic
under delivery in the district. Allocation of this site, which is available and deliverable,
should therefore be considered favourably by the Council. We agree with the approach for a
Housing Need Specific Groups Assessment being carried out with Cambridgeshire
authorities
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr AC Browne (RC Browne and Son)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Providing homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right place

Comment ID

253

Summary

It is considered that suitable sites which are capable of delivering a mix of housing including
affordable housing should be allocated in emerging WSLP. Site WS271 is a suitable available
site as such it should be allocated in emerging WSLP.

Comment

Part 2 describes the main topics that will be relevant for the emerging WSLP. Comments on
the relevant topics for the promoted development by RC Browne and Son are as follows.
Housing and Affordable Housing Needs As requested in the response to Strategic Issue 2:
The right homes for our communities, the emerging WSLP should use the standard method
to calculate the minimum local housing need, and then make appropriate adjustments taking
into account the growth strategies and strategic infrastructure improvements identified for
the area, and a further adjustment to ensure affordable housing needs are met. It is noted
that the delivery of affordable housing in West Suffolk is not meeting local housing needs,
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which indicates that the emerging WSLP should include a strategy to increase the supply
and delivery of affordable housing. The aspiration to deliver a range of house types, sizes
and tenures is also noted. It is considered that suitable sites which are capable of delivering
a mix of housing including affordable housing should be allocated in emerging WSLP. The
larger sites that do not require significant levels of new primary infrastructure can be
delivered quickly. The promoted development by RC Browne and Son at Junction 42 of A14
in Bury St Edmunds (SHELAA Ref. WS271) is a suitable available site, which is adjacent to
the Marham Park development, and as such it should be allocated in emerging WSLP.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Alan Bray

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Providing homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right place

Comment ID

91

Summary

Current and future lack of provision of bungalows , especially for those of us with mobility
and stairs issues.

Comment

As we are finding since retirement that the stairs are becoming difficult to manage we look
for a bungalow. BUT No where in our locality, Moreton Hall estate are ANY new bungalows
being constructed. I don't believe any have been built here in the last 20 years even. All the
current new developments only cater for 2 storey houses. Not only does this prevent us from
moving but the mix of ages on these new sectors is limited to 'young' families. There is no
integration of those of us who are in the elderly bracket . I believe all housing developers
should, by law be obliged to build at least 10% bungalows mixed up within all the housing.
Not just a row of 3 tucked away in one corner like the "affordable " housing is ! I spent 47
years in construction and can recall proper 'council housing ' being built where there was a
whole mixture of housing types within it . Build me a modern bungalow and I can make
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available a 3 bedroom semi detached home for a family.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Sophie Pain (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Providing homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right place

Comment ID

400

Summary

Pigeon agree to the issues set out in this section and that these align with paras 61 to 64 of
the NPPF. They await the outcome of the assessment commissioned with other
Cambridgeshire local authorities, which will identify the size, type and tenure of houses
needed by different groups in the housing sub region.Notwithstanding this, certain
demographic profiles, population growth and housing affordability levels are known for the
District and the emerging Plan needs to make provision for these.

Comment

* In addition to comments made to preceding sections in respect of housing, Pigeon agree to
the issues set out in this section and that these align with the NPPF (paragraphs 61 to 64).
However, Pigeon awaits the outcome of the assessment commissioned with other
Cambridgeshire local authorities (‘Housing Need Specific Groups Assessment’), which will
identify the size, type and tenure of houses needed by different groups in the housing sub
region, including West Suffolk and reserve the right to comment further when this
information is available. * The approach set out in Part 2: 3 – Housing is in accordance with
Paragraphs 60 and 61 of the NPPF which sets out that: To determine the minimum number
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of homes needed, strategic policies should be informed by a local housing need assessment,
conducted using the standard method in national planning guidance- unless circumstances
justify an alternative approach which also reflects current and future demographic trends
and market signals. In addition to the local housing need figure, any needs that cannot be
met within neighbouring areas should also be taken into account in establishing the amount
of housing planned for. Within this context, the size, type and tenure of housing needed for
different groups in the community should be assessed and reflected in planning policies
(including but not limited to, those who require affordable housing, families with children,
older people, students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent
their homes and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. * Notwithstanding
this, and as stated in these representations, certain demographic profiles, population growth
and housing affordability levels are already known for the District, such as for the elderly
and low income groups. * Section 1.2 of the consultation document sets out that 21% of the
District’s population is aged 65 years or over (ONS 2018) and that this age group is forecast
to double to over 40% by 2038. This may create challenges for the Council when planning
for housing growth, especially as a disproportionate percentage of homes required will be
for the elderly demographic. Furthermore, it is considered that growth within this
demographic may pose challenges for economic growth within the Council’s geographical
area. * As highlighted in the NPPF and prevalent to the District, the needs of all groups
should be accommodated, including those with families and children, older people, students,
people with disabilities, travellers, those that rent their home and those wishing to
commission or build their own new home. * The NPPF seeks to assist, at paragraph 64, by
ensuring that development can bring forward the appropriate accommodation for these
groups, including through Build to Rent, specialist accommodation (i.e. for the elderly and
students) or exclusive affordable housing or entry level exception or rural exception sites. It
is therefore considered that emerging policy should reflect the contribution that these types
of accommodation can play in meeting the needs of all residents. * We note that based on
past trends, the District is also clearly not delivering on the affordable housing needs of the
population. In advance of assessing the outcome of the Housing Need Specific Groups
Assessment, a policy of planning for a range and type of accommodation as stated above,
alongside a higher housing number for the plan period, will assist in ensuring that a higher
proportion of the new housing delivered is affordable. * Any threshold for affordable housing
must also allow for viability considerations, including for designated rural areas where the
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threshold for affordable housing can be set at a lower rate. The difficulty with this approach
is the viable delivery of sites. * Against this context, the increased housing figure advocated
in these representations of 1,024 – 1,152 homes per annum, should assist in ensuring that a
range and type of accommodation is provided, especially given the forecast growth in the
elderly population. * If a higher figure is not planned for, then this may be to the detriment
of the younger demographic having the opportunity to live in the District, which in turn, may
further impact on the economic growth of the District as firms and enterprises may struggle
to attract potentially employees.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Smith (Hopkins Homes Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Providing homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right place

Comment ID

180

Summary

Policies should not seek to be overly prescriptive with regards to the type of housing being
sought.

Comment

It is important that within specific Allocations, the type and mix of housing sought should not
be overly prescriptive. Whilst the SHMA provides a snapshot of broad requirements at a
certain point in time, the detail of these requirements will change over the lifetime of the
Plan and the requirements of the market at any point in time. The wording of the Policies
needs to be flexible enough to address this.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
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Respondent Name

Mr Gordon Hughes (Horringer Community Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Providing homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right place

Comment ID

233

Summary

LOCAL ISSUES especially affordable housing provision. Little local employment in our
village the eligibility criteria for affordable housing should be confined to young people
seeking to rent or purchase should have lived in the village as family for a sustainable period
of time, say minimum of 10 years. Horringer contains a good economic mix of residents so
housing types need to respond to the affordability aspects rather than prestigious luxury
development.

Comment

Our concern as there is little local employment in our village the eligibility criteria for
affordable housing should be confined to young people seeking to rent or purchase should
have lived in the village as family for a sustainable period of time, say minimum of 10 years.
Horringer contains a good economic mix of residents so housing types need to respond to
the affordability aspects rather than prestigious luxury development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Mr Jake Nugent (Endurance Estates)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Providing homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right place
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Comment ID

331

Summary

It is considered that suitable sites which are capable of delivering a mix of housing including
affordable housing should be allocated in emerging WSLP. The promoted WS074 is available,
sustainable, suitable and deliverable site that should be allocated.

Comment

Part 2 describes the main topics that will be relevant for the emerging WSLP. Comments on
the relevant topics for the promoted development by EELP are as follows. Housing and
Affordable Housing Needs As requested in the response to Strategic Issue 2: The right
homes for our communities, the emerging WSLP should use the standard method to
calculate the minimum local housing need, and then make appropriate adjustments taking
into account the growth strategies and strategic infrastructure improvements identified for
the area, and a further adjustment to ensure affordable housing needs are met. It is noted
that the delivery of affordable housing needs in West Suffolk is not meeting local housing
needs, which indicates that the emerging WSLP should include a strategy to increase the
supply and delivery of affordable housing. The aspiration to deliver a range of house types,
sizes and tenures is also noted. It is considered that suitable sites which are capable of
delivering a mix of housing including affordable housing should be allocated in emerging
WSLP. The larger sites that do not require significant levels of new primary infrastructure
can be delivered quickly. The promoted residential development by EELP at land north of
Cavendish Road in Clare (SHELAA Ref. WS074) is an available, sustainable, suitable and
deliverable site that should be allocated.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Jon Knight (Axis Land Partnerships Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Providing homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right place

Comment ID

307
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Summary

It is considered that suitable sites which are capable of delivering a mix of housing including
affordable housing should be allocated in emerging WSLP. Site WS013 is a suitable and
deliverable site that should be allocated.

Comment

Part 2 describes the main topics that will be relevant for the emerging WSLP. Comments on
the relevant topics for the promoted development by Axis Land are as follows. Housing and
Affordable Housing Needs As requested in the response to Strategic Issue 2: The right
homes for our communities, the emerging WSLP should use the standard method to
calculate the minimum local housing need, and then make appropriate adjustments taking
into account the growth strategies and strategic infrastructure improvements identified for
the area, and a further adjustment to ensure affordable housing needs are met. It is noted
that the delivery of affordable housing needs in West Suffolk is not meeting local housing
needs, which indicates that the emerging WSLP should include a strategy to increase the
supply and delivery of affordable housing. The aspiration to deliver a range of house types,
sizes and tenures is also noted. It is considered that suitable sites which are capable of
delivering a mix of housing including affordable housing should be allocated in emerging
WSLP. The larger sites that do not require significant levels of new primary infrastructure
can be delivered quickly. The promoted residential development by Axis Land at land off Ley
Road in Barrow (SHELAA Ref. WS013) is a suitable and deliverable site that should be
allocated.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Jordan Marshall (Taylor Wimpey Strategic Land)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Providing homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right place

Comment ID

420

Summary

It is considered that suitable sites which are capable of delivering a mix of housing including
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affordable housing should be allocated in emerging WSLP. Site WS035 is suitable and
deliverable site that should be allocated.
Comment

Part 2 describes the main topics that will be relevant for the emerging WSLP. Comments on
the relevant topics for the promoted development by Taylor Wimpey are as follows. Housing
and Affordable Housing Needs As requested in the response to Strategic Issue 2: The right
homes for our communities, the emerging WSLP should use the standard method to
calculate the minimum local housing need, and then make appropriate adjustments taking
into account the growth strategies and strategic infrastructure improvements identified for
the area, and a further adjustment to ensure affordable housing needs are met. It is noted
that the delivery of affordable housing needs in West Suffolk is not meeting local housing
needs, which indicates that the emerging WSLP should include a strategy to increase the
supply and delivery of affordable housing. The aspiration to delivery a range of house types,
sizes and tenures is also noted. It is considered that suitable sites which are capable of
delivering a mix of housing including affordable housing should be allocated in emerging
WSLP. The larger sites that do not require significant levels of new primary infrastructure
can be delivered quickly. The promoted residential development by Taylor Wimpey at land at
Hollow Road Farm, Barton Hill, Bury St Edmunds (SHELAA Ref. WS035) is a suitable and
deliverable site that should be allocated.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Julian Edge-Partington (Wisdom Toothbrushes Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Providing homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right place

Comment ID

371

Summary

It is considered suitable sites which are capable of delivering a mix of housing including
affordable housing should be allocated in the emerging WSLP. WS104 is suitable and
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deliverable site that should be allocated.
Comment

Part 2 describes the main topics that will be relevant for the emerging WSLP. Comments on
the relevant topics for the promoted development by Wisdom Toothbrushes are as follows.
Housing and Affordable Housing Needs As requested in the response to Strategic Issue 2:
The right homes for our communities, the emerging WSLP should use the standard method
to calculate the minimum local housing need, and then make appropriate adjustments taking
into account the growth strategies and strategic infrastructure improvements identified for
the area, and a further adjustment to ensure affordable housing needs are met. It is noted
that the delivery of affordable housing needs in West Suffolk is not meeting local housing
needs, which indicates that the emerging WSLP should include a strategy to increase the
supply and delivery of affordable housing. The aspiration to delivery a range of house types,
sizes and tenures is also noted. It is considered that suitable sites which are capable of
delivering a mix of housing including affordable housing should be allocated in emerging
WSLP. The larger sites that do not require significant levels of new primary infrastructure
can be delivered quickly. The promoted residential development at the Wisdom Toothbrushes
site (SHELAA Ref. WS104) is a suitable and deliverable site that should be allocated.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Michael Hendry (Navigate Planning Ltd)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Housing > Providing homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right place

Comment ID

228

Summary

The commitment to “providing homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right place” is
welcomed; however, it must be recognised that this will require a more flexible approach to
land use, particularly where vacant employment or horseracing sites have previously been
protected indefinitely. Where site have been shown to be unattractive to potential occupiers
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the redevelopment, conversion or change of use of the sites to another land use should be
considered favourably.
Comment

The commitment to “providing homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right place” is
welcomed; however, it must be recognised that this will require a more flexible approach to
land use, particularly where vacant employment or horseracing sites have previously been
protected indefinitely. Where site have been shown to be unattractive to potential occupiers
the redevelopment, conversion or change of use of the sites to another land use should be
considered favourably.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council has commissioned a
housing mix study which will assess the housing needs of different groups in the community
including those who require affordable housing, families with children, older people,
students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent their homes
and people wishing to commission or build their own homes. This study will inform the next
stage of the plan preparation, the preferred options.

Respondent Name

Mr P Maddever (PH Maddever Farm)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Providing homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right place

Comment ID

248

Summary

It is considered that suitable sites which are capable of delivering a mix of housing including
affordable housing should be allocated in emerging WSLP. Site WS057 is a suitable and
deliverable site that should be allocated.

Comment

Part 2 describes the main topics that will be relevant for the emerging WSLP. Comments on
the relevant topics for the promoted development by PH Maddever Farms are as follows.
Housing and Affordable Housing Needs As requested in the response to Strategic Issue 2:
The right homes for our communities, the emerging WSLP should use the standard method
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to calculate the minimum local housing need, and then make appropriate adjustments taking
into account the growth strategies and strategic infrastructure improvements identified for
the area, and a further adjustment to ensure affordable housing needs are met. It is noted
that the delivery of affordable housing needs in West Suffolk is not meeting local housing
needs, which indicates that the emerging WSLP should include a strategy to increase the
supply and delivery of affordable housing. The aspiration to delivery a range of house types,
sizes and tenures is also noted. It is considered that suitable sites which are capable of
delivering a mix of housing including affordable housing should be allocated in emerging
WSLP. The larger sites that do not require significant levels of new primary infrastructure
can be delivered quickly. The site promoted by PH Maddever Farms at Blacklands Fields in
Cavendish (SHELAA Ref. WS057) is a suitable and deliverable site that should be allocated.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Tim Deacon (Turnstone Estates Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Housing > Providing homes of the right size, type and tenure, in the right place

Comment ID

408

Summary

It is considered that suitable sites which are capable of delivering a mix of housing including
affordable housing should be allocated in emerging WSLP. Site submitted by Turnstone
Estates at land south of Ducks Lane, Exning is a suitable and deliverable site that should be
allocated.

Comment

Part 2 describes the main topics that will be relevant for the emerging WSLP. Comments on
the relevant topics for the promoted development at Exning by Turnstone Estates are as
follows. Housing and Affordable Housing Needs As requested in the response to Strategic
Issue 2: The right homes for our communities, the emerging WSLP should use the standard
method to calculate the minimum local housing need and then make appropriate
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adjustments taking into account the growth strategies and strategic infrastructure
improvements identified for the area, and a further adjustment to ensure affordable housing
needs are met. It is noted that the delivery of affordable housing needs in West Suffolk is not
meeting local housing needs, which indicates that the emerging WSLP should include a
strategy to increase the supply and delivery of affordable housing. The aspiration to deliver a
range of house types, sizes and tenures is also noted. It is considered that suitable sites
which are capable of delivering a mix of housing including affordable housing should be
allocated in emerging WSLP. The larger sites that do not require significant levels of new
primary infrastructure can be delivered quickly. The site promoted in the associated call for
sites submission by Turnstone Estates at land south of Ducks Lane in Exning is a suitable
and deliverable site that should be allocated.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Cllr Alan Stinchcombe

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

321

Summary

The eight local issues omit health infrastructure. This is a highly significant omission for
Haverhill, because the town is already about to grow rapidly when it already has inadequate
GP provision and poor access to outpatient and Urgent Care services.

Comment

Please see attachment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
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Respondent Name

Eleanor Fitton (Berkley Strategic)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

440

Summary

To ensure consistency, Berkeley suggests that Part 1 and Part 2 of the plan are combined in a
structure that firstly sets out the strategic policy framework of the district and secondly
identifies the key local issues and policy approach. This would ensure that all matters are
fully examined and are clearly linked within one document.

Comment

Berkeley supports the need for the Council to identify both strategic and local issues within
the district. However, we believe the plan would benefit from the combination of both Part 1
and Part 2 of the plan in order to provide a more coherent and less repetitive policy
framework. For example, the strategic issues and objectives relating to Climate Change and
Homes are similarly explained within Parts 1 and 2 of the plan. To ensure consistency,
Berkeley suggests that Part 1 and Part 2 of the plan are combined in a structure that firstly
sets out the strategic policy framework of the district and secondly identifies the key local
issues and policy approach. This would ensure that all matters are fully examined and are
clearly linked within one document.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Greg Luton (Bury St Edmunds Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

457

Summary

Planning policies aimed at ‘encouraging’ sustainable modes of transport and sustainable
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construction will need to become mandatory.
Comment

In paragraph 2.4 you identify that per person emissions in West Suffolk are higher relative to
those at regional and national levels. Furthermore, you note in paragraph 2.7 that the
Council declared a climate emergency. With this in mind, we feel that paragraph 2.8 is not
strong enough to meet the challenges the Council has identified. We would say that the Local
Plan should play a central role in implementing the Council’s plans to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. Planning policies aimed at ‘encouraging’ sustainable modes of transport and
sustainable construction will need to become mandatory.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

425

Summary

These responses were submitted as questionnaires and relate to sections of part 2
East of Bury Road, Stanton and South of Bury Road Barrow. We agree with WSC’s approach
towards the preparation of a Housing Need Specific Groups
Assessment with Cambridgeshire authorities to inform policies regarding the size, type and
tenure of homes required in West Suffolk.

Comment

Please see attached comprehensive representations, which are set out in a format which
follows the Local Plan Review, in support of the site to the east of Bury Road, Stanton. Bloor
Homes Eastern look forward to working collaboratively with the Council throughout the
production of the West Suffolk Local Plan and over the plan period to bring forward sites for
development in accordance with the principles of sustainable development. The document is
available here: Bloor Homes Eastern Representations (https://boyer.egnyte.com/dl/
O5tLBoQmrg) Please see attached comprehensive representations, which are set out in a
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format which follows the Local Plan Review, in support of the site to the south of Bury Road,
Barrow. Bloor Homes Eastern look forward to working collaboratively with the Council
throughout the production of the West Suffolk Local Plan and over the plan period to bring
forward sites for development in accordance with the principles of sustainable development.
The document is available here: Bloor Homes Eastern Representations
(https://boyer.egnyte.com/dl/lsCtGJnWeE)
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Christopher Turner (Cavendish Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

238

Summary

Parish Council comments on whole document. CPC support the housing aims found in paras.
3.14 - 3.16 in that it considers it important that future rural housing should adequately
reflect the needs of existing rural communities and provide for a diverse range of dwelling
types and tenures.

Comment

CPC support the housing aims found in paras. 3.14 - 3.16 in that it considers it important
that future rural housing should adequately reflect the needs of existing rural communities
and provide for a diverse range of dwelling types and tenures. This aim is not only justified
in its own right but is regarded as a key factor in maintaining rural services and, in
particular, helping to ensure that village schools remain viable and continue to contribute to
the vitality of the communities they serve, as is the case in Cavendish.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
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Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
Respondent Name

Mr Derek Pearson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

64

Summary

Capacity of services in Hundon. Paragraph 1 omits that the capacity of services and
problems of land drainage which could well effect growth proposed by the developments, IE
drainage and 'run-off' drainage from fields are not adequate.

Comment

Paragraph 1 omits that the capacity of services and problems of land drainage which could
well effect growth proposed by the developments, IE drainage and 'run-off' drainage from
fields are not adequate.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr George Blanchard (Concertus Design & Property Consultants Ltd and Suffolk ...

Agent Name

Mr David Fovargue (Wood Group plc)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

247

Summary

Comment applies to whole document - overarching approach. We have explained how the
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allocation and distribution of development, informed by a detailed understanding of local
needs by settlement / community (a new piece of evidence which is clearly needed), can help
the plan address Strategic Objective 6 (SO6), SO7 (Part One, page 19), S010 and SO11 (Part
One, page 20), and the local plan issues set out in the Part Two document (3. Housing, pages
7-10).
Comment

Need for further evidence There are significant housing delivery and rural affordability
issues facing West Suffolk as evidenced in the consultation documents. In response to Part
One Suffolk County Council therefore set out how the plan provides a significant opportunity
to intervene as part of a positive and proactive approach centred on how the vitality of rural
communities can be maintained and enhanced (NPPF78). We have explained how the
allocation and distribution of development, informed by a detailed understanding of local
needs by settlement / community (a new piece of evidence which is clearly needed), can help
the plan address Strategic Objective 6 (SO6), SO7 (Part One, page 19), S010 and SO11 (Part
One, page 20), and the local plan issues set out in the Part Two document (3. Housing, pages
7-10). This additional evidence would provide a much better understanding of local issues
and help to inform the strategy with respect to knowing which settlements and communities
are most in need and where and how the plan can help. This is critical to the development of
any spatial strategy and can be complemented by the Sustainable Settlements Study, the
SHELAA and the Housing Need Specific Groups Assessment (HNSGA). A proactive and
positively prepared plan would look at where the need is most acute for affordable homes,
local services or other infrastructure, and look to allocate and distribute development
accordingly. New development provides the opportunity to enhance the sustainability of
settlements, from providing the critical mass to help sustain the viability of local services to
providing new facilities on-site or funding wider improvements through CIL/S106.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

574

Summary

Paragraphs 1.1 to 1.4
It is essential that the climate crisis together with the natural and historic environment are
priority issues in this discussion.

Comment

Paragraphs 1.1 to 1.4 It is essential that the climate crisis together with the natural and
historic environment are priority issues in this discussion.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Summers (Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

222

Summary

The Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership and the River Lark Catchment Partnership
are commenting on the Natural Environment section of Part Two of the Local Plan.

Comment

The Abbey of S Edmund Heritage Partnership and the River Lark Corridor Partnership are
commenting on the Natural Environment section of Part Two of the Local Plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted.

Respondent Name

Mrs Christine Barker

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

106

Summary

Not enough facilities in small villages to cope with expansion.

Comment

Please keep all expansion to the edges of town- small villages expansion does not benefit
anyone- just stretches out services for all residents and no-one has a good quality of life.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Elizabeth Mugova (Environment Agency)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

562

Summary

Comments on environmental setting, flood risk, ground water and contaminated land, water
resources, water quality.

Comment

see attached

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. We will continue to engage and work alongside The Environment Agency in the
development of policies/options for future growth.

Respondent Name

mrs fiona hall

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

220

Summary

Detrimental effect on surrounding villages. We feel that the proposed plan hasn't taken into
account the detrimental effects it would have on the surrounding villages and countryside. It
would cause a massive increase in local traffic and the road systems are rural in the
extreme.

Comment

we feel that the proposed plan hasn't taken into account the detrimental effects it would
have on the surrounding villages and countryside. It would cause a massive increase in
local traffic and the road systems are rural in the extreme.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Louise Dale (Defence Infrastructure Organisation Acquistitions and Dispos...

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

129

Summary

On reading Part 2 Local Issues, The MOD supports the recognition of the presence of the
MOD within the West Suffolk District Authority area. United States Visiting Air Force (USVF)
/RAF Lakenheath and RAF Mildenhall are designated as ‘Core Sites’ which means that they
have a long-term enduring future for Defence. It is important to note that USVF/RAF
Mildenhall will be retained to align with USVF requirements.

Comment

On reading Part 2 Local Issues, The MOD supports the recognition of the presence of the
MOD within the West Suffolk District Authority area. United States Visiting Air Force (USVF)
/RAF Lakenheath and RAF Mildenhall are designated as ‘Core Sites’ which means that they
have a long-term enduring future for Defence. It is important to note that USVF/RAF
Mildenhall will be retained to align with USVF requirements. In line with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)i it is important that planning authorities and
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development plans recognise that MOD Establishments are of strategic military importance
to the UK. As such operational development on MOD establishments should be supported. In
turn, due to the need to maintain operational capabilities, development in proximity of MOD
Establishments should be required to demonstrate that they align with the ‘agent of change’
principle found in paragraph 182 of the NPPFii. As such third-party development should
provide adequate mitigation from MOD activities, in particular noise. It is therefore
suggested that emerging development plans include a specific policy to address those needs
which could be worded as follows; POLICY Military Establishments: New development at
military establishments that helps enhance or sustain their operational capability will be
supported. Redevelopment, conversion of change of use of redundant MOD sites and
buildings will be supported. Non-military or non-defence related development within or in
the areas around a MOD site will not be supported where it would adversely affect military
operations or capability, unless it can be demonstrated that there is no longer a defence or
military need for the site. West Suffolk Council will be aware of the MOD’s commitments
(https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/better-defence-estate-strategy) to bring
forward proposals to reduce its built estate, as part of those proposals sites could be
declared as surplus. Due to the unique challenges of the disposal of surplus military land
MOD seeks policies within local plans where land disposals are likely. Such a policy should
recognise the challenges of former MOD sites which reflect their brownfield nature as well
as their unique constraints. Such policies have been adopted elsewhere in development
plans across the UK. The MOD wish to comment on Barnham village which has a military
presence at RAF Barnham Camp. RAF Barnham camp was referenced as surplus to
requirements within the published “A Better Defence Estate” (2016) and forms part of the
MOD disposal programme, being available in 2022. The MOD would wish to engage with
West Suffolk to consider favourable development at this site while recognising the adjacent
ecological designations. A call for sites submission will be lodged as part of the current local
plan consultation. Part 1 and 2 of the Issues and Options consultation refer to climate
change. It should be noted that the MOD has, in principle, no issue or objection to renewable
energy developments. However, some methods of renewable energy generation, for example
wind turbine generators or solar photo voltaic panels can, by virtue of their physical
dimensions and properties, impact upon military aviation activities, cause obstruction to
protected critical airspace encompassing military aerodromes, and impede the operation of
safeguarded defence technical installations. In addition, where turbines are erected in line
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of sight to defence radars and other types of defence technical installations, the rotating
motion of their blades can degrade and cause interference to the effective operation of these
types of installations with associated impacts upon aviation safety and operational capability.
It is requested that, where sites are designated for renewable energy generation or an
overarching renewable energy policy is drafted, it is made clear that development should not
restrict or otherwise compromise the operational capability of defence sites and
installations.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Sarah Green

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

56

Summary

Consider Natural and historic environment and climate change to be especially important.

Comment

West Suffolk has a very important character with a wealth of historic buildings and a
beautiful natural environment which must be protected. Climate Change is the number one
issue which will effect how we live and manage our towns and countryside to benefit future
generations. All development of policies and plans must be based on reducing CO2
emissions, conserving and careful management of water, protecting precious green spaces.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Agreed, Strategic objectives in Part 1 and Local Issues in Part 2 highlight the importance of
West Suffolk's unique environment and why climate change must be prioritised. Water usage
is safeguarded and green spaces are preserved in the draft issues outlined. West Suffolk
Council aims to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 and part of this strategy
is the reduction of CO2.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Susan-Jayne Grey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

341

Summary

Local Issues relevant to the proposed site, Hillside, Knox Lane, Bardwell- Climate Change,
Housing, Transport, Wellbeing, Rural Communities, Natural and Historic Environment. I
have completed the Ecological specifics in detail in the "Habitat Regulations Assessment"
part of this consultation process.

Comment

(Please note, all comments specifically refer to the site, Hillside, knox Lane, Bardwell) all
comments are factual and evidence based. Climate Change- The proposed development
would sit too close to a major air pollution zone off the main road(A143) There are no buffer
zones for this elevated site. Wind directions would also deposit any pollutants from the large
development site to the lower main settlement of the village. 70 houses would possibly
mean over 140 cars and large delivery lorries. Hydrological changes - The road, Knox Lane,
already has severe erosion and flooding issues, from the elevated site. Hard landscaping of
the site would exacerbate these issues. the open countryside of the proposed site is home to
wildlife corridors and pathways. These protected species would be affected by the
urbanisation of arable sites. A few of the protected species, along Knox Lane and the
proposed development site, as per the England Biodiversity list are - * Hedgehogs * Kite *
Brown Hare * Nesting birds such as Sky Lark * Barn Owls * Bats The development of the site
would cause changes to biodiversity and species distribution. Developments should be at
least 1500m from arable land. Hillside is not 1500m from arable land - it sits within arable
land and open countryside. It used to be part of a Farm. Hillside is grazing land and not
Garden land as has been put forward in this consultation. A precautionary approach should
be used as a default if there is likely significant effect which cannot be confidently ruled out.
* The site sits within a SPA registered site. * the site sits next to the existing character of
the Bardwell settlement which is deemed conservation area. * the open countryside site has
clear skies and no light pollution. perhaps a solution would be to keep the site at Hillside as
valuable grazing pasture (there is a huge need in the village for such land and it is still
viable as the site has been let and used until 4 weeks ago as grazing land). To either rent or
sell the land as existing pasture / grazing. Further suggestion is to Consider the
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Government initiative and West Suffolk Tree Planting Scheme and use the site as a planted
woodland- Healing Wood. This has been done lower down Knox Lane where a similar site
was refused development permission and trees have now been planted. Housing The
proposed development is on an elevated site and would have a dominating effect on the
existing settlement. Totally out of character. The effect of the site will impact on
conservation and characteristics of the existing settlement with many listed buildings, sitting
quietly within a valley. The name given to "Hillside", points to this fact. The proposed plan
would not be proportionate to the geographical scope of the existing site. The site, if
developed would detrimentally change the appearance of the rural location in terms of
landscape, open spaces - all of which give Bardwell its own distinctive character. Bardwell is
a low density area and the proposed development at Hillside is high density and sits outside
the village street pattern. It would not improve the character or quality of the village or the
way the village functions. The site should be removed from the SHELAA local plan as it is
not suitable or achievable for housing. The proposed development is not an asset in terms of
housing, employment or the social requirements of Bardwell. it must also be mentioned that
previously, a Gypsy, Traveller, show people site was enforced to leave at the top of Knox
Lane. If a development of houses proceeds at Hillside, surely this would present as
discrimination. Transport There is no infrastructure to the site at Hillside. Knox Lane is a
very narrow, single track, eroded road of poor construction. There are no passing places
and a restriction sign for heavy / Large vans /lorries, is already in situ - identifying that the
road is not suitable for further traffic as would be generated by the proposed Hillside
development. There are no pathways for the existing elderly residents and children and
disabled people along the lane. Upwards of 140 cars would lead to severe risk of accident
and harm. More frequent use of the road and surrounding smaller roads would increase
erosion, pollution, flooding problems. Considerable distress would be caused to the existing
residents. Access onto main routes is dangerous from the proposed site. Most households
would need access to multiple cars for employment / Education /medical care needs - these
facilities apart from the small primary school, are situated outside of the village. The
proposed development at Hillside would cause a significant increase in local traffic and a
significant danger. Existing property would be significantly and adversely affected. public
access and disturbance would become a huge problem. There are 4 large established
Equestrian Facilities in Bardwell. Road safety and systems must be a major priority for such
established business and amenity. The proposed land at Hillside has always been used as
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grazing land and is valuable as such an asset. Any influx of cars would cause considerable
risk and this fact should not be dismissed. Wellbeing The site sits on open green rural space
with pathways of wildflowers and species rich land. This is a valuable open space enjoyed by
residents and of significant historical importance. The proposed site at Hillside should be
classified as a Greenfield site so as to curb the trend for garden grabbing. The site is not
garden as recorded on this consultation. There has been a very recent Government planning
u turn in the last 2 weeks on biodiversity grounds. The controversial new homes algorithm
is being reversed as a number of big developments in a rural locality may have an increased
negative impact on the environment and wellbeing of the local community. The Headlands
enjoyed by walkers and residents along Knox Lane, contribute to the overall enjoyment and
character of the area. The proposed site should remain as ancient pasture or be considered
for a Healing Wood Amenity - the local Government initiative would support this. It is an
exposed elevated site and a buffer of woodland would be a sensible option to consider. Rural
Communities Rural Identities are one of the most important factors in this appeal against the
use of hillside as a development site. The proposed development would have no positive
impact on the community. The site sits outside the village community settlement with poor
access to any facility such as the recreation ground. The proposed settlement would double
the size of the existing village and no infra structure is in situ to accommodate such a
proposal. No pavement access, no safe road access. The site would pollute the settlement
and cause many negative issues to local residents. There is no need for the proposed
development in Bardwell. The housing needs, employment needs and social requirements do
not support the proposed development at Hillside. The 2031 consultation need has already
been met by Bardwell. Natural and Historic Environment Local Landscape Designation
should be awarded to this site and the surrounding area - this is so that the Local Authority
deems the site to be of particular landscape value. This is a tranquil area free from Urban
Intrusion. There is no need for this development in Bardwell. The location would cause
harm to Species, habitat and residents. The area is near / within the conservation area.
There are many historic listed buildings. The effect of the proposed site at Hillside would
greatly impact on the character of the historic village settlement, especially as the site sits in
such an elevated, exposed site....hence, "Hillside". The site and the immediate surrounding
area is of archaeological interest. It should be considered a heritage asset if it holds, or
potentially holds evidence of past human activity worthy of expert investigation.
Because such sites are a primary source of evidence about substance and evolution of places
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and the people and cultures that made them. It is an Historical site whether visible
or buried. There is a Roman Road (Peddars Way) north of Ixworth branching off at Bardwell.
This links Ixworth to Scole. This part of the route is the lost Sitomagus. "So Bardwell was an
important Roman road junction" and this route goes straight through / or very near to the
proposed site and surrounding land at Hillside.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Ms Joanne Kirk (Moulton Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

424

Summary

Moulton PC believes that the best interests of its parishioners will be served by limited,
small scale developments, especially by infill. The 'included housing' sites WS143 and
WS144, identified in the SHELAA, would be detrimental to the character of the village. They
would harm its setting in the rural landscape and create serious infrastructure challenges.

Comment

Moulton Parish Council would like to submit their response to this consultation, please see
the attached document. This has also been emailed to West Suffolk District Councillors -

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Peter Chrisp

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

195

Summary

Prioritise development in the most sustainable places rather than those currently available.

Comment

The SA should firstly identify the community's needs, then the areas best suited for
sustainable development (which may not yet be amongst the land currently made available
by landowners). The financial and other benefits from developing in the right place may
justify incentives to make the required land available.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Tarmac Trading Ltd (Tarmac Trading Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Jack Chamberlain (Heatons)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

29

Summary

At this stage our client wishes to emphasise that the site is essential for the long-term
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sustainable transport of minerals and mineral product within West Suffolk, and the wider
region.
Comment
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These comments are submitted on behalf of our client, Tarmac Trading LTD, who operate
Higham Asphalt Plant (and associated rail sidings) within the jurisdiction of West Suffolk
Council. Our client’s operations are well established and benefit from planning consent as
well as policy support to ensure their safeguarding under the requirements of Policy MP9 of
the Suffolk County Council Minerals and Waste Local Plan (adopted July this year). For
reference the site is titled R3/SAR10/AP5 on Safeguarding Map FH4 located within the
appendix to the Minerals and Waste Local Plan. At this stage our client wishes to emphasise
that the site is essential for the long-term sustainable transport of minerals and mineral
product within West Suffolk, and the wider region. Planning policies (including at the local
level) should account for the safeguarding of mineral resources and mineral related
infrastructure in accordance with NPPF paragraph 204. As detailed below, this responsibility
is not limited to Mineral Planning Authorities. Paragraph: 005 (Reference ID:
27-005-20140306) of the Planning Practice Guidance (Minerals) identifies that, ‘whilst
district councils are not mineral planning authorities, they have an important role in
safeguarding minerals in 3 ways: * having regard to the local minerals plan when identifying
suitable areas for nonmineral development in their local plans. District councils should show
Mineral Safeguarding Areas on their policy maps; * in those areas where a mineral planning
authority has defined a Minerals Consultation Area, consulting the mineral planning
authority and taking account of the local minerals plan before determining a planning
application on any proposal for nonminerals development within it; and * when determining
planning applications, doing so in accordance with development policy on minerals
safeguarding, and taking account of the views of the mineral planning authority on the risk
of preventing minerals extraction.’ We submit that the emerging West Suffolk Local Plan
should, when considering policies and potential land for allocations / designations ensure
that operational mineral sites are safeguarded from inappropriate land uses and non-mineral
allocations that would prejudice the ongoing / future operation of the mineral site. It is
considered that cross referencing to the Minerals Local Plan within the West Suffolk
Local Plan would be beneficial to clearly outline the relationship for mineral planning and
mineral safeguarding within two tier Authority areas. In accordance with Minerals PPG
paragraph 005, the West Suffolk Local Plan policies maps should identify the site. The 250m
buffer zone associated with the County Level safeguarding is also encouraged to be enforced

to provide adequate protection for potential future occupiers given the potential for
unintended adverse impacts that could emanate from these types of mineral operations – as
per paragraph 182 of the NPPF, the ‘agent of change’ principle – which ensures that existing
businesses and facilities should not have unreasonable restrictions placed upon them as a
result of conflicting development permitted after they were established. I trust that these
comments are helpful. We would welcome opportunity to discuss the contents of this letter.
Should you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact us.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, the West Suffolk Local Plan will be developed in accordance with the NPPF and have
regard to Suffolk County Council's Minerals and Waste Local Plan (2020).

Respondent Name

. . (Brandon Strategic Land Development Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Paul Derry (Barton Willmore)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment

Comment ID

645

Summary

Part 2, section 8 references the natural and historic environment. Brandon is well
constrained in terms of environmental designations. However, this does not mean the town
cannot accept large scale development. Within Appendix 2 of these representations is an
Ecology Technical Note, undertaken by Aspect Ecology. This highlights those designations
around the site.

Comment

Part 2, section 8 references the natural and historic environment. Brandon is well
constrained in terms of environmental designations. However, this does not mean the town
cannot accept large scale development. Within Appendix 2 of these representations is an
Ecology Technical Note, undertaken by Aspect Ecology. This highlights those designations
around the site. The Note confirms proposed development at the site will need to be subject
to Habitat Regulations Assessment given the location within the Breckland SPA buffer zone.
However, it concludes a sensitively designed scheme with appropriate mitigations and
offsetting measures would ensure there is no ecological impediment to allocation of the site
for development. Brandon Strategic Land Development Ltd will continue to discuss
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ecological proposals with WSC and Natural England.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. West Suffolk council works closely
and collaboratively with statutory and advisory bodies and organisations and this ongoing
dialogue will assist with preparation of the next draft of the plan in respect of ecological
issues.

Respondent Name

Hundon Residents Group (Hundon Residents Group)

Agent Name

Mrs Lisa Skinner (Phase 2 Planning)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment

Comment ID

664

Summary

We agree with the sustainability issues identified above but it is important these relate to the
local level assessments for a settlement prior to any formal site allocations taking place. At
present only statutory designations appear to have been used in the assessments and yet the
Council acknowledge that for local people, it is their immediate area that is highly valued.

Comment

Paragraph 8.2 refers to the distinct landscape character areas that have special landscape
designations. We agree with the statement that “… for many residents the natural
environment is best represented by the trees close to their homes, and the open spaces,
parks and woodlands to which they have access.” Paragraph 8.3 refers to the SA scoping
report and identifies the following key sustainability issues: • Future development should
seek to maximise opportunities for biodiversity net gain • Development should seek to
enhance green infrastructure networks that maximise the benefits of landscape features but
minimise impacts on the most sensitive landscape areas. • New development and settlement
expansion should not impact upon the varied and rich landscape character and settlement
identities. 6.44 We agree with the sustainability issues identified above but it is important
these relate to the local level assessments for a settlement prior to any formal site
allocations taking place. At present only statutory designations appear to have been used in
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the assessments and yet the Council acknowledge that for local people, it is their immediate
area that is highly valued. 6.45 Paragraph 8.18 identifies the following key sustainability
issues with regard to natural resources as follows: • Fluvial flood risk affects a number of
settlement areas across the district Surface water flood risk is more widespread across the
district and affects most settlement areas. It will be important for new development to
ensure that measures are taken to reduce surface water flood risk and manage the effects of
surface water run-off • The high-quality and 'best and most versatile' agricultural land is
likely to face increasing pressures from development. Settlement expansion options in the
south are likely to lead to the loss of higher-quality soils 6.46 Hundon is known for localised
flooding and the southern boundary has been identified as within the flood zone but flood
zone 3 extends to the south and east of the Village. In 2014 the Village was severely affected
by flooding that led to the Village school being closed and overflowing of the sewer system.
In addition, the roads to and from the Village can be prone to flooding. These matters need
to be fully considered in relation to the sustainability of the Village overall and the limited
options for access on the rural roads. The Village is also surrounded by some of the most
versatile land that is classified as Grade 1/ 2.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Hundon Residents Group (Hundon Residents Group)

Agent Name

Mrs Lisa Skinner (Phase 2 Planning)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment

Comment ID

665

Summary

We agree with the statements within paragraph 8.21 that refer to the diverse historic
environment that contributes significantly to the area and provides a distinctive character
and cultural identity to the towns, villages and countryside.

Comment

We agree with the statements within paragraph 8.21 that refer to the diverse historic
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environment that contributes significantly to the area and provides a distinctive character
and cultural identity to the towns, villages and countryside. 6.49 We agree with the
reference in paragraph 8.23 that acknowledges: The importance of designated and nondesignated heritage assets in an area. This includes the setting of the designated assets such
as listed buildings and conservation areas and associated views. • These heritage assets
should be protected, conserved and enhanced including their setting and significance. New
development should ensure the assets are maintained and the historic character enhanced
through the design, layout and setting of new development.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Colin Knight

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment

Comment ID

466

Summary

Natural and historic environment – We need to maintain these environments. There are
many features – landscapes, gardens, parks and historic buildings, etc

Comment

Natural and historic environment – We need to maintain these environments. There are
many features – landscapes, gardens, parks and historic buildings, etc

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted

Respondent Name

Mr Jake Nugent (Endurance Estates)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment
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Comment ID

334

Summary

Sections 14, 15 and 16 of the NPPF set out national policies relating to flooding and
drainage, the natural environment, and the built environment respectively. It would be
appropriate for policies in the emerging WSLP to address these topics. It would be
consistent with national policy for development to avoid areas at risk of flooding, reduce
impacts on protected species and habitats and achieve net biodiversity gain, and protect
heritage assets see land north of Cavendish Road in Clare.

Comment

Natural and Historic Environment Sections 14, 15 and 16 of the NPPF set out national
policies relating to flooding and drainage, the natural environment, and the built
environment respectively. It would be appropriate for policies in the emerging WSLP to
address these topics. It would be consistent with national policy for development to avoid
areas at risk of flooding, reduce impacts on protected species and habitats and achieve net
biodiversity gain, and protect heritage assets. A Flood Risk, Surface Water Management and
Utilities Note has been prepared for the land north of Cavendish Road in Clare and was
submitted with the call for sites response. The site is located in Flood Zone 1 and is not at
risk of flooding from watercourses. The promoted development would include a sustainable
drainage system to manage surface water. A Preliminary Ecological Appraisal has been
undertaken for the site and was submitted with the call for sites response. The site is not
covered by any statutory or non-statutory wildlife site designations, and is not in close
proximity to any statutory designations. The existing arable fields are a habitat of negligible
ecological and biodiversity value. The hedgerows at the site have ecological value. The site
will be of value for breeding birds and some farmland bird species. The promoted
development would retain the badger sett, retain the hedgerows and trees, provide bird and
bat boxes, and incorporate ecological enhancements within the drainage and landscape
areas. It is concluded in the Ecological Appraisal that the site could accommodate the
promoted development with the recommended ecological mitigation and enhancement
measures. A Baseline Heritage Assessment has been undertaken for the site and was
submitted with the call for sites response. The designated heritage assets within a one
kilometre radius of the site include the Parish Church of Saint Peter and Saint Paul (Grade I),
Clare Castle (Grade II* and Scheduled Monument), Earthwork on Lower Common
(Scheduled Monument), Clare Hall (Grade II) and Clare Conservation Area. The promoted
development should avoid or minimise conflict with the conservation of the identified high
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value and important assets. As such, it is recommended in the Baseline Heritage Assessment
that that built development should be directed to the lower slopes of the site to be
acceptable in heritage terms. The promoted development would also provide appropriate
design measures such as maintaining a reduced scale, using suitable material finishes and
introducing trees to screen buildings.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the natural and historic environment are noted. There is a balance to be
achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in
accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental
constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is
important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be
selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the
preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the
spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment

Comment ID

581

Summary

The natural environments of West Suffolk are of crucial importance.

Comment

Part 2.8 Natural and historic environment Paragraphs 8.1 and 8.2 The natural environments
of West Suffolk are of crucial importance. Paragraph 8.3 These sustainability issues are
appropriate and important. Paragraphs 8.4 to 8.6 Biodiversity must be protected and
enhanced in the rural landscape in general, not only in designated sites of special
environmental concern. Paragraph 8.7 Developers should be required to comply with
Biodiversity Net Gain. Ecological networks must be restored and expanded. Paragraphs 8.8
to 8.11 The Local Plan must ensure that trees and other aspects of the natural landscape,
including hedges, fields margins and wild places, are protected and enhanced. The Local
Plan should actively promote the planting of trees and the creation of woodlands and re-
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wilded landscapes. Paragraphs 8.12 and 8.13 The development of a green infrastructure
strategy is important. However, future planning must then ensure that this strategy is
implemented in practice. Paragraphs 8.14 to 8.17 The quality of the air, water and soil in the
area should be preserved and enhanced. Paragraph 8.18 The ‘best and most versatile’
agricultural land must be conserved at all costs. West Suffolk should develop ways to ‘fully
unlock’ the potential for building on brown field sites and for repurposing buildings and sites
that are not currently in use. Paragraphs 8.19 and 8.20 Policies must continue to protect
natural resources, including agricultural land and the rural landscape. Paragraphs 8.21 and
8.22 The historic environment in West Suffolk, including listed buildings and historic
settlement patterns in villages, must be protected and enhanced in policy and practice.
Paragraph 8.23 Non-designated historic assets, including individual buildings, settlement
patterns, village greens and other features of the characteristic landscapes of West Suffolk,
should be identified and brought under protection. Paragraph 8.24 New development must
not be allowed to encroach upon historic assets, including the rural character of the area
and ancient patterns of settlement in the villages and hamlets of West Suffolk.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments on the natural environment and resources are noted

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Summers (Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment

Comment ID

223

Summary

The Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership and the River Lark Catchment Partnership
are commenting on the Natural Environment section of Part Two of the Local Plan.

Comment

The Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership and the River Lark Catchment Partnership
are commenting on the Natural Environment section of Part Two of the Local Plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted.
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Respondent Name

Mr Stephen Spencer

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment

Comment ID

123

Summary

To summarise, I would like Risby treated as a Category B village and I believe that the
provision of new housing would be best located in or around existing larger, sustainable
towns, with their superior facilities and public transport networks.
If not feasible then I would next prefer a completely greenfield site, in the style of a garden
village (Kennett/Cambourne). The advantage of green field sites is that the complex panoply
of local, national and international planning and environmental r

Comment

Much work has been put in by volunteers in conjunction with the Wildlife Friendly Villages
scheme, including planting schemes and areas to be allowed to return to nature. New
development within the village would be a retrograde step by further adding to the built
environment. A corollary of new building and associated roads is that it will further
exacerbate the long-standing problem of road flooding from surface water in the area of the
Lower Green as evidenced in this picture from 16.8.20. Thank you for providing this
opportunity for me to express my views. Current Corona virus restrictions have impacted
public access to this process, naturally. As I understand it, as a village our opportunity to
make representations publicly is limited to a 15 minute discussion prior to a Zoom Parish
Council meeting two days before the deadline for submissions, hence my personal
submission.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments have been noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a
distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement
hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within each
settlement. The next draft of the plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a
housing distribution strategy to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance
with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.
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Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Horringer cum Ickworth Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment

Comment ID

73

Summary

We wish to comment specifically on Bury St. Edmunds town centre - desire to increase
pedestrianisation and reduce car use, allowing a cafe quarter to develop.

Comment

We wish to comment specifically on Bury St. Edmunds town centre:- The present state of the
town centre is extremely disappointing. It is dominated by vehicular traffic, the historic core
has no fully pedestrianised areas and is a poor environment for shoppers and visitors alike.
As a result of Covid 19, there is increased awareness and resources as well, to make town
centres more people friendly, safer and attractive. The potential to increase footfall in the
town by removing unnecessary traffic from locations such as Abbeygate St., Market Place
and The Buttermarket while providing a cafe culture, landscaping, street theatre etc would
be substantial. Disabled parking and controlled service delivery would still be essential but
the need for environmental improvements in the town is very great and is not sufficiently
recognised in the plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comment on reducing vehicular traffic in Bury St Edmunds town centre has been noted.
All responses will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

. . (Suffolk County Council - Archaeology)

Agent Name

Cameron Clow (Suffolk County Council)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

655

Summary

Paragraphs 8.21 to 8.24 present a reasonable summary of the historic baseline and capture
key policy topics within the NPPF. The focus on improving public understanding is
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particularly welcome. A separate policy addressing undesignated heritage assets and
whether they relate to built heritage or archaeological remains would be helpful as would
including requirements for archaeological investigations in site specific policies.
Comment

Paragraphs 8.21 to 8.24 present a reasonable summary of the historic baseline and capture
key policy topics within the NPPF. The focus on improving public understanding is
particularly welcome. The County Council would encourage development management
policies which set out a clear approach in addressing historic environment and archaeology.
A separate policy addressing undesignated heritage assets and whether they relate to built
heritage or archaeological remains would be helpful. Including requirements for
archaeological investigations in site specific policies can be helpful in setting expectations
for developers and guiding decision makers. Information provided by the County Council at
the SHELAA consultation should provide a starting point in indicating where this is
necessary and the county council can provide additional detail where necessary. Use of
Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning¹ is encouraged throughout the plan
making process and it may be beneficial for both Historic England and the County Council to
be involved jointly with West Suffolk Council to create joined up holistic policy on the
historic environment. ¹ https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/
gpa1-historic-environment-local-plans/

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and Welcomed. A separate policy addressing undesignated heritage assets and
whether they relate to built heritage or archaeological remains will be considered as will
including requirements for archaeological investigations where necessary in site specific
policies.

Respondent Name

Bruce Macmichael

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

178

Summary

It is a matter of disgrace that the Queensbury Lodge and Fitzroy Stables sites in Newmarket
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have been unused so long.
Comment

It is a matter of disgrace that the Queensbury Lodge and Fitzroy Stables sites in Newmarket
have been unused so long. The horseracing industry needs Newmarket to look like a centre
of international importance and not a third-world shanty town of tattoo shops and
scaffolding. SORT IT OUT. Specifically it should be sorted out by an independent team that
has had no historical involvement.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Queensbury Lodge Stables and Fitzroy Paddocks are part of a site currently allocated for
mixed use development in the current local plan which gives the opportunity for appropriate
schemes for the buildings conservation and reuse to be advanced. In the short term the
council has undertaken urgent works to secure the buildings preservation by keeping them
wind and weather-proof, safe from collapse and secure from vandalism or theft.

Respondent Name

Dr Roger Merry

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

595

Summary

Across the region we have villages and towns with a wealth of amazing historic buildings
and sites. Areas with collections of historic houses and meeting places, churches etc. should
be designated as conservation zones and as such invested in, and not allowed to be spoilt by
insensitive and large scale development around them.

Comment

Across the region we have villages and towns with a wealth of amazing historic buildings
and sites. Areas with collections of historic houses and meeting places, churches etc. should
be designated as conservation zones and as such invested in, and not allowed to be spoilt by
insensitive and large scale development around them.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and welcomed. The policies in the current local plans protecting the historic
environment will be reviewed and updated, with new policies added if necessary in line with
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national guidance, best practice and other relevant evidence. Conservation area designation
can be considered outside the local plan process.
Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Dalham Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

98

Summary

Dalham has a large number of historic and listed buildings which should continue to be
protected.

Comment

Dalham has a large number of historic and listed buildings which should continue to be
protected.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and welcomed.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Lidgate Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

84

Summary

Each community has its own unique character and heritage, and this should be preserved
and protected by planning policies.

Comment

Each community has its own unique character and heritage, and this should be preserved
and protected by planning policies.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and welcomed.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Stansfield Parish Council)
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

90

Summary

Purton Green is owned by the Landmark Trust, who maintain the property and the footpath
leading to it. This should continue.

Comment

Purton Green is owned by the Landmark Trust, who maintain the property and the footpath
leading to it. This should continue.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Regular maintenance of listed buildings and there landscape settings is welcomed.

Respondent Name

Jonathan Ascroft (Jockey Club Farming Company Limited)

Agent Name

Alison Wright (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

484

Summary

* In terms of the historic environment, the Local Plan should include for a policy framework
that sets out a positive strategy for development to respond to the historic environment.

Comment

* In terms of the historic environment, the Local Plan should include for a policy framework
that sets out a positive strategy for development to respond to the historic environment.
New development within or in proximity to heritage assets can be appropriate and make a
positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness. This is supported by the NPPF
(paragraph 185).

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and welcomed. The policies in the current local plans concerning the historic
environment will be reviewed and updated in line with national guidance, best practice and
other relevant evidence.
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Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

398

Summary

Planning for the future

Comment

We must enable communities to survive and thrive which might mean sympathetic
development in a conservation area or near an historic site. In Clare, for example, without a
public car park to encourage tourists to visit and to enable residents from the surrounding
area to shop etc - the business sector: shops, pubs, cafes will struggle. we must consider do
we want Clare to be a vibrant, historic market town or a ghost town where residents have to
tarvel furrther afield for shopping, lesire activities etc We need to strike the balance between
preservation and protection with sympathetic development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The policies in the current local plans concerning the historic environment will be
reviewed and updated in line with national guidance, best practice and other relevant
evidence. Current government policy allows any identified harm a proposal may cause to a
heritage asset to be be weighed against the public benefits of that proposal.

Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

497

Summary

We must recognise the needs to balance protection of the historic environment with the
needs of the modern day community.

Comment

We must recognise the needs to balance protection of the historic environment with the
needs of the modern day community.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and welcomed. The policies in the current local plans concerning the historic
environment will be reviewed and updated in line with national guidance, best practice and
other relevant evidence taking into account the requirement that any proposed harm to a
designated heritage asset should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal.

Respondent Name

Mr David Taylor (Taylor Farms)

Agent Name

Alison Wright (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

505

Summary

In terms of the historic environment, the Local Plan should include for a policy framework
that sets out a positive strategy for development to respond to the historic environment.

Comment

* In terms of the historic environment, the Local Plan should include for a policy framework
that sets out a positive strategy for development to respond to the historic environment.
New development within or in proximity to heritage assets can be appropriate and make a
positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness. This is supported by the NPPF
(paragraph 185).

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and welcomed. The policies in the current local plans concerning the historic
environment will be reviewed and updated in line with national guidance, best practice and
other relevant evidence.

Respondent Name

Mr Edward Barrett (Catesby Estates plc)

Agent Name

Mr Greg Pearce (David Lock Associates)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

434

Summary

Protecting, conserving, and enhancing heritage assets are appropriate issues to consider as
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part of planning for new growth. However the two are not automatically incompatible: for
development at scale, the interrelationship between the historic environment and new
development can be a positive one, where historic features and references can help shape
and define the extent of built development, and help create a high quality sense of place.
Comment

The issues identified in paragraph 8.24 of Part 2.8 of the Issues and Options Consultation
relate to protecting, conserving and enhancing heritage assets and contributing towards the
maintenance and enhancement of historic character. Development should seek to contribute,
where possible, to improved public understanding of assets and their settings. Protecting,
conserving, and enhancing heritage assets are appropriate issues to consider as part of
planning for new growth. However the two are not automatically incompatible: for
development at scale, the interrelationship between the historic environment and new
development can be a positive one, where historic features and references can help shape
and define the extent of built development, and help create a high quality sense of place.
There is a very small Scheduled Ancient Monument (SAM) within the Haverhill Vales site,
and a number of SAMs and listed buildings in close proximity to the boundary of the
landholding. These features have been positively addressed in the conceptual master
planning of the site, and the draft framework plan set out in our Vision Document sets out
how these areas will be protected and preserved with appropriate mitigation in the form of
landscape buffers and screening to ensure their integrity is maintained.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and welcomed. The policies in the current local plans concerning the historic
environment will be reviewed and updated in line with national guidance, best practice and
other relevant evidence. Your promotion of a site for development in West Suffolk and
neighbouring Braintree District emphasising how the historic environment is positively
addressed by the proposal is noted. All responses will be carefully considered and will assist
in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be
consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Philip Reeve (Gt Barton Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

522

Summary

Agree with the issues for the Local Plan over heritage assets. Non-designated heritage
assets need to be identified.

Comment

8.23 Non-designated heritage assets need to be identified to ensure stake holders can
appreciate and take into account their value. Great Barton’s Neighbourhood Plan Policy
GB14 identified buildings, structures, and gardens of local interest which should be
protected. Below is the initial paragraph of that policy: Proposals for any works that would
lead to the loss of or substantial harm to a local heritage asset or a building of local
significance should be supported by an appropriate analysis of the significance of the asset
together with an explanation of the wider public benefits of the proposal. Agree with the
issues for the Local Plan over the 23 heritage assets Sect 8.24 Is a must and the next stage
will allow communities to identify local heritage assets to preserve or effect adjacent future
development

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and Welcomed. The next draft of the local plan will contain policies addressing
heritage assets of local interest/significance. Communities have the opportunity to identify
non designated heritage assets through the neighbourhood plan process and once made/
adopted any policies relating to these would form part of the development plan for West
Suffolk.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Summers (Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

225

Summary

The Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership agrees with this assessment of the local
historic environment and the suggestion that additional local heritage assets and heritage
settings could be designated as part of the Local Plan.

Comment

The Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership agrees with this assessment of the local
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historic environment and the suggestion that additional local heritage assets and heritage
settings could be designated as part of the Local Plan. It proposes that the Abbey of St
Edmund area (60 acres) should be part of a "Protected Area" in the Local Plan including the
whole of the River Lark and River Linnet valleys if the current "zoning" proposals in the
Planning White Paper area adopted. This should include the key points from the Abbey of St
Edmund Overarching Plan and from the River Lark Corridor Strategy (already provided to
West Suffolk Council). Further comment: The "protection, conservation and enhancement of
heritage assets and their settings" should be promoted whether or not they might be
affected by proposals for new development. Nonetheless, any development proposals within
or adjoining the Abbey of St Edmund area should be considered in the context of the "Abbey
of St Edmund Conservation Plan" (2018) (large document available from Damien Parker) as
well as local planning policies and the protection of the Scheduled Monument by Historic
England. The draft Overarching Plan for the Abbey of St Edmund (2020) aims to protect,
conserve and enhance the historic environment and improve public understanding or the
heritage assets and their settings.
Another further comment: The Abbey of St Edmund
Heritage Partnership wants the Local Plan to declare the whole Abbey of St Edmund area as
a local "Action Area" to strengthen the vital links between it and the town centre and to set a
positive context for the programme of action and individual project proposals that will follow
from the Overarching Plan (2020) (already submitted) Addtional text taken from
questionnaire The protection, conservation and enhancement of heritage assets including
their setting and their significance is an important issue for the Local Plan but it should
apply everywhere and not be limited to proposals for new development.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The comments from Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership are welcomed and have been
noted. West Suffolk council works closely and collaboratively with the Partnership to address
historic and natural environment issues. This ongoing dialogue will assist with preparation
of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early
2022. Specific comments on area designations, and related plans and strategies are
welcomed and have been noted. The recognition that the protection, conservation and
enhancement of heritage assets including their setting and their significance is an important
issue is welcomed but it should be recognised that the policies in the plan cannot go beyond
the remit of land use planning.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Hilary Workman (Wickhambrook Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

55

Summary

Strongly agree that these are the right historic environment issues to focus on

Comment

Include in this, Identify, protect, conserve… The historic significance of the landscape and
built environment needs to carry the same weight when considering planning applications as
that of historic towns. See attachment for additional data

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, the new Local Plan will continue to give weight to the historic environment in towns
and rural areas.

Respondent Name

Mrs Pat Barnes

Agent Name

Mr Mark Jackson (Mark Jackson Planning)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

605

Summary

There are many buildings within the Rural Area that are of historic and Architectural
interest. It is suggested that in addition to those buildings on the Statutory List, there will be
other buildings and structures and features that are still of notable Historic and
Architectural interest.

Comment

There are many buildings within the Rural Area that are of historic and Architectural
interest. It is suggested that in addition to those buildings on the Statutory List, there will be
other buildings and structures and features that are still of notable Historic and
Architectural interest. These buildings and structures should be identified through
Conservation Appraisals, led by the District Council in consultation with the residents. That
if buildings are identified to be of local interest that the Draft Local Plan should include
Policies that preserve these buildings and their settings. These are also finite resources that
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could easily be damaged or destroyed by development unless protected by appropriate
planning policies.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The policy in the current local plan concerning Local Heritage assets including
buildings of local interest and undesignated heritage assets will be reviewed and updated in
line with national guidance, best practice and other relevant evidence. Communities have
the opportunity to identify local heritage assets through the neighbourhood planning
process.

Respondent Name

Ms Donna Higgins (Bury Town Branch of the Labour Party)

Agent Name

Mr John Popham

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

40

Summary

We agree with the issues summary and note that the next consultation stage will provide the
opportunity to comment on detailed policies which are of particular importance for this
topic. A point worth noting is that there is no ‘local heritage asset’ list for parts of the town
outside the conservation areas, and that this would be a valuable addition to current
information.

Comment

We agree with the issues summary and note that the next consultation stage will provide the
opportunity to comment on detailed policies which are of particular importance for this
topic. A point worth noting is that there is no ‘local heritage asset’ list for parts of the town
outside the conservation areas, and that this would be a valuable addition to current
information.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and Welcomed. The new Local Plan will contain policies relating to known local
heritage assets and unidentified heritage assets. The value of a comprehensive local heritage
list across West Suffolk is acknowledged although this can be undertaken by the Council
and/or local community/heritage groups outside the local plan process.
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Respondent Name

Ms Joanne Kirk (Ousden Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

192

Summary

Each community has its own unique character and heritage, and this should be preserved
and protected by planning policies.

Comment

Each community has its own unique character and heritage, and this should be preserved
and protected by planning policies.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and welcomed.

Respondent Name

Ms Rachel Hood

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

546

Summary

A rigorous policy to cover both investigation and protection of heritage assets is essential,
with serious penalties for breaching responsibilities to protect, conserve, enhance and
investigate the historic environment.

Comment

A rigorous policy to cover both investigation and protection of heritage assets is essential,
with serious penalties for breaching responsibilities to protect, conserve, enhance and
investigate the historic environment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The policies concerning protection of the historic environment will be reviewed and
updated in line with national guidance, best practice and other relevant evidence. Methods
of Investigating breaches of planning control and the level of penalties for doing so are
beyond the remit of a local plan.
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Respondent Name

Peter Chrisp

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

548

Summary

The existence of historic sites should not automatically rule out housing development nearby
and, with the right treatment, could enhance public interest in them.

Comment

The existence of historic sites should not automatically rule out housing development nearby
and, with the right treatment, could enhance public interest in them.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The policies in the current local plans concerning the impact of development on
historic assets will be reviewed and updated in line with national guidance, best practice and
other relevant evidence.

Respondent Name

Peter Riddington (Bury St Edmunds Town Trust)

Agent Name

Mr John Popham

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

43

Summary

We concur with the issues selected for the local plan, namely to:
Protect, conserve and enhance heritage assets, including their setting and significance, and
contribute to the maintenance and enhancement of historic character through the design,
layout and setting of new development.
Ensure that, where possible, development contributes to improved public understanding of
assets and their settings.

Comment
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We concur with the issues selected for the local plan, namely to: * Protect, conserve and
enhance heritage assets, including their setting and significance, and contribute to the
maintenance and enhancement of historic character through the design, layout and setting

of new development. * Ensure that, where possible, development contributes to improved
public understanding of assets and their settings. We also agree that in general your current
(JDPM) local plan development control policies (as summarised in para. 8.24) cover the topic
well. However, in view of the likely changes to the NPPF, and its possible future dominant
role in relation to development control policy, it is clear that much thought will need to be
given to policy drafting prior to the publication of your Preferred Options stage currently
programmed for September 2021. The matter will be further complicated by the fact that it
will be necessary to plan for the many changes that are likely to be brought about by:
* possible further national relaxation in
planning controls; * the necessity to provide for climate change; and * the economic impact
of Covid-19. These in combination may lead to * the increased conversion of town centre and
other properties from commercial to residential use; * work to improve the insulation value
of older buildings to assist in their becoming carbon neutral; * in the longer term the impact
of further growth that is planned for the surrounding area on the town centre resulting in
part from increased national house building requirements effectively imposed on West
Suffolk; and * changes to traffic controls and car parking as the use of cars in the town
centre evolves. These changes will present a challenge which will need to be properly
addressed in planning policies that adequately protect both national and local heritage
assets and their settings. As you will be aware BTT has recently completed a gazetteer of
non-designated assets within the Bury St Edmunds medieval grid. The likely development
pressures mentioned above, and the changes that will result from them, make it important to
complete a similar gazetteer for the remainder of the central area of the town outside the
conservation areas, in order to provide guidance as to their significance.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The Preferred Options Local Plan will take on board national planning policy
changes, an emphasis on climate change, Covid-19's economic impacts and the likely effects
of these on town centres and heritage assets/ settings.

Respondent Name

Phill Bamford (Gladman)

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

649

Summary

The Council needs to ensure that the policies within the Local Plan reflect national policy,
specifically the policy tests which should be applied where development affects designated
and non-designated heritage assets.

Comment

With regards to conservation and the historic environment, Gladman make refence to the
NPPF (2019), specifically paragraphs 195-197, which outlines the policy tests which should
be applied where development affects designated and non-designated heritage assets. The
Council needs to ensure that the policies within the Local Plan reflect the national policy and
aligns with these varying tests. Specifically, the NPPF states that developments leading to
substantial harm of a designated heritage asset should be refused unless it is necessary to
achieve substantial public benefits that outweigh the harm, where proposals would lead to
less than substantial harm then this harm should be weighed against the public benefits.
With regards to proposals impacting on non-designated heritage assets a balanced judgment
will be required.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and welcomed. The policies in the current local plans concerning conservation and
the historic environment will be reviewed and updated in line with national guidance, best
practice and other relevant evidence.

Respondent Name

Town Clerk (Newmarket Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Historic environment

Comment ID

557

Summary

A rigorous policy to cover both investigation and protection of heritage assets is essential,
with serious penalties for breaching responsibilities to protect, conserve, enhance and
investigate the historic environment.

Comment

A rigorous policy to cover both investigation and protection of heritage assets is essential,
with serious penalties for breaching responsibilities to protect, conserve, enhance and
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investigate the historic environment.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and welcomed. The policies in the current local plans concerning the historic
environment will be reviewed and updated in line with national guidance, best practice and
other relevant evidence. Methods of Investigating breaches of planning control and the level
of penalties for doing so are beyond the remit of a local plan.

Respondent Name

. . (Dencora)

Agent Name

Samuel Palmer (Rapleys)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

607

Summary

Allocation of site WSE11 per our response to Part two, Page 24, Para. 8.13 below would lead
to the delivery of part of an important project objective of the St Edmundsbury Green
Infrastructure Strategy
In view of the fact that allocation would be in line with the identified strategy it is safe to
assume that it would “maximise the benefits of landscape features but minimise impacts on
the most sensitive landscape areas”

Comment

* Allocation of site WSE11 per our response to Part two, Page 24, Para. 8.13 below would
lead to the delivery of part of an important project objective of the St Edmundsbury Green
Infrastructure Strategy * In view of the fact that allocation would be in line with the
identified strategy it is safe to assume that it would “maximise the benefits of landscape
features but minimise impacts on the most sensitive landscape areas”

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the natural environment are noted. There is a balance to be achieved in
deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within
each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is important to note that not
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all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.
Respondent Name

Catherine Hibbert (Clare Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

641

Summary

New development and settlement expansion should not impact upon the varied
and rich landscape character and settlement identities.

Comment

New development and settlement expansion should not impact upon the varied and rich
landscape character and settlement identities.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments relating to access to the natural and historic environment. The
Issues and Options consultation draft did not contain policies. These will be developed as the
Plan progresses, including policies relating to landscape quality and setting. All responses
to the issues raised and options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the
production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted
on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Catherine Hibbert (Clare Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

642

Summary

Settlement expansion options in the south are likely to lead to the loss of higher-quality soils.
Air quality improvements and minimising noise effects and light pollution.
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Fluvial and surface water flooding management.
Protecting best and most versatile land and reuse of brownfield land.
Comment

Settlement expansion options in the south are likely to lead to the loss of higher-quality soils.
Four of the proposed sites (WS071, 073, 074, and 075) are all on prime, grade II agricultural
land which will be lost if development takes place. The River Stour Valley, in which Clare
sits, is the focus of landscape-scale projects and has been identified as being particularly
sensitive to change. Market towns are also identified as key locations which are sensitive to
growth in terms of the associated pressures on air quality.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments relating to access to the natural and historic environment. The
Issues and Options consultation draft did not contain policies. These will be developed as the
Plan progresses, including policies relating to soil and landscape quality. All responses to
the issues raised and options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the
production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted
on in early 2022. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the
overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing
distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing
requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

632

Summary

Land south of Bury road Barrow and land east of Bury Road Stanton can contribute to the
following objectives: enhancement of green infrastructure networks, maximising biodiversity
net gain, maintaining the integrity of designated sites and the ecological network, enhancing
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landscape character, natural resources and sustainable waste management.
Comment
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The SA scoping report identifies the following key sustainability issues: * Development
should seek to enhance green infrastructure networks that maximise the benefits of
landscape features but minimise impacts on the most sensitive landscape areas. * Future
development should seek to maximise opportunities for biodiversity net gain. * Any new
development must not undermine the integrity of designated sites and the ecological
network should be supported and enhanced. * New development and settlement expansion
should not impact upon the varied and rich landscape character and settlement identities. *
Development will need to consider its impacts on natural resources and sustainable waste
management. Barrow - Ecological consultants have been instructed to undertake
assessments on the site, such as a Bat Survey; Great Crested Newts (GCN) Survey; Phase 1
Ecology Report; Reptile Report; and Breeding Bird Survey. Initial GCN assessments and
eDNA samples showed no presence of GCN. 2 ponds were not holding water and we are
monitoring this situation. 3.40 The Breeding Birds Survey concluded presence of one pair of
Skylark. An application will be accompanied by suitable mitigation options. The Bat Surveys
concluded presence of at least five species of bat. An application will be accompanied by
suitable mitigation options such as bat boxes. We are aware that there are two European
designated sites located within 10km of the Site: 1) Breckland Special Area of Conservation
(SAC); and 2) Breckland Special Protection Area (SPA). There are no nationally designated
sites within 2km of the Site, however, Natural England’s Magic Map indicates that the Site
does fall within at least one SSSI ‘Impact Risk Zone’ (IRZ). Habitats in close proximity to the
Site include a hedgerow connected to an area of ancient woodland (Willsummer Wood
County Wildlife Site) and a number of ponds. The proposals also include a green
infrastructure network, comprising the green corridor along the eastern and southern
boundaries which create a soft landscaped edge which will feature native tree planting along
the southern boundary of the site. These sections form part of the circular cycle and
pedestrian route around the perimeter of the site. Stanton - The current application
proposals have been subject to consultation by the Ecology and Landscape Officer.
Landscaping was initially included as a matter to be considered on the application, although
this has since been removed and more detail will be provided at Reserved Matters stage.
The proposals are also shaped by ecological reports, including Bat Survey; Phase 1 Ecology
Report; Reptile Report; and Breeding Bird Survey. 3.41 The Phase 1 Ecology Report
identifies three European designate sites within 10km of the site (Redgrave & South Lopham

Fens Ramsar; Breckland Special Protection Areas (SPA); and Waveney & Little Ouse Valley
Fens Special Areas of Conservation (SAC)). There is also one site of special scientific interest
(SSSI) located within 2km of the Site (Stanton Woods). Natural England has confirmed that
that it has no comment to make on the Outline planning application and that the application
is not likely to result in significant impacts on statutory designated nature conservation sites
or landscapes. Further Bat and Reptile surveys will be submitted as part of the Reserved
Matters application. The proposals also includes a green infrastructure network, comprising
a green corridor along the western boundary and a soft landscaped edge which will feature
native tree planting along the southern boundary of the site. These sections form part of the
circular cycle and pedestrian route around the perimeter of the site. The Outline proposals
also comprise the provision of allotments, which were included as a result of the workshop
session held with the Parish Council and local stakeholders in August 2019
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the natural environment are noted. There is a balance to be achieved in
deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within
each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is important to note that not
all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

637

Summary

We agree with the findings of the SA Scoping report

Comment

We agree with the findings of the SA Scoping report, which includes: * Fluvial flood risk
affects a number of settlement areas across the district * Surface water flood risk is more
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wide spread across the district and affects most settlement areas. It will be important for
new development to ensure that measures are taken to reduce surface water flood risk and
manage the effects of surface water run-off * Local plan policies will need to support the
strategic actions of the Anglian Water Resource Management Plan to ensure that predicted
future water deficits are not exacerbated * The high-quality and 'best and most versatile'
agricultural land is likely to face increasing pressures from development. Settlement
expansion options in the south are likely to lead to the loss of higher-quality soils. * There
are opportunities to deliver some new development on brownfield sites within the district,
though this is a finite resource and can be challenging to fully unlock. * There are mineralrelated facilities and activities and waste sites safeguarded in the district. Many settlement
areas also lie within a minerals consultation area. Development will need to consider its
impacts on natural resources and sustainable waste management. * There are three
designated AQMAs in the district which are considered particularly sensitive to growth and
increased traffic congestion. * Market towns are also identified as key locations which are
sensitive to growth in terms of the associated pressures on air quality. * Development will
need to ensure it does not undermine continued improvements to air quality across the
district and will locate development to minimise the impact of noise pollution. The proposed
development at Barrow is underpinned by a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) which has
informed the scope of the infiltration basin to manage flows up to and including the 1 in 100
annual probability event inclusive of 40 % climate change. The scope of the FRA and
associated proposals has been informed by discussions with Suffolk County Council Lead
Local Flood Authority. Bloor Homes are keen to continue this engagement with Suffolk
County Council as the proposals progress. The proposed development at Stanton is
underpinned by a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA). The site lies entirely within the low
probability flood area (Flood Zone 1), and so is not considered to be in the floodplain of a
Main River or significantly sized watercourse. The development to also includes swales, an
infiltration basin and on-plot soakaways, to manage flows up to and including the 1 in 100
annual probability event inclusive of 40 % climate change. The scope of the FRA and
associated proposals has been informed by discussions with Suffolk County Council Lead
Local Flood Authority as part of the preapplication and application discussions. Also
submitted to accompany the application is an Air Quality Assessment, which demonstrates
that the development will have a negligible impact on local pollutant concentrations within
the Great Barton Air Quality Management Area, the site and existing receptors.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the natural and historic environment are noted. There is a balance to be
achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in
accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental
constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is
important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be
selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the
preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the
spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr John Popham

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

242

Summary

Your Scoping Report mentions that there are opportunities to deliver some new development
on brownfield sites within the District. Wherever practicable, for carbon footprint and
sustainability reasons, these should take precedence over greenfield sites.
Your policies should state this expressly if your sustainability/carbon footprint is correct.
An example of the benefit of this approach in my comment on existing brownfield allocated
site WS - 053 Jacqueline Close , Bury St Edmunds, below.

Comment

Your Scoping Report mentions that there are opportunities to deliver some new development
on brownfield sites within the District, though this is a finite resource and can be
challenging to fully unlock. While this is appreciated in the interests of sustainability and low
carbon footprint every effort should be made to deliver these. Furthermore it is important
that your local plan policies are drafted in a manner that makes it clear that the
development of brownfield sites should take precedence over use of greenfield. Please see
my detailed comment below on this issue: WS – 053 – Land at Jacqueline Close 2ha.
Residential – 30 dwellings Remains of a former chalk works. Allocated BV10 (6) The above
site is allocated in the current Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031 (September 2014). The Vision
explains that it will be difficult to bring forward because it contains former chalk workings,
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and therefore has a higher development cost. It is nevertheless considered that “…
constructing new homes on the site will be viable”. In addition, the number of access points
onto the site are noted “… which would, if they were used, minimise traffic impact on any
one point”. At a time when the Council is aiming to reduce its carbon emissions to net zero,
related to both its activity and the carbon footprint of new development, it is particularly
important that brownfield sites are developed in preference to open countryside adjoining
existing settlements. The case for this is further strengthened in relation to urban sites from
which good pedestrian access can be obtained to town centres - of which Jacqueline Close is
potentially an excellent example. In these circumstances it is suggested that West Suffolk
Council works actively with the site owner, to see how best this site can be taken forward,
possibly using its own development company Barley Homes. This would ensure that a good
proportion of much needed rented affordable accommodation is provided. Because of its
close proximity to the town centre the site is particularly well suited for elderly tenants and
those unable to drive or who do not possess cars. Access to the site is not just via Jacqueline
Close. No less important is the existing entrance from the section of Kings Road west of
Parkway opposite the junction with the south end of Victoria Street. Kings Road is narrow,
with particularly narrow pavements, and resident car parking stretches along both sides of
the road. This creates traffic problems and hold-ups at all times of the day, west from
Parkway to the south end of Albert Crescent. These are made worse because it is a through
route to and from the west of the town, including buses. By acquiring and developing the
site it would be possible to construct a dedicated car park at its northern end for the
residents of Kings Road (west) reserved for those that have residents permits. Entrance to
and from the car park would be from Kings Road which could then be cleared of cars. All
parking on the road would then be banned, and the pavements improved, thereby resolving
the current serious problem for both pedestrians and vehicular traffic. Without such
intervention it is very probable that the site will continue to remain undeveloped which is
neither in the interests of sustainability nor the town. There are few brownfield sites that
potentially yield such overall benefit. In summary: * a well-designed scheme will make a
material contribution to a net carbon footprint; * it is in an exceptionally sustainable
location; * the site has the potential to deliver much needed affordable housing in a location
that will suit all sectors of the community particularly the elderly and those without cars; * it
potentially resolves a long-standing highway/traffic problem in Kings Road (west); * it is
important that West Suffolk Council takes a lead in cases such as this in order to
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demonstrate what can be achieved; and * it would be an excellent example of the
development of a brownfield site. * In the updated local plan it is important that the
development of these sites should normally be given precedence over greenfield allocations.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the natural and historic environment are noted. There is a balance to be
achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in
accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental
constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is
important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be
selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the
preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the
spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Ingwall King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

360

Summary

Access to water resource is becoming more and more challenging and water resources east
state that there is going to be a massive shortfall in water supply. Development must reduce
the impacts on water resources and must not impact the water resources available for
nature. We need wetlands and water storage upstream on the large streams and rivers.

Comment

Access to water resource is becoming more and more challenging and water resources east
state that there is going to be a massive shortfall in water supply. development must reduce
the impacts on water resources and must not impact the water resources available for
nature. we need wetlands and water storage upstream on the large streams and rivers.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments regarding safeguarding our water resources and wetlands
habitats. All responses will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the
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next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
Respondent Name

Mr Richard Summers (Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

226

Summary

The River Lark Corridor Strategy suggests that various "Local Green Spaces" including
much of the Abbey of St Edmund should be designated in the Local Plan.

Comment

The River Lark Corridor Strategy proposed by the River Lark Catchment Partnership
suggests that various "Local Green Spaces" including much of the Abbey of St Edmund
should be designated in the Local Plan. The Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership
suggest that these designations should be supported by additional financial and
management resources to help conserve and enhance this internationally significant
heritage asset and its landscape setting across the whole Abbey of St Edmund area and
beyond.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments relating to access to the natural and historic environment. The
Issues and Options consultation draft did not contain policies. These will be developed as the
Plan progresses. All responses to the issues raised and options set out will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Sarah Green

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

74

Summary

Would support these policies
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Comment

Natural landscape and the green infrastructure must be protected and enhanced in all
developments.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Peter Chrisp

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

202

Summary

Agreed

Comment

Agreed

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted

Respondent Name

Catherine Hibbert (Clare Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Issues for the local plan

Comment ID

643

Summary

Air quality improvements and minimising noise effects and light pollution.
Fluvial and surface water flooding management.
Protecting best and most versatile land and reuse of brownfield land.
Protect, conserve and enhance heritage assets, including their setting and significance, and
contribute to the maintenance and enhancement of historic character through the design,
layout and setting of new development.

Comment

Air quality improvements and minimising noise effects and light pollution. Traffic idling on
Market Hill, Nethergate Street, Cavendish Road, Church Street, Callis Street and Bridewell
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Street for anything up to 30 minutes due to congestion on the A1092 in the town centre,
does nothing to improve air quality. Fluvial and surface water flooding management. The
incidents and severity of flooding in Clare have increased dramatically over the last few
years with the A1092, B1063 and Ashen Road now regularly impassable. Photos are attached
at Appendix 2. Protecting best and most versatile land and reuse of brownfield land. All but
one of the proposed sites are on the best and most versatile greenfield land. WS072 is a
brownfield site. Protect, conserve and enhance heritage assets, including their setting and
significance, and contribute to the maintenance and enhancement of historic character
through the design, layout and setting of new development. Clare has two Scheduled Ancient
Monuments, Clare Castle and Clare Common which, together with over 130 listed buildings
as well as the Clare Conservation Area, contribute to the success of Clare as a tourist and
visitor destination. The historic character of Clare, and its unique setting within the Stour
Valley, should continue to be protected by policies which preserve, respect and enhance our
town.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments relating to access to the natural and historic environment. The
Issues and Options consultation draft did not contain policies. These will be developed as the
Plan progresses, including policies relating to soil and air quality, water management, and
the historic environment. All responses to the issues raised and options set out will be
carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the
Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Ann-Marie Thomas

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Issues for the local plan

Comment ID

369

Summary

Hepworth village - Rising water levels and poor drainage every year. If further development
is to go ahead on Hepworth Road, Poplar Farm and Shepherds Grove Industrial Estate then
this may impact Hepworth village with regard to water levels. Future developments must
have adequate water drainage that does not direct into our village. The land our village sits
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on is in a dip and the water flows downwards into our village.
Comment

Dear West Suffolk Planning Committee, I live on The Street in the village of Hepworth. Every
Autumn / Winter we are faced with the same issues with rising water levels and poor
drainage along the Street as well as other parts of our village. I have taken a range of photos
of our village. One of our bus stops is built overlapping a watercourse. The Council
bungalows opposite are built on land that often becomes waterlogged and the drainage is
insufficient. I have reported this to Highways in the past. Rising water also causes problems
for our farmers with waterlogged land and having to increase the depths of watercourse
ditches. The area where Wood Lane meets The Street has on occasions become very flooded
where the water has risen to the height that residents are unable to walk through with
wellington boots on. This is suppose to be a watercourse area and the flow of water does not
ebb away adequately. The Landowners, West Suffolk Council and Highways have not
maintained this area and over a course of time foliage, trees and shrubbery have grown and
debris fallen into the watercourse from previous storms. Village volunteers have done the
best they can with basic tools to clear the area but this will only work temporarily as it
requires a digger and a tree surgeon to clear the watercourse adequately. Another area
along Hepworth road from Hepworth village cross roads towards Barningham also has
inadequate drainage. In the past we've had problems with one of the drain pipes
underneath the road. It caused the road to be blocked for months before Highways sent an
a surveyor to assess it. The Pipe under the road is too small for the volume of water and
debris that passes through. Along some parts of The Street we seem to have road surface
flooding. There are some grid drains where the water can go to but they are on one side of
the road and the water doesn't always flow on that side of the road so we get big pools of
water gathering. The Reason why I highlight these issues we have with flooding above is if
further development is to go ahead on Hepworth Road, Poplar Farm and Shepherds Grove
Industrial Estate then inevitably this will impact our village with regard to water levels.
Future developments must have adequate water drainage that does not direct into our
village. The land our village sits on is in a dip and the water flows downwards into our
village. I do have more photos but I cannot upload them all so if you'd like me to send the
other please email me and I'll be happy to oblige. Best regards, Ann-Marie Thomas

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on drainage in Hepworth are noted. There is a balance to be achieved in
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deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within
each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is important to note that not
all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.
Respondent Name

Mrs Emma Curwen

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Issues for the local plan

Comment ID

241

Summary

Brownfield sites

Comment

Brownfield sites should be used for building wherever possible to reduce the destruction of
natural habitats

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted

Respondent Name

. . (Dencora)

Agent Name

Samuel Palmer (Rapleys)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

606

Summary

Agree/support. Site WSE11 lies adjacent to a local wildlife site
However, allocation of the site per our response to Part One, page 27, para. 5.19 would not
harm the site and would likely enhance it
The site is not the subject if any relevant designations and there are no other designations
adjacent to it.
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Comment

* Site WSE11 lies adjacent to a local wildlife site * However, allocation of the site per our
response to Part One, page 27, para. 5.19 would not harm the site and would likely enhance
it * The site is not the subject if any relevant designations and there are no other
designations adjacent to it

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

. . (Peterhouse)

Agent Name

Mr John Dudding (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

391

Summary

Peterhouse supports the key issues identified in relation to the natural environment. The
local plan should continue to protect designated sites, maximise opportunities for
biodiversity net gain, minimise impacts on landscape character and the identities of
settlements and enhance green infrastructure networks. Hall Farm site is promoted.

Comment

Peterhouse supports the key issues identified in relation to the natural environment. The
local plan should continue to protect designated sites, maximise opportunities for
biodiversity net gain, minimise impacts on landscape character and the identities of
settlements and enhance green infrastructure networks. In relation to net gain, policy in this
matter should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate the required biodiversity net gain in
the most effective and efficient way for each development, with both on-site and off-site
solutions possible. An Ecology Review (Appendix 6) and Ecological Appraisal (Appendix 7)
have been carried out to understand the ecological value of the site and the measures that
can be incorporated to protect and enhance existing ecological features and to also deliver a
biodiversity net gain. The site predominantly comprises arable farmland of lower ecological
value and is of little constraint to the deliverability of the new settlement. Notwithstanding
that, consideration will be given to relevant higher value off-site and on-site ecological
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features to maximise enhancements for biodiversity net gain. Importantly, the emerging
masterplan for the scheme delivers a substantial green infrastructure network and is
capable of delivering net gain. No-development buffers are incorporated into the masterplan
to protect the blocks of ancient woodland and the County Wildlife Site. These buffers will
comprise semi-natural habitats such as woodland or a mix of scrub, grassland, heathland
and wetland planting. The opportunity will be taken to link the blocks of ancient woodland
with other higher biodiverse habitats to create habitat linkages between the ancient
woodland to the wider landscape. Furthermore, sufficient space for biodiverse habitats and
the protection of higher value habitats is embedded into the masterplan and green
infrastructure strategy whilst development and recreation space will be located away from
sensitive areas and in locations of relative lower ecological value. Part of the site falls within
the SSSI IRZ for the Breckland SPA, likely due to potential recreation impacts on the SPA.
This will be fully considered through the planning process and include engagement with
statutory consultees to ensure that any potential impacts on the SPA, such as recreational
pressure or air quality, can be considered and appropriately mitigated The local plan should
ensure that new development protects the landscape character of the district. A Landscape
Visual Appraisal (Appendix 8) has been carried out for the site to inform the emerging
masterplan and understand the potential effects of a new settlement on the landscape. An
important concept of the vision for Hall Farm is the creation of a self-contained new
settlement with its own identify and character rather than an extension of adjacent
settlements or Bury St Edmunds. This has influenced the masterplan to ensure that it
includes physical separation from adjacent villages which in turn delivers further public
open space. The appraisal finds that the landscape within which the site is located has a long
history of settlement and whilst attractive is not subject to any designations or protections
and is not ‘out of the ordinary’. Subject to a sympathetically designed masterplan, the site
has capacity to accommodate a new settlement which would limit landscape and visual
impacts. The main adverse effect rising from the proposals would be the loss of agricultural
land, however this would be a comparatively small loss when viewed in the context of the
amount of high grade agricultural land across the district. Natural Resources Peterhouse
supports the key issues identified in relation to natural resources and the need to carefully
manage water use and flood risk and improve air quality across the district. A Flood Risk and
Surface Water Drainage Appraisal (Appendix 9) has been prepared to understand this risk of
flooding on site and to being to develop the emerging surface water drainage strategy for
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the proposals. It finds that the site is within Flood Zone 1, which is appropriate for all types
of development. The site has the potential to support a range of sustainable measures to
manage and control surface water run-off, with the view to deliver an integrated Sustainable
Drainage System (SuDS). These features will be fully joined up with ecology/habitat areas,
green infrastructure, and public open space. Rather than creating simple functional
‘drainage features’, this integrated approach will contribute to habitat creation and enhance
biodiversity, provide multi-functional amenity space, and preserve water quality. Overall, the
site is well positioned to deliver the proposals without increased flood risk to offsite areas
and also offers the opportunity for environmental enhancement through the introduction of a
variety of SuDS. In relation to achieving improvement in air quality this can principally be
achieved through the reduced use of polluting vehicles by: ● Locating development where
there is good access to active travel, coupled with access to affordable, frequent, reliable
and high quality public transport options; ● Better cycle and pedestrian connectivity –
achieved by developments directly and through a coordinated s106 infrastructure
programme. Historic Environment West Suffolk has a rich historic environment that the local
plan should seek to preserve and enhance where possible. In the first instance, development
should be directed towards locations whereby impacts on the historic environment can be
minimised. However, this is not always possible given the scale of development that needs to
be planned for across the plan period. As such, the local plan should include policies
consistent with the NPPF whereby any less than substantial harm to heritage assets is
weighed against the public benefits of the proposals. Hall Farm does not include any
designated heritage assets, however there are numerous Listed Buildings and two
Scheduled Ancinemt Monuments within the villages of Fornham St Martin and Great Barton.
Given the separation of the site to and intervening built form between these assets, and the
opportunity to deliver a high quality and sympthaetically designed masterplan, any potential
impacts on these assets can be minimised and readily mitigated against in accordance with
national and local policy. A Review of Archaeology (Appendix 10) has been carried out for the
site and concludes that the site is considered to have a moderate-high archaeological
potential, although due to ploughing the significance of the archaeology is unlikely to be of
national importance. Archaeology is likely to be within defined areas, rather than
widespread, and could readily be accommodated within the layout of the proposed scheme if
its significance required this. On the basis of currently available information there are no
constraints to the allocation of this site for development and should it come forward it would,
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on current knowledge, satisfy both local and national planning policy.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the natural environment are noted. There is a balance to be achieved in
deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within
each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is important to note that not
all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Dr Roger Merry

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

593

Summary

Green land should not be developed at all cost, we have too little left. Biodiversity net gain
would be enhanced by increased tree and hedge planting to lock up carbon for the future.
The ecological network and wildlife corridors should be enhanced. The pandemic has
dramatically increased numbers of people exercising outdoors and aroused their interest in
wildlife, the natural environment and their protection

Comment

Green land should not be developed at all cost, we have too little left. Biodiversity net gain
would be enhanced by increased tree and hedge planting to lock up carbon for the future.
The ecological network and wildlife corridors should be enhanced. The pandemic has
dramatically increased numbers of people exercising outdoors and aroused their interest in
wildlife, the natural environment and their protection

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted
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Respondent Name

Greg Luton (Bury St Edmunds Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

615

Summary

We agree that parts of the District such as river valleys are particularly sensitive and overall
management of the Lark Valley in Bury St. Edmunds requires improvement. The Town
Council will feed into specific development proposals on TPOs at a later stage in the Local
Plan process.

Comment

We agree that parts of the District such as river valleys are particularly sensitive and overall
management of the Lark Valley in Bury St. Edmunds requires improvement. We note the
recognition that ‘trees have a significant role to play in both rural and urban areas’ in
paragraph 10, and the acknowledgement that developmental pressures can lead to tree
losses. Existing developments in Bury St. Edmunds town centre contain a rich breadth and
variety of trees, but as a Town Council we are seeing more applications for felling which in
our opinion lack sufficient justification for their removal. The Town Council will feed into
specific development proposals on TPOs at a later stage in the Local Plan process.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments relating to access to the natural and historic environment. The
Issues and Options consultation draft did not contain policies. These will be developed as the
Plan progresses including policies relating to river flood plains, nature conservation, and
trees. All responses to the issues raised and options set out will be carefully considered and
will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which
will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Dalham Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

96
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Summary

The natural environment should be protected for everyone to enjoy.This includes ensuring
that footpath networks are maintained.
Rural areas are not suitable for large scale solar PV projects.

Comment

The natural environment should be protected for everyone to enjoy.This includes ensuring
that footpath networks are maintained. Rural areas are not suitable for large scale solar PV
projects.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Lidgate Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

82

Summary

Rural communities recognise the importance of protecting biodiversity and preventing the
urbanisation of rural areas. Maintaining the green infrastructure is essential to enable rural
communities to enjoy the green space in the area they live in. Sadly, so many public rights of
way are impassable during the summer because they are poorly maintained.
Homes should be more sustainable with new homes having solar panels or other energy
saving measures as standard.

Comment

Rural communities recognise the importance of protecting biodiversity and preventing the
urbanisation of rural areas. Maintaining the green infrastructure is essential to enable rural
communities to enjoy the green space in the area they live in. Sadly, so many public rights of
way are impassable during the summer because they are poorly maintained. Homes should
be more sustainable with new homes having solar panels or other energy saving measures as
standard.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted Comments also relate to climate change mitigation, and maintenance of
footpaths (green access) which is relevant to the transport section

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Risby Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

455

Summary

Developments should demonstrate a biodiversity net gain in line with Natural England
recommendations. Risby is doing this retrospectively with its wildlife project and schemes
like this should be encouraged.

Comment

Developments should demonstrate a biodiversity net gain in line with Natural England
recommendations. Risby is doing this retrospectively with its wildlife project and schemes
like this should be encouraged.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Stansfield Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

89

Summary

Stansfield is a countryside village, and this should be protected. Footpaths are generally
well-kept, and areas are preserved for wildlife. Stansfield is setting up a wildlife project with
the aim of protecting bio-diversity.
Any new housing to meet a proven need should be eco-friendly.

Comment
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Stansfield is a countryside village, and this should be protected. Footpaths are generally
well-kept, and areas are preserved for wildlife. Stansfield is setting up a wildlife project with

the aim of protecting bio-diversity. Any new housing to meet a proven need should be ecofriendly.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments on Stansfield are noted. All responses will be carefully considered and will assist
in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be
consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Jonathan Ascroft (Jockey Club Farming Company Limited)

Agent Name

Alison Wright (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

483

Summary

The WSLP should deliver effective policy which protects and enhances natural capital.

Comment

* The WSLP should deliver effective policy which protects and enhances natural capital. The
delivery of biodiversity net gain for new development is supported. However, such policy
must be flexible enough to enable creative and cost-effective solutions for the delivery of net
gain and an off-site net gain solution should be clearly allowed for by policy. Furthermore,
policies within the WSLP must enable a planning judgement and balanced decision to allow
for site and development specific issues to be taken into account when considering how
proposals could improve the natural environment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Luisa Townsley (Artemis Trustees Limited as trustees of the VS Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

490
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Summary

The WSLP should deliver effective policy which protects and enhances natural capital.

Comment

• The WSLP should deliver effective policy which protects and enhances natural capital. The
delivery of biodiversity net gain for new development is supported. However, such policy
must be flexible enough to enable creative and cost-effective solutions for the delivery of net
gain and an off-site net gain solution should be clearly allowed for by policy. Furthermore,
policies within the WSLP must enable a planning judgement and balanced decision to allow
for site and development specific issues to be taken into account when considering how
proposals could improve the natural environment. • In terms of the historic environment, the
Local Plan should include for a policy framework that sets out a positive strategy for
development to respond to the historic environment. New development within or in
proximity to heritage assets can be appropriate and make a positive contribution to local
character and distinctiveness. This is supported by the NPPF (paragraph 185).

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments on the natural environment are noted

Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

397

Summary

Suffolk's countryside. Our landscape is gorious and its crowning glory is the Suffolk sky. We
should protect and enhance our natural environment but also ensure that our tourist,
hospitality, and retail sectors can trade capitalising on our landscape - for example the Clare
Walkers are Welcome scheme;

Comment

Our landscape is gorious and its crowning glory is the Suffolk sky. We should protect and
enhance our natural environment but also ensure that our tourist, hospitality, and retail
sectors can trade capitalising on our landscape - for example the Clare Walkers are Welcome
scheme;

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted.

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

631

Summary

The county wide Landscape Character Assessment provides information to promote wider
understanding of the landscape of Suffolk at a more detailed scale and help to inform the
design of new development. The proposals to the south of Bury Road, Barrow and to the east
of Bury Road, Stanton, will be underpinned by a variety of technical assessments including a
Landscape and Visual Impact and Landscape Character Assessment to ensure that the
proposals protect and enhance the natural environment.

Comment

The county wide Landscape Character Assessment provides information to promote wider
understanding of the landscape of Suffolk at a more detailed scale and help to inform the
design of new development. Within West Suffolk some landscapes have particular value
locally such as Breckland, and the Stour Valley. The proposals to the south of Bury Road,
Barrow and to the east of Bury Road, Stanton, will be underpinned by a variety of technical
assessments including a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment and Landscape Character
Assessment to ensure that the proposals protect and enhance the natural environment.
Preliminary assessments have shaped the proposals and resulted in the soft landscaped edge
along the eastern and southern boundaries, the POS provided on the site as well as tree
planting.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on landscape are noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a
distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement
hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within each
settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is important to note that not all
the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver
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the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.
Respondent Name

Mr. Peter Brown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

597

Summary

Environmental issues

Comment

I have formally registered on-line to ensure my views presented below will be in the public
domain and so that you can keep me updated on future stages of the review. I divide my
comments into 3 sections according to you classifications; The environment nowadays has to
be the key issue. There is a strong case for re-wilding farmland but absolutely no
justification for building on it. Please take my comments seriously, they are not motivated by
self interest (I'm 80 years old) My concern is for the younger people in West Suffolk.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments on the natural resources noted

Respondent Name

Mr Carl Coster

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

500

Summary

Destroying the green space

Comment

Destroying the green space

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comment noted
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Respondent Name

Mr David Taylor (Taylor Farms)

Agent Name

Alison Wright (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

504

Summary

The WSLP should deliver effective policy which protects and enhances natural capital.

Comment

* The WSLP should deliver effective policy which protects and enhances natural capital. The
delivery of biodiversity net gain for new development is supported. However, such policy
must be flexible enough to enable creative and cost-effective solutions for the delivery of net
gain and an off-site net gain solution should be clearly allowed for by policy. Furthermore,
policies within the WSLP must enable a planning judgement and balanced decision to allow
for site and development specific issues to be taken into account when considering how
proposals could improve the natural environment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Mr Edward Barrett (Catesby Estates plc)

Agent Name

Mr Greg Pearce (David Lock Associates)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

432

Summary

It is considered that the appropriate natural environment issues have been identified in this
consultation. It is acknowledged that whilst development can have an impact on the natural
environment, careful design and the consideration of biodiversity gain in new development
proposals from the outset will minimise this risk and can be effective in achieving net gain.

Comment

The issues identified in paragraphs 8.4-8.13 of Part 2.8 of the Issues and Options
Consultation relate to protection and net gain in biodiversity, protecting landscapes and
features, and providing green infrastructure to support development. It is considered that
the appropriate natural environment issues have been identified in this consultation. It is
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acknowledged that whilst development can have an impact on the natural environment,
careful design and the consideration of biodiversity gain in new development proposals from
the outset will minimise this risk and can be effective in achieving net gain. The proposals at
Haverhill Vales seek to provide approximately 43% of the site areas as green infrastructure,
designing in a series of green corridors, landscape buffers, retaining Ancient Woodland as
part of the overall green infrastructure network, and the provision of a full range of formal
and informal open space. It is worth noting that although there are no nationally or
internationally designated sites within 2km and 15km respectively of the site boundary,
three locally designated sites are present within the site itself. These are retained and
enhanced as part of the overall design of the site. Further details on the ecological
characteristics of the site are set out in the Preliminary Ecological Appraisal.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the natural environment are noted. There is a balance to be achieved in
deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within
each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is important to note that not
all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Jordan Marshall (Taylor Wimpey Strategic Land)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

423

Summary

Sections 14, 15 and 16 of the NPPF set out national policies relating to flooding and
drainage, the natural environment, and the built environment respectively. It would be
appropriate for policies in the emerging WSLP to address these topics. It would be
consistent with national policy for development to avoid areas at risk of flooding, reduce
impacts on protected species and habitats and achieve net biodiversity gain, and protect
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heritage assets.
Comment

Natural and Historic Environment Sections 14, 15 and 16 of the NPPF set out national
policies relating to flooding and drainage, the natural environment, and the built
environment respectively. It would be appropriate for policies in the emerging WSLP to
address these topics. It would be consistent with national policy for development to avoid
areas at risk of flooding, reduce impacts on protected species and habitats and achieve net
biodiversity gain, and protect heritage assets.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Philip Reeve (Gt Barton Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

520

Summary

Although agriculture to many has a low biodiversity it must be recognised this is an
important area, in that, it is an essential industry and feeds the people who enjoy the natural
habitats and environment of West Suffolk. Productive farming land in all its guises is a
national resource and its erosion should not be taken lightly.

Comment

Sect 8.1–8.2 The environmental factors of: land, water, air with plants and animals and
interactions of these elements provides the natural environment 8.3 By far the largest
natural environment for West Suffolk is its agricultural landscape with its mix of arable fields
and grazing meadows. Although agriculture to many has a low biodiversity it must be
recognised this is an important area, in that, it is an essential industry and feeds the people
who enjoy the natural habitats and environment of West Suffolk. Productive farming land in
all its guises is a national resource and its erosion should not be taken lightly. Sect 8.4–8.6
Sound section Sect 8.7 Net Gain is desirable and this will be more advantageous and
rewarding to West Suffolk citizens first and foremost on derelict brown field sites. Too often
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now many think wrongly towards arable agriculture as it being the better biodiversity gain
with housing development. With an increasing national population, food production areas
need the attention it deserves, to be more self-sufficient as a country, whilst it achieves
reduced food miles and lower CO2 emissions. Sect 8.10-8.11 TPOs need to be readably
identified on the ground. This would provide better protection and safeguard. Diseased and
TPO’s considered unsafe should be replanted on a one to one basis with very little
exemption. This should become a planning condition and not left to discretion. Sect
8.12-8.13 Green infrastructure classification into grades needs to be developed and this will
grade areas for suitable future development. There are distinct areas within Great Barton
that would benefit from a GI classification.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Hack (Natural England)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

445

Summary

The Local Plan should set criteria based policies to ensure the protection of designated
biodiversity and geological sites. Such policies should clearly distinguish between
international, national and local sites1.

Comment

The Local Plan should set criteria based policies to ensure the protection of designated
biodiversity and geological sites. Such policies should clearly distinguish between
international, national and local sites1. Natural England advises that all relevant Special
Areas of Conservation, Special Protection Areas, Ramsar sites2 and Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSIs) should be included on the proposals map for the area so they can
be clearly identified in the context of proposed development allocations and policies for
development. Designated sites should be protected and, where possible, enhanced. The 2020
Environment Bill mandates the delivery of at least 10% measureable biodiversity net gain
through all relevant development. Therefore in section 8.3 we would advise that a key
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sustainability issue is that “future development must maximise opportunities for biodiversity
net gain”. We would also advise that the wording of section 8.7 is also amended to reflect
this. We agree that strategic buffers around Breckland SPA are retained but would welcome
further research and up to date evidence to inform them, in particular the secondary Stone
Curlew buffer. We also welcome the consideration of cumulative recreational impacts and
suggest that approaches with neighbouring authorities are agreed. We encourage a green
infrastructure strategy that enhances the natural environment, supports the health and
wellbeing of people, manages the effects of climate change and provides an alternative to
sensitive designated sites.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Summers (Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

224

Summary

The River Lark Corridor which runs through the Abbey of St Edmund should be identified as
a "special landscape area" in the Local Plan.

Comment

The natural environment significance of "some river valleys" such as the River Lark Corridor,
which runs through the Abbey of St Edmund, is a key local issue. This area should be
identified as a "special landscape area" in the Local Plan to provide additional protection
from development and additional priority for natural resource management and conservation
measures. The proposed green infrastructure strategy should also include the conservation
of the historic environment. Additional text copied from questionnaire The protection of
landscapes and landscape features is an important issue in urban as well as rural areas.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted. The Council will commission an evidence based study to consider local
landscape designations as part of the WSLP process.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Hilary Workman (Wickhambrook Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

53

Summary

Strongly agree that these are the right natural environment issues to focus on

Comment

Residents in Wickhambrook strongly concurred with the key issues identified for the local
plan: * Protection of biodiversity * Protection of landscapes and landscape features *
Provision of green infrastructure to support development (namely, the maintenance of its
networks of greens and open spaces). Please see attachment for table of information

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

299

Summary

Trees

Comment

Please please protect trees, particularly in conservation areas where too many trees are
allowed to be felled for insufficient reasons

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comment noted

Respondent Name

Mrs Pat Barnes

Agent Name

Mr Mark Jackson (Mark Jackson Planning)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment
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Comment ID

604

Summary

Yes, we agree with the natural environment issues. Paras 8.8 to 8.11 – When assessing any
new development which might have an impact on landscapes and landscape features then it
is suggested that there is a criteria based policy, within the rural matters section of the Draft
Local Plan, that clarifies that the Council will expect very high quality planned development
and design, and a need for any significant residential or commercial development have LVIAs

Comment

Yes, we agree the Council has acknowledged and focussed on the right natural environment
issues. Paragraphs 8.8 to 8.11 – When assessing any new development which might have an
impact on landscapes and landscape features then it is suggested that there is a criteria
based policy, within the rural matters section of the Draft Local Plan, that makes it clear that
the Council will expect very high quality planned development and design, as well as a need
for any significant residential or commercial development to be accompanied with a
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments relating to access to the natural and historic environment. The
Issues and Options consultation draft did not contain policies. These will be developed as the
Plan progresses, including policies relating to , and the historic environment. All responses
to the issues raised and options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the
production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted
on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Ms Deborah Cross

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

134

Summary

Para 8.12 – this also talks about green infrastructure, explaining what it is and its benefits –
supporting healthy lifestyles, managing the effects of climate change and providing
opportunities to improve air quality issues. Anything other than small scale house building in
Hundon (say a dozen houses?) will have a negative impact on green infrastructure.
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Comment

Para 8.12 – this also talks about green infrastructure, explaining what it is and its benefits –
supporting healthy lifestyles, managing the effects of climate change and providing
opportunities to improve air quality issues. Anything other than small scale house building in
Hundon (say a dozen houses?) will have a negative impact on green infrastructure. Some of
the SHELAA sites would remove green infrastructure from the village and so should only be
built on, in whole or part, if the requirements of SO11 are clearly met. If there is building
beyond this scale then the Sustainability Appraisal (page 28) itself notes the need for road
infrastructure improvements “to avoid ….. congestion in [Hundon] and …potential
problematic levels of air pollution”. Moreover, I understand that production of the
Sustainability Appraisal was a paper-based exercise – they didn’t inspect the roads in
Hundon. Many roads in Hundon do not have pavements. There are no cycle paths. If
people want to walk, then they will usually end up walking on one of the narrow unclassified
roads in Hundon at some stage, even when connecting to footpaths. This is not usually a
problem. Building lots of houses without widening the roads, improving many junctions,
introducing carefully planned traffic calming and creating pavements will reduce the ability
of residents to walk, which appears to be contrary to one of the Strategic Plan Priorities, a
number of Strategic Objectives and some of the key sustainability issues identified by the
Sustainability Appraisal. Increased car use in the area will probably make cycling more
dangerous.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the natural environment are noted. There is a balance to be achieved in
deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within
each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is important to note that not
all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Ms Donna Higgins (Bury Town Branch of the Labour Party)

Agent Name

Mr John Popham
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Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

38

Summary

agree with section

Comment

Para. 8.6. Local Wildlife Sites. Several of these are in urban areas and are particularly
important to adjacent communities providing an opportunity for engagement in, and
enhancement of, their management. Para. 8.9. We agree that parts of the District such as
river valleys are particularly sensitive. Locally, overall management of the Lark Valley
requires improving. (See also answer to Question after 8.20, below) Paras 8.7 & 8.13. We
note the ‘aim’ is that there should be a ‘net gain in biodiversity’ (BNG) so that when
development is carried out this is achieved. This ‘aim’ should be mandatory for all
developments on previously undeveloped land and wherever practicable on other sites.
Where not practical developers should pay a scaled fee to a biodiversity enhancement
project elsewhere within the District. Without such requirements it will be exceptionally
hard to achieve carbon neutrality. This could be made to link in with the Green
Infrastructure Strategy (para. 8.13).

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted

Respondent Name

Ms Joanne Kirk (Ousden Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

190

Summary

Rural communities recognise the importance of protecting biodiversity and preventing the
urbanisation of rural areas.

Comment

Rural communities recognise the importance of protecting biodiversity and preventing the
urbanisation of rural areas. Maintaining the green infrastructure is essential to enable rural
communities to enjoy the green space in the area they live in. Sadly, so many public rights
of way are impassable during the summer because they are poorly maintained. Homes
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should be more sustainable with new homes having solar panels or other energy saving
measures as standard.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the natural environment, climate change mitigation, and maintenance of
footpaths (green access) are noted. All responses will be carefully considered and will assist
in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be
consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Ms Rachel Hood

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

544

Summary

Building should only be allowed on brownfield sites, with the exception of the major new
settlement.
In addition, the enhancement of landscape and landscape features, and increasing the
number of trees. Policies should look to return to previous levels of protection and provision,
rather than solely looking to avoid the situation from worsening.

Comment

Building should only be allowed on brownfield sites, with the exception of the major new
settlement. In addition, the enhancement of landscape and landscape features, and
increasing the number of trees. Policies should look to return to previous levels of protection
and provision, rather than solely looking to avoid the situation from worsening.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Phill Bamford (Gladman)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

449

Summary

It is important that the long-term impacts are considered when reviewing proposals for
biodiversity net gain taking into account that many of the measures provided as part of
developments will need to mature beyond the build period. Gladman also take the
opportunity to note that if off-site mitigation provides the best opportunity for biodiversity
gain, then the policy should be flexible enough to allow for this and it should not be ruled out
from the planning application process.

Comment

It is important that the long-term impacts are considered when reviewing proposals for
biodiversity net gain taking into account that many of the measures provided as part of
developments will need to mature beyond the build period. Gladman also take the
opportunity to note that if off-site mitigation provides the best opportunity for biodiversity
gain, then the policy should be flexible enough to allow for this and it should not be ruled out
from the planning application process. These considerations should be taken into account
when drafting a policy with regards to achieving biodiversity net gain.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the natural environment and biodiversity net gain are noted. There is a
balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need
in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental
constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is
important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be
selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the
preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the
spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Susan Sternberg

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

157
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Summary

Biodiversity, natural landscapes and the preservation of open spaces need to be preserved
and protected.

Comment

Biodiversity, natural landscapes and the preservation of open spaces need to be preserved
and protected.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted

Respondent Name

Town Clerk (Newmarket Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Natural environment

Comment ID

555

Summary

In addition, the enhancement of landscape and landscape features, and increasing the
number of trees. Policies should look to return to previous levels of protection and provision,
rather than solely looking to avoid the situation from worsening.

Comment

In addition, the enhancement of landscape and landscape features, and increasing the
number of trees. Policies should look to return to previous levels of protection and provision,
rather than solely looking to avoid the situation from worsening.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted

Respondent Name

. . (Dencora)

Agent Name

Samuel Palmer (Rapleys)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Net gain in biodiversity

Comment ID

608

Summary

Allocation of site WSE11 per our response to Part two, Page 24, Para. 8.13 below would lead
to the delivery of part of an important project objective of the St Edmundsbury Green
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Infrastructure Strategy
It would transform the site from bare ground of minimal ecological value to a carefully
landscaped site, the design of which would seek to maximise its landscape and ecological
value
Allocation of the site would therefore achieve a significant biodiversity net gain
Comment

* It would transform the site from bare ground of minimal ecological value to a carefully
landscaped site, the design of which would seek to maximise its landscape and ecological
value * Allocation of site WSE11 per our response to Part two, Page 24, Para. 8.13 below
would lead to the delivery of part of an important project objective of the St Edmundsbury
Green Infrastructure Strategy * Allocation of the site would therefore achieve a significant
biodiversity net gain

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on green infrastructure and a potential gateway site are noted. There is a
balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need
in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental
constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is
important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be
selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the
preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the
spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Net gain in biodiversity

Comment ID

634

Summary

We note and agree with the Council’s aspirations of the achievement of biodiversity net gain.

Comment

We note and agree with the Council’s aspirations of the achievement of biodiversity net gain.
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Barrow - An Ecological Consultant has been instructed to undertake a qualitative
Biodiversity Net Gain Calculation on the site to inform the level of net gain which will be
achieved. The proposed infiltration basin in the north-eastern corner of the site together
with the existing wooded area form a landscape and ecological feature. Further ecological
enhancements would be provided across the site, including native planting and bird and bat
boxes. Any development on the site would be landscape-led with a soft landscaped edge
proposed along the southern and eastern boundaries of the site to create a soft transition
into the wider countryside. The landscaping will also act as wildlife corridors which will be
achieved through native planting. Stanton - The proposed infiltration basins in the northeastern corner of the site also form a landscape feature, with the eastern most basin being
provided as a ‘wildlife area’ as a relatively undisturbed habitat to benefit the biodiversity of
the site. The hedgerow to the east of this basin will also be bolstered with native planting to
the benefit of ecological diversity. The Phase 1 Ecology Report also identifies opportunities
for biodiversity net gain
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Sophie Pain (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Net gain in biodiversity

Comment ID

406

Summary

Pigeon are supportive of protecting this environment and where possible using development
to enhance opportunities for access to it. Pigeon consider that future draft policies on these
matters should not be prescriptive and are clear on how they can be implemented. The
Council will need to allocate a sufficient number of sites to enable the number of homes to
be delivered in the District over the Plan period and allow land for drainage, biodiversity net
gain and open space requirements.
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Comment
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* Pigeon recognises the rural nature of West Suffolk and that this contributes to its diverse
natural environment. Pigeon are supportive of protecting this environment and where
possible using development to enhance opportunities for access to it but also to enhance its
ecological value. In this regard, Paragraph 171 of the NPPF requires that: “Plans should:
distinguish between the hierarchy of international, national and locally designated sites;
allocate land with the least environmental or amenity value, where consistent with other
policies in this Framework; take a strategic approach to maintaining and enhancing
networks of habitats and green infrastructure; and plan for the enhancement of natural
capital at a catchment or landscape scale across local authority boundaries.” * There are
large areas of the District which are protected by statutory designations, which in the
adopted Development Plans and in the consideration of Sites for the SHELAA has meant that
there are large areas of the District which the Council consider are unsuitable for
development. This is largely related to the Breckland SPA and the protected birds for which
it is important for. * Paragraph 8.4 of the consultation document sets out that there is
evidence that the strategic buffers applied to this SPA should be retained. It is not clear what
evidence this is relating to, as there are no documents on this matter in the evidence base
associated with the consultation document. Pigeon requests that this information is
provided as part of the evidence base in order to identify whether the subsequent stages of
the emerging Local Plan are justified and consistent with national policy. * Paragraph 170 (d)
of the NPPF encourages net gains for biodiversity to be sought through planning policies
and decisions. Biodiversity net gain requires applicants to ensure habitats for wildlife are
enhanced and left in a measurably better state than they were pre-development. In line with
the NPPF and PPG, any future policies on this issue should encourage opportunities for
schemes to provide a net gain for biodiversity. * It should not be prescriptive and allow for
biodiversity net gain to be achieved on-site, off-site or through a combination of on-site and
off-site measures. * Off-site measures can sometimes be secured from ‘habitat banks’, which
comprise areas of enhanced or created habitats which generate biodiversity unit ‘credits’. *
If this an approach that the Council seek to adopt, then consideration of producing
supplementary planning guidance on this matter to identify how it can be achieved would be
advisable, to ensure these measures can be integrated with the statutory designations across
the District. * Finally, whilst highly important elements of new schemes, the Council should
be mindful that the incorporation of land within sites for the purposes of drainage,
biodiversity net gain and open space does reduce the net developable area. Therefore, to

ensure that new schemes have the ability to provide these important features in accordance
with policy requirements, the Council need to compensate for this by allocating a sufficient
number of sites which will enable the number of homes to be delivered in the District over
the Plan period.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted

Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Ingwall King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Net gain in biodiversity

Comment ID

361

Summary

Net gain must still protect important sites

Comment

Planning policy should have a back stop that says this is a protected or important site and
this can not be impacted by development. net gain can then be employed from that point
but just look at the HS2 project or even more closely the Thurston Oaks issues. Yes some
loss is permissible if there is a net gain but more importantly some loss is not permissible
and net gain will not be sufficient to overcome this.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Dr Roger Merry

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protecting and enhancing the quality of the district's
natural resources

Comment ID

594

Summary

Water is a precious resource and needs to be conserved during times when serious rainfall
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occurs, which in recent years due to climate change has increased in the East.
Comment

Water is a precious resource and needs to be conserved during times when serious rainfall
occurs, which in recent years due to climate change has increased in the East. It occurs
largely in the Winter and Spring and causes localised flooding, because ditches, culverts,
local streams and rivers have not been managed as they were in more affluent times, when
labour was cheap. We need to go back and revisit this and conserve water flowing off poorly
drained clay-rich land and divert it into collection systems such as reservoirs, ponds, lakes
etc.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments relating to access to the natural and historic environment. The
Issues and Options consultation draft did not contain policies. These will be developed as the
Plan progresses including policies relating to water conservation and management in
conjunction with the County Council as Local Lead Flood Authority. All responses to the
issues raised and options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the
production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted
on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Greg Luton (Bury St Edmunds Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protecting and enhancing the quality of the district's
natural resources

Comment ID

616

Summary

Para. 8.19. In the Bury St Edmunds area the Town Council feels that particular attention
needs to be paid to the Lark Valley catchment.

Comment

Para. 8.19. In the Bury St Edmunds area the Town Council feels that particular attention
needs to be paid to the Lark Valley catchment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments relating to access to the natural and historic environment. The
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Issues and Options consultation draft did not contain policies. These will be developed as the
Plan progresses. All responses to the issues raised and options set out will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Lidgate Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protecting and enhancing the quality of the district's
natural resources

Comment ID

83

Summary

The impact of noise, light and air pollution should be minimised when considering
development as people buy homes in the country to enable them to enjoy the peace and
quiet of rural surroundings.

Comment

The impact of noise, light and air pollution should be minimised when considering
development as people buy homes in the country to enable them to enjoy the peace and
quiet of rural surroundings.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted

Respondent Name

Mr Edward Barrett (Catesby Estates plc)

Agent Name

Mr Greg Pearce (David Lock Associates)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protecting and enhancing the quality of the district's
natural resources

Comment ID

433

Summary

With regard to the reuse of brownfield land, we are supportive of the principle of re-using
brownfield land. However having reviewed the West Suffolk Brownfield register the amount
of brownfield land available is considered insufficient to ensure West Suffolk can address its
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development needs without the need for greenfield allocations.
Comment

The issues identified in paragraphs 8.19 and 8.20 of Part 2.8 of the Issues and Options
Consultation relate to fluvial and surface water flooding management, maintaining water
supply and quality, protecting best and most versatile land and encourage reuse of
brownfield land, and finally seeking out air quality improvements and minimising noise
effects and light pollution. With regard to the reuse of brownfield land, we are supportive of
the principle of re-using brownfield land. However having reviewed the West Suffolk
Brownfield register the amount of brownfield land available is considered insufficient to
ensure West Suffolk can address its development needs without the need for greenfield
allocations. Furthermore, a number of the brownfield sites, including the largest sites listed
in the register, are already subject to planning permissions, which are therefore already
taken into consideration regarding the minimum housing target for the Local Plan period. It
is considered that the bringing forward of strategic growth opportunities on new greenfield
sites in sustainable locations is the most appropriate way of maximising the effective use of
greenfield land. Page 14 of the Vision Document submitted alongside these representations
provides more details to respond to these issues.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted

Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Ingwall King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protecting and enhancing the quality of the district's
natural resources

Comment ID

363

Summary

Get out of jail card - sustainable development means that it provides for needs now and into
the future

Comment

this paragraph sounds like a get out of jail card “8.16. The NPPF is clear that the focus of
planning policies and decisions should be on whether proposed development is an
acceptable use of land, rather than the control of processes or emissions (where these are
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subject to separate pollution control regimes). Planning authorities should therefore work on
the assumption that the relevant pollution control regime will be properly applied and
enforced. However, the planning system plays an important role in determining the location
of development which may give rise to pollution, and in ensuring that other developments
are, as far as possible, not affected by major existing, or potential sources of pollution.” new
developments need to have reduce demands and be more efficient whilst also helping to
improve the state of what is currently there. We ask for additional money for transport links,
why don’t we ask for additional money to help address water resource depletion and tackle
air quality issues? how will we find flood attenuation or wetland creation otherwise?
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Mr Philip Reeve (Gt Barton Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protecting and enhancing the quality of the district's
natural resources

Comment ID

521

Summary

Natural resources do require safeguarding for future generations to evaluate and therefore
remain accessible.
Development must accommodate this resource and not extinguish it stating new plantings
will replace it. Examples exist within this Council and Mid Suffolk where mature Oaks,
indigenous to our country have been cast aside for development when mitigation could have
been possible.

Comment

Sect 8.15 Monitoring of the known areas must continue to measure trends over a long
period of time, especially post mitigation to audit the effect of changes. Sect 8.16 WSC must
ensure that other parameters beside that prescribed by the NPPF are all pollution
characteristics, light, noise, air and water quality, radiation, solid waste. Sect 8.17 Planning
Policy should incentivise water storage at domestic properties for re-use and the past
practice of mixing surface and foul waters for AW treatment should be incentivise for
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separation. 8.18 Recognised loss of agricultural land is welcomed and must be minimised
through Planning policies. The identified AMQAs is important and should be uppermost
when considering developments which will have an adverse impact on these areas. Viz: A143
is a prime example where development should only progress when there is mitigation of the
AQMA and proven to have been successful. WSC planners need to have several years data
before a mitigated AQMA can be signed off. Issues for Local Plan Natural resources do
require safeguarding for future generations to evaluate and therefore remain accessible. A
natural resource, which has been in section 8 already is Trees. It is worth again mentioning
that this resource can be hundreds of years in the making and should be considered as being
at the top of the biodiversity chain, with the added benefit of carbon capture. Mitigation
should only exist under extreme circumstances, basically when NO mitigation can be
exercised Development must accommodate this resource and not extinguish it stating new
plantings will replace it. Examples exist within this Council and Mid Suffolk where mature
Oaks, indigenous to our country have been cast aside for development when mitigation could
have been possible. New developments should place natural resources as the initial test in
the hierarchy of questions. What will future generations loose by this development.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments relating to access to the natural and historic environment. The
Issues and Options consultation draft did not contain policies. These will be developed as the
Plan progresses. All responses to the issues raised and options set out will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Hilary Workman (Wickhambrook Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protecting and enhancing the quality of the district's
natural resources

Comment ID

54

Summary

Agree these are the right natural resources issues to focus on
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Comment

No changes, residents in Wickhambrook strongly concurred with the key issues identified for
the local plan * Fluvial and surface water flooding management * Maintaining water supply
and quality * Protecting best and most versatile land and reuse of brownfield land * Air
quality improvements and minimising noise effects and light pollution. See attachment for
responses from residents of Wickhambrook.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted

Respondent Name

Ms Donna Higgins (Bury Town Branch of the Labour Party)

Agent Name

Mr John Popham

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protecting and enhancing the quality of the district's
natural resources

Comment ID

39

Summary

agree to section

Comment

Para. 8.19. In the Bury St Edmunds area particular attention needs to be paid to the Lark
Valley catchment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted

Respondent Name

Ms Joanne Kirk (Ousden Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protecting and enhancing the quality of the district's
natural resources

Comment ID

191

Summary

The impact of noise, light and air pollution should be minimised when considering
development as people buy homes in the country to enable them to enjoy the peace and
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quiet of rural surroundings.
Comment

The impact of noise, light and air pollution should be minimised when considering
development as people buy homes in the country to enable them to enjoy the peace and
quiet of rural surroundings.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted

Respondent Name

Ms Rachel Hood

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protecting and enhancing the quality of the district's
natural resources

Comment ID

545

Summary

In respect of fluvial and surface water flooding management - preventative measures, to
manage water flow (eg holding water up stream at a particular location) are seen as
essential.
There should be a greater emphasis on the reuse of brownfield sites.

Comment

In respect of fluvial and surface water flooding management - preventative measures, to
manage water flow (eg holding water up stream at a particular location) are seen as
essential. There should be a greater emphasis on the reuse of brownfield sites.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Town Clerk (Newmarket Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Natural and historic environment > Protecting and enhancing the quality of the district's
natural resources

Comment ID

556

Summary

In respect of fluvial and surface water flooding management - preventative measures, to
manage water flow (eg holding water up stream at a particular location) are seen as
essential.
There should be a greater emphasis on the reuse of brownfield sites.

Comment

In respect of fluvial and surface water flooding management - preventative measures, to
manage water flow (eg holding water up stream at a particular location) are seen as
essential. There should be a greater emphasis on the reuse of brownfield sites.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of biodiversity

Comment ID

633

Summary

Land south of Bury road Barrow and land east of Bury Road Stanton can comply with the
Council’s policies on biodiversity for the reasons set out.

Comment

The Council identify that statutorily protected habitats and species are given a high level of
protection by law, and local authorities have a duty to consider the effects of their decisions
on nature conservation. Within West Suffolk, Breckland Special Protection Area is a
particularly sensitive Natura 2000 site. West Suffolk Council seek to include local policies
which include measures to avoid impacts from built development on the protected birds, the
stone curlew, woodlark and nightjar for which it is important. The measures are defined by
strategic buffers and the evidence suggests these should be retained. In addition, there is
growing evidence for concern about recreational pressure. A visitor survey of recreation
sites in Breckland SPA found that many visitors to the forest are local residents who are
using Thetford Forest as their local greenspace, and whilst currently visitor levels are
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relatively low in comparison with other SPA heathland sites, new development adjacent to
the SPA may result in increased access and a precautionary approach is required. Natural
England has advised that it is necessary to consider cumulative recreational effects. Barrow
- The proposals on land to the south of Bury Road, Barrow, will be subject to various
ecological surveys, including Bat Survey; Phase 1 Ecology Report; Reptile Report; and
Breeding Bird Survey. As stated above, we are aware of the nearby designated sites and will
ensure sufficient mitigation is in place as part of the proposals. Stanton - The proposals on
land to the east of Bury Road, Stanton, are subject to various ecological surveys, including
Bat Survey; Phase 1 Ecology Report; Reptile Report; and Breeding Bird Survey. The Phase 1
Ecology Report identifies three European designate sites within 10km of the site (Redgrave
& South Lopham Fens Ramsar; Breckland Special Protection Areas (SPA); and Waveney &
Little Ouse Valley Fens Special Areas of Conservation (SAC)). There is also one site of special
scientific interest (SSSI) located within 2km of the Site (Stanton Woods). Natural England
has confirmed that that it has no comment to make on the Outline planning application and
that the application is not likely to result in significant impacts on statutory designated
nature conservation sites or landscapes. The Breeding Bird Survey identifies two pairs of
Skylark on the site and proposes appropriate mitigation for them.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the biodiversity are noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding
on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement
hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within each
settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is important to note that not all
the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr. Neil Jarvis (Forestry Commission)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of biodiversity

Comment ID

8
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Summary

The protection of ancient woodland

Comment

The Forestry Commission wishes to make a comment regarding ancient woodlands in the
West Suffolk Council area. The Commission is a non-ministerial Government department
responsible for the protection, improvement and enhancement of England’s woodlands and
forests via the implementation of forestry regulations and incentives. It differs from Forestry
England, which manages the Public Forest Estate. One of the roles of the Commission is to
protect ancient woodlands i.e. woodlands known to have existed before the year 1600 A.D.
Not all ancient woodlands are statutorily protected habitats e.g. designated as Sites of
Special Scientific Interest. The West Suffolk Council area has many ancient woodlands not
protected by law, some of which are close to existing developments. Fortunately, there is
Government guidance on the importance and protection of ancient woodlands on GOV.UK at
Standing Advice for Ancient Woodland and Veteran Trees (https://www.gov.uk/guidance/
ancient-woodland-and-veteran-trees-protection-surveys-licences) The guidance also includes
advice emphasising the need for a protective buffer zone between an ancient woodland and
a development area, which is particularly important in order to reduce the negative impacts
of emissions from planned new roads. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
states that it is Government policy to refuse development that will result in the loss or
deterioration of irreplaceable habitats including ancient woodland, unless “there are wholly
exceptional reasons and a suitable compensation strategy exists” (NPPF paragraph 175c).
The Commission recommends that the Protection of Biodiversity section of the Local Plan
makes reference to the Standing Advice for Ancient Woodlands and or includes paragraph
175 c of the NPPF.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Mr AC Browne (RC Browne and Son)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of biodiversity

Comment ID

256
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Summary

s14, 15 and 16 of the NPPF set out national policies relating to flooding and drainage, the
natural environment, and the built environment respectively. It would be appropriate for
policies in the emerging WSLP to address these topics. It would be consistent with national
policy for development to avoid areas at risk of flooding, reduce impacts on protected
species and habitats and achieve net biodiversity gain, and protect heritage assets such as
RC Browne and Son's site at Junction 42 of A14.

Comment

Natural and Historic Environment Sections 14, 15 and 16 of the NPPF set out national
policies relating to flooding and drainage, the natural environment, and the built
environment respectively. It would be appropriate for policies in the emerging WSLP to
address these topics. It would be consistent with national policy for development to avoid
areas at risk of flooding, reduce impacts on protected species and habitats and achieve net
biodiversity gain, and protect heritage assets. The site at Junction 42 of A14 promoted for
development by RC Browne and Son is not within a flood risk area. The Ecology Report for
the site identifies limited biodiversity or nature conservation interest but recommends that
open space is provided within the promoted development to avoid recreational pressure on
protected sites elsewhere. Such provision can be met on site alongside an overall significant
biodiversity enhancement. There are heritage assets, including listed buildings and
conservation area, within Fornham All Saints but it is very unlikely these assets would be
affected by the promoted development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the natural and historic environment are noted. There is a balance to be
achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in
accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental
constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is
important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be
selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the
preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the
spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Sophie Pain (Turley)
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Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of biodiversity

Comment ID

405

Summary

Pigeon are supportive of protecting this environment and where possible using development
to enhance opportunities for access to it. Pigeon consider that future draft policies on these
matters should not be prescriptive and are clear on how they can be implemented. The
Council will need to allocate a sufficient number of sites to enable the number of homes to
be delivered in the District over the Plan period and allow land for drainage, biodiversity net
gain and open space requirements.

Comment

* Pigeon recognises the rural nature of West Suffolk and that this contributes to its diverse
natural environment. Pigeon are supportive of protecting this environment and where
possible using development to enhance opportunities for access to it but also to enhance its
ecological value. In this regard, Paragraph 171 of the NPPF requires that: “Plans should:
distinguish between the hierarchy of international, national and locally designated sites;
allocate land with the least environmental or amenity value, where consistent with other
policies in this Framework; take a strategic approach to maintaining and enhancing
networks of habitats and green infrastructure; and plan for the enhancement of natural
capital at a catchment or landscape scale across local authority boundaries.” * There are
large areas of the District which are protected by statutory designations, which in the
adopted Development Plans and in the consideration of Sites for the SHELAA has meant that
there are large areas of the District which the Council consider are unsuitable for
development. This is largely related to the Breckland SPA and the protected birds for which
it is important for. * Paragraph 8.4 of the consultation document sets out that there is
evidence that the strategic buffers applied to this SPA should be retained. It is not clear what
evidence this is relating to, as there are no documents on this matter in the evidence base
associated with the consultation document. Pigeon requests that this information is
provided as part of the evidence base in order to identify whether the subsequent stages of
the emerging Local Plan are justified and consistent with national policy. * Paragraph 170 (d)
of the NPPF encourages net gains for biodiversity to be sought through planning policies
and decisions. Biodiversity net gain requires applicants to ensure habitats for wildlife are
enhanced and left in a measurably better state than they were pre-development. In line with
the NPPF and PPG, any future policies on this issue should encourage opportunities for
schemes to provide a net gain for biodiversity. * It should not be prescriptive and allow for
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biodiversity net gain to be achieved on-site, off-site or through a combination of on-site and
off-site measures. * Off-site measures can sometimes be secured from ‘habitat banks’, which
comprise areas of enhanced or created habitats which generate biodiversity unit ‘credits’. *
If this an approach that the Council seek to adopt, then consideration of producing
supplementary planning guidance on this matter to identify how it can be achieved would be
advisable, to ensure these measures can be integrated with the statutory designations across
the District. * Finally, whilst highly important elements of new schemes, the Council should
be mindful that the incorporation of land within sites for the purposes of drainage,
biodiversity net gain and open space does reduce the net developable area. Therefore, to
ensure that new schemes have the ability to provide these important features in accordance
with policy requirements, the Council need to compensate for this by allocating a sufficient
number of sites which will enable the number of homes to be delivered in the District over
the Plan period.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

comments noted

Respondent Name

Mr Colin Jakes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of biodiversity

Comment ID

343

Summary

Biodiversity protection

Comment

There are a whole raft of species, many once common, that are in serious decline over and
above the iconic few that are constantly quoted. 20 years of working for SEBC in Haverhill
despite concerted effort to protect local wildlife there, saw some success but overall a
massive loss of species and sites within that time. Extensive development and subsequent
infill to the bypass resulted in huge losses of reptiles in particular. Mitigation in it's current
form was found not to work, with the majority of translocations failing inside a few months of
animals being trapped and moved. This is further impacted by the fact that although large
sums are allocated to pay for the surveys and mitigation work to be carried out, there is no
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funding for follow up work to monitor the effects of the translocations and confirm that the
animals continue to thrive on the release sites. Initial surveys before any development is
approved needs to identify a much wider suite of species present, and more provision is
needed to retain natural features where they are sufficient to continue to provide a home for
existing wildlife, and where necessary to enhance what is there. This requires a different
mindset.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Mr Jon Knight (Axis Land Partnerships Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of biodiversity

Comment ID

252

Summary

Sections 14, 15 and 16 of the NPPF set out national policies relating to flooding and
drainage, the natural environment, and the built environment respectively. It would be
appropriate for policies in the emerging WSLP to address these topics. It would be
consistent with national policy for development to avoid areas at risk of flooding, reduce
impacts on protected species and habitats and achieve net biodiversity gain, and protect
heritage assets such as Blacklands Fields in Cavendish.

Comment

Natural and Historic Environment Sections 14, 15 and 16 of the NPPF set out national
policies relating to flooding and drainage, the natural environment, and the built
environment respectively. It would be appropriate for policies in the emerging WSLP to
address these topics. It would be consistent with national policy for development to avoid
areas at risk of flooding, reduce impacts on protected species and habitats and achieve net
biodiversity gain, and protect heritage assets. The site at Blacklands Fields in Cavendish is
not within a flood risk area. An ecological assessment and heritage assessment will need to
be undertaken for the land at Blacklands Fields. It is anticipated that the existing arable
fields are of negligible ecological and biodiversity value, and that the promoted development
at the site would provide ecological mitigation and biodiversity net gain. It is unlikely that
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development at the site would affect any heritage assets, and it will be possible for buildings
to avoid impacts on the setting of any listed buildings.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the natural and historic environment are noted. There is a balance to be
achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in
accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental
constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is
important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be
selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the
preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the
spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Julian Edge-Partington (Wisdom Toothbrushes Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of biodiversity

Comment ID

376

Summary

Sections 14, 15 ,16 of the NPPF set out national policies relating to flooding and drainage,
the natural environment, and the built environment respectively. It would be appropriate for
policies in the emerging WSLP to address these topics. There are no constraints associated
with the natural or historic environment for the redevelopment of the Wisdom Toothbrushes
factory site.

Comment

Natural and Historic Environment Sections 14, 15 and 16 of the NPPF set out national
policies relating to flooding and drainage, the natural environment, and the built
environment respectively. It would be appropriate for policies in the emerging WSLP to
address these topics. It would be consistent with national policy for development to avoid
areas at risk of flooding, reduce impacts on protected species and habitats and achieve net
biodiversity gain, and protect heritage assets. There are no constraints associated with the
natural or historic environment for the redevelopment of the Wisdom Toothbrushes factory
site.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing
distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing
requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mrs Sarah Green

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of biodiversity

Comment ID

75

Summary

Protected habitats and species must continue to be protected - Biodiversity is so important.

Comment

There should be a careful balance between access for recreation but maintaining respect
and protection of the Bio diversity. Education and information for the public is very
important.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Mr Tim Deacon (Turnstone Estates Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of biodiversity

Comment ID

412

Summary

.

Comment

Natural and Historic Environment Sections 14, 15 and 16 of the NPPF set out national
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policies relating to flooding and drainage, the natural environment, and the built
environment respectively. It would be appropriate for policies in the emerging WSLP to
address these topics. It would be consistent with national policy for development to avoid
areas at risk of flooding, reduce impacts on protected species and habitats and achieve net
biodiversity gain, and protect heritage assets. The eastern edge of the site south of Ducks
Lane in Exning falls within Flood Zones 2 and 3. As shown on the Concept Plan submitted
with the call for sites submission for this site, the pond and watercourse would be retained
and no built development would be located within Flood Zones 2 and 3. The dwellings,
access road and open space for the promoted development at the site would be within Flood
Zone 1. The promoted development would include a sustainable drainage system to manage
surface water drainage. An ecological assessment will need to be undertaken for the land
south of Ducks Lane in Exning. The existing trees at the site boundary and the existing pond
and watercourse would be retained as part of the promoted development Habitats and
species at the site would be protected and enhanced. It is anticipated that the promoted
development at the site would provide ecological mitigation and biodiversity net gain. It is
unlikely that development at the site would affect the setting of any listed buildings, and the
design and layout of the promoted development would seek to respect the character of the
Exning Conservation Area and the surrounding area. An initial archaeological assessment
has been undertaken, which recommended a geophysical survey and further archaeological
evaluation. It is likely that a programme of archaeological investigation, recording and
publication would provide mitigation for any archaeological remains at the site.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted in relation t the natural and historic environment The remainder of the
comments relate to the site at Ducks Lane Exning

Respondent Name

Mr William Gittus (Jockey Club Estates)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of biodiversity

Comment ID

330

Summary

Sections 14, 15 and 16 of the NPPF set out national policies relating to flooding and
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drainage, the natural environment, and the built environment respectively. It would be
appropriate for policies in the emerging WSLP to address these topics. The land south of
Barbara Stradbroke Avenue is promoted.
Comment

Natural and Historic Environment Sections 14, 15 and 16 of the NPPF set out national
policies relating to flooding and drainage, the natural environment, and the built
environment respectively. It would be appropriate for policies in the emerging WSLP to
address these topics. It would be consistent with national policy for development to avoid
areas at risk of flooding, reduce impacts on protected species and habitats and achieve net
biodiversity gain, and protect heritage assets. The land south of Barbara Stradbroke Avenue
in Newmarket is within Flood Zone 1, which means it has a low probability of flooding. A
drainage strategy will be required for the promoted development at the site. A preliminary
ecological appraisal has been undertaken of the land south of Barbara Stradbroke Avenue to
determine the impact of development on habitats and protected species, and some detailed
surveys have been completed and others need to be undertaken. It is likely that ecological
mitigation measures and enhancement will be required to address the loss of woodland and
the impact on habitats and species. It should be possible for equine, leisure and visitor uses
to be compatible with nature conservation. An assessment of the impact of promoted
development on heritage assets will be undertaken, but it is unlikely that there will be any
adverse impacts.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments relating to access to the natural and historic environment. The
Issues and Options consultation draft did not contain policies. These will be developed as the
Plan progresses. All responses to the issues raised and options set out will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. There is a balance to be achieved in
deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within
each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is important to note that not
all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.
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Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of landscapes and landscape features

Comment ID

206

Summary

Clear reference to the 'Stour Valley Project Area' should be added to para 8.9 due to the
aspiration to extend the Dedham Vale AONB to include parts of this area

Comment

Although the 'River Stour Valley' is mentioned as being sensitive to development (para 8.9)
reference should be included to the 'Stour Valley Project Area', an area of landscape which
lies partially within the West Suffolk area. Although the Project Area does not benefit from
the same statutory protection as the AONB, parts of it are considered to exhibit similar
qualifying characteristics as the nationally designated AONB and it is therefore considered a
Valued Landscape. There has been a long-term aspiration to extend the AONB designation
into the Project Area and the Area's special qualities should be properly considered at the
plan making and planning application stages.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Dalham Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of landscapes and landscape features

Comment ID

97

Summary

The impact of light pollution from neighbouring larger settlements should be considered and
minimised.

Comment

The impact of light pollution from neighbouring larger settlements should be considered and
minimised.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of landscapes and landscape features

Comment ID

635

Summary

The development proposals Land south of Bury road Barrow and land east of Bury Road
Stanton are underpinned by a variety of technical assessments including a Landscape and
Visual Impact Assessment and Landscape Strategy Plan to ensure that the proposals protect
and enhance the natural environment. These assessments have shaped the proposals and
resulted in the soft landscaped edge to the south and east, the POS provided on the site as
well as native tree planting.

Comment

The Council state that emphasis has been placed on the assessment of the effects of
development on landscape character. As stated above, the development proposals are
underpinned by a variety of technical assessments including a Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment and Landscape Strategy Plan to ensure that the proposals protect and enhance
the natural environment. These assessments have shaped the proposals and resulted in the
soft landscaped edge to the south and east, the POS provided on the site as well as native
tree planting. Barrow - The site presents an opportunity for the creation of a characterful
and integrated development. The site would work with the existing characteristics and
respond to its setting through a sensitively designed response. The Council also identify that
trees have a significant role to play in both rural and urban areas and have many benefits,
including mitigating the effects of climate change and improving air quality. The preapplication stage of the proposed development is underpinned by an Arboricultural Impact
Assessment which confirms that there are 25 individual trees, 13 groups of trees, 5 hedges
and 1 woodland on the site in the survey area, 11 of which were off site. They are
predominantly native species, with the non-natives being commonly occurring species. The
majority of the trees are located around the perimeter of the site. There is a tree
preservation order (TPO/2010/503), on the northern boundary of the site which relates to a
wooded copse, and two individual trees. The new vehicular access will be provided in the
centre of the northern boundary, which does not possess trees covered by the TPO, so as to
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protect this existing TPO as well as the historic environment. The existing field access to the
north east of the site will be retained as an agricultural access. Some low value trees will be
removed in order to provide sufficient visibility splays for the access off Bury Road. New tree
planting will replace these trees and also provide a net gain in biodiversity. A full
arboricultural impact assessment and method statement will accompany the planning
application. Stanton - The LVIA confirms that the development will result in a change of
character within the application site from open agriculture to built development. This is
considered appropriate alongside the existing urban area and that the proposed
development including the strategic landscape structure has been designed to minimise
landscape effects and provide a transition between Stanton and the surrounding
countryside. The assessment concludes that the development would be a logical extension to
the existing settlement of Stanton. Although there will be localised visual and landscape
effects, the nature of the built form, use of building materials and additions to the current
boundary vegetation will visually integrate the development into the surrounding landscape.
The Council also identify that trees have a significant role to play in both rural and urban
areas and have many benefits, including mitigating the effects of climate change and
improving air quality. The proposed development has been underpinned by an Arboricultural
Impact Assessment which confirms that there are 17 individual trees, 11 groups of trees and
5 hedges on the site. The majority are low quality trees. Some trees will be removed in order
to provide sufficient visibility splays for the access off Bury Road. New tree planting will
replace these trees and also provide a net gain in biodiversity. Also proposed is a 10m wide
landscaped edge which follow the existing field boundary to the south of the site
incorporating a new hedge, tree planting and open space. The Tree Survey demonstrates
that the scheme has an acceptable impact in relation to trees, subject to the incorporation of
the suitable mitigation measures.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the natural environment and landscape are noted. There is a balance to
be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in
accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental
constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is
important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be
selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the
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preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the
spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.
Respondent Name

Mr. Neil Jarvis (Forestry Commission)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of landscapes and landscape features

Comment ID

26

Summary

The protection of ancient woodlands and veteran trees.

Comment

Ancient woodlands are irreplaceable. They have great value because they have a long history
of woodland cover, with many features remaining undisturbed. This applies both to Ancient
Semi Natural Woodland (ASNW) and Plantations on Ancient Woodland Sites (PAWS). It is
Government policy to refuse development that will result in the loss or deterioration of
irreplaceable habitats including ancient woodland, unless “there are wholly exceptional
reasons and a suitable compensation strategy exists” (National Planning Policy Framework
paragraph 175 amended July 2018). Further technical information is set out in Natural
England and Forestry Commission’s Standing Advice on Ancient Woodland
(https://www.gov.uk/guidance/ancient-woodland-and-veteran-trees-protection-surveyslicences) – plus supporting Assessment Guide and Case Decisions
(http://www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/infd-9hbjk4) . As a Non-Ministerial Government
Department, we provide no opinion supporting or objecting to policy, planning applications
or site allocations. Rather we are including information on the potential impact that
development would have on ancient woodland veteran trees and climate change migration.
The Commission is keen to work in partnership with Local Authorities to deliver on these
vital issues. Please note that the Standing Advice states that “Ancient woodland or veteran
trees are irreplaceable, so you should not consider proposed compensation measures as part
of your assessment of the benefits of the development proposal”.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted
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Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Sophie Pain (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of landscapes and landscape features

Comment ID

407

Summary

Pigeon are supportive of protecting this environment and where possible using development
to enhance opportunities for access to it. Pigeon consider that future draft policies on these
matters should not be prescriptive and are clear on how they can be implemented. The
Council will need to allocate a sufficient number of sites to enable the number of homes to
be delivered in the District over the Plan period and allow land for drainage, biodiversity net
gain and open space requirements.

Comment

* Pigeon recognises the rural nature of West Suffolk and that this contributes to its diverse
natural environment. Pigeon are supportive of protecting this environment and where
possible using development to enhance opportunities for access to it but also to enhance its
ecological value. In this regard, Paragraph 171 of the NPPF requires that: “Plans should:
distinguish between the hierarchy of international, national and locally designated sites;
allocate land with the least environmental or amenity value, where consistent with other
policies in this Framework; take a strategic approach to maintaining and enhancing
networks of habitats and green infrastructure; and plan for the enhancement of natural
capital at a catchment or landscape scale across local authority boundaries.” * There are
large areas of the District which are protected by statutory designations, which in the
adopted Development Plans and in the consideration of Sites for the SHELAA has meant that
there are large areas of the District which the Council consider are unsuitable for
development. This is largely related to the Breckland SPA and the protected birds for which
it is important for. * Paragraph 8.4 of the consultation document sets out that there is
evidence that the strategic buffers applied to this SPA should be retained. It is not clear what
evidence this is relating to, as there are no documents on this matter in the evidence base
associated with the consultation document. Pigeon requests that this information is
provided as part of the evidence base in order to identify whether the subsequent stages of
the emerging Local Plan are justified and consistent with national policy. * Paragraph 170 (d)
of the NPPF encourages net gains for biodiversity to be sought through planning policies
and decisions. Biodiversity net gain requires applicants to ensure habitats for wildlife are
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enhanced and left in a measurably better state than they were pre-development. In line with
the NPPF and PPG, any future policies on this issue should encourage opportunities for
schemes to provide a net gain for biodiversity. * It should not be prescriptive and allow for
biodiversity net gain to be achieved on-site, off-site or through a combination of on-site and
off-site measures. * Off-site measures can sometimes be secured from ‘habitat banks’, which
comprise areas of enhanced or created habitats which generate biodiversity unit ‘credits’. *
If this an approach that the Council seek to adopt, then consideration of producing
supplementary planning guidance on this matter to identify how it can be achieved would be
advisable, to ensure these measures can be integrated with the statutory designations across
the District. * Finally, whilst highly important elements of new schemes, the Council should
be mindful that the incorporation of land within sites for the purposes of drainage,
biodiversity net gain and open space does reduce the net developable area. Therefore, to
ensure that new schemes have the ability to provide these important features in accordance
with policy requirements, the Council need to compensate for this by allocating a sufficient
number of sites which will enable the number of homes to be delivered in the District over
the Plan period.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Mr Ian Johnson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of landscapes and landscape features

Comment ID

1

Summary

Retention and planting of tree belts are important features not just individual trees

Comment

In large scale developments, the planting, protection and maintenance of tree belts should
be a matter of priority. Interconectivity of these belts should be given particular attention.
Rather than cutting through tree belts, alternativees should be considered, like tunneling for
water and electtricity services, and S-shaped footpaths which do not breach the external
integrity of a tree belt.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Mr Jon Knight (Axis Land Partnerships Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of landscapes and landscape features

Comment ID

316

Summary

Sections 14, 15 and 16 of the NPPF set out national policies relating to flooding and
drainage, the natural environment, and the built environment respectively. It would be
appropriate for policies in the emerging WSLP to address these topics. It would be
consistent with national policy for development to avoid areas at risk of flooding, reduce
impacts on protected species and habitats and achieve net biodiversity gain, and protect
heritage assets such as land off Ley Road in Barrow.

Comment

Natural and Historic Environment Sections 14, 15 and 16 of the NPPF set out national
policies relating to flooding and drainage, the natural environment, and the built
environment respectively. It would be appropriate for policies in the emerging WSLP to
address these topics. It would be consistent with national policy for development to avoid
areas at risk of flooding, reduce impacts on protected species and habitats and achieve net
biodiversity gain, and protect heritage assets. A Preliminary Ecological Appraisal has been
undertaken for the land off Ley Road in Barrow. In summary, the site is not covered by any
wildlife designations, and is outside of the 1,500m stone curlew impact buffer for the
Breckland SPA. The majority of the habitats at the site are of low relative conservation or
biodiversity importance. A great crested newt survey will need to be undertaken because
there is a moat located to the north west of the site. The existing trees and hedgerows on the
site and at the boundary would be retained as part of the promoted development, in order to
retain habitats including for birds. There are no ecological constraints to development at the
site. A Heritage Impact Assessment has been undertaken for the land off Ley Road in
Barrow. There is a moat complex to the north west associated with a former manor house,
which is designated as a Scheduled Ancient Monument. There are listed buildings located off
Church Road. The site is not within a conservation area. There are non-designated heritage
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assets in areas adjacent to the site. It is concluded that the site is not within the historic
setting of the moat complex, and there are established hedgerows separating the two areas.
It is recommended that no built development is located within the north western part of the
site, in order to retain the existing setting of the moat complex; the Vison Document for the
promoted development includes an area of landscaped open space in the north western part
of the site. The promoted development would not affect the setting of any listed buildings in
the vicinity of the site.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the natural environment are noted. There is a balance to be achieved in
deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within
each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is important to note that not
all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Protection of landscapes and landscape features

Comment ID

308

Summary

Tree protection

Comment

Impose stricter regulations for felling trees that are not diseased or dangerous, particularly
the rarer species

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted

Respondent Name

. . (Dencora)
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Agent Name

Samuel Palmer (Rapleys)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Provision of green infrastructure to support
development

Comment ID

609

Summary

Allocation of site WSE11 per our response to Part two, Page 24, Para. 8.13 below would lead
to the delivery of part of an important project objective of the St Edmundsbury Green
Infrastructure Strategy. The Green Infrastructure Strategy (GIS) plan/diagram identifies in
relation to site WSE11 and other nearby land a “Project D.5/6” The site is in private
ownership and is unlikely therefore to be made available for the creation of a ‘gateway’
unless there is an economic incentive.

Comment

* Allocation of site WSE11 per our response to Part two, Page 24, Para. 8.13 below would
lead to the delivery of part of an important project objective of the St Edmundsbury Green
Infrastructure Strategy * It would therefore yield the benefits (of the local area and more
widely) that the NPPF sets out * The Green Infrastructure Strategy (GIS) plan/diagram
(Appendix 2 of the document) identifies in relation to site WSE11 and other nearby land a
“Project D.5/6” * This involves “Creation of ‘gateways’ into Bury St Edmunds and woodland
planting to enhance landscape / townscape character” * While the site appears not to be part
of what the Council would consider to be the existing green infrastructure network of the
RAPLEYS LLP 8 town therefore, the Council does see it playing an important part in the
town’s green infrastructure network in the future • The site would appear to be afforded a
degree of protection by Policy BV26 therefore * The site is in private ownership and is
unlikely therefore to be made available for the creation of a ‘gateway’ unless there is an
economic incentive for doing so * The site therefore needs to be unlocked if either the
Council’s or the owner ’s aspirations for it are to be achieved * The way to unlock the site is
through development which achieves the positive gateway that Project D.5/6 targets but at
the same time provides a return for the landowner to justify the site’s release * Sensitive
development of the site to provide some or all of the following uses (which are all suitable
for its location on the strategic road network and on the edge of Bury St Edmunds): Roadside - leisure (hotel, pub, restaurant etc) - commercial/employment uses and which
created a positive gateway through: - Comprehensive proposals for the whole site - A
landscape led approach to laying out/masterplanning the site - High -quality landscaping
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proposals - High quality design - Sustainable design - Pared back roadside development
signage and paraphernalia - Provision of foot and cycle access is likely the key to unlock the
site * without allocation site WSE11 part of Project D.5/6 is unlikely ever to be delivered * to
achieve the delivery of this important GIS objective (which it is assumed will be carried
forward into the new green infrastructure strategy for the whole district) therefore,
allocation is essential * The new Local Plan should therefore allocate the site on this basis
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on green infrastructure and a potential gateway site are noted. There is a
balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need
in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental
constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is
important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be
selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the
preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the
spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Miss Charlotte Ditchburn (The British Horse Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Provision of green infrastructure to support
development

Comment ID

12

Summary

Equestrians must be included when providing green infrastructure to support development.

Comment

The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) provides statutory
guidance on developing a ROWIP which states that a ROWIP needs to be reviewed every 10
years, and that it must explain how improvements to the public rights of way network will
provide a better experience for walkers, cyclists, horse riders, carriage drivers, people with
mobility problems and people using motorised vehicles. This means that equestrians must be
included when providing green infrastructure to support development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Provision of green infrastructure to support
development

Comment ID

636

Summary

The Council outline that green infrastructure is a network of multi-functional green spaces
and other features, urban and rural, which can deliver quality of life and environmental
benefits for communities. Land south of Bury road Barrow and land east of Bury Road
Stanton can contribute to this objective.

Comment

The Council outline that green infrastructure is a network of multi-functional green spaces
and other features, urban and rural, which can deliver quality of life and environmental
benefits for communities. Barrow - Whilst we understand that there is provision for green
infrastructure across the district, the proposed development of land to the south of Bury
Road, Barrow, will contribute to green infrastructure in the local area, including a green
corridor along the southern and eastern boundaries, also comprising of the circular dog
walking and cycling route. The proposals also include a village green and equipped
children’s play area. Stanton - Whilst we understand that there is provision for green
infrastructure across the district, the development of land to the east of Bury Road, Stanton,
will contribute to green infrastructure in the local area, including a green corridor along the
western boundary which comprises a landscaped earth bund and amenity space. The
southern boundary of the site is proposed to be characterised by a soft landscaped edge
which will feature native tree planting. These sections also form part of the circular cycle
and pedestrian route around the perimeter of the site. The Outline proposals also comprise
the provision of allotments, which were included as a result of the workshop session held
with the Parish Council and local stakeholders in August 2019.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on green infrastructure are noted. There is a balance to be achieved in
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deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within
each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is important to note that not
all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.
Respondent Name

Mr Colin Jakes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Provision of green infrastructure to support
development

Comment ID

344

Summary

GREENSPACE IMPROVEMENTS

Comment

COVID lockdown in spring of 2020 has shown how valuable local greenspace is for local
residents in both body and mind. There is much that can be done to improve existing areas
of local greenspace to the mutual benefit of both people and wildlife.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Mr Ian Johnson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Provision of green infrastructure to support
development

Comment ID

2

Summary

Priority to be given to provision of greenspace in significant developments

Comment

In urban areas priority should be given to the provision of public greenspace parkland where
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any larger scale development is planned. This provision should give precedence to
conectivity with existing areas of greenspace and particularly parkland.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Ingwall King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Provision of green infrastructure to support
development

Comment ID

362

Summary

GI for West Suffolk welcome - highlights needs for other specific strategies and policy

Comment

Thanks for WS GI Strategy. can we have new Sustainable Travel Strategy too? Existing
building decarbonisation strategy

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Emma Curwen

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Provision of green infrastructure to support
development

Comment ID

240

Summary

Consultation on the green infrastructure strategy

Comment

It is important that residents of West Suffolk are given the opportunity to comment on any
changes to areas designated as green infrastructure and that the current areas are not
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reduced
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted

Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Horringer cum Ickworth Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Natural and historic environment > Provision of green infrastructure to support
development

Comment ID

69

Summary

Horringer Parish Council support the proposal for a new green infrastructure strategy for
the whole district (formally St Edmundsbury and Forest Heath) to be developed in
conjunction with the West Suffolk Local Plan

Comment

Horringer Parish Council support the proposal for a new green infrastructure strategy for
the whole district (formally St Edmundsbury and Forest Heath) to be developed in
conjunction with the West Suffolk Local Plan. We believe it is important for all developers of
new housing to allocate funding to support multi-functional green spaces, planting of
woodland, street trees and cycle ways, all of which can provide multiple benefits to
communities and the quality of life of those who inhabit them. The current Covid 19
epidemic places additional importance on green infrastructure and the necessity to support
healthy lifestyles. Additionally, the Parish Council believe it is not only the immediate area of
development that should benefit from green infrastructure, but also those communities that
could feel a negative impact on its own infrastructure, as a result of development elsewhere
in the county. In the case of Horringer, we are a village suffering from increasing amounts of
traffic using the A143. As mentioned under Transport below, we feel the village should
benefit from additional green infrastructure to provide safe and sustainable access in the
village and to Bury St Edmunds itself.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Support for a GI Strategy is noted including the aspiration for a sustainable connection
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between Horringer and Bury St Edmunds.
Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

627

Summary

We consider that the following issues identified in the SA can be achieved through the
delivery of the site to the south of Bury Road, Barrow and site to the east of Bury Road,
Stanton : opportunities to enhance community service infrastructure through future
development are fully realised; support good access to existing and planned community
infrastructure; deliver high-quality design and public realm improvements that support local
communities.

Comment

We consider that the following issues identified in the SA can be achieved through the
delivery of the site to the south of Bury Road, Barrow and site to the east of Bury Road,
Stanton : * The district's aging population could mean that certain existing services and
facilities, such as social care, will be placed under additional pressure over the plan period
and it will be important that opportunities to enhance community service infrastructure
through future development are fully realised. * Support good access to existing and planned
community infrastructure, including green infrastructure, for new and existing residents,
mindful of the potential for community needs to change over time. * Deliver high-quality
design and public realm improvements that support local communities, including in reducing
fuel poverty and addressing the needs of an ageing population. The proposals would achieve
the above through developer contributions which would contribute to new and planned
community infrastructure. A development of this size brings with it significant contributions
to improve this infrastructure, which may not otherwise be delivered through the allocation
of smaller sites. Barrow - The proposals also include provision of new areas of Public Open
Space including a circular walk, incorporation of the existing woodland area; village green;
children’s equipped playing are; extensive landscaping and planting including provision of
new trees and hedgerow, boundary treatments including landscape corridor to the east of
the site; and Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SuDS). Stanton - The proposals also
include provision of new areas of Public Open Space including circular walk and connections
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to the recreation ground, allotments and associated car parking area, extensive landscaping
and planting including provision of new trees and hedgerow, boundary treatments including
landscape corridor to the south of the site; and Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SuDS).
The Local Plan Review identifies larger settlements which provide a good range of retail,
community facilities (including health, education and cultural) and leisure services that meet
local needs as well as the immediately surrounding villages. We consider the community
infrastructure in Barrow supports surrounding villages to meet the day to day needs of local
communities and this infrastructure will only be improved as part of the delivery of the sites.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing
distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing
requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Crisell (West Suffolk Clinical Commissioning Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

116

Summary

Any Care facilities for the elderly should to be consulted on with Health and social care
partners due to their impact on primary care and district nursing services. options for the
location of any facilities are vital as to not overwhelm the primary care network in that area.
NSFT share the concern of the CCG over service provision for new settlements unless the
settlements have specific building included that can host the whole gamut of health care
provisions.

Comment

Any Care facilities for the elderly should to be consulted on with Health and social care
partners due to their impact on primary care and district nursing services. The CCG agrees
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that care facilities are needed to help deal with an ageing population, however, options for
the location of any facilities are vital as to not overwhelm the primary care network in that
area. The CCG and health providers would be happy to work with the council to improve
physical health, mental health and the wellbeing of residents and reduce health inequalities
across the district. NSFT share the concern of the CCG over service provision for new
settlements unless the settlements have specific building included that can host the whole
gamut of health care provisions and not just doctors dentists etc. especially with the
predicted growth of older service users and possibly the demand for dementia services and
increased mental health home visits.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

We welcome the comments of the CCG. All responses will be carefully considered and will
assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will
be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Leigh Jenkins (Norfolk & Suffolk Constabulary)

Agent Name

Miss Samantha Hazell (Lawson Planning Partnership Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

378

Summary

Suffolk Constabulary – Police Facilities Provision: Suggested Plan Text Amendments to Para
6.3, add: “Promote community safety and cohesion to help integrate existing and planned
new developments.”

Comment

Add the following as an additional bullet point: “Promote community safety and cohesion to
help integrate existing and planned new developments.”

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
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Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Sophie Pain (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Maintaining the vitality and viability of our towns and local
centres

Comment ID

403

Summary

Pigeon supports maintaining the vitality and viability of town and local centres in accordance
with the guidance contained at Section 7 of the NPPF. Pigeon advocate for a flexible and
adaptable approach to town centre development, including retail and leisure should be
planned for to allow a rapid and timely response to the changing high street landscape, due
in part by Covid-19 but the more general decline of retailing pre the pandemic.

Comment

* Pigeon supports maintaining the vitality and viability of town and local centres in
accordance with the guidance contained at Section 7 of the NPPF. We note that the existing
Retail and Leisure Study carried out in 2016 for the former Forest Heath and Edmunsbury
areas requires updating, including in light of the Covid-19 pandemic. * A flexible and
adaptable approach to town centre development, including retail and leisure should be
planned for to allow a rapid and timely response to the changing high street landscape, due
in part by Covid-19 but the more general decline of retailing pre the pandemic. * The
Government’s response to the pandemic has been the simplification of the Use Classes
Order, Class E to allow sufficient relaxations to maintain vitality and viability. In addition,
allowing vertical extensions to existing buildings and provided criteria are met, the
redevelopment of existing buildings is an attempt to maintain if not enhance that vitality and
viability. * These measures are however short term and finite in nature, and as such, the
District must plan for a flexible approach to uses within its town and local centres, which as
highlighted elsewhere in these representations could include in-demand uses such as
residential, leading the renaissance and diversification in these locations. * This has
culminated in new forms of retailing such as on-line and click and collect services with a
number of larger national retailers consolidating their operations and floorspace
requirements. * Forthcoming policies should therefore aim to avoid restrictive policies in
terms of use classes and seek to maximise the development potential of town centre sites in
order to provide a mixture of uses that supports the local and wider community.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comment is noted. Paragraphs 1.21 and 1.22 in the introduction note the impact of
Covid-19, and this and the impacts of other changes will be assessed as the local plan
process evolves. Each stage of the process is subject to a public consultation
process. Maintaining vital and vibrant town and local centres is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Mr Anthony Leek

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Maintaining the vitality and viability of our towns and local
centres

Comment ID

7

Summary

Facilities. I think it's misleading to suggest that "Local centres" (and by implication you must
mean both Key and Local) provide a good range of retail. They do not.

Comment

I think it's misleading to suggest that "Local centres" (and by implication you must mean
both Key and Local) provide a good range of retail. They do not.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, local centres are considered appropriate locations for retail uses in particular, and
are supported by planning policies - which is likely to continue into the next Local Plan.
However, the range of facilities in local centres is also dependent on the market.

Respondent Name

Mr Jon Knight (Axis Land Partnerships Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Maintaining the vitality and viability of our towns and local
centres

Comment ID

314
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Summary

Barrow contains convenience stores, public houses and a café. It is considered that
additional development in Barrow would support these existing retail facilities. t is agreed
that development should have good access to community facilities including leisure facilities
and green spaces. Barrow contains areas of informal open space and a recreation ground.
The recreation ground is within walking distance of Ley Road and is directly accessible from
the development promoted by Axis Land.

Comment

Retail, Leisure and Wellbeing Barrow contains convenience stores, public houses and a café.
It is considered that additional development in Barrow would support these existing retail
facilities. This topic also includes access to open space and recreation facilities. It is agreed
that development should have good access to community facilities including leisure facilities
and green spaces. Barrow contains areas of informal open space and a recreation ground.
The recreation ground is within walking distance of Ley Road and is directly accessible from
the development promoted by Axis Land by way of an existing public footpath. The promoted
development by Axis Land includes open space and land for a children’s play area.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing
distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing
requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Ingwall King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Maintaining the vitality and viability of our towns and local
centres

Comment ID

356

Summary

Diversification of town centres. Given the death of the high street we need diversity in our
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high streets. Gyms, kids play areas, small offices for start-ups and communication/IT based
companies, more housing, cycle distribution companies. Ways to get people back into town
centre that do not involve spending money. Once they are in the town working and living
they will spend money and shops may grow again.
Comment

Given the death of the high street we need diversity in our high streets. Gyms, kids play
areas, small offices for start ups and communication/IT based companies, more housing,
cycle distribution companies. Ways to get people back into town centre that do not involve
spending money. once they are in the town working and living they will spend money and
shops may grow again.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Maintaining vital and vibrant town and local centres is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Mrs Jane Busuttil

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Maintaining the vitality and viability of our towns and local
centres

Comment ID

414

Summary

Town centres post Covid. How will you assist the changing face of town centres post Covid?

Comment

How will you assist the changing face of town centres post Covid?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comment is noted. Paragraphs 1.21 and 1.22 in the introduction note the impact of
Covid-19, and this and the impacts of other changes will be assessed as the local plan
process evolves. Each stage of the process is subject to a public consultation process.

Respondent Name

Mrs Lisa McGerty
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Maintaining the vitality and viability of our towns and local
centres

Comment ID

246

Summary

Haverhill needs investment. Creating high quality retail in Haverhill should be a priority.
This is a large town with an extremely poor retail offer. Mixed land use in retail areas would
help both housing and retail. If people live in town centres, they will shop there too.

Comment

Creating high quality retail in Haverhill should be a priority. This is a large town with an
extremely poor retail offer. Mixed land use in retail areas would help both housing and retail.
If people live in town centres, they will shop there too.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Maintaining vital and vibrant town and local centres is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Mr Tim Deacon (Turnstone Estates Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Maintaining the vitality and viability of our towns and local
centres

Comment ID

410

Summary

Exning has a convenience store and public houses, and there are supermarkets and larger
shops in Newmarket. It is considered that additional development at Exning, including at
land south of Ducks Lane, would support the existing shops and retail facilities within the
village and in Newmarket. This topic also includes access to open space and recreation
facilities. It is agreed that development should have good access to community facilities
including leisure facilities in Newmarket.

Comment

Retail, Leisure and Wellbeing Exning has a convenience store and public houses, and there
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are supermarkets and larger shops in Newmarket. It is considered that additional
development at Exning, including at land south of Ducks Lane, would support the existing
shops and retail facilities within the village and in Newmarket. This topic also includes
access to open space and recreation facilities. It is agreed that development should have
good access to community facilities including leisure facilities and green spaces. There are
sports pitches, open space and recreation areas within Exning, and additional facilities in
Newmarket.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing
distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing
requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Dr Anthony France

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Providing good access to open space, sports and recreation
facilities to support wellbeing and education

Comment ID

14

Summary

Recreational facilities need to be accessible to all and not discriminate against residents
with poor mobility and/or lacking a car in terms of the sites locations' and design.
New housing should be located to minimise commuter traffic through the village centres.
Otherwise, new housing developments will increase the pollution and other hazards of motor
vehicles in the village centre.

Comment

A new village hall and recreational facilities may sound attractive but, if this is located on
the perimeter of a village it will not suit anyone with poor mobility or no access to a car. As
such it might contravene the Equality Act on grounds of indirect discrimination. Planners
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must consider access to these facilities as well as the provision for disabled users on the site
itself. The location of new housing in existing villages should consider the current commuter
traffic routes and aim to minimise any increase in such traffic. Otherwise, new housing
developments will increase the pollution and other hazards of motor vehicles in the village
centre.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments relating to access community facilities and housing . The
Issues and Options consultation draft did not contain policies. These will be developed as the
Plan progresses, including policies relating to recreational facilities. All responses to the
issues raised and options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the
production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted
on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Miss Charlotte Ditchburn (The British Horse Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Providing good access to open space, sports and recreation
facilities to support wellbeing and education

Comment ID

11

Summary

When providing good access to open space equestrians must be included. In the current
climate mental health is hugely important and horse riding and carriage driving play are
large part in enhancing physical and psychological health therefore should be included in
improving quality of life and wellbeing through an inclusive transport system accessible to
all which emphasises sustainable and active travel.

Comment

In light of the recent pandemic and the changes that it has brought upon society in terms of
the need to encourage access to the outdoors and exercise, it is essential that in projects
such as this, every opportunity is taken to benefit as many people as possible including those
least active in the population (NHS, 2019). Therapeutic and physical benefits of horse riding
and carriage driving have been proven for people with disabilities (Favali and Milton, 2010).
According to Church et al (2010) over 90% of equestrians are women and 37% of these are
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over 45 years of age and over a third would pursue no other physical activity. ‘Horse riding
induces physiologically positive effects such as muscle strength, balance…and
psychologically positive changes’ (Sung et al, 2015). In the current climate mental health is
hugely important and horse riding and carriage driving play are large part in enhancing
physical and psychological health therefore should be included in improving quality of life
and wellbeing through an inclusive transport system accessible to all which emphasises
sustainable and active travel.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, sustainable travel and open space provision should also consider equestrians.

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Providing good access to open space, sports and recreation
facilities to support wellbeing and education

Comment ID

628

Summary

We agree that open space and recreational facilities can provide opportunities to enable and
support a more active lifestyle and can greatly improve the quality of life and wellbeing for
local residents and improve the environment as well as attracting visitors from a much wider
catchment area. The council believe it is important to ensure residents have safe and easy
access to open space, sports and recreational facilities.

Comment

We agree that open space and recreational facilities can provide opportunities to enable and
support a more active lifestyle and can greatly improve the quality of life and wellbeing for
local residents and improve the environment as well as attracting visitors from a much wider
catchment area. The council believe it is important to ensure residents have safe and easy
access to open space, sports and recreational facilities. Barrow -This requirement can be
facilitated by the proposals on land to the south of Bury Road, Barrow, through the provision
of an equipped children’s play area within the development. Bloor Homes Eastern is also
keen to engage with Barrow cum Denham Parish Council to understand the needs of the
community. The proposals also include provision of new areas of Public Open Space,
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including a circular walk, a village green and incorporation of the existing wooded area. The
proposals also provide for extensive landscaping and planting including provision of new
trees and hedgerow, boundary treatments including landscape corridor to the south of the
site; and Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SuDS). Stanton - This requirement is
facilitated by the development to the east of Bury Road, Stanton, due to its location in
proximity to Stanton Recreation Ground as well as: the provision of allotments; POS,
including a circular walk; allotments and associated car parking area; extensive landscaping
and planting, including provision of new trees and hedgerow; boundary treatments,
including landscape corridor to the south of the site, Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems
(SuDS); a footpath and cycleway through the recreation ground; and a Community
Recreation Contribution to upgrade the community facilities, such as the MUGA and the
recreation ground.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing
distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing
requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr. Garth Tolmie

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Providing good access to open space, sports and recreation
facilities to support wellbeing and education

Comment ID

528

Summary

Revitalisation of decaying/aged current green spaces must be included to make them fit for
current purposes.

Comment

Revilatisation of decaying/aged current green spaces must be included to make them fit for
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current purposes.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, appropriate open space and recreational facilities can provide opportunities to enable
and support more active lifestyles and can greatly improve the quality of life and wellbeing
for local residents which is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Mr AC Browne (RC Browne and Son)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Providing good access to open space, sports and recreation
facilities to support wellbeing and education

Comment ID

255

Summary

This topic includes access to open space and recreation facilities. It is agreed that
development should have good access to community facilities including leisure facilities and
green spaces. The promoted development by RC Browne and Son would include substantial
areas of open space and green infrastructure.

Comment

Retail, Leisure and Wellbeing This topic includes access to open space and recreation
facilities. It is agreed that development should have good access to community facilities
including leisure facilities and green spaces. The promoted development by RC Browne and
Son would include substantial areas of open space and green infrastructure.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing
distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing
requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.
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Respondent Name

Mr Ian Johnson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Providing good access to open space, sports and recreation
facilities to support wellbeing and education

Comment ID

4

Summary

Parks and open spaces - Priority should be given to the provision of local parks and open
spaces accessible on foot, in the vicinity of housing.

Comment

Priority should be given to the provision of local parks and open spaces accessible on foot, in
the vicinity of housing.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

New residential applications currently always need to provide appropriate access to
recreational facilities and locally accessible open space on foot, and it is anticipated that this
will remain a priority in the new Local Plan.

Respondent Name

Mr Jordan Marshall (Taylor Wimpey Strategic Land)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Providing good access to open space, sports and recreation
facilities to support wellbeing and education

Comment ID

422

Summary

Retail, Leisure and Wellbeing - This topic includes access to open space and recreation
facilities. It is agreed that development should have good access to community facilities
including leisure facilities and green spaces. The promoted development by Taylor Wimpey
at Barton Hill in Bury St Edmunds includes a village green, play area and open space, and it
is accessible to other leisure facilities and recreation areas.

Comment

Retail, Leisure and Wellbeing This topic includes access to open space and recreation
facilities. It is agreed that development should have good access to community facilities
including leisure facilities and green spaces. The promoted development by Taylor Wimpey
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at Barton Hill in Bury St Edmunds includes a village green, play area and open space, and it
is accessible to other leisure facilities and recreation areas.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing
distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing
requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Leigh Jenkins (Norfolk & Suffolk Constabulary)

Agent Name

Miss Samantha Hazell (Lawson Planning Partnership Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Providing good access to open space, sports and recreation
facilities to support wellbeing and education

Comment ID

379

Summary

Suffolk Constabulary – Police Facilities Provision: Suggested Plan Text Amendments to
paragraph 6.10. Insert ‘safety, community cohesion’ after ‘health’, to read as follows:
“Promoting health, safety, community cohesion and well-being is also covered by other
sections in this plan, including housing, transport, supporting our rural communities and the
natural and historic environment.”

Comment

Insert ‘safety, community cohesion’ after ‘health’, to read as follows: “Promoting health,
safety, community cohesion and well-being is also covered by other sections in this plan,
including housing, transport, supporting our rural communities and the natural and historic
environment.”

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
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Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Ingwall King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Providing good access to open space, sports and recreation
facilities to support wellbeing and education

Comment ID

358

Summary

Bring open spaces into towns. Trees, sitting, park type areas with kids play spaces could all
help encourage more people into towns. We should bring this green friendly welcoming
spaces into to towns.

Comment

Trees, sitting, park type areas with kids play spaces could all help encourage more people
into towns. We should bring this green friendly welcoming spaces into to towns.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Maintaining vital and vibrant town and local centres is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Mr Philip Raiswell (Sport England)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Providing good access to open space, sports and recreation
facilities to support wellbeing and education

Comment ID

31

Summary

Sport England supports this objective, but it should also seek to protect existing facilities
that encourage healthy lifestyles including formal and informal provision. West Suffolk
Council are updating their evidence base for the provision of sports facilities and this should
form the basis for the priorities identified for future provision.

Comment

Sport England supports this objective, but it should also seek to protect existing facilities
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that encourage healthy lifestyles including formal and informal provision. West Suffolk
Council are updating their evidence base for the provision of sports facilities and this should
form the basis for the priorities identified for future provision.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

We welcome the comments of Sport England. All responses will be carefully considered and
will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which
will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr P Maddever (PH Maddever Farm)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Providing good access to open space, sports and recreation
facilities to support wellbeing and education

Comment ID

250

Summary

This topic also includes access to open space and recreation facilities. It is agreed that
development should have good access to community facilities including leisure facilities and
green spaces. There is a recreation area within Cavendish. It is anticipated that the
promoted development at Blacklands Fields in Cavendish would include public open space
and play areas.There may be an opportunity to provide other community facilities at the site,
subject to demand from the local community and PC

Comment

Retail, Leisure and Wellbeing This topic also includes access to open space and recreation
facilities. It is agreed that development should have good access to community facilities
including leisure facilities and green spaces. There is a recreation area within Cavendish. It
is anticipated that the promoted development at Blacklands Fields in Cavendish would
include public open space and play areas. There may be an opportunity to provide other
community facilities at the site, subject to demand from the local community and the Parish
Council.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
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district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing
distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing
requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.
Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Ingwall King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Providing strong neighbourhood centres and community
facilities to meet communities’ needs

Comment ID

357

Summary

Pedestrianised areas. Less cars more people. We need to make space for people to have fun,
to eat, to be outside to enjoy being in the town not just to quickly drop in and by something
and leave. More tables more food less cars!

Comment

Less cars more people. We need to make space for people to have fun, to eat, to be outside
to enjoy being in the town not just to quickly drop in and by something and leave. more
tables more food less cars!

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Maintaining vital and vibrant town and local centres is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Providing strong neighbourhood centres and community
facilities to meet communities’ needs

Comment ID

283
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Summary

Sustaining local retail outlets. Individual retail outlets are important for our Town of Bury St
Edmunds. If Business Rates are too high we will loose even more of these shops.

Comment

Individual retail outlets are important for our Town of Bury St Edmunds. If Business Rates
are too high we will loose even more of these shops.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Maintaining vital and vibrant town and local centres is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this issue. Business rates is not an issue that is considered by the Plan which is
a land use based document.

Respondent Name

. . (Peterhouse)

Agent Name

Mr John Dudding (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

389

Summary

Please see representations document

Comment

The local plan should seek to maintain and improve the vitality of existing town and local
centres across the district. Maintaining the vitality and viability of town and local centres is
paramount, particularly given the impacts that Covid-19 has had on high streets and town
centres. New development should be located within close proximity of and be easily
accessible to existing major towns and settlements to maintain and enhance their economies
with new residents being able to easily access retail, leisure, business, arts, cultural and
tourism services in these locations. Hall Farm is ideally located to support Bury St Edmunds
in such a manner and whilst the new settlement would provide it’s own level of shops and
facilities, this would be of a scale to ensure that it compliments the existing offering of Bury
St Edmunds. Alongside this, new development should also contribute to delivering new or
enhanced infrastructure for the benefit of the wider community, in particular the provision of
community facilities, health and social care and green infrastructure, all of which contribute
to the health and wellbeing of individuals and their communities. A Community
Infrastructure Study (Appendix 5) has been prepared to give an early indication of the type
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and amount of community infrastructure likely to be required for the new settlement. The
study covers education, health care facilities, community buildings, public open space, sport
and leisure facilities and retailing and is based on an understanding of existing provision in
the local area, current policy requirements and other factors necessary to ensure a healthy
and successful new community. Community infrastructure in the new settlement will
contribute to a high-quality living environment and provide residents with opportunities to
take control of their personal mental and physical health and wellbeing. The pathways
(determinants of health) through which the benefits are gained are: ● Access to
opportunities for physical activity; ● Access to community based food production (e.g.
allotments and community orchards); ● Access to open and green space, including the
countryside and woodland areas; ● Access to social infrastructure (e.g. drop in spaces such
as café, and facilities for community and social events); and ● Access to health care and
education. The strategy for community infrastructure indicates that Hall Farm will provide a
comprehensive range of community infrastructure to meet the needs of its residents and will
include on site provision of a primary school, a health care hub, open space, outdoor sports
facilities and community buildings. This infrastructure will reflect best practise in design and
prioritise improving health and wellbeing. Education, health and community buildings will
be highly accessible to residents and employees at Fornham Business Court, located to form
the heart of the village and a focal point for community engagement. Open space will be
distributed across the site in line with accessibility standards, making best use of the natural
features on site to bring a diverse and engaging range of play spaces and recreational
opportunities for all age groups, including the elderly. Community use sports pitches will be
provided and community use of school facilities will be encouraged. Improved and new
walking and cycling routes linking the settlement to neighbouring villages will connect them
to the new facilities, bring new opportunities for social interaction, much needed local
facilities such as children’s play areas, allotments and a joined up health hub, as well as
provide recreational walking and cycling opportunities.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
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none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing
distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing
requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.
Respondent Name

. . (Suffolk County Council - Health and Wellbeing)

Agent Name

Cameron Clow (Suffolk County Council)

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

656

Summary

References to the need to maintain and improve the health of West Suffolk residents made
throughout this section of the document are welcome.
Creating environments that support healthy lifestyles will support all residents to reach their
full potential. Given the health and wellbeing of people who live and work in West Suffolk is
a priority for the Local Plan to address, it is suggested that health is considered as a
separate issue.

Comment
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References to the need to maintain and improve the health of West Suffolk residents made
throughout this section of the document are welcome. Creating environments that support
healthy lifestyles will support all residents to reach their full potential. Given the health and
wellbeing of people who live and work in West Suffolk is a priority for the Local Plan to
address, it is suggested that health is considered as a separate issue. Section 8 of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) “Promoting healthy and safe communities” sets
out how the planning process should include decisions that aim at achieving ‘healthy, safe
and inclusive’ places. The themes set out in Part 2 of the Issues and Options document
reference the NPPF and it would be beneficial for health to have a dedicated theme within
the plan set out in a similar way. Specific issues that could be included under the heading
‘Issues for the local plan’ might include: * ‘Promoting healthy, active lifestyles,’ emphasising
the need to ensure all residents have the opportunity to engage in physical activity and
active travel, and access to healthy food options. * ‘Creating healthy, vibrant, connected
communities,’ emphasising the need to create town centres, developments and settlements
that are accessible, safe, promote social cohesion and leisure opportunities for residents of
all ages. These sections could include elements from paragraphs 6.7-6.10 of the Issues and

Options documents. The plan should locate development where community and leisure
facilities can be sustainably accessed or provided. This should also be a policy requirement
in the case of unplanned development. With regard to connected communities, it is
important that access to high speed internet is available not only to enable working from
home, but to enable participation in digital healthcare provision, and social activities. The
inequalities presented by limited broadband access are addressed in section 5.21 of the
plan, and we would encourage a specific policy is included to provide high speed broadband
access to rural areas. As each of the other themes included in this section are influencing
factors on the health and wellbeing of the West Suffolk population, we would recommend
that health and wellbeing is specifically mentioned within each section. For example, the
‘Housing’ section could be expanded to include an extra bullet point near the start to
emphasis the fact that good quality housing is an important determinant of health.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The County Council's comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be
carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the
Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Bruce Macmichael

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

177

Summary

The words above don't actually set out any vision or plan of action. The only action I can
read above is 'We will update the evidence we have to determine our retail and other town
centre needs over the plan period.' What about some hard actions to tackle the devastation
in our high streets?

Comment

The words above don't actually set out any vision or plan of action. The only action I can
read above is 'We will update the evidence we have to determine our retail and other town
centre needs over the plan period' What about some hard actions to tackle the devastation in
our high streets?
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments. The Issues and Options consultation draft did not contain
policies. These will be developed as the Plan progresses, including policies relating to town
centres and public open space. All responses to the issues raised and options set out will be
carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the
Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Cllr Diane Hind (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

471

Summary

I'm commenting as a resident of Bury St Edmunds. The Town Centre is the go to destination
for shoppers and central to the local economy. We have seen an increase in vacant units and
whilst some will convert to residential use, in the very centre more should be done to
promote small independent retailers and hospitality outlets. The Town Centre masterplan
could be brought forward. Pedestrianise Buttermarket. New housing developments must
expressly require good open space and recreation provision.

Comment

I'm commenting as a resident of Bury St Edmunds and so concentrating on Bury itself. The
Town Centre is the go to destination for shoppers and central to the local economy. We have
seen an increase in vacant units and whilst some will convert to residential use, in the very
centre more should be done to promote small independent retailers and hospitality outlets.
Maybe the Town Centre masterplan could be brought forward, now might be the time to
pedestrianise the Buttermarket and attract the hospitality sector. New housing
developments must expressly require good open space and recreation provision.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments which are noted. The Council agrees that access to good open
space and recreation provision is important for new and existing development and this will
be considered as part of the plan as it progresses. Maintaining vital and vibrant town and
local centres is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies will be developed in the
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local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this issue. The next draft of the Plan,
the Preferred Options draft, will be consulted on in early 2022.
Respondent Name

Greg Luton (Bury St Edmunds Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

613

Summary

Provision of accommodation for the elderly should be situated as close as possible to the
town centre for access town centre amenities within walking distance. The maintenance of
Bury St. Edmunds town centre as a ‘go-to’ destination for shoppers is important to the local
economy. The Masterplan should be expedited. Housing policies should include an express
requirement for good open space and recreational provision on new housing developments –
this is not made explicit in Section 6.

Comment

The second bullet of paragraph 6.3 notes that an ageing population means that opportunities
to enhance community service infrastructure through future development should be fully
realised. The Town Council suggests that provision of accommodation for the elderly should
be situated as close as possible to the town centre so that residents can easily access town
centre amenities within walking distance. The maintenance of Bury St. Edmunds town
centre as a ‘go-to’ destination for shoppers is important to the local economy. We are seeing
a growing number of vacant retail units being converted to residential use, and this is likely
to increase in the light of COVID-19 with smaller units being lost. The Town Council is keen
to promote independent retailers and market traders and urges enhancement schemes in the
Town Centre Masterplan to be brought forward. We support the retention of all
neighbourhood centres and welcome your statement that they are a vital part of the
community. However, there needs to be sufficient supply of such centres to meet the genuine
needs of communities. Relevant housing policies should include an express requirement for
good open space and recreational provision on new housing developments – this is not made
explicit in Section 6.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments on the plan are welcomed and noted. The Issues and Options consultation
draft did not contain policies. However, all responses to the issues raised and options set out
will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the
Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Hundon Residents Group (Hundon Residents Group)

Agent Name

Mrs Lisa Skinner (Phase 2 Planning)

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

662

Summary

An update to date audit of all local service centres has not taken place. In respect of
Hundon, the evidence in relation to the nature of retail facilities that are currently available
in the Village as submitted within this Statement, should therefore inform the Local Plan. We
agree with access to open space, sport and recreation facilities but up to date assessments
are required.

Comment

Paragraph 6.6. states that local centres fulfil an important role as they provide a good range
of retail, community facilities (including health, education and cultural) and leisure services
that meet local needs as well as the immediately surrounding villages. This paragraph also
confirms that a “Retail and Leisure Study was carried out in 2016 for the former Forest
Heath and St Edmundsbury areas which included an audit of the town centres in the towns
named above, as well as an audit of the local centres within Clare, Lakenheath and Red
Lodge.” The Council has stated that this evidence base will be updated to determine the
retail and other town centre needs over the plan period. This confirms that an update to date
audit of all local service centres has not taken place. In respect of Hundon, the evidence in
relation to the nature of retail facilities that are currently available in the Village as
submitted within this Statement, should therefore inform the Local Plan. 6.39 Paragraphs
6.8 to 6.10 refer to access to open space, sport and recreation facilities to support wellbeing
and education. 6.40 We agree with these statements but it is important that detailed and
accurate assessments for the settlements take place to inform the decisions that are
currently taking place for each of the settlements.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Dalham Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

95

Summary

Maintaining a good public footpath network is important for well-being both for residents in
rural communities and people who come to the countryside to access green spaces. The
impact of development in neighbouring communities should be taken into account when
planning rural housing. Any increase in traffic will put pressure on the existing road
network.

Comment

Maintaining a good public footpath network is important for well-being both for residents in
rural communities and people who come to the countryside to access green spaces. The
impact of development in neighbouring communities should be taken into account when
planning rural housing. Any increase in traffic will put pressure on the existing road
network.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments relating to access to the countryside and open space. The
Issues and Options consultation draft did not contain policies. These will be developed as the
Plan progresses, including policies relating to sustainable transport modes. All responses to
the issues raised and options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the
production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted
on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Risby Parish Council)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

454

Summary

Risby Parish Council recognises the Importance of preserving the rural landscape so that
residents can access countryside and open spaces which contributes to their health and
sense of well-being.

Comment

Risby Parish Council recognises the Importance of preserving the rural landscape so that
residents can access countryside and open spaces which contributes to their health and
sense of well-being.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments relating to access to the countryside and open space. The
Issues and Options consultation draft did not contain policies. These will be developed as the
Plan progresses, including policies relating to public open space. All responses to the issues
raised and options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the
next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Jonathan Ascroft (Jockey Club Farming Company Limited)

Agent Name

Alison Wright (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

481

Summary

The Local plan should include a spatial strategy that connects homes with jobs; good quality
public transport; facilities/services and high-quality open spaces. Policies should also
highlight wellbeing and social inclusion as a key priority for new developments. The WSLP
should include for a policy framework that supports healthy lifestyles by creating a spatial
strategy that can support connected spaces where people do not have to rely on the private
car for their daily routine of school, work

Comment

* The Local plan should include a spatial strategy that connects homes with jobs; good
quality public transport; facilities/services and high-quality open spaces. Policies should also
highlight wellbeing and social inclusion as a key priority for new developments. * The WSLP
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should include for a policy framework that supports healthy lifestyles by creating a spatial
strategy that can support connected spaces where people do not have to rely on the private
car for their daily routine of school, work, shopping and leisure. Enabling active lifestyles
and opportunities for social interaction is a priority.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The plan must be prepared in line with the aims of sustainable development which is
summarised in the NPPF as 'meeting the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs'. This includes many of the aspirations
set out in your comments. Three overarching objectives are set out in the NPPF which are
interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually supportive ways. These can be
summarised as: economic - ensuring sufficient land is available to support growth; social supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, including ensuring sufficient numbers
of homes are provided; and environmental - protecting and enhancing the natural, built and
historic environment.

Respondent Name

Luisa Townsley (Artemis Trustees Limited as trustees of the VS Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

489

Summary

The Local plan should include a spatial strategy that connects homes with jobs; good quality
public transport; facilities/services and high-quality open spaces. Policies should also
highlight wellbeing and social inclusion as a key priority for new developments. The WSLP
should include for a policy framework that supports healthy lifestyles by creating a spatial
strategy that can support connected spaces where people do not have to rely on the private
car for their daily routine of school, work

Comment

• The Local plan should include a spatial strategy that connects homes with jobs; good
quality public transport; facilities/services and high-quality open spaces. Policies should also
highlight wellbeing and social inclusion as a key priority for new developments. • The WSLP
should include for a policy framework that supports healthy lifestyles by creating a spatial
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strategy that can support connected spaces where people do not have to rely on the private
car for their daily routine of school, work, shopping and leisure. Enabling active lifestyles
and opportunities for social interaction is a priority.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The plan must be prepared in line with the aims of sustainable development which is
summarised in the NPPF as 'meeting the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs'. This includes many of the aspirations
set out in your comments. Three overarching objectives are set out in the NPPF which are
interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually supportive ways. These can be
summarised as: economic - ensuring sufficient land is available to support growth; social supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, including ensuring sufficient numbers
of homes are provided; and environmental - protecting and enhancing the natural, built and
historic environment.

Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

392

Summary

The local offer in the local High Street. Lockdown demonstrated how people trust their local
traders - traditional markets have been incredibly popular. We should re-think our view of
the retail and hospitality sector in the light of how our communities will change and develop
post Covid.

Comment

Lockodwn demosntrated how people trust their local traders - traditional markets have been
incredibly popular. We should re-think our view of the retail and hospitality sector in the
light of how our communities will change and develop post Covid.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comment is noted. Paragraphs 1.21 and 1.22 in the introduction note the impact of
Covid-19, and this and the impacts of other changes will be assessed as the local plan
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process evolves. Each stage of the process is subject to a public consultation process.
Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

495

Summary

Access to open space is vital - as we have seen in lockdown. Our green spaces and
countryside are salves for our physical and mental health.

Comment

Access to open space is vital - as we have seen in lockdown. Our green spaces and
countryside are salves for our physical and mental health.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thankyou for your comments relating to access to open space. The Issues and Options
consultation draft did not contain policies. These will be developed as the Plan progresses,
including policies relating to public open space. All responses to the issues raised and
options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft
of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Colin Knight

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

464

Summary

Retail, leisure and wellbeing – Agree that we need to develop all these areas, especially
leisure and healthcare. With regard to retail – we are seeing a change in habits towards online shopping and maintaining the “high street” is becoming more of a challenge – this will
be decided by the shoppers.

Comment

Retail, leisure and wellbeing – Agree that we need to develop all these areas, especially
leisure and healthcare. With regard to retail – we are seeing a change in habits towards on-
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line shopping and maintaining the “high street” is becoming more of a challenge – this will
be decided by the shoppers.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes your comments about the changing retail environment.

Respondent Name

Mr Edward Barrett (Catesby Estates plc)

Agent Name

Mr Greg Pearce (David Lock Associates)

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

430

Summary

It is considered that the issues identified are appropriate for the Local Plan to focus on.
Development to the south of Haverhill at Haverhill Vales would support the vitality of the
wider town and its centre, due to its close proximity, levels of investment and potential to
secure improved connections with the existing area. Our proposals will encourage these
connections to the town via sustainable modes of transport and provide a new part of town
which is well connected...

Comment

The issues identified for retail, leisure and wellbeing are covered in paragraphs 6.4-6.10 of
Part 2.6 of the Issues and Options Consultation and relate to maintaining the vitality and
viability of the towns and local centres, providing strong neighbourhood centres and
community facilities, and providing good access to open space, sports and recreation
facilities. It is considered that the issues identified are appropriate for the Local Plan to
focus on. Development to the south of Haverhill at Haverhill Vales would support the vitality
of the wider town and its centre, due to its close proximity, levels of investment and potential
to secure improved connections with the existing area. Our proposals will encourage these
connections to the town via sustainable modes of transport and provide a new part of town
which is well connected and complements other investment and growth initiatives locally.
3.27 At the local scale, each of the individual neighbourhoods within Haverhill Vales will
provide localised amenities to support residents, though not of a scale to detract from
Haverhill town centre. The new development will be providing significant areas of public
open space, education and other community-based facilities to promote improved wellbeing
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to residents and ultimately providing a series of distinctive new neighbourhoods. (See our
accompanying Vision Document for further details).
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing
distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing
requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Jake Nugent (Endurance Estates)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

333

Summary

Clare contains convenience stores, public houses and a café. It is considered that additional
development in Clare would support these existing retail facilities. It is agreed that
development should have good access to community facilities including leisure facilities and
green spaces. There are community and leisure facilities, recreation areas and a country
park. The promoted development at land north of Cavendish Road in Clare would include
open space and play areas.

Comment

Retail, Leisure and Wellbeing Clare contains convenience stores, public houses and a café. It
is considered that additional development in Clare would support these existing retail
facilities. This topic also includes access to open space and recreation facilities. It is agreed
that development should have good access to community facilities including leisure facilities
and green spaces. There are community and leisure facilities, recreation areas and a country
park within Clare. The promoted development at land north of Cavendish Road in Clare
would include open space and play areas, and would be accessible to the existing outdoor
recreation facilities in the village.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing
distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing
requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Julian Edge-Partington (Wisdom Toothbrushes Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

375

Summary

Haverhill contains a good range of retail and leisure facilities, and areas of open space and
outdoor sport and recreation. It is agreed that development should have good access to
retail, leisure and community facilities, including outdoor green spaces. The promoted
development at Duddery Hill includes open space, and it is very accessible to other leisure
facilities and recreation areas within Haverhill.

Comment

Retail, Leisure and Wellbeing Haverhill contains a good range of retail and leisure facilities,
and areas of open space and outdoor sport and recreation. It is agreed that development
should have good access to retail, leisure and community facilities, including outdoor green
spaces. The promoted development at Duddery Hill includes open space, and it is very
accessible to other leisure facilities and recreation areas within Haverhill.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing
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distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing
requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.
Respondent Name

Mr Philip Reeve (Gt Barton Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

518

Summary

Town centre recovery needs transport connections. Multi transport modes are essential.
Town centres' historic development should be considered. Garden spaces should be
promoted in addition to open spaces. Green spaces must be defined and not left to how many
houses are sold and then they (green spaces) do not come to fruition. There needs to be
plans for the future management of these areas so that they do not fall on councils' budgets
or fall into disrepair and become eyesores.

Comment

Sect 6.1 to 6.2 are worthy only if: The lead for town centre development/rejuvenation will
only come about if transport connections are encompassed first. See replies to section 5 6.3
SA Point 4 is essential as demonstrated by the slow development of The Severals due to the
railway line being an obstruction to sustainable development and has accessibility
constrictions, restricting multi transport modes that are essential to create a vibrant
residential and industry area. Sect 6.5 & 6.6 There is a need to understand the historic make
up of the principle towns, the changes of the last 20 years and those premises which have
disappeared and those that have flourished. Infrastructure connections needs to be part of
that study with the neighbouring populace, alongside business types. Sect 6.6 Audit scope
summary would have been of interest to make a more meaningful reply to this section. Sect
6.7 Agree Sect 6.8 There needs to be a balance of open space with garden space, the latter
providing better security to young and developing families. Needs to be part of planning that
green spaces are defined and not left to how many houses are sold and then they (green
spaces) do not come to fruition. There needs to be plans for the future management of these
areas so that they do not fall on councils budgets or fall into disrepair and become eye sores

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

579

Summary

The revitalisation of town centres will be vital as part of any post-COVID reconstruction.
West Suffolk should urgently update evidence on the health and viability of town centres.
Neighbourhood centres should be protected and enhanced. West Suffolk must protect and
enhance green spaces, both for recreational and environmental purposes.

Comment

Part 2.6 Retail, leisure and well-being Paragraphs 6.1 and 6.2 The revitalisation of town
centres will be vital as part of any post-COVID reconstruction. Paragraph 6.3 These
sustainability issues are appropriate and important. Paragraphs 6.4 to 6.6 West Suffolk
should urgently update evidence on the health and viability of town centres. Paragraph 6.7
Neighbourhood centres should be protected and enhanced. Paragraphs 6.8 to 6.10 West
Suffolk must protect and enhance green spaces, both for recreational and environmental
purposes.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments. The Issues and Options consultation draft did not contain
policies. These will be developed as the Plan progresses, including policies relating to town
centres and public open space. Paragraphs 1.21 and 1.22 in the introduction note the impact
of Covid-19, and this and the impacts of other changes will be assessed as the local plan
process evolves. All responses to the issues raised and options set out will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Beryl Hughes
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

530

Summary

Apart from a small play area for young children in Horringer there are no sports facilities
for older teenagers/young people. If more housing development is agreed there should be
provision for a sports area which could create some employment.

Comment

Apart from a small play area for young children in Horringer there are no sports facilities for
older teenagers/young people. If more housing development is agreed there should be
provision for a sports area which could create some employment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Hilary Workman (Wickhambrook Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

51

Summary

Agree that these are the right retail, leisure and wellbeing issues to focus on

Comment

Agree that these are the right retail, leisure and wellbeing issues to focus on

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Lisa McGerty
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

535

Summary

Focus on better retail and leisure offers for places other than Bury St Edmunds.

Comment

Focus on better retail and leisure offers for places other than Bury St Edmunds.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comment. The plan will address requirements for retail and leisure in
accordance with the provisions of the NPPF across all of West Suffolk.

Respondent Name

Mr Tom Clarke MRTPI (Theatres Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

148

Summary

We would broadly agree these are the right issues on which to focus, however we urge
inclusion of policy which robustly protects West Suffolk's valued community and cultural
facilities from unnecessary loss. This would also ensure conformity with paragraph 92 of the
NPPF.

Comment

We would broadly agree these are the right issues on which to focus, however we urge
inclusion of policy which robustly protects West Suffolk's valued community and cultural
facilities from unnecessary loss. This would also ensure conformity with paragraph 92 of the
NPPF.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

We welcome the comments of the Theatres Trust. All responses will be carefully considered
and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft,
which will be consulted on in early 2022.
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Respondent Name

Ms Deborah Cross

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

214

Summary

Para 6.3 refers to green infrastructure. Building on sites WS 116, WS 117 or WS 200 would
remove green infrastructure from Hundon. This would seem to be contrary to SO14 (about
increasing the provision of green spaces and corridors!) and in my opinion should only be
undertaken if complying with SO11 – meeting the requirements of the individual settlement
ie Hundon. Many roads in Hundon do not have pavements. uilding lots of houses without
widening the roads/ improving many junctions...

Comment

see attached. Part 2.6 Retail, leisure and well being * Para 6.3 refers to green
infrastructure. Building on sites WS 116, WS 117 or WS 200 would remove green
infrastructure from Hundon. This would seem to be contrary to SO14 (about increasing the
provision of green spaces and corridors!) and in my opinion should only be undertaken if
complying with SO11 – meeting the requirements of the individual settlement ie Hundon. *
Many roads in Hundon do not have pavements. There are no cycle paths. If people want to
walk, then they will usually end up walking on one of the narrow unclassified roads in
Hundon at some stage, even when connecting to footpaths. This is not usually a problem.
Building lots of houses without widening the roads, improving many junctions, introducing
carefully planned traffic calming and creating pavements will reduce the ability of residents
to walk, which appears to be contrary to one of the Strategic Plan Priorities, a number of
Strategic Objectives (SO16, SO17, SO18 etc) and some of the key sustainability issues
identified by the Sustainability Appraisal. Increased car use in the area will probably make
cycling more dangerous. See the annexed detailed note on the roads in Hundon.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
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Respondent Name

Ms Donna Higgins (Bury Town Branch of the Labour Party)

Agent Name

Mr John Popham

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

37

Summary

Provision of accommodation and community infrastructure for the elderly near to town
centres is important. It is important to ensure BSE is a go-to shopping destination. Following
Covid more units may be lost. Independent retailers and market traders should be promoted.
The Masterplan should be got underway. Local centres are not meeting local needs due to
service cuts. New housing should be serviced by good open space/ recreation.

Comment

Para. 6.3 The key sustainability issues relating to the need for adequate provision for the
elderly and that relating to social care are particularly important. Every opportunity to
enhance community service infrastructure needs to be taken – especially at a time when
social services have suffered severe cut-backs over the last decade. An important aspect of
this is the location of accommodation for the elderly close to town centres so that they are
able to walk into them. Paras. 6.4 & 6.5. In terms of maintaining the ‘viability and vitality’ of
Bury St Edmunds continuing to encourage their enhancement is of particular importance if it
is to remain a “go-to” destination for shoppers including people outside the immediate area.
We are already seeing an increase in planning applications for the conversion of vacant retail
units to residential use as some of the larger, mainly national, retailers close down.
Following Covid-19 this is likely to continue with more smaller units lost. It will therefore be
particularly important actively to continue to promote independent retailers and the market
traders. In addition, the enhancement schemes included in the Town Centre Masterplan
need to be got under way at the earliest opportunity, as well as actively promoting leisure,
the arts, cultural and tourism activities.
Para. 6.7. Neighbourhood centres. We strongly
support their retention and the provision of new centres. We note your statement that “they
are a vital part of the community and should be protected”. However, the range of facilities
they once offered and should be still offering, including for example children’s centres, has
been severely reduced by County Council cuts over the last decade. What is the point of
having such centres if they fail to provide for the genuine needs of the communities for
which they were built? There is an urgent need to reinstate lost services and enhance the
scope of activities in them.
Para. 6.8. In relation to providing good access to open space
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we agree in general with the subsection. However, no express mention is made of the need
for good open space and recreational provision on new housing developments. The relevant
housing policies should include such a requirement.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, the next stage of the Local Plan will continue to support social care, vibrant town
centres including independent and national retailers, where arts, leisure, cultural and tourist
activities are promoted. The Local Plan considers land uses and as such cannot prevent the
closing of services in local and neighbourhood centres, although we can support services
through appropriate planning policies. New residential applications currently always need to
provide appropriate access to recreational facilities and open space, and it is anticipated
that this will remain a priority in the new Local Plan.

Respondent Name

Ms Joanne Kirk (Ousden Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

188

Summary

It is important to preserve the rural landscape so that residents can access countryside and
open spaces which contributes to health and sense of well-being.

Comment

It is important to preserve the rural landscape so that residents can access countryside and
open spaces which contributes to health and sense of well-being.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments relating to access to the countryside and open space. The
Issues and Options consultation draft did not contain policies. These will be developed as the
Plan progresses, including policies relating to public open space. All responses to the issues
raised and options set out will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the
next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Ms Rachel Hood
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

542

Summary

I agree with these aspirations and in particular the importance of a vibrant town centre.
However, the town centre model has changed and greater emphasis is now needed on
encouraging visitors into our towns.

Comment

I agree with these aspirations and in particular the importance of a vibrant town centre.
However, the town centre model has changed and greater emphasis is now needed on
encouraging visitors into our towns.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Maintaining vital and vibrant town and local centres is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this issue.

Respondent Name

Peter Chrisp

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

200

Summary

I agree but a rethink may be needed to cover the swing towards online shopping.
Encourage walking and cycling

Comment

I agree but a rethink may be needed to cover the swing towards online shopping. Additional
text copied from questionnaire response Encourage walking and cycling

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
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Respondent Name

Peter Riddington (Bury St Edmunds Town Trust)

Agent Name

Mr John Popham

Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

42

Summary

Paras 6.4 and 6.5 In terms of maintaining the ‘viability and vitality’ of Bury St Edmunds
continuing to encourage the enhancement of the uses/activities is of particular importance if
the town is to remain a “go-to” destination for shoppers including people from outside the
immediate area. We are already seeing an increase in planning applications for the
conversion of vacant retail units to residential use as some of the larger, mainly national,
retailers close down. Following Covid-19...

Comment

Paras. 6.4 & 6.5. In terms of maintaining the ‘viability and vitality’ of Bury St Edmunds
continuing to encourage the enhancement of the uses/activities is of particular importance if
the town is to remain a “go-to” destination for shoppers including people from outside the
immediate area. We are already seeing an increase in planning applications for the
conversion of vacant retail units to residential use as some of the larger, mainly national,
retailers close down. Following Covid-19 this is likely to continue with more smaller units
lost. It will therefore be particularly important actively to continue to promote independent
retailers and the market traders. In addition, the enhancement schemes included in the
Town Centre Masterplan need to be got under way at the earliest opportunity, as well as
actively promoting leisure, the arts, cultural and tourism activities.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments noted. Paragraphs 1.21 and 1.22 in the introduction note the impact of Covid-19,
and this and the impacts of other changes will be assessed as the local plan process evolves.
Each stage of the process is subject to a public consultation process. The Council aspires to
ensure our town centres remain vibrant and viable, through a variety of initiatives that are
not just planning policy based.

Respondent Name

Town Clerk (Newmarket Town Council)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Retail, leisure and wellbeing > Retail, leisure and wellbeing

Comment ID

553

Summary

Newmarket Town Council strongly agrees with these aspirations and in particular the
importance of a vibrant town centre. However, the town centre model has changed and
greater emphasis is now needed on encouraging visitors in to our towns. Car parking
provision should be considered accordingly, and parking pricing reviewed – as an example,
the Ely model of free limited parking is seen as worthy of consideration.

Comment

Newmarket Town Council strongly agrees with these aspirations and in particular the
importance of a vibrant town centre. However, the town centre model has changed and
greater emphasis is now needed on encouraging visitors in to our towns. Car parking
provision should be considered accordingly, and parking pricing reviewed – as an example,
the Ely model of free limited parking is seen as worthy of consideration.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes these comments. The motorcar is one way of accessing shops,
employment and other facilities located in town centres. The plan will aspire to ensure
development proposals that are sustainable in all respects, including consideration of
sustainable transport measures. Charging policies for public car parking falls outside of the
scope of the plan.

Respondent Name

Burthorpe Green Farm

Agent Name

Mr Dan Hewett (Wilson Wraight LLP)

Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

368

Summary

Overall, the identification of the key sustainability issues facing rural areas are welcomed
including the need to address the under provision of affordable housing in West Suffolk. It is
important that sites identified for housing allocations on the edges of settlements should
minimise the impact on heritage assets and valued landscapes. Sites such as the one put
forward on behalf of our client will assist the Council in meeting this challenge.
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Comment

The Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report identifies that much of the Plan area is rural in
nature and that a key sustainability issue for the rural areas is that new development and
settlement expansion has the potential to impact upon the varied and rich landscape
character. For this reason, it is important that sites identified for housing allocations on the
edges of settlements should minimise the impact on heritage assets and valued landscapes.
Sites such as the one put forward on behalf of our client will assist the Council in meeting
this challenge. Overall, the identification of the key sustainability issues facing rural areas
are welcomed including the need to address the under provision of affordable housing in
West Suffolk.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes your comments. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a
distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement
hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within each
settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is important to note that not all
the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Catherine Hibbert (Clare Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

639

Summary

Much of the plan area is rural in nature; new development and settlement expansion has the
potential to impact upon the varied and rich landscape character.
It will be important to protect settlement identities, including settlement settings and the
nocturnal landscape.

Comment

Much of the plan area is rural in nature; new development and settlement expansion has the
potential to impact upon the varied and rich landscape character. All four proposed sites
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outside the settlement boundary have the potential to impact negatively on the landscape
character and identity of Clare and its position within the Stour Valley. It will be important to
protect settlement identities, including settlement settings and the nocturnal landscape. It is
interesting to note that the current Consultation documents use of a photo of Clare and its
setting within the countryside to illustrate the priorities of rural communities. These views
are put in jeopardy by the potential development under current consideration by this
Consultation.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Dr Mark Leadbeater (Depden Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

350

Summary

Many people prefer to live in rural communities rather than towns and suburban housing
estates

Comment

There are many people who would prefer to live in rural communities rather than towns and
suburban housing estates – this option should not be reserved for those with high incomes.
Places like Depden are safe and healthy places for people to live

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments about access to housing in the rural areas is noted.
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Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

394

Summary

The price of rural housing. The price of rural housing is preventing younger people from
staying in the areas where they grew up breaking family ties with communities - which is
sad. Of course new homes of what ever size and level of price should be designed to fit their
surroundings. Planning agreements for example that front gardens should be hedged to give
a rural feel - must be enforced.

Comment

The price of rural housing is preventing younger people from staying in the areas where they
grew up breaking family ties with communities - which is sad. Of course new homes of what
ever size and level of price should be designed to fit their surroundings. Planing agreements
for example that front gardens should be hedged to give a rural feel - must be enforced. The
installation of LED streetlights is having a wondferfully positive impact on the sky at night in
rural West Suffolk and should be encouraged

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments about these specific issues in the rural areas are noted.

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

629

Summary

see below. Barrow and Stanton - As set out above, we agree that there has been an under
delivery of affordable homes, as well as market homes. In our representations to the West
Suffolk Draft 5 Year Housing Land Supply and Draft Housing Action Plan, we concluded that
the combined annual target of 860dpa, which equates to 7,740 dwellings over the same
period, results in an undersupply of 2,006 homes.
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Comment
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The SA scoping report identifies the following key sustainability issues for the rural areas: *
Much of the plan area is rural in nature, new development and settlement expansion has the
potential to impact upon the varied and rich landscape character. * It will be important to
protect settlement identities, including settlement settings and the nocturnal landscape. *
Pockets of rural deprivation can be hard to identify and address, with these areas facing
additional challenges to overcome barriers to reducing deprivation. * Historically there has
been an under provision of affordable housing in West Suffolk Barrow - The proposals to the
south of Bury Road, Barrow, will also be underpinned by a variety of technical assessments
including a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) and Landscape Strategy Plan.
These reports help to shape the proposals, including landscaping and design aspects such as
setting back the development from the southern and eastern edges. The proposals have been
design and landscape led so as to ensure that the design is in keeping with the existing built
environment. Stanton - Although landscaping is a reserved matter on the current
application, the proposals, have been underpinned by a variety of technical assessments
including a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) and Landscape Strategy Plan.
The LVIA confirms that the development will result in a change of character within the site
from open agriculture to built development. This is considered appropriate alongside the
existing urban area and that the proposed development including the strategic landscape
structure has been designed to minimise landscape effects and provide a transition between
Stanton and the surrounding countryside. The assessment concludes that the development
would be a logical extension to the existing settlement of Stanton. Although there will be
localised visual and landscape effects, the nature of the built form, use of building materials
and additions to the current boundary vegetation will visually integrate the development into
the surrounding landscape. The proposals have been design and landscape led so as to
ensure that the design is in keeping with the existing built environment. The eastern section
of the site is more ‘barnstead’ in character to reflect the character of Bury Lane. To the
south lies a soft landscaped edge to create a transition into the wider countryside to the
south. Barrow and Stanton - As set out above, we agree that there has been an under
delivery of affordable homes, as well as market homes. In our representations to the West
Suffolk Draft 5 Year Housing Land Supply and Draft Housing Action Plan, we concluded that
the combined annual target of 860dpa, which equates to 7,740 dwellings over the same
period, results in an undersupply of 2,006 homes. So although using the Standard Method
‘wipes the slate clean’ in relation to any previous under-delivery, this past record is

something to consider when assessing how realistic the Council’s claim are in relation to
future development coming forward. These representations are attached at Appendix 4 - see
attachments at rep 425
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing
distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing
requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Moulton Manor Farm Ltd (Moulton Manor Farm Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Dan Hewett (Wilson Wraight LLP)

Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

120

Summary

Overall, the identification of the key sustainability issues facing rural areas are welcomed
including the need to address the under provision of affordable housing in West Suffolk.

Comment

The SA Scoping Report identifies that much of the plan area is rural in nature and a key a
sustainability issue for the rural areas is that new development and settlement expansion
has the potential to impact upon the varied and rich landscape character. For this reason, it
is important sites identified for housing allocations on the edges of settlements should
minimise the impact on heritage assets and valued landscapes. Sites such as the one put
forward on behalf of our Client will assist the Council in meeting this challenge. Overall, the
identification of the key sustainability issues facing rural areas are welcomed including the
need to address the under provision of affordable housing in West Suffolk.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
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preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr David Letley

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

349

Summary

Some local residents of Risby cannot understand the apparent willingness of WSC to
compromise a local Conservation Area on the altar of the Government's controversial
'presumptive development' policy. This misgiving is being voiced not only by owners of Grade
II listed properties who have spent their life savings lovingly maintaining properties within
the local Conservation area, but equally by other villagers and visitors who appreciate their
ancient heritage.

Comment

On the one hand, it might be construed as encouraging the way WSC insists on becoming
painstakingly involved with the most detailed minutiae of say a window replacement on a
Grade II listed property located in a Conservation Area. On the other hand, the merit of such
diligence swiftly pales when it becomes apparent that WSC, of their own volition, have on
the face of it declared 'open season' on, for example, the Risby Conservation Area by
including in a SHELAA survey, land (WS617/WS459) which would, if developed, transform
the area into a mini Marham Park. Members of the public will obviously be fully aware of
the pressure of the Government's 'presumptive development' NPPF policy. However, in view
of the substantial building plans that are already in progress in W Suffolk, might not the
public reasonably expect WSC to apply strong, informed & selective counter-pressure to
make sure that the Government's wishes are carried out in a sensitive & balanced manner
which, at the very least, preserves our treasured rural heritage? May we respectfully draw
your attention to your own guidelines as detailed in The local Plan Annex 1:- Significant
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Restraints: Conservation Areas: QUOTE "Individual appraisals will be required to establish
the impact of new development on the character and appearance of the conservation area or
its setting." UNQUOTE Listed Buildings: QUOTE "Listed Building status carries the same
weight regardless of location, however the setting to listed buildings within rural or open
areas may be more sensitive to new development due to potential change from rural to
urban character" UNQUOTE In the light of these guidelines, could it perhaps have been a
error that WS617 & WS459 were listed in the SHELAA exercise? After all, such a resulting
'mini-Marham' would have the effect of separating & isolating the Conservation Area from
its natural rural surroundings and negating the historical context of the 400 year old Church
Cottages, which were previously tied cottages for those who toiled on the surrounding fields.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Derek Pearson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

66

Summary

NUMBERS OF POTENTIAL NEW HOUSES. WHEN ONE LOOKS AT THE NUMBER OF NEW
POTENTIAL HOUSES AND THE RESTRICTIONS OUTLINED IN PART 1, OPTION 3,
PARAGRAPH 5.48, THE POTENTIAL FOR OVER DEVEPMENT IN BOTH KEY AND LOCAL
SERVICE CENTRES IS ENORMOUS. IT WILL NOT BE POSSIBLE TO PROTECT
SETTLEMENTS' IDENTITIES, SETTINGS AND THE NOCTURAL LANDSCAPE IF PURE
NUMBERS OF NEW HOMES IS THE KEY ISSUE AS OUTLINED.
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Comment

WHEN ONE LOOKS AT THE NUMBER OF NEW POTENTIAL HOUSES AND THE
RESTRICTIONS OUTLINED IN PART 1, OPTION 3, PARAGRAPH 5.48, THE POTENTIAL
FOR OVER DEVEPMENT IN BOTH KEY AND LOCAL SERVICE CENTRES IS ENORMOUS.
IT WILL NOT BE POSSIBLE TO PROTECT SETTLEMENTS' IDENTITIES, SETTINGS AND
THE NOCTURAL LANDSCAPE IF PURE NUMBERS OF NEW HOMES IS THE KEY ISSUE AS
OUTLINED.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Ingwall King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

359

Summary

Connectivity and sustainability. a key issues isn’t in relation to the connection of rural
communities? how can we connect communities in a way suitable of a net zero UK?
no emissions arising from travel yet a community of commuters, families, and aging
population needing things outside of their communities.

Comment

a key issues isn’t in relation to the connection of rural communities? how can we connect
communities in a way suitable of a net zero UK? no emissions arising from travel yet a
community of commuters, families, and aging population needing things outside of their
communities.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. Sustainable rural communities and
tackling climate change are strategic priorities and objectives for West Suffolk and policies
will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex
issue.

Respondent Name

. . (St John's College Oxford)

Agent Name

Miss Rosanna Metcalfe (Savills (UK) Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

436

Summary

The Plan does not clearly identify what it considers the rural community issues to be,
although it suggests access to services, transport, affordable housing, and job opportunities
are matters which can contribute towards rural deprivation. We therefore welcome any
endeavours in the Plan to address these issues.

Comment

Do you agree that these are the right rural community issues to focus on? Disagree The Plan
does not clearly identify what it considers the rural community issues to be, although it
suggests access to services, transport, affordable housing, and job opportunities are matters
which can contribute towards rural deprivation. We therefore welcome any endeavours in
the Plan to address these issues. However, the strategy proposed will not help to mitigate
these issues. As noted in our response to the settlement hierarchy, no housing allocations are
proposed in Type B or villages designated as ‘countryside’. Consequently, these villages will
see little to no investment in rural services contrary to the NPPF which seeks to promote
sustainable in rural areas. Whilst is acknowledged more affordable housing is required in
rural areas, market housing is also essential as not everyone will qualify for affordable
housing. Without

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are noted. The Council will include specific policies to address the
development needs and pressures of the rural areas and will prepare its plan in accordance
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with national planning policies set out in the NPPF.
Respondent Name

Dr Roger Merry

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

590

Summary

In our rural agricultural based community diversification of farm will need grants to lead
farmers towards some smaller fields and re-wilding and tree planting, but only if they are
made available. This could improve landscapes visually and increase biodiversity and carbon
capture. Containment of housing development, particularly on green sites, will reduce light
pollution and effects on the night sky/wildlife.

Comment

In our rural agricultural based community diversification of farm will need grants to lead
farmers towards some smaller fields and re-wilding and tree planting, but only if they are
made available. This could improve landscapes visually and increase biodiversity and carbon
capture. Containment of housing development, particularly on green sites, will reduce light
pollution and effects on the night sky/wildlife.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments relating to agriculture and rural development are noted.

Respondent Name

Dr Roger Merry

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

592

Summary

The Covid crisis that has strengthened the case for even faster broadband in rural areas with
more people working from home in the future should be recognised in future plans as many
offices will close and people will continue with this way of life.

Comment

The Covid crisis that has strengthened the case for even faster broadband in rural areas with
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more people working from home in the future should be recognised in future plans as many
offices will close and people will continue with this way of life.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes these comments about broadband provision and is supportive of the
provision of new and/or improved telecommunications infrastructure.

Respondent Name

Greg Luton (Bury St Edmunds Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

614

Summary

As Bury St. Edmunds Town Council we will not be commenting on matters relating to
rural areas.

Comment

As Bury St. Edmunds Town Council we will not be commenting on matters relating to rural
areas.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comment noted.

Respondent Name

Hundon Residents Group (Hundon Residents Group)

Agent Name

Mrs Lisa Skinner (Phase 2 Planning)

Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

663

Summary

We agree with the statement at paragraph 7.6 that refers to National research that has
shown some rural areas fare less well than urban areas in terms of access to services,
transport, affordable housing, and job opportunities.

Comment

We agree with the statement at paragraph 7.6 that refers to National research that has
shown some rural areas fare less well than urban areas in terms of access to services,
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transport, affordable housing, and job opportunities. Whilst planning policy can help tackle
these issues, it is essential that any form of development supports the principles of
sustainable development in terms of locational impacts and built form.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Dalham Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

170

Summary

Rural communities need support to keep their services like pubs, churches open and village
halls open.

Comment

Rural communities need support to keep their services like pubs, churches open and village
halls open. Rural communities do not benefit from developers' contributions which puts a
disproportionate burden on them as they have to raise money for community facilities
themselves. With low tax bases, they are not in a position to raise sufficient funds through
the precept.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments relating to the difficulties facing rural communities are noted.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Lidgate Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

81
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Summary

To enable rural communities to thrive, especially rural businesses and people working from
home, access to fast and reliable broadband to ALL homes should be prioritised. The mobile
phone signal is poor and needs improving to allow people to work at home. Broadband is
variable and not always reliable

Comment

To enable rural communities to thrive, especially rural businesses and people working from
home, access to fast and reliable broadband to ALL homes should be prioritised. The mobile
phone signal is poor and needs improving to allow people to work at home. Broadband is
variable and not always reliable

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes your comment about the importance of Broadband provision in the rural
areas.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Stansfield Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

88

Summary

Stansfield is essentially a rural village with beautiful countryside and generally well-kept
footpaths, and this should be protected.

Comment

Stansfield is essentially a rural village with beautiful countryside and generally well-kept
footpaths, and this should be protected. This quiet rural environment is why many people
choose to live in Stansfield and people who would like access to better services tend to move
out of the village. Areas for improvement are affordable housing and housing for local
people, public transport, broadband provision as some properties which still do not have
access to faster broadband, mobile phone signal which is poor in some parts of Stansfield.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes your comments specifically relating to Stansfield village. The next stage of
the plan will set out the Council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
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comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Jonathan Ascroft (Jockey Club Farming Company Limited)

Agent Name

Alison Wright (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

482

Summary

there should be a degree of flexibility to allow for appropriate development on the edge of
villages, particularly in the case of some villages within West Suffolk which are well
connected in terms of being located on key transport corridors with access to rail, bus and
cycleway links, thereby making them sustainable locations for development.

Comment

* National planning policy advises that planning policies should identify opportunities for
villages to grow and thrive, especially where this will support local services. Therefore, there
should be a degree of flexibility to allow for appropriate development on the edge of villages,
particularly in the case of some villages within West Suffolk which are well connected in
terms of being located on key transport corridors with access to rail, bus and cycleway links,
thereby making them sustainable locations for development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes your comments about positively planning for appropriately located
development in the rural areas.

Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

393

Summary

Community Hubs. We should encourage innovation and development in our rural
communities with village halls or pubs becoming hubs for community support; for meeting
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places for people working from home; as healing and activity centres.
Comment

We should encourage innovation and development in our rural communities with village halls
or pubs becoming hubs for community support; for meeting places for people working from
home; as healing and activity centres.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments relating to the benefits of community hubs are noted. All responses will be
carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the
Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

496

Summary

I agree up to a point but yet again these proposals are silent on addressing the needs of
rural communities post covid. Why is this?

Comment

I agree up to a point but yet again these proposals are silent on addressing the needs of
rural communities post covid. Why is this?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comment is noted. Paragraphs 1.21 and 1.22 in the introduction note the impact of
Covid-19, and this and the impacts of other changes will be assessed as the local plan
process evolves. Each stage of the process is subject to a public consultation process.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Blenkiron (Euston Estate)

Agent Name

Ms Claire Shannon (Cheffins)

Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

654
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Summary

Modest growth in rural areas, including small sustainable villages such as Honington and
Sapiston and Barnham will have a positive impact on the sustainability issues listed.
Allocations of sites with elements of affordable and starter homes, on low density sites which
protect the landscape character of the settlement and includes new planting and biodiversity enhancements should be strongly encouraged.

Comment

Modest growth in rural areas, including small sustainable villages such as Honington and
Sapiston and Barnham will have a positive impact on the sustainability issues listed.
Allocations of sites with elements of affordable and starter homes, on low density sites which
protect the landscape character of the settlement and includes new planting and biodiversity enhancements should be strongly encouraged.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments relating to the inclusion of positive planning policies and housing allocations
in the rural areas are noted.

Respondent Name

Mr Carl Coster

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

499

Summary

Too much traffic for local Roads

Comment

Too much traffic for local Roads

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comment noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers, including the
Highway Authority at Suffolk County Council, to ensure that at the strategic and local level
infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district. All responses to the Issues and Options draft of the West Suffolk local plan will be
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carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the
Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
Respondent Name

Mr Colin Knight

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

465

Summary

The county is more rural. It has a higher age profile. Encouraging more employment areas
would lead to more residents and more house demand – BUT it is very difficult to create that
first step. More people want work in towns or out of town sites and commute back home to
the countryside – not sure how this can be altered. Better public transport facilities could
help – but this needs demand before it can be implemented. With 40% of the population in
rural areas - improve facilities.

Comment

Rural communities - The county is more rural. It has a higher age profile. Encouraging more
employment areas would lead to more residents and more house demand – BUT it is very
difficult to create that first step. More people want work in towns or out of town sites and
commute back home to the countryside – not sure how this can be altered. Better public
transport facilities could help – but this needs demand before it can be implemented. With
40% of the population in rural areas – they should not be forgotten – so look to improve
facilities – roads, transport, local services, etc.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments relating to challenges facing rural communities are noted.

Respondent Name

Mr Edward Barrett (Catesby Estates plc)

Agent Name

Mr Greg Pearce (David Lock Associates)

Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

431
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Summary

we suggest that there should also be consideration of urban-specific issues, and that this
should be reflected in policies for the emerging Local Plan.

Comment

The issues identified in paragraphs 7.3-7.6 of Part 2.7 of the Issues and Options Consultation
relate to understanding the priorities of rural communities and tackling rural deprivation.
Despite that, we do not have any specific comments on the rural community issues outlined.
However, we suggest that there should also be consideration of urban-specific issues, and
that this should be reflected in policies for the emerging Local Plan. Please refer to our
response to the 'Strategic Objectives' question.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes your comments and confirms that urban issues (for example access to
housing, including affordable housing, employment provision, sustainable transport
measures, climate change, town centres and so on) will also feature as part of the plan.

Respondent Name

Mr Leslie Guy C.Chem, MRSC

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

509

Summary

Consider detrimental effects on people and environment when increasing population in small
rural towns.

Comment

Consider detrimental effects on people and environment when increasing population in small
rural towns. Two years ago, we moved to Clare from a small Hertfordshire town where we
lived for over 30 years . Development there whilst slow at first soon grew to an unacceptable
level. The infrastructure failed to grow, and the result was increased traffic, noise and
pollution. Children could not get places in a school 600m away, Doctors appointments were
not available for up to 2-3 weeks. Traffic fume was a major factor in my Children moving out
of the area with my grandchildren to protected them from pollution which is a known factor
in their Asthma.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes your comments regarding the impact of growth in rural towns. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of
an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Michael Whitbread

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

511

Summary

The main focus for villages should be road accessibility. I live in Hundon and the road access
is poor particularly to and from Haverhill. If additional housing was to be permitted in our
village, I believe the roads must first be widened and strengthened to cope with the
additional demand new housing and residents would bring.
We also have to remember that village schools are small buildings with relatively small class
sizes. Any new housing focused on bringing in families should have funding.

Comment

The main focus for villages should be road accessibility. I live in Hundon and the road access
is poor particularly to and from Haverhill. If additional housing was to be permitted in our
village, I believe the roads must first be widened and strengthened to cope with the
additional demand new housing and residents would bring. We also have to remember that
village schools are small buildings with relatively small class sizes. Any new housing focused
on bringing in families with school aged children should be supported by providing
additional funding to the local school so there is no negative impact on the children already
in the village by way of increasing class sizes with no additional recourses or space.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes your comments about road and school infrastructure in the rural areas.
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Respondent Name

Mr Philip Reeve (Gt Barton Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

519

Summary

Settlement identities are important whether in separation to more urban developments but
also in the build character that defines that rural settlement.

Comment

Sect 7.2 Settlement identities are important whether in separation to more urban
developments but also in the build character that defines that rural settlement. Sect 7.5 The
process of a Neighbourhood Plan will more readily and reliably identify local issues and thus
provide opportunities for those areas to maintain or improve housing need whilst assessing
the well-being of the residential population of the area. Sect 7.6 Alongside Planning policies
to assist deprived rural parishes, the formation of village clusters accommodating villages
within the settlement hierarchy could provide better sustainability of those villages (small
and large) do to living within the cluster.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes your comments relating to the identity of rural settlements.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Bowler (Great Wratting Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

327

Summary

Classification within "Countryside" category welcomed but concerns remaim over traffic
through villages.

Comment

Great Wratting Parish Council welcomes the fact that West Suffolk Council is inviting
community engagement in relation to the Local Plan process and looks forward to working
with it in the development of this vision. The Parish Council is pleased that, for the purposes
of the Local Plan, Great Wratting is classified as “Countryside”. Great Wratting is a rural
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village encompassing a conservation area and as such the Parish Council considers planning
applications on their individual merits to try to ensure that they do not impact on the local
character and are consistent with the aspirations laid out in the Village Plan. The Parish
Council would like to draw West Suffolk Council’s attention to its concern regarding traffic,
which is a significant issue for Great Wratting. It fears that the very large residential
developments now taking shape on the north-west fringes of Haverhill will greatly increase
local traffic volumes long before adequate infrastructure is brought up to a level which
would cope with it. This will result in the main road through Great Wratting (the B1061)
being used as an alternative route by drivers wanting to get from Haverhill to Cambridge,
particularly in peak hours. The Parish Council therefore believes that it is imperative that
the proposed Haverhill north-west relief road is completed as soon as possible. However, the
relief road alone will not be sufficient to encourage more drivers to use the A1307 to go to
the Cambridge area until a solution is found to the problem of the bottleneck at Linton. The
Parish Council urges West Suffolk Council to work with Suffolk and Cambridgeshire County
Councils to get that important route improved. While the bottleneck remains traffic will still
use village roads, such as those in Great Wratting, as “rat-runs”. In addition to encouraging
car drivers to use main roads, rather than having through traffic on minor roads, better local
bus services and a light railway service should also be considered as more sustainable forms
of transport which would help to reduce the number of vehicles on roads throughout West
Suffolk. The two minor roads which lead into Great Wratting (The Street and Withersfield
Road) are already used as alternative routes by people whose journeys start outside the
parish and who want to avoid using main roads in the area. This is very much to the
detriment of the amenity enjoyed by Great Wratting residents. The Parish Council has
registered its interest with Suffolk County Council for both these roads to be given Suffolk
Quiet Lane status and is working with Withersfield Parish Council, which has done the same
for the continuation of Withersfield Road.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes the concerns expressed about the potential for traffic impacts arising in
the rural areas around Haverhill as a consequence of the growth of the Town. As is normal
practice, and alongside other matters, the highway implications of the policies and proposals
of the plan will be fully considered as it progresses.
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Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

580

Summary

Broadband, settlement identities, neighbourhood plans, rural employment

Comment

Part 2.7 Rural communities Paragraph 7.1 It is vital that the provision of broadband is
improved in rural areas. Paragraph 7.2 It is absolutely essential that the settlement
identities of villages and rural areas must be protected, conserved and enhanced. New
development must not impact upon the largely rural character of the area. The conservation
and improvement of valuable agricultural land and natural habitats should be developed as
an additional key sustainability issue. Paragraphs 7.3 to 7.5 The development of
Neighbourhood Plans is extremely rare in reality. These have proven to be immensely costly
and slow to produce. Neighbourhood planning is excellent in theory but needs to be
streamlined in practice. Paragraph 7.6 Rural employment sites must be planned with utmost
care and in consultation with communities if they are not to impact adversely on the rural
character of much of West Suffolk.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes your comments about the issues facing the rural areas.

Respondent Name

Mrs A M Knight

Agent Name

Ms Claire Shannon (Cheffins)

Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

646

Summary

Appropriate growth in rural areas will have a positive impact on the sustainability issues
listed. Allocations of sites with elements of affordable and starter homes, on unconstrained
sites that are well related to the existing settlement which protect the landscape character
of the settlement and includes new planting and bio-diversity enhancements should be
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encouraged.
Comment

Appropriate growth in rural areas will have a positive impact on the sustainability issues
listed. Allocations of sites with elements of affordable and starter homes, on unconstrained
sites that are well related to the existing settlement which protect the landscape character
of the settlement and includes new planting and bio-diversity enhancements should be
encouraged.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments regarding the need for appropriate growth in rural areas are noted. All
responses to the issues raised and options set out will be carefully considered and will assist
in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be
consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Edwina Child

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

531

Summary

Rural exception sites need to be considered with great care. Other strategic priorities should
be appraised in respect of infrastructure, access and heritage before embarking on changing
the nature of our beautiful countryside. Although there are some limited pockets of
deprivation across the district, there are relatively few of these and should be seen in the
context of work opportunities (place) and access to work (transport).

Comment

Rural exception sites need to be considered with great care. Other strategic priorities should
be appraised in respect of infrastructure, access and heritage before embarking on changing
the nature of our beautiful countryside. Although there are some limited pockets of
deprivation across the district, there are relatively few of these and should be seen in the
context of work opportunities (place) and access to work (transport).

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments about issues surrounding rural exception sites are noted.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Elizabeth Malyon

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

28

Summary

Disappearance of Rural Land in Hundon for Housing Developement

Comment

With the advent of Brexit and the UK leaving the European Union I would argue that West
Suffolk should think seriously about developing vast amounts of Farm Land around the
village of Hundon. The UK will have to become more self sufficient when we leave the EU
and it would be very dangerous to sell acres of land for building when we may need to farm
more land to sustain the UK food market and economy.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, the new Local Plan will continue to recognise the importance of safeguarding the
best and most versatile agricultural land for food production. It will also aim to retain the
character of the countryside and protect rural areas.

Respondent Name

Mrs Hilary Workman (Wickhambrook Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

52

Summary

Agree that these are the right rural community issues to focus on. Key Points: new
development and settlement expansion has the potential to impact upon the varied and rich
landscape character. It will be important to protect settlement identities, including
settlement settings and the nocturnal landscape. Historically there has been an under
provision of affordable housing in West Suffolk

Comment

Agree – the key points relevant to Wickhambrook are; * new development and settlement
expansion has the potential to impact upon the varied and rich landscape character. * It will
be important to protect settlement identities, including settlement settings and the nocturnal
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landscape. * Historically there has been an under provision of affordable housing in West
Please also consider: Improved internet access Improved public transport infrastructure
Improved grading of key routes in and appropriate speed limits to support local residents,
businesses and key services, and reduce congestion Key concerns raised by residents are: *
Affordable housing and housing for local people * Poor public transport * Poor broadband *
Oversubscribed surgery and school * Any development would further reduce the scale and
quality of district , county and public services such as bin collection, emergency response
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted - add emphasis for necessary broadband improvements in rural areas

Respondent Name

Mrs Lisa McGerty

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

536

Summary

The rural areas should be the focus, not the towns (other than Haverhill which is in dire
need of investment across all areas). Rather than having a rural task force, rural issues
should be central with towns being secondary. Failure to address the rural nature of the area
can only lead to more deprivation. Base planning departments in rural areas, rather than the
towns then perhaps a better understanding of rural issues will emerge!

Comment

The rural areas should be the focus, not the towns (other than Haverhill which is in dire
need of investment across all areas). Rather than having a rural task force, rural issues
should be central with towns being secondary. Failure to address the rural nature of the area
can only lead to more deprivation. Base planning departments in rural areas, rather than the
towns then perhaps a better understanding of rural issues will emerge!

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes your comments about the need to focus upon and support the rural areas.

Respondent Name

Mrs Pat Barnes
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Agent Name

Mr Mark Jackson (Mark Jackson Planning)

Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

603

Summary

Paragraph 7.2 - We agree strongly with two of the Sustainability Issues identified in the
Sustainability appraisal. Paragraph 7.3 to 7.5 - Understanding the priorities of our rural
communities. - When drafting future Policies on the Rural Areas, the planning policies should
be drafted so that as per the NPPF Paragraph 170 acknowledging the need to protect and
enhance valued landscapes, and that there is recognition of the intrinsic character and
beauty of the countryside.

Comment

Paragraph 7.2 - We agree strongly with two of the Sustainability Issues identified in the
Sustainability appraisal as follows: • “Much of the plan area is rural in nature, new
development and settlement expansion has the potential to impact upon the varied and rich
landscape character. • It will be important to protect settlement identities, including
settlement settings and the nocturnal landscape”. Paragraph 7.3 to 7.5 - Understanding the
priorities of our rural communities When drafting future Policies on the Rural Areas, the
planning policies should be drafted so that as per the NPPF Paragraph 170 acknowledging
the need to protect and enhance valued landscapes, and that there is recognition of the
intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thankyou for your comments. New planning policies will be prepared in accordance with the
NPPF.

Respondent Name

Ms Claire Shannon (Cheffins)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

538

Summary

Modest growth in rural areas, including small villages will have a positive impact on the
sustainability issues listed. Allocations of sites with elements of affordable and starter
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homes, on low density sites which protect the landscape character of the settlement and
includes new planting and bio-diversity enhancements should be encouraged.
Comment

Modest growth in rural areas, including small villages will have a positive impact on the
sustainability issues listed. Allocations of sites with elements of affordable and starter
homes, on low density sites which protect the landscape character of the settlement and
includes new planting and bio-diversity enhancements should be encouraged.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes your comments regarding appropriate growth in the rural areas.

Respondent Name

Ms Joanne Kirk (Ousden Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

189

Summary

To enable rural communities to thrive, especially rural businesses and people working from
home, access to fast and reliable broadband to ALL homes should be prioritised. FTTP is
needed as existing networks are unreliable.

Comment

To enable rural communities to thrive, especially rural businesses and people working from
home, access to fast and reliable broadband to ALL homes should be prioritised. FTTP is
needed as existing networks are unreliable.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes your comments relating to broadband provision in the rural areas.

Respondent Name

Ms Rachel Hood

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

543
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Summary

Additional priorities include better transport networks, and enabling higher educational
attainment.

Comment

Additional priorities include better transport networks, and enabling higher educational
attainment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments about additional priorities are noted.

Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Horringer cum Ickworth Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

72

Summary

Horringer Parish Council are keen to ensure development will not have a negative impact on
the landscape of the area, whilst also supporting local communities. Under option 3 the
Parish Council supports widespread development but feels, where appropriate, this should
help reduce deprivation in rural areas, introduce affordable housing and support the
provision of local services.

Comment

Horringer Parish Council are keen to ensure development will not have a negative impact on
the landscape of the area, whilst also supporting local communities. Under option 3 the
Parish Council supports widespread development but feels, where appropriate, this should
help reduce deprivation in rural areas, introduce affordable housing and support the
provision of local services.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.
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Respondent Name

Pauline Smith (Bardwell Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

586

Summary

Response: If 40% of properties are located in the rural communities, spending in these areas
should be in proportion to this ratio, e.g. S106, and other grant funding. Such parity in
spending would allow rural communities to support sustainable growth better.

Comment

Response: If 40% of properties are located in the rural communities, spending in these areas
should be in proportion to this ratio, e.g. S106, and other grant funding. Such parity in
spending would allow rural communities to support sustainable growth better.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes your comments about public funding in the rural areas.

Respondent Name

Town Clerk (Newmarket Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Rural communities

Comment ID

554

Summary

Additional priorities include better transport networks, and enabling higher educational
attainment.

Comment

Additional priorities include better transport networks, and enabling higher educational
attainment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments relating to transport infrastructure and education provision are noted.

Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Tackling rural deprivation

Comment ID

396

Summary

Rural Deprivation. There will be no need for exception sites if the decision on whether
growth is needed is taken by the residents.

Comment

There will be no need for exception sites if the decision on whether growth is needed is
taken by the residents

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Diane Rix (Whepstead Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Tackling rural deprivation

Comment ID

320

Summary

Provision of affordable housing. This is off paramount importance if rural communities are to
stay vibrant and diverse rather than enclaves for the old and rich.

Comment

This is off paramount importance if rural communities are to stay vibrant and diverse rather
than enclaves for the old and rich.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The policies in the current local plans on affordable housing will be reviewed and
updated in line with the national guidance and evidence base studies for the preferred
options draft local plan to be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Catherine Hibbert (Clare Town Council)
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Understanding the priorities of our rural communities

Comment ID

640

Summary

CTC agrees that the level of growth which is locally acceptable is wholly dependent upon the
provision of new infrastructure. In Clare, new infrastructure is required before any further
largescale development can be contemplated.

Comment

Sometimes the level of growth considered locally acceptable depends on whether new
infrastructure will be provided, or it may be viewed as an opportunity to provide affordable
homes and/or retain younger people in the area. CTC agrees that the level of growth which
is locally acceptable is wholly dependent upon the provision of new infrastructure. In Clare,
new infrastructure is required before any further largescale development can be
contemplated.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council agrees there is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet
the overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement.

Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Understanding the priorities of our rural communities

Comment ID

395

Summary

Rural Vision. We will retain some of our new found habits and the plan needs to reflect that
people wont travel so far afield; it needs to reflect that more younger people want to move
into villages and raise their children in a rural community and it needs to reflect that many
people in future will work from home.

Comment

The views that shaped the approach and scope of the rural taskforce have been challenged
by the realities of the pandemic. None of us considered a world in which for more than 9
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months we never went into West Suffolk House; when for more than nine months we could
count the number of visits to Bury St Edmunds on the fingers of one hand; where for more
none months we didnt visit in person the cinema, concert hall or theatre. We will retain some
of our new found habits and the plan needs to reflect that people wont travel so far afield; it
needs to reflect that more younger people want to move into villages and raise their children
in a rural community and it needs to reflect that many people in future will work from home.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comment is noted. Paragraphs 1.21 and 1.22 in the introduction note the impact of
Covid-19, and this and the impacts of other changes will be assessed as the local plan
process evolves. Each stage of the process is subject to a public consultation process.

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Understanding the priorities of our rural communities

Comment ID

630

Summary

The Council state that, sometimes, the level of growth considered locally acceptable depends
on whether new infrastructure will be provided, or it may be viewed as an opportunity to
provide affordable homes and/or retain younger people in the area.

Comment

The Council state that, sometimes, the level of growth considered locally acceptable depends
on whether new infrastructure will be provided, or it may be viewed as an opportunity to
provide affordable homes and/or retain younger people in the area. Barrow - Bloor Homes
Eastern are keen to engage with SCC Highways and SCC Development Contributions
regarding developer contributions. The development also includes policy compliant
affordable housing provision, in line with current adopted local policy. Bloor Homes Eastern
is also willing to explore a local cascade within a future S106 Agreement to prioritise those
with a connection to Barrow. Stanton - Bloor Homes Eastern have engaged with SCC
Highways and SCC Development Contributions and are currently finalising the draft S.106.
The development also includes 30% affordable housing provision, in line with current
adopted local policy.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Sophie Pain (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Understanding the priorities of our rural communities

Comment ID

404

Summary

It is noted that 40% of the District’s residents live in rural areas, and it is therefore
supported that broadband roll out is increased to garner local economic growth. Given the
geographical spread of the District’s population, our comments to previous sections
regarding the distribution of housing and economic growth to areas such as these is of
paramount importance if West Suffolk is to accommodate its forecast and aspirations in
terms of growth.

Comment

* It is noted that 40% of the District’s residents live in rural areas, and it is therefore
supported that broadband roll out is increased to garner local economic growth. * Given the
geographical spread of the District’s population, our comments to previous sections
regarding the distribution of housing and economic growth to areas such as these is of
paramount importance if West Suffolk is to accommodate its forecast and aspirations in
terms of growth. * Whereas we support in principle the protection of the existing character
of settlement identities and settings, a careful approach to targeted, measured and
sustainable expansion will assist in distributing growth across all parts of the district. This
will also assist in increasing the provision of affordable housing in these areas to meet the
under provision to date.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. This will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Crisell (West Suffolk Clinical Commissioning Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Understanding the priorities of our rural communities

Comment ID

117

Summary

Many Neighbourhood Plans request new primary care facilities and/or mention issues
around access to health services.

Comment

Many Neighbourhood Plans request new primary care facilities and/or mention issues
around access to health services. The CCG aims to respond to as many NPs as possible and
provide support and opportunities in supporting and accessing health infrastructure in their
area.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thankyou for your comments relating to the intentions of the CCG to support access to
health services in the rural areas.

Respondent Name

Mr P Maddever (PH Maddever Farm)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Understanding the priorities of our rural communities

Comment ID

251

Summary

It would be consistent with national guidance to direct development to Local Service
Centres, including Cavendish, to meet local affordable housing needs in the village and to
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support existing services and facilities in those villages.
Comment

Rural Communities Paragraph 77 of the NPPF expects policies for rural areas to meet local
housing needs. Paragraph 78 supports additional housing in rural area where it would
improve the vitality of rural communities and services and make villages more sustainable.
This current policy approach for Local Service Centres of a maximum scheme size of 10
dwellings is likely to deliver no, or very few, affordable dwellings in these villages. Therefore,
it would be consistent with national guidance to direct development to Local Service
Centres, including Cavendish, to meet local affordable housing needs in the village and to
support existing services and facilities in those villages.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Understanding the priorities of our rural communities

Comment ID

291

Summary

Countryside. It is essential to maintain our green spaces, and particularly our public
footpaths.

Comment

It is essential to maintain our green spaces, and particularly our public footpaths

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thankyou for you comments in relation to the importance of green spaces and public
footpaths. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering sustainable
communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access, climate change,
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environmental, and other relevant policies.
Respondent Name

Mr Tim Deacon (Turnstone Estates Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Understanding the priorities of our rural communities

Comment ID

411

Summary

Paragraph 77 of the NPPF expects policies for rural areas to meet local housing needs.
Paragraph 78 supports additional housing in rural area where it would improve the vitality of
rural communities and services and make villages more sustainable. Therefore, it would be
consistent with national guidance to direct development to Local Service Centres, including
Exning, to meet housing and affordable housing needs and to support existing services and
facilities in the village.

Comment

Rural Communities Paragraph 77 of the NPPF expects policies for rural areas to meet local
housing needs. Paragraph 78 supports additional housing in rural area where it would
improve the vitality of rural communities and services and make villages more sustainable.
Therefore, it would be consistent with national guidance to direct development to Local
Service Centres, including Exning, to meet housing and affordable housing needs and to
support existing services and facilities in the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr William Phizacklea

Agent Name

Mr William Nichols (WN Planning & Research)
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Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Understanding the priorities of our rural communities

Comment ID

570

Summary

various sections on part 2. We support the production of neighbourhood plan and will
engage with Barrow-cum-Denham Parish Council and the local community in order to deliver
a proposed scheme that provide new housing and wide benefits for the local community,
taking into account the views of the parish council and local people.

Comment

7 Rural Communities: Understanding Rural Communities Paragraphs 7.3 to 7.5 provides an
introduction into some of the priorities of local communities. Paragraph 7.5 acknowledges
that ‘A number of parishes are preparing neighbourhood plans which when completed will
be legally binding and will form part of the development plan. The process of producing a
neighbourhood plan should bring together residents, businesses, landowners and local
groups to work together to build consensus and plan the future of their local area’. We
support the production of neighbourhood plan and will engage with Barrow-cum-Denham
Parish Council and the local community in order to deliver a proposed scheme that provide
new housing and wide benefits for the local community, taking into account the views of the
parish council and local people.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council notes your comments relating to the benefits of communities preparing their
own Neighbourhood plans.

Respondent Name

Ms Deborah Cross

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Understanding the priorities of our rural communities

Comment ID

216

Summary

see attached. SO11 seems to me to be of great importance for rural communities – “meet the
housing needs of rural areas appropriate to the requirements of individual settlements”. Also
SO6 – “support a range of dwelling types and tenures that reflect communities’ needs”.

Comment

see attached. Part 2.7 Rural communities * SO11 seems to me to be of great importance for
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rural communities – “meet the housing needs of rural areas appropriate to the requirements
of individual settlements”. Also SO6 – “support a range of dwelling types and tenures that
reflect communities’ needs”. * I do not think this consultation counts as a sufficient survey of
what people in Hundon think Hundon’s housing needs are now and for the next 20 years or
what people in Hundon think are the “benefits and challenges” (WSLP Part 2 para 7.3) of
living in Hundon. At the least this assessment requires a carefully constructed questionnaire
delivered to all residents, including school children. My own view, but without the benefit of
discussions with my fellow villagers, is that Hundon may benefit from some more affordable
housing that perhaps could be designed to suit either young families/couples/individuals who
wish to live in the village near their families or older people who wish to carry on living in
the village in a smaller or better designed house.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Peter Chrisp

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Understanding the priorities of our rural communities

Comment ID

201

Summary

Agreed

Comment

Agreed

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thankyou for your comment.

Respondent Name

Robin Barclay (The Higham Estate)

Agent Name

Mr Jonathan Dixon (Savills (UK) Ltd)
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Document Section Path

> Rural communities > Understanding the priorities of our rural communities

Comment ID

337

Summary

See main comment (too short to summarise). Whilst the above explicitly references
‘affordable housing’, the need for market housing in the rural areas should also not be
overlooked as not everyone in need of housing in the rural areas qualifies for affordable
housing and without appropriate housing to meet their needs, they will be forced to relocate
to a less rural area.

Comment

See also comments in relation to Part 2-3 and Part 2-4. 6. The document notes (para. 7.1)
(our emphasis): “… West Suffolk is predominantly rural in character, with 40 per cent of
residential properties located in the rural areas. … Broadband roll-out has enabled more
home working opportunities … ” and notes (para. 7.4) (our emphasis): “Sometimes the level
of growth considered locally acceptable depends on whether new infrastructure will be
provided, or it may be viewed as an opportunity to provide affordable homes and/or retain
younger people in the area.” 7. The document therefore explicitly notes the importance of
rural communities, the needs of these areas, and scope for them to provide for these needs
and accommodate new development. 8. Under the heading of ‘tackling rural deprivation’,
the document notes (para. 7.6): “National research has shown that some rural areas can fare
less well than urban areas in terms of access to services, transport, affordable housing, and
job opportunities. Planning policy can help tackle these issues by providing more support for
rural employment sites to provide more jobs, ensuring affordable housing is provided including the provision of rural exception sites, and supporting the provision of local services
and facilities.” 9. Whist the above explicitly references ‘affordable housing’, the need for
market housing in the rural areas should also not be overlooked as not everyone in need of
housing in the rural areas qualifies for affordable housing and without appropriate housing
to meet their needs, they will be forced to relocate to a less rural area.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement for market and affordable housing provision. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Encouraging sustainable transport

Comment ID

626

Summary

We agree with the issues highlighted and consider that proposed development sites could
help to provide a modal shift, particularly with enhancements arising from Dale Tree Road
Barrow and Bury Road Barrow and a site near Bury Road in Stanton.

Comment

We agree with the issues highlighted and consider that the proposed development could
provide a modal split, including: Barrow * Pedestrian and cycle connections providing
sustainable links to the variety of services and facilities within Barrow, including from Dale
Tree Road and Bury Road; * Provision of pedestrian crossing across Bury Road; *
Investigation of potential improvements to the existing footway on Bury Road, along with
any necessary improvements along key pedestrian desire lines such as the route to the local
primary school; * Installation of electric vehicle charging infrastructure; and * Delivery of a
Car Club. Stanton * Installation of electric vehicle charging infrastructure; and * Pedestrian
links to the north west of the site onto the existing footway along Bury Road; * Provision of
footpath and cycleway across Stanton Recreation Ground to the north; * 2 x pedestrian and
cycle links onto Bury Lane; * Provision of two pedestrian crossings across Bury Road to
connect to the eastern edge of Stanton, including with the petrol filling station; * Delivery of
a Car Club.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the
overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
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plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.
Respondent Name

Mr Chris Crisell (West Suffolk Clinical Commissioning Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Encouraging sustainable transport

Comment ID

115

Summary

A sustainable transport policy should be holistic and integrated.

Comment

The CCG supports the items outlined in 5.9. A sustainable transport policy should be holistic
and integrated. Digitalisation and ensuring communities are enabled to reduce journeys
including remote health consultations is important. This also needs to note population
profiles and the difficulties some elements of the population may have in accessing and using
new technology (such as age, low income families etc). Any proposed smart or shared travel
solutions should include incentives to support behaviour changes required. Provision of safe
cycling and walking infrastructure should be provided to support transition to new forms of
transports. Transport hubs that link scooters, bikes etc should be provided at train and bus
points to make the switch to sustainable transport easier. Linking of infrastructure and
charging points between hubs and health and other facilities should be encouraged. NSFT More EV points in light of the Governments call to stop sales of diesel and petrol vehicles
from 2030. More cycle ways between areas to ensure cyclist have safer transport options.
They have mentioned better public transport infrastructure which is sorely lacking in rural
areas. Digitalisation to provide remote health consultation is important, some of these
initiatives have already been used as a result of COVID-19. WSFT already encourage car
sharing schemes (on hold because of COVID) on site and an off-site parking facility, agreed a
provision for safe cycling and walking infrastructure should be provided. Current WSFT site
have introduced electronic charging points, the new future systems scheme aspires to
include more and will incorporate better paths and cycle paths for alternative modes of
transport to be used safely through the site. With appropriate storage and changing room
facilities to support this.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The CCG's comments are welcomed. The encouragement of sustainable transport
modes is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies will be developed in the local
plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on
development sites where appropriate.

Respondent Name

Mr Hugo Greer-Walker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Encouraging sustainable transport

Comment ID

325

Summary

There should be a systematic and automatic requirement for funding transport
infrastructure that prioritises cycling and walking. s106 and CIL payments should be
ringfenced to meet the cost of road-widening and engineering works to work towards a coordinated set of separated cycle routes that can be used by areas surrounding Bury to access
the centre and cycle around it. This requires provision of separate infrastructure.

Comment

There should be a systematic and automatic requirement for funding transport
infrastructure that prioritises cycling and walking. s106 and CIL payments should be
ringfenced to meet the cost of road-widening and engineering works to work towards a coordinated set of separated cycle routes that can be used by areas surrounding Bury to access
the centre and cycle around it. This requires provision of separate infrastructure.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Mr Jon Knight (Axis Land Partnerships Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)
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Document Section Path

> Transport > Encouraging sustainable transport

Comment ID

312

Summary

The growth strategy for emerging WSLP should seek to support the delivery of sustainable
transport outcomes. It is expected that significant development should be focused on
locations which are or can be made sustainable, through limiting the need to travel and
offering a genuine choice of transport modes. Barrow contains a good range of services and
facilities, all of which are accessible by walking and cycling and bus. Land at land off Ley
Road (SHELAA Ref. WS013) supports sustainable travel.

Comment

Transport As set out in the response to Strategic Issue 3: Economic growth and provision of
strategic infrastructure, the growth strategy for emerging WSLP should seek to support the
delivery of sustainable transport outcomes. It is expected that significant development
should be focused on locations which are or can be made sustainable, through limiting the
need to travel and offering a genuine choice of transport modes. Barrow contains a good
range of services and facilities, all of which are accessible by walking and cycling. Barrow is
on a bus route providing services to Bury St Edmunds and Newmarket. There is a school bus
service to Bury St Edmunds. There are suitable sites available for development in Barrow,
including the site promoted by Axis Land at land off Ley Road (SHELAA Ref. WS013). The
allocation of this site would support travel by sustainable modes of transport and Barrow
constitutes a location where the need to travel is reduced by existing service and facility
provision in the settlement.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the
overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.
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Respondent Name

Catherine Hibbert (Clare Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

561

Summary

Large-scale development in Clare will increase car usage for local residents and those of
surrounding villages, particularly as the majority of the proposed sites in Clare are outside
the settlement boundary. There is a lack of infrastructure/ service capacity in Clare
currently.

Comment

It will be important for future development to support reduced reliance on the private
vehicle and improved access to sustainable modes of transport. Local employment
opportunities are mainly centred in the towns of Bury St Edmunds, Haverhill, Sudbury and
Cambridge which, coupled with inadequate public transport in rural communities,
automatically increases dependence on private vehicles to access the main traffic links to
these employment centres. Large-scale development in Clare will serve to increase car use
and traffic congestion; Clare has a higher-than-average proportion of elderly residents who
rely on local services and who out of necessity must drive into the town centre. Residents of
the surrounding villages who use Clare as a Key Service Centre also use private vehicles.
Any future developments in Hundon, Stoke-by-Clare and Cavendish will automatically add to
the current traffic congestion on all the approach roads into Clare and pressure for parking
spaces in the town centre. Four of the proposed development sites are outside the
settlement boundary (WS 071, 073, 074 and 075) and, while promoting reduced reliance on
private vehicle use is an admirable aspiration, in reality the distances involved in accessing
the town centre on foot will be impractical for the vast majority of residents. The exception
to this is site WS072, which offers an easy, level walk into the town centre. Schools in Clare
are already either over-subscribed or close to capacity. Any large-scale development will
involve travel to schools further afield either by private vehicle or bus unless additional
school places are created in Clare. The Stonehall surgery closed earlier this year; its former
patients are now required to travel to Sudbury, or transfer to the Guildhall surgery while
limited capacity remains available. National Health England’s response to pending planning
application DC/17/1252 identifies a lack of patient capacity in Clare for the patient numbers
generated by these additional 53 proposed homes. Infrastructure enhancements may be
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necessary to avoid overloading the existing network. In its 2011 consultation response to
Vision 2031, CTC stressed the need for improvements to the town’s infrastructure before
any of the then proposed development took place. To date, none has taken place apart from
progress on an ETO paid for by the communities along the A1092 (including CTC itself) with
the support of CTC’s County Councillor. Anglian Water has confirmed 25 major water main
bursts in 25 months; residents continue to complain of raw sewage backing up in their
homes and gardens in Nethergate Street and Cavendish Road, while the regular incidences
of the awful smell emanating from the water treatment works on Cavendish Road continue
unabated. Both the A1092 and B1063 access roads into the town are virtually single-lane
traffic now due to on-street parking exacerbated in part by the recent approval of planning
permission for 15 flats in the town centre with either no designated parking or below
standard on-site parking provision. CTC has long campaigned for a town centre car park to
alleviate the increased demand for residential on-street parking and provide parking for
residents of surrounding villages accessing facilities in the Key Service Centre and parking
for the increase in visitor numbers as the result of the successful promotion of Clare as a
tourist destination. It is understood that the road safety measures on the A1092 necessary
for safe pedestrian access to site WS076 (which is subject to pending planning application
DC/17/1252) may not now be deliverable. This is of great concern to CTC, should WSC
consider inclusion of either, or both, sites on Cavendish Road
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with highway infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist
with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue.

Respondent Name

Dr Anthony France

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Transport > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

13

Summary

A railway station North of Barrow by the A14 including Electric Vehicle Charging points
would benefit the inhabitants and their destinations - Cambridge, Bury St Edmunds etc

Comment

Barrow is a Key Service Centre with negligible public transport facilities. Many residents of
Barrow commute daily to Cambridge in the West, to Bury St Edmunds, Stowmarket and
Ipswich in the East. Some commute to London, changing trains in Cambridge or
Stowmarket. All these journeys need a car, usually with an adverse impact on congestion in
the town where they work. Most commuters drive North out of Barrow to join the A14. The
railway line runs parallel to the A14 at this point and there is abundant space to build a
station. If this was equipped with electric vehicle charging points and cycle storage, it would
be an attractive option for commuters. A safe cycle path from Barrow to the station would be
needed because the current road is not safe for cyclists. With this in mind, further new
housing in Barrow should be located on the North side of the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, the feasibility of railway station with cycle links and EV charging points at Barrow
would need to be considered in conjunction with Network Rail, albeit there is currently
limited capacity for additional stops on the line.

Respondent Name

Miss Charlotte Ditchburn (The British Horse Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

10

Summary

Equestrians should not be excluded from active travel opportunities.

Comment

It is widely observed that members of the public engaging in walking, cycling and equestrian
activities do so largely as leisure pursuits rather than as means of commuting. Post-COVID a
lesser proportion of the workforce will be in designated workspaces and therefore physical
activity will be of higher importance; people will have more time for leisure pursuits – this is
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already happening. The article ‘Nature Relatedness of Recreational Horseback Riders and
Its Association with Mood and Wellbeing’ (Schwarzmuller-Erber et al 2020) highlights the
benefits of equestrian activities to physical activity and should therefore be included within
the West Suffolk Local Plan. The British Horse Society supports the principle of maximise
trends for active travel and improve opportunities which emphasizes sustainable and active
travel. The Society believes, however, that in delivering any network management it is
important that active travel solutions include equestrians who are the most vulnerable road
user. Whilst we acknowledge the importance of encouraging active travel commuting,
Greenways must be planned with equal importance given to both leisure use by all nonmotorised users (NMUs)(walkers, cyclists, equestrians, disabled people, and commutercycling use). Increasingly: * Off-road routes are being provided for cycling which could
benefit equestrians who are also vulnerable road users; and * Surfaces of routes such as
bridleways and byways, with rights for riders or carriage drivers, are being changed to
facilitate cycling but to the detriment of equestrian access. This is particularly influenced by
current funding initiatives making provision for cycling. However, with more awareness in
the planning stages, ALL non-motorised vulnerable road users can benefit from all off-road
tracks and none need be excluded. Importantly, it is sensible and cost effective to include all
who wish to exercise and transport themselves in safety away from the danger and pollution
of motor traffic and with care for the environment, rather than only accommodating one
section of society. There are particular concerns for equestrians in the creation of roadside
cycleways which – if not including provision for equestrians – can place them in the very
unsafe position of being sandwiched between speeding cyclists on one side and speeding
cars and lorries on the other – a recipe for certain disaster. The appropriation of Public
Rights of Way to function as high-speed commuter cycling corridors is only acceptable where
mitigation is in place to ensure that leisure use of such routes by other non-motorised user
groups is not disadvantaged in any way. For example, if a right of way is hard-surfaced for
the benefit of the commuting cyclist (who will wish to proceed at speed), a regularly-topped,
parallel grass verge of equal width must be available and maintained to provide comfortable
conditions for walkers, runners, dogwalkers and horse riders. Many hard surfaces such as
tarmac and concrete have been proven to be dangerously slippery for horses. Appropriate
signage to remind cyclists of the need always to slow down and give way to walkers,
equestrians and slower-moving cyclists (eg families with young children on bikes) would
reduce the opportunity for conflict. Since 2010 the Society has had 4,645 road incidents
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involving horses reported to it, 1080 horses have been injured, 395 horses have died and 44
humans have lost their lives. Research indicates that only 10% of such incidents get reported
to the Society. Horse riders have access to only 22% of the public rights of way network and
carriage drivers to just 5%. Invariably equestrians have to use the road network to access
their nearest bridleway or byway and it is important that they are able to do this safely and
are provided with safe routes just as walkers and cyclists are. Including equestrians provides
even better value for the public purse. The UK’s obesity crisis and Covid-19’s
disproportionate effect on obese people needs good policy to improve the nation's health,
wellbeing and fitness. Providing welcoming, encouraging, pleasant and safe to use ‘gold
standard’ Greenways for all NMU groups is an important step towards this policy's delivery.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council, and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue including the consideration of existing and new public rights
of way and greenways.

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

624

Summary

We agree with the issues identified in the SA Scoping Report. It will be important for future
development to support reduced reliance on the private vehicle and improved access to
sustainable modes of transport. Development should seek to maximise trends for active
travel and improve opportunities for walking and cycling. There are opportunities to
capitalise on existing transport routes and maximise sustainable access opportunities along
key routes. Infrastructure enhancements may be necessary.

Comment

We would agree with the issues identified in the SA Scoping Report, which include: * It will
be important for future development to support reduced reliance on the private vehicle and
improved access to sustainable modes of transport. * Development should seek to maximise
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trends for active travel and improve opportunities for walking and cycling. * There are
opportunities to capitalise on existing transport routes and maximise sustainable access
opportunities along key routes. * Infrastructure enhancements may be necessary to avoid
over- loading the existing network. We consider that the proposals on the site to the south of
Bury Road, Barrow would contribute to these issues by providing a genuine choice of
transport options and the upgrade of current infrastructure, including the provision of a
pedestrian crossing across Bury Road, Barrow. We consider that development of the site to
the east of Bury Road, Stanton would contribute to these issues by providing a genuine
choice of transport options (as illustrated in the Walking and Cycling Opportunities Plan in
Appendix 3) and the upgrade of current infrastructure, including the provision of 2
pedestrian crossings across Bury Road and traffic calming measures
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Mr Anthony Leek

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

6

Summary

Minimising emissions

Comment

Make no mistake. Unless buses (with electric propulsion) are introduced in great numbers,
you cannot marry up reducing the need for cars and protecting the environment with
anything other than minimal new housing for existing villagers in the villages.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted
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Respondent Name

Mr Robert Steel

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

219

Summary

The SA would seem to preclude the development of remote villages unconnected to the
classified road system. The statement that Hundon has good road access to the A143 is
wrong, in order to reach A or B roads you must travel on unclassified roads first. The most
commonly used road is already hazardous and cannot be upgraded easily.

Comment

The SA would seem to preclude the development of remote villages unconnected to the
classified road system. The statement that Hundon has good road access to the A143 is
wrong, in order to reach A or B roads you must travel on unclassified roads first. The most
commonly used road is already hazardous and cannot be upgraded easily.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on site allocations to meet different
needs, as well as considering the infrastructure and environmental constraints within each
settlement and strategic objectives such as climate change. The next draft of the plan, to be
consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver the
district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mrs Becca Hayter-Gare

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

194

Summary

The cycle route from Tollgate Lane along Northgate Avenue, over the footbridge and beyond
into town is broken up by the entrance to Raynham Road. If the junction of Northgate Ave/
Raynham Road were closed it would not only provide an uninterrupted cycle route but would
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also stop the route being used as a rat-run Access would still be via Anglian Lane to
Raynham Road. It seems counterproductive to spend millions on the new footbridge/cycle
route and have it stop just prior to the bridge.
Comment

please refer to summary.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, your comments will be forwarded to the Highway authority.

Respondent Name

Mrs Emma Curwen

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

239

Summary

Lack of cycle paths west side of Bury St Edmunds. There will only be an increase in walking
and cycling when the facilities for cycling are improved and considered as a priority at every
stage of planning rather than secondary to car travel

Comment

There will only be an increase in walking and cycling when the facilities for cycling are
improved and considered as a priority at every stage of planning rather than secondary to
car travel

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Mrs Lisa McGerty

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Transport > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

245

Summary

Waling and cycling is nonsense in most of this area. Focus instead on improvements to public
transport, especially in the Haverhill area. Many of the villages around Haverhill have no
public transport options at all. Where it does exist, cost is often astronomical, especially for
young people.

Comment

Waling and cycling is nonsense in most of this area. Focus instead on improvements to public
transport, especially in the Haverhill area. Many of the villages around Haverhill have no
public transport options at all. Where it does exist, cost is often astronomical, especially for
young people.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

273

Summary

Safe Cycle routes need to be built for commuters from villages into towns

Comment

Safe Cycle routes need to be built for commuters from villages into towns

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Sarah Green

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

59

Summary

Support encouragement and opportunities for walking and cycling

Comment

Sustainable transport and reduction of private car use must be a priority but the alternatives
must be made attractive if the public are to support. A town the size of Bury St Edmunds and
future development requires a vastly improved travel system which would connect the
different areas of the town eg Hospital, West Suffolk College, Bus station, Rail Station etc.
Some time ago, there were discussions on the provision of "hoppa buses' as well as being
served by a Park and Ride system. With electric cars being brought in, could not there be
buses running on the same idea? However, would certainly agree that improved cycle and
walking routes should be a high priority

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, sustainable transport solutions may include hoppa buses in the future.

Respondent Name

Mr Tom Lewis

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Implications of the SA scoping report information

Comment ID

183

Summary

The passive description of the role of future development toward necessary changes in
transport

Comment

Future development should be used to actively drive changes to transport usage, increasing
walking and cycling, and discouraging car use. This SA instead seems rather passive (e.g.
'support' and 'maximise trends'). I recognise that road traffic is inevitable, but I fear that as
consequences of the broad focus areas of 'growth' and 'housing', further increases in traffic
on existing infrastructure (which is already unfit for the quantity and size of traffic) will be
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quietly accepted as a price that must be paid. The exciting opportunities for walking and
cycling infrastructure have huge potential, as is recognised in this plan, but will require
investment. I hope that this opportunity is not lost to loudly expressed commercial interests.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Cllr Alan Stinchcombe

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Provision of transport infrastructure

Comment ID

322

Summary

The Plan needs to include a policy of using Community Infrastructure Levies to fund
sustainable external transport infrastructure for its larger settlements.

Comment

Neglect of external transport infrastructure is something to guard against for any settlement
that borders another county. Haverhill has suffered particular neglect from bordering two
other counties and sorely lacks the sustainable transport infrastructure required for what is
progressively becoming a commuter town (as detailed in Haverhill Town Council’s
submission via Cllr David Roach). In order to fund suitable rail and primary route road
infrastructure, to which s106 funding cannot contribute, I suggest that the Plan needs to
include a policy of using Community Infrastructure Levies for this purpose.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with highway infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist
with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
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district. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and this may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.
Respondent Name

Dr John Corrie

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Provision of transport infrastructure

Comment ID

23

Summary

Electric vehicle charging points

Comment

The shift to fully electric vehicles is clearly happening, and the withdrawal of fossil-fuel
powered vehicles from sale is already central government policy. Given the nature of Suffolk
and the poor availability of public transport, private vehicle use will continue unabated. The
shift to electric vehicles is to be welcomed for climate change reasons, but must be
supported by convenient charging points. I have already looked at the options for doing this
in my house and the difficulties look very substantial, but these will be even more so in many
locations. Cleary every house that has one or more cars will need a charging point, and
communal ones are very unlikely to fill the requirement. A strategy to implement this
essential requirement needs to be developed and ready to be fully implemented within the
next 5-10 years.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted, the Council's environmental services have been encouraging a roll-out of electric
vehicle (EV) infrastructure in public car parks and associated with planning applications.
They have achieved a good amount of EV charging points and we expect this to continue to
increase.

Respondent Name

Dr Mark Leadbeater (Depden Parish Council)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Transport > Provision of transport infrastructure

Comment ID

348

Summary

Travel by cars fuelled by renewable energy will become more sustainable, and so it should
not be assumed that towns are always the most sustainable places for development. Policy
should be to encourage development of electric vehicle charging infrastructure throughout
the area including in rural locations where car use is unavoidable.

Comment

The govt has announced the ban on sales of petrol/diesel cars by 2030, so by 2040 most
private vehicles will be powered by renewable energy, so the use of personal transport to
access work or other facilities will be much less detrimental to the environment than at
present, this should be reflected in the plan rather than continuing to assume that the only
sustainable development is in the towns. Policy should be to encourage development of
electric vehicle charging infrastructure throught the area including in rural locations where
car use is unavoidable

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes including the use of electric
vehicles is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies will be developed in the local
plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on
development sites where appropriate.

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Provision of transport infrastructure

Comment ID

625

Summary

We understand the importance of the provision of transport infrastructure and consider that
the development to the south of Bury Road, Barrow, does just this whilst also providing
infrastructure such as a pedestrian crossings across Bury Road and traffic calming
measures. Our site in Stanton is equally well-placed.

Comment

We understand the importance of the provision of transport infrastructure and consider that
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the development to the south of Bury Road, Barrow, does just this whilst also provide
infrastructure such as a pedestrian crossings across Bury Road and traffic calming
measures. Bloor Homes Eastern have also engaged with Suffolk County Council Highways
and Suffolk County Council Development Contributions to agree on any relevant financial
contributions. Stanton The request and the draft S.106 are currently being finalised as part
of the planning application with the Council for determination. Bloor Homes Eastern have
also instructed an Environmental consultant to undertake a quantitative assessment of the
potential impacts on local air quality from the development generated traffic emissions
associated with the proposed application. The results show that the proposed development
will have a negligible impact on local pollutant concentrations within the Great Barton Air
Quality Management Area, the site and existing receptors.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr AC Browne (RC Browne and Son)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Provision of transport infrastructure

Comment ID

254

Summary

.

Comment

Transport As set out in the response to Strategic Issue 3: Economic growth and provision of
strategic infrastructure, the growth strategy for emerging WSLP should seek to support the
delivery of sustainable transport outcomes. It is expected that significant development
should be focused on locations which are or can be made sustainable, through limiting the
need to travel and offering a genuine choice of transport modes. Bury St Edmunds contains a
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good range of services and facilities, it is a key employment centre, and it is accessible by
public transport. There are suitable sites available for development at Bury St Edmunds,
including the site promoted by RC Browne and Son at Junction 42 of A14. The promoted
development includes residential and commercial uses, so that future residents have the
opportunity to live close to work. The strategic allocation at West Bury St Edmunds, on land
to the south of Junction 42 includes a sub-regional health campus, which would provide
further employment opportunities on the western edge of the Town for future residents. The
delivery of housing close to employment would reduce the need to travel. An Access
Appraisal has been prepared for the promoted development. The Appraisal demonstrates
that pedestrian and cycle access can be provided within the site, and that an access can be
provided in the north eastern corner of the site to connect with the newly created footpath
and cycleway links through the Marham Park development. The Appraisal also demonstrates
that the existing bus services can be extended into the site. Therefore, the allocation of the
land at Junction 42 of A14 would support travel by sustainable modes of transport.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the
overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr AC Browne (RC Browne and Son)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Provision of transport infrastructure

Comment ID

328

Summary

The growth strategy for emerging WSLP should seek to support the delivery of sustainable
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transport outcomes. It is expected that significant development should be focused on
locations which are or can be made sustainable, through limiting the need to travel and
offering a genuine choice of transport modes. The promoted development at land south of
Barbara Stradbroke Avenue is accessible to the services and facilities within Newmarket
including the railway station.
Comment

Part 2 describes the main topics that will be relevant for the emerging WSLP. Comments on
the relevant topics for the promoted development by JCE at land south of Barbara
Stradbroke Avenue in Newmarket are as follows. Transport As set out in the response to
Strategic Issue 3: Economic growth and provision of strategic infrastructure, the growth
strategy for emerging WSLP should seek to support the delivery of sustainable transport
outcomes. It is expected that significant development should be focused on locations which
are or can be made sustainable, through limiting the need to travel and offering a genuine
choice of transport modes. Newmarket is a key employment centre, the centre for the horse
racing industry, it contains a good range of services and facilities, and is it is accessible by
sustainable modes of transport. The promoted development at land south of Barbara
Stradbroke Avenue is accessible to the services and facilities within Newmarket including
the railway station, and it represents a suitable location for additional development that
would be sustainable in transport terms.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the
overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Sophie Pain (Turley)
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Document Section Path

> Transport > Provision of transport infrastructure

Comment ID

402

Summary

Pigeon support the aim to reduce greenhouse gases and plan for sustainable development. It
is recognised that away from the major conurbations and transport routes and linkages,
residents will rely on the private car due to the absence of a viable and sustainable
alternative. A balance may therefore be required between planning for development around
existing urban centres and major roads and public transport nodes, whilst ensuring that
existing and planned infrastructure is not overburdened.

Comment

* The aim to reduce greenhouse gases and planning for sustainable development is fully
supported. It is however recognised that away from the major conurbations and transport
routes and linkages, residents continue to rely on the private car due to the absence of a
viable and sustainable alternative. * A balance may therefore be required between planning
for development around existing urban centres and major roads and public transport nodes,
whilst ensuring that existing and planned infrastructure is not overburdened. * Policies in
the emerging Local Plan could seek to mitigate this by requiring the provision of electric
charging points in village and rural locations alongside targeted travel plans and/or new or
improved bus routes to major conurbations and transport nodes. * Encouraging walking and
cycling in all new development is fundamental in the interests of promoting more
sustainable development, reducing the impact on climate change and promoting the
wellbeing of the District’s residents. * Furthermore, in order to encourage a reduction in
travel, especially by the private car, infrastructure provision in form of high quality
communications connections such as broadband should be planned for all areas of the
District. This will encourage and allow residents to work from home for part of the time, thus
reducing the impact on the District’s road network. This will also encourage business set ups
across all areas of West Suffolk further enhancing the economic growth potential of the
District. * Any developer contributions sought for public transport or infrastructure
improvements should be clearly set out from the outset to provide certainty for applicants at
the outset. Any such contributions should be considered against other obligations required
by development proposals and the viability of those proposals to come forward.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with highway infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
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strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist
with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and this may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.
Respondent Name

Mr David Walton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Provision of transport infrastructure

Comment ID

108

Summary

There should be a focus on connecting existing settlements with safe cycling routes,
particularly from outlying villages to main market towns. This would have significant air
quality (through reducing traffic movements and congestion) and health and wellbeing
benefits. Current provision is inadequate an There is a strong need for a cycle path from
Horringer to Bury St Edmunds for example: the A143.

Comment

There should be a focus on connecting existing settlements with safe cycling routes,
particularly from outlying villages to main market towns. This would have significant air
quality (through reducing traffic movements and congestion) and health and wellbeing
benefits. Current provision is inadequate and therefore dangerous for cyclists and
inconvenient for drivers, placing both in unnecessary conflict. There is a strong need for a
cycle path from Horringer to Bury St Edmunds for example: the A143 is the only route in
and it carries way too much traffic to be safe for cyclists.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes, including cycling is an objective
for West Suffolk Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to
respond effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
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appropriate.
Respondent Name

Mr Ian Johnson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Provision of transport infrastructure

Comment ID

3

Summary

Discouraging use of cars

Comment

The further the new estate is from the town centre, the more likely the use of cars. As towns
grow this situation will be more and more problematical. It is no good putting in measures
on new estates to discourage the use of cars, as all that happens is that the roads get
clogged up with parked cars. With an ageing population where hills are involved cycling to
get the main grocery shop is not an option. More convenient frequent direct public transport
to estates should be encouraged. Convenience will increase useage.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted - improved public transport to new housing estates should be supported.

Respondent Name

Mr Jake Nugent (Endurance Estates)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Provision of transport infrastructure

Comment ID

332

Summary

The growth strategy for emerging WSLP should seek to support the delivery of sustainable
transport outcomes. It is expected that significant development should be focused on
locations which are or can be made sustainable, through limiting the need to travel and
offering a genuine choice of transport modes. Clare contains a good range of services and
facilities, accessible by walking and cycling and bus. There are suitable sites available for
development in Clare, including SHELAA Ref. WS074.

Comment

Transport As set out in the response to Strategic Issue 3: Economic growth and provision of
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strategic infrastructure, the growth strategy for emerging WSLP should seek to support the
delivery of sustainable transport outcomes. It is expected that significant development
should be focused on locations which are or can be made sustainable, through limiting the
need to travel and offering a genuine choice of transport modes. Clare contains a good range
of services and facilities, all of which are accessible by walking and cycling. Clare is on a bus
route providing services to Haverhill and Sudbury. There are suitable sites available for
development in Clare, including the site promoted by EELP at land north of Cavendish Road
(SHELAA Ref. WS074). The allocation of this site would support travel by sustainable modes
of transport.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the
overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Jordan Marshall (Taylor Wimpey Strategic Land)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Provision of transport infrastructure

Comment ID

421

Summary

The growth strategy for emerging WSLP should seek to support the delivery of sustainable
transport outcomes. It is expected that significant development should be focused on
locations which are or can be made sustainable, through limiting the need to travel and
offering a genuine choice of transport modes. One suitable site is the site promoted by
Taylor Wimpey at Barton Hill (SHELAA Ref. WS035).
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Comment

Transport As set out in the response to Strategic Issue 3: Economic growth and provision of
strategic infrastructure, the growth strategy for emerging WSLP should seek to support the
delivery of sustainable transport outcomes. It is expected that significant development
should be focused on locations which are or can be made sustainable, through limiting the
need to travel and offering a genuine choice of transport modes. Bury St Edmunds contains a
good range of services and facilities, it is a key employment centre, and it is accessible by
public transport. There are suitable sites available for development at Bury St Edmunds,
including the site promoted by Taylor Wimpey at Barton Hill (SHELAA Ref. WS035). The
allocation of this site would support travel by sustainable modes of transport.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West
Suffolk Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue.

Respondent Name

Mr Julian Edge-Partington (Wisdom Toothbrushes Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Provision of transport infrastructure

Comment ID

374

Summary

The growth strategy for emerging WSLP should seek to support the delivery of sustainable
transport outcomes. It is expected that significant development should be focused on
locations which are or can be made sustainable, by limiting the need to travel and/or offering
a genuine choice of transport modes. There are suitable redevelopment sites available for
development in Haverhill, including the site promoted by Wisdom Toothbrushes at Duddery
Hill.
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Comment

As set out in the response to Strategic Issue 3: Economic growth and provision of strategic
infrastructure, the growth strategy for emerging WSLP should seek to support the delivery
of sustainable transport outcomes. It is expected that significant development should be
focused on locations which are or can be made sustainable, through limiting the need to
travel and offering a genuine choice of transport modes. Haverhill contains an excellent
range of services and facilities, it is a key employment centre, and it is accessible by public
transport. There are suitable redevelopment sites available for development in Haverhill,
including the site promoted by Wisdom Toothbrushes at Duddery Hill. The allocation of this
site would support travel by sustainable modes of transport.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district
housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and
environmental constraints within each settlement such as Haverhill. The next draft of the
plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Ingwall King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Provision of transport infrastructure

Comment ID

355

Summary

A sustainable travel guide/ strategy should be developed including strategic infrastructureled pathways, quiet lanes or cycle and pedestrian friendly routes, that link every rural
community and then the larger towns safely without using cars. This will cost, but be more
attractive to residents and employers, with a net positive benefit to the economy of clean
transportation.

Comment

We need a document that guides developers. They need to see what it is they have to deliver
and how this will contribute to the overall sustainable travel vision for the district. the vision
should include pathways, quiet lanes or cycle and pedestrian friendly routes, that link every
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rural community and then the larger towns. It should be possible to travel into Haverhill or
Mildenhall from villages without using the car and it should also be possible to easily and
safely travel from Mildenhall or Haverhill to Bury. the strategy need to accept that the
infrastructure must come first. It must be well designed and it will cost money. it should also
be part of the vision that a district with healthy clean transportation at its core will be
attractive to people and employers and will only have a net positive impact on economic
activity, health and sustainability.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue including the development of linkages between settlements
that do not rely on the car.

Respondent Name

Mr P Maddever (PH Maddever Farm)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Provision of transport infrastructure

Comment ID

249

Summary

.

Comment

As set out in the response to Strategic Issue 3: Economic growth and provision of strategic
infrastructure, the growth strategy for emerging WSLP should seek to support the delivery
of sustainable transport outcomes. It is expected that significant development should be
focused on locations which are or can be made sustainable, through limiting the need to
travel and offering a genuine choice of transport modes. Paragraph 103 of the NPPF
recognises that sustainable transport solutions will be different for urban and rural areas.
Cavendish has a primary school, public houses and shops. There are bus services from
Cavendish to Clare and Sudbury. Cavendish is accessible to the services and facilities
provided in nearby Clare.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the
overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement such as Cavendish. The
next draft of the plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution
strategy to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial
objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Tim Deacon (Turnstone Estates Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Provision of transport infrastructure

Comment ID

409

Summary

The growth strategy for the emerging WSLP should seek to support the delivery of
sustainable transport outcomes. It is expected that significant development should be
focused on locations which are or can be made sustainable, through limiting the need to
travel and offering a genuine choice of transport modes. Exning is well-placed.

Comment

Transport As set out in the response to Strategic Issue 3: Economic growth and provision of
strategic infrastructure, the growth strategy for the emerging WSLP should seek to support
the delivery of sustainable transport outcomes. It is expected that significant development
should be focused on locations which are or can be made sustainable, through limiting the
need to travel and offering a genuine choice of transport modes. Exning has a convenience
store, primary school, public houses and an employment area, which are all accessible by
walking and cycling from within the village. There are bus services from Exning to
Newmarket and Cambridge, and rail services from Newmarket Station. Exning is located
adjacent to Newmarket, and it is easily accessible to all the services and facilities and
employment opportunities available in Newmarket. Therefore, the site promoted by
Turnstone Estates at land south of Ducks Lane in Exning would be sustainable in transport
terms.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement such as Exning. The
next draft of the plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution
strategy to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial
objectives and settlement hierarchy. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is
an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will
allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue.

Respondent Name

Mr Tom Lewis

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Provision of transport infrastructure

Comment ID

184

Summary

Financial contributions can be secured from new development to assist with or provide
transport infrastructure and funding walking and cycling and this is welcome, but the local
plan should also address the needs of existing communities. This is important as, even if
there is no development at a particular location, the usage of roads and transport routes
running through it may increase dramatically, with knock-on effects on the safety of walking
and cycling access.

Comment

That financial contributions can be secured from new development to assist with or provide
transport infrastructure and funding walking and cycling is welcome, but the local plan
should also address the needs of existing communities. This is particualrly important as,
even if there is no development at a particular location, the usage of roads and transport
routes running through it may increase dramatically, with knock-on effects on the safety of
walking and cycling acces.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with highway infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
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appropriate level. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district. The
encouragement of sustainable transport modes is also an objective for West Suffolk Council.
Policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this.
Respondent Name

. . (Brandon Strategic Land Development Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Paul Derry (Barton Willmore)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

644

Summary

Part 2, section 5 considers the need to encourage sustainable transport. To meet the aims
and objectives of WSC’s Vision, this is essential. Focus should therefore be on development
in those settlements that are served by railway stations, and those with regular bus services.
Brandon meets both of these criteria and further growth in the town would assist in meeting
the sustainable development agenda.

Comment

Part 2, section 5 considers the need to encourage sustainable transport. To meet the aims
and objectives of WSC’s Vision, this is essential. Focus should therefore be on development
in those settlements that are served by railway stations, and those with regular bus services.
Brandon meets both of these criteria and further growth in the town would assist in meeting
the sustainable development agenda.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district
housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and
environmental constraints within each settlement, such as Brandon. The next draft of the
plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

. . (Newmarket Horsemen's Group)
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Agent Name

Nicky Parsons (Pegasus Group)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

650

Summary

Chapter 5 relates to transport and includes a picture of traffic congestion in Newmarket but
does not go on to discuss any specific issues for the NHG. Transportation issues in
Newmarket are unique in the District. In addition to the usual issues regarding traffic levels
and sustainable transport measures there is also the issue of horse movements through the
town.

Comment

Chapter 5 relates to transport and includes a picture of traffic congestion in Newmarket but
does not go on to discuss any specific issues for the NHG. Transportation issues in
Newmarket are unique in the District. In addition to the usual issues regarding traffic levels
and sustainable transport measures there is also the issue of horse movements through the
town. The NHG has previously worked with the County Council on the measures necessary
to improve the safety of the movement of horses around the town and assist with the safety
of movement of all users of the highway. The NHG considers that it is important that the
unique issues facing Newmarket are identified as an issue to be addressed in the local plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The Council will continue to work with NHG and Suffolk County Council in order to
address transportation issues in Newmarket. The existing policies in the WSLP dealing with
transportation issues relating to the HRI will be reviewed and amended if necessary.

Respondent Name

. . (Peterhouse)

Agent Name

Mr John Dudding (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

388

Summary

Sustainable transport is underpinned by sustainable development. New allocations should be
near existing public transport infrastructure linkages. New settlements need good
connections. Proposed site Hall Farm near to Bury St Edmunds promotes a healthy, low
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carbon community and an opportunity to improve connectivity.
Comment
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Transport is a key issue for the local plan and Peterhouse supports the hierarchy of
sustainable means of travel in an effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. To be able to
offer a genuine choice of transport modes, reduce congestion and emissions and improve air
quality and public health, the local plan needs to allocate development in locations and of a
scale which makes these goals achievable. Development should be in locations that take full
advantage of the existing transport infrastructure such as rail links, cycle paths, footways
and the strategic road network. New development should also contribute to local
infrastructure improvements to mitigate their impacts. New settlements with good
connections to existing major towns and transport infrastructure are well placed to reduce
the reliance on the private vehicle, improve access to sustainable modes of transport,
encourage the uptake of active travel and improve opportunities for walking and cycling.
New settlements are also of a scale whereby they can contribute to or deliver new or
enhanced infrastructure to not only mitigate their impacts but provide benefits for the wider
community. A Transport Prospectus (Appendix 4) has been prepared for Hall Farm which
sets out the Transport Vision for the proposals, demonstrating the transport case for a new
settlement in this location and outlining the range of sustainable transport opportunities that
exist. The Transport Vision for Hall Farm is to: ● Promote a healthy and low carbon
community where walking and cycling are the main choice of travel for short journeys both
within the site itself and to the surrounding villages and Bury St Edmunds. Direct and
attractive walking and cycling routes would be prioritised over the car within the
development. New corridors of movement will be created that unlock sustainable travel for
the new community as well offering more low-carbon transport choices for existing
communities nearby. This will help reduce transport related greenhouse gas emissions by
locating growth in a sustainable location. ● Provide transport choice for longer journeys
within Bury St Edmunds, offering attractive and convenient public transport options to
discourage the use of the private car and to encourage fewer polluting forms of travel within
the town. The public transport strategy and personalised journey planning would make
people aware of the more environmentally friendly options available to them and how to
support reducing air quality impacts within the town and its surrounds. ● Promote mental
well-being and enabling healthy lifestyles through easy access to areas of green space, the
countryside and outdoor recreation as well as activities and services within the site that
foster the development of strong communities. ● Reduce the need to travel by car by

offering a range of facilities within the site that are within walking distance and harness the
opportunities offered by emerging transport technologies to deliver more environmentally
sustainable travel choices and lifestyles within the community in the long term. Hall Farm
benefits from being in close proximity to Bury St Edmunds and the town is within cycling
distance of the site. Bury St Edmunds is the largest town in West Suffolk, offering a wide
range of facilities and services as well as employment opportunities. It is well-connected by
rail and road for necessary longer distance trips, but most importantly shows the lowest
levels of car commuting in West Suffolk and excellent opportunities to increase the levels of
walking and cycling due to its compact scale and with it being the focal point for the national
cycle network in the district. Hall Farm presents an excellent opportunity to maximise the
use of existing infrastructure and further encourage sustainable travel patterns within and
around Bury St Edmunds. The very nature of strategic scale development and the site’s
proximity to Bury St Edmunds presents an opportunity to improve the connectivity and
uptake of sustainable modes of travel. The cycle and pedestrian network through the site
and surrounding area could be upgraded to improve connectivity and existing bus services
could be extended or new services provided, enhancing accessibility to the train station, bus
station and town centre. In addition to promoting sustainable modes of travel, there is also
the opportunity to incorporate measures within the vehicular access strategy of the site to
disincentivise the use of the car for short journeys. These measures would contribute
positively towards reducing greenhouse gas emissions from transport and provide the
opportunity for healthier lifestyles through active modes of transport, aligning with WSC’s
strategy for transport.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each part of the district. The next draft
of the plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to
deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and
settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

. . (Suffolk County Council - Transport)

Agent Name

Cameron Clow (Suffolk County Council)
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Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

657

Summary

The County Council agrees broadly with the description of transport throughout the district
and the identified issues for the local plan to address in part two of the Issues and Options
documents.

Comment

Strategic Transport Considerations The County Council agrees broadly with the description
of transport throughout the district and the identified issues for the local plan to address in
part two of the Issues and Options documents. Please note that information in paragraph 5.3
relating to Highways England Road Investment Strategy (RIS), is out of date. The funding
has been committed for RIS 2 up to 2025 and there are currently no funded projects in
Suffolk for this period. However, the pipeline for RIS 3 does include improvements to the
A11 fiveways junction¹. A number of strategic transport considerations were input by the
County Council at the Sustainability Appraisal Scoping consultation and these are still
important to consider. These included the Suffolk Local Transport Plan and Suffolk Rail
Prospectus, which are both currently under review. The plan should also reflect, and take
advantage of, the more recent plans and schemes to enhance active travel, funded by
Government in response to the Covid-19 pandemic². The plan should also take account of the
Transport Recovery Plan³. The County Council is also developing a local Cycling and Walking
Infrastructure Plan. Specific issues related to growth will become more apparent as the
evidence base is developed, in particular transport modelling. Regarding rail travel, the plan
could support aspirations to improve rail connections in the district. Improvements to rail
frequency between Ipswich and Cambridge, and Ipswich and Peterborough, are currently
being promoted by the County Council. There may be a need to protect land in the plan to
enable these improvements. This will need to be considered in consultation with Network
Rail. The plan could also support improvements to railway stations and access to stations,
either by improvements to walking and cycling facilities to stations, or by enabling bus
routes between new development and stations. ¹https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/872252/road-investmentstrategy-2-2020-2025.pdf ²https://www.suffolk.gov.uk/coronavirus-covid-19/advice-on-travel/
active-travel-improvements-for-cycling-and-walking/ ³https://www.suffolk.gov.uk/assets/
coronavirus/SCC-TransportRecovery-plan2020.pdf The public right of way (PRoW) network
supports strategic objectives of the Local Plan. It provides access to the countryside,
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opportunities for leisure, biodiversity benefits acting as wildlife corridors and allows rural
communities to connect sustainably. The plan can promote green access and enhance the
visitor economy. The PRoW network should be improved and aim to separate people from
traffic. Sustainable transport should be maximised, not just promoted. Transport
significantly contributes to emissions. Enhancing sustainable transport will reduce the
impact of growth on road capacity and benefit health. Managing demand travel can assist
particularly rural areas. Paragraph 5.3 should be updated to RIS 3 pipeline schemes, there
has been not RIS 2 identified in Suffolk. Strategically the Suffolk Local Transport Plan and
Suffolk Rail Prospectus should be considered albeit they are under review. Active travel
should be enhanced, and the Transport Recovery Plan be considered. The Plan should aim to
increase rail travel. When considering the spatial options for growth, all may impact the road
network but larger schemes offer the best opportunities to integrate transport. Option 4
(dispersal) may impact the network the most. The Plan should consistently approach
Transport assessments, Transport statements and travel plans. Transport Assessments and
Statements and Travel Plans The plan should apply a consistent approach to the use
Transport Assessments (TA), Transport Statements (TS) and Travel Plans (TP) to use these
tools effectively in achieving appropriate mitigation or outcomes. This will help to provide
clarity within the development management process as to when each of these tools should
be applied. Use of these tools should be directed at achieving mode shift and demand
management as far as is possible to achieve the transport objectives of the plan. The County
Council’s Travel Plan Guidance¹ sets thresholds for different use classes, however, for
residential it sets a threshold of 80 dwellings for a full TP and 50 dwellings for TP measures.
It would be logical to apply these thresholds to transport assessments and statements,
respectively. It is therefore suggested that these are set as indicative thresholds in policy,
though the scope of TAs, TS’ and TPs should of course be commensurate with the scale and
type of development. ¹https://www.suffolk.gov.uk/assets/Roads-and-transport/publictransport-and-transport-planning/Local-Links/26444-Suffolk-Travel-Plan-GuidanceV5-Printable-Version-LR.pdf
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

West Suffolk Council welcomes SCC's comments as highway authority. The encouragement
of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue and
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may be secured on development sites where appropriate. There is a balance to be achieved
in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within
each settlement. The next draft of the plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a
housing distribution strategy to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance
with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.
Respondent Name

Alan Mayes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

25

Summary

Rail links

Comment

I shall contact The Greater Cambridge Authority again. I think they included a branch to
Mildenhall in the proposed Cambridge Metro when the base was planned for closure in the
expectation of a large new development at Mildenhall so as the base is not now closing they
need to revisit this. There used to be a railway from Cambridge to Mildenhall but it closed in
1965. A large number of people commute to work in Cambridge from surrounding areas
including West Suffolk and this is the reason for my interest and also for the Cambridge
Metro. The decision as to where to put new housing in West Suffolk is the subject of this
consultation but we clearly need people to commute to Cambridge using public transport
and not by car. My own view is that the railway should provide this transport for commuters
from outside Cambridge as only the railway provides the needed capacity. It would therefore
be useful for new housing to be built in locations from where people can easily travel to
Cambridge by train. There will be a new station at Soham in 2022 which may be useful to
some people in West Suffolk but it is also expected that the railway from Cambridge to
Ipswich with stations at Newmarket, Kennett and Bury St Edmunds will be greatly enhanced
in the next few years as the Eastern section of East West Rail so there will be a greatly
enhanced train service from Newmarket, Kennett and Bury St Edmunds to Cambridge.
Haverhill is a very important location for people who commute to Cambridge and the
Cambridge Metro does propose a link to Haverhill. However I consider the railway from
Cambridge to Haverhill should be rebuilt as only the railway would provide the necessary
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public transport capacity. Although I do not live in West Suffolk I think it would be useful as
a view of someone who lives and works in Cambridge as many people who live in West
Suffolk commute to work in Cambridge and many of the people who live in new housing in
West Suffolk will commute to work in Cambridge. I therefore think it is important to
highlight the need for the West Suffolk local plan to ensure that people can commute from
their homes in West Suffolk to jobs in Cambridge by public transport to avoid severe road
traffic congestion.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The Council aims to encourage all forms of sustainable transport including by rail.
Future rail enhancements are for Network Rail to decide in conjunction with local councils.

Respondent Name

Bruce Macmichael

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

176

Summary

There should be an acknowledgement here of just how poor the rail services are. To travel
North from west Suffolk involves several changes. The A14 road route is heavily used but the
rail route which runs parallel is slow, convoluted or non-existent.

Comment

There should be an acknowledgement here of just how poor the rail services are. To travel
North from west Suffolk involves several changes. The A14 road route is heavily used but the
rail route which runs parallel is slow, convoluted or non-existent.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes including rail is an objective for
West Suffolk Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to
respond effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Cllr Diane Hind (West Suffolk Council)
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

470

Summary

The half hourly peak period commuting service between Ipswich and Cambridge must be
brought forward.

Comment

The half hourly peak period commuting service between Ipswich and Cambridge must be
brought forward. Post Covid when restrictions are lifted and employers re-open their
premises, commuting patterns are likely to change. Therefore improvements to A14
junctions will need to be undertaken as soon as possible Whilst I support the need to
improve walking and cycling and would like to see a reduced reliance on motor vehicles, we
have to realise that for many (particularly in an aging population) this will not be an option.
Park and ride schemes should be considered.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

David Brierley (Network Rail)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

599

Summary

Network Rail – infrastructure capacity constraints, boundary development. Need to protect
accommodation works such as bridges. Development affecting rail crossings must be advised
to Network rail. Bridges may be affected. Development should be avoided adjacent to freight
sites such as Brandon, Bury St Edmunds north, Kennett. Assets will be protected in line with
the DMPO. Bury St Edmunds south at Station Hill Development Area has an approved
masterplan. Site reference WS049 is available for re
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Comment

Network Rail – infrastructure capacity constraints, boundary development. Need to protect
accommodation works such as bridges. Development affecting rail crossings must be advised
to Network rail. Bridges may be affected. Development should be avoided adjacent to freight
sites such as Brandon, Bury St Edmunds north, Kennett. Assets will be protected in line with
the DMPO. Bury St Edmunds south at Station Hill Development Area has an approved
masterplan. Site reference WS049 is available for redevelopment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

West Suffolk Council welcomes the comments of statutory consultees and will work
alongside Network Rail to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of
proposed housing growth. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan and
will set out further details on appropriate infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Greg Luton (Bury St Edmunds Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

612

Summary

We welcome the fact that the Council intends to promote a hierarchy of sustainable means of
transport with walking, cycling and public transport at the top and support rail (Ipswich to
Cambridge), walking and cycling improvements. Once improvements to the A14 junctions
have been completed, the Council should then look at ameliorating the condition of other ‘A’
Roads linking Bury St. Edmunds with other towns in the district to improve economic
interchange.

Comment

We welcome the fact that the Council intends to promote a hierarchy of sustainable means of
transport with walking, cycling and public transport at the top. We call for the proposed halfhourly peak period commuting service between Ipswich and Cambridge to be brought
forward. We support the need to improve opportunities for walking and cycling: in larger
housing schemes it will be important to ensure enhanced connectivity between these sites
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and town centres for these modes. While we would like to see reduced reliance on private
motor vehicles, we urge a pragmatic approach that takes into account the likelihood that
working patterns are unlikely to change in the short term, particularly when COVID-19
restrictions are lifted and employers re-open their office premises. Therefore, improvements
to the A14 junctions need to be undertaken as soon as possible. Once improvements to the
A14 junctions have been completed, the Council should then look at ameliorating the
condition of other ‘A’ Roads linking Bury St. Edmunds with other towns in the district to
improve economic interchange.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Hundon Residents Group (Hundon Residents Group)

Agent Name

Mrs Lisa Skinner (Phase 2 Planning)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

661

Summary

We fully support the Council’s approach within paragraph 5.1 to promote a hierarchy of
sustainable means of transport with walking, cycling and public transport (including taxis) at
the top, followed by commercial vehicles with cars (fossil fuel-powered) at the bottom.

Comment

We fully support the Council’s approach within paragraph 5.1 to promote a hierarchy of
sustainable means of transport with walking, cycling and public transport (including taxis) at
the top, followed by commercial vehicles with cars (fossil fuel-powered) at the bottom. It will
be important for future development to support reduced reliance on the private vehicle and
improved access to sustainable modes of transport. • Development should seek to maximise
trends for active travel and improve opportunities for walking and cycling. • There are
opportunities to capitalise on existing transport routes and maximise sustainable access
opportunities along key routes.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Jacqueline Burke

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

60

Summary

Poor bus services

Comment

Residents in our village do not use bus services because they are so poor. Alienating cars will
not change this perception or behaviour.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. West Suffolk Council aims to improve sustainable transport measures alongside
Suffolk County Council (SCC) and improvements to regular bus services forms part of this.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Dalham Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

94

Summary

Rural communities need to be protected from increased traffic and speeding through
initiatives like traffic calming measures and provision of pavements or reserved spaces for
pedestrians to make it safer for people walking in villages.

Comment

Rural communities need to be protected from increased traffic and speeding through
initiatives like traffic calming measures and provision of pavements or reserved spaces for
pedestrians to make it safer for people walking in villages.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate. Speeding matters would be considered by Suffolk County Council as Highway
Authority.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Lidgate Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

80

Summary

Rural communities are reliant on cars to access larger towns and villages due to poor public
transport. Reliance on cars could be reduced if SAFE cycling and pedestrian links were
created linking rural communities. Although Lidgate is only three miles from Wickhambrook,
which is the nearest place with services, the B1063 is a busy road and not suitable for
walkers and cyclists. Roads are often poorly maintained, making them dangerous for all
vehicles but particularly for cyclists.

Comment

Rural communities are reliant on cars to access larger towns and villages due to poor public
transport. Reliance on cars could be reduced if SAFE cycling and pedestrian links were
created linking rural communities. Although Lidgate is only three miles from Wickhambrook,
which is the nearest place with services, the B1063 is a busy road and not suitable for
walkers and cyclists. Roads are often poorly maintained, making them dangerous for all
vehicles but particularly for cyclists. There has been an increase in traffic travelling through
Lidgate in recent years and in particular larger vehicles and lorries. The problem has been
made worse by Sat Nav which often routes vehicles up single track and narrow roads. This
can lead to roads and verges being damaged when large vehicles try to pass and in village
centres where road width is restricted by historic/listed buildings.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
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Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.
Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Risby Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

453

Summary

The bus service is inadequate. Safer footpath/cycleways connecting villages to nearby towns
and service centres should be a priority as this would reduce reliance on cars and contribute
towards Net Zero targets.

Comment

The bus service is inadequate. Safer footpath/cycleways connecting villages to nearby towns
and service centres should be a priority as this would reduce reliance on cars and contribute
towards Net Zero targets.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue.

Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Stansfield Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

87

Summary

Footways are poor making it difficult for those with impaired mobility, or with young
children. Poor public transport links to towns and key service centres.

Comment

Footways are poor making it difficult for those with impaired mobility, or with young
children. Poor public transport links to towns and key service centres.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Jonathan Ascroft (Jockey Club Farming Company Limited)

Agent Name

Alison Wright (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

480

Summary

It is therefore important for the Local Plan to ensure developments create an environment
where accessibility to day to day services and other facilities is easy and a choice of
transport modes is available.

Comment

* National Planning Policy advises (paragraph 102) that transport issues should be
considered from the earliest stages of plan-making and development proposals so that: a)
the potential impacts of development on transport networks can be addressed; b)
opportunities from existing or proposed transport infrastructure, and changing transport
technology and usage, are realised – for example in relation to the scale, location or density
of development that can be accommodated; c) opportunities to promote walking, cycling and
public transport use are identified and pursued; d) the environmental impacts of traffic and
transport infrastructure can be identified, assessed and taken into account – including
appropriate opportunities for avoiding and mitigating any adverse effects, and for net
environmental gains; and e) patterns of movement, streets, parking and other transport
considerations are integral to the design of schemes, and contribute to making high quality
places. * The NPPF continues, at paragraph 103, in stating that the planning system should
actively manage patterns of growth in support of the above objectives. “Significant
development should be focused on locations which are or can be made sustainable, through
limiting the need to travel and offering a genuine choice of transport modes. This can help to
reduce congestion and emissions, and improve air quality and public health.” * It is therefore
important for the Local Plan to ensure developments create an environment where
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accessibility to day to day services and other facilities is easy and a choice of transport
modes is available. This will enable the local community to choose the more socially
inclusive and sustainable methods of travel. New developments need to be designed so that
this can happen from first occupation when habits start to form.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Luisa Townsley (Artemis Trustees Limited as trustees of the VS Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

488

Summary

It is therefore important for the Local Plan to ensure developments create an environment
where accessibility to day to day services and other facilities is easy and a choice of
transport modes is available. This will enable the local community to choose the more
socially inclusive and sustainable methods of travel. New developments need to be designed
so that this can happen from first occupation when habits start to form.

Comment

• National Planning Policy advises (paragraph 102) that transport issues should be
considered from the earliest stages of plan-making and development proposals so that: a)
the potential impacts of development on transport networks can be addressed; b)
opportunities from existing or proposed transport infrastructure, and changing transport
technology and usage, are realised – for example in relation to the scale, location or density
of development that can be accommodated; c) opportunities to promote walking, cycling and
public transport use are identified and pursued; d) the environmental impacts of traffic and
transport infrastructure can be identified, assessed and taken into account – including
appropriate opportunities for avoiding and mitigating any adverse effects, and for net
environmental gains; and e) patterns of movement, streets, parking and other transport
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considerations are integral to the design of schemes, and contribute to making high quality
places. • The NPPF continues, at paragraph 103, in stating that the planning system should
actively manage patterns of growth in support of the above objectives. “Significant
development should be focused on locations which are or can be made sustainable, through
limiting the need to travel and offering a genuine choice of transport modes. This can help to
reduce congestion and emissions, and improve air quality and public health.” • It is
therefore important for the Local Plan to ensure developments create an environment where
accessibility to day to day services and other facilities is easy and a choice of transport
modes is available. This will enable the local community to choose the more socially
inclusive and sustainable methods of travel. New developments need to be designed so that
this can happen from first occupation when habits start to form.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

390

Summary

Not everyone needs a private car. Flexible, innovative, transport systems should be
developed, that consider climate change , electric vehicles are not sufficient.

Comment

Let's be innovative and not look to plan for a 20th century solution to a 21st century issue.
Electric cars are not the answer to all our transport needs. We need to ask ourselves - does
every person and or every household need a car? I say: No. So how do we provde flexible
transport when people need it. We should be talking with transport industry planners to
make sure our plan meet the challenges of climate change and reflects the innovations
currently being developed.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue, including innovative solutions.

Respondent Name

Mary Evans (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

494

Summary

The days of big buses are coming to an end. People will work more from home. Please, let's
have a plan fit for 2040 and not tailored at 1950. Do not invest in bus routes when people
don't want to wait for a bus. Encourage an innovative and flexible response to transport
needs.

Comment

The days of big buses are coming to an end. People will work more from home; Please, lets
have a plan fit for 2040 and not tailored at 1950. Do not invest in bus routes when people
dont want to wait for a bus. Encourage an innovative and flexible response to transport
needs.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively and flexibly to this complex issue.

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

623

Summary

We agree that the Council should aim to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and will promote
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a hierarchy of sustainable means of transport with walking, cycling and public transport
(including taxis) at the top, followed by commercial vehicles with cars (fossil fuel-powered)
at the bottom. This will ensure new developments offer a genuine choice of transport modes,
reducing congestion and emissions, and improving air quality and public health.
Comment

We agree that the Council should aim to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and will promote
a hierarchy of sustainable means of transport with walking, cycling and public transport
(including taxis) at the top, followed by commercial vehicles with cars (fossil fuel-powered)
at the bottom. This will ensure new developments offer a genuine choice of transport modes,
reducing congestion and emissions, and improving air quality and public health. Bloor
Homes Eastern is investigating potential improvements to the existing footway on Bury
Road, Barrow along with any necessary improvements along key pedestrian desire lines such
as the route to the local primary school. A car club scheme, which is an hourly self-service
low emission car rental scheme, will also be implemented. The proposed development to the
east of Bury Road, Stanton, includes a number of walking and cycling links connecting to the
existing services and facilities within Stanton. This is illustrated in the Walking and Cycling
Opportunities Plan in Appendix 3. Bloor Homes Eastern also have experience of
implementing a car club scheme on other sites that have been developed. The car club
scheme is an hourly self-service low emission car rental scheme that could be introduced as
part of allocations in West Suffolk, alongside infrastructure to support electric vehicles. The
Council also identify that West Suffolk is a rural district where most people have no
alternative but to travel by car. The district has good connectivity to the Strategic Road
Network (SRN). These roads connect Bury St Edmunds, Newmarket and Mildenhall to
Cambridge, Norwich, Ipswich and Felixstowe, and further via the A14 to the Midlands, and
via the A1 to the north. The site to the south of Bury Road, Barrow is located in proximity to
the A14, connecting the site with these strategic locations. There are also local bus services
operating within the vicinity of the site, connecting the site with Bury St Edmunds and
Newmarket. The site to the east of Bury Road, Stanton is located in proximity to the A14,
connecting the site with these strategic locations. There are also local bus services operating
along and around Bury Road (A143). These public transport routes connect the site with
Bury St Edmunds, Diss and Norwich.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
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Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.
Respondent Name

Mr. Garth Tolmie

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

527

Summary

Mildenhall is the only remaining town that does not have an active rail connection. Plans
should be made to reinstate its rail connection.

Comment

Mildenhall is the ONLY remaining town that does not have an active rail connection. Plans
should be made to reinstate its rail connection.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Railway reinstatements would be a matter for Network Rail. However, the encouragement of
sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue.

Respondent Name

Mr Carl Coster

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

498

Summary

Local Roads will not be fit for purpose

Comment

Local Roads will not be fit for purpose

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with highway infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
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appropriate level. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Christopher Carter (Kentford Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

569

Summary

Whilst overall the list of local issues in the Content is inclusive, West Suffolk Council (WSC)
is already aware of Strategic Road Network (SRN) pressures affecting villages associated
with or adjacent to the A11/A14 corridor, particularly Kentford, and the lack of a proper
interchange between the two for east and westbound traffic. This should be highlighted for
Road Investment Strategy (RIS) funding by HE. Speeding through villages is a problem that
is not addressed in the Plan.

Comment

KPC response in Part 2, 5.3: Whilst overall the list of local issues in the Content is inclusive,
the West Suffolk Council (WSC) is already aware of Strategic Road Network (SRN) pressures
affecting villages associated with or adjacent to the A11/A14 corridor, particularly Kentford,
and the lack of a proper interchange between the two for east and westbound traffic. Any
planned or unplanned interruption to traffic flow on either or both the A roads brings
streams of heavy lorries through these villages, on roads which are inadequate for the size
and nature of these vehicles. We wish for WSC to add “Strategic Road Network pressures on
local villages” to the list of local issues, on the basis that if the responsible agency
(Highways England) isn’t aware that the issue is important locally (because the Local Plan is
silent) then nothing will happen. By raising it this way the agency should have to consider
adding remedial measures for an A11/A14 interchange to their list of future projects in their
Road Investment Strategy (RIS). KPC response in Part 2, 5.3 on: Arising from the nature and
structure of local roads required or designated to service any issues with the SRN, speeding
through these villages is also an issue which is not addressed, considered or even included
as part of the section on transport. We consider that, again whilst the responsible authority
is not WSC, this Issues and Options Plan is required to address (5.6) “…that transport should
be considered from the earliest stage of plan-making and development proposals… taking
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account of the environmental impacts of traffic”) and (5.7) “Infrastructure enhancements
may be necessary to avoid overloading the existing network.” and “…alternative modes of
transport will help reduce demand for roads and journey times…” but surely not by breaking
speed limits! The inclusion of a statement to “enhance infrastructure to minimise speeding
through villages affected by the SRN wherever possible” would be welcomed.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with highway infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist
with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district. Policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to
this, but only as far as they are relevant to planning matters.

Respondent Name

Mr Colin Knight

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

463

Summary

Transport – We need to develop better road links, improve rail connections and consider
both cycle and car users in town centres. Cycle paths should be improved in rural areas.

Comment

Transport – We need to develop better road links – the A14 is not fit for purpose given the
freight it has to carry from Felixstowe. Many towns have a lack of car parking. Illegal
parking causes issues in many towns. The Rail network need better connections and more
frequent journeys and better railstock. The desire to make the cycle a more important road
user in town centres is, I find odd – they are not the major user of the roads – so introducing
cycle lanes that are sectioned off, means squeezing more cars into narrower areas, removing
park facilities and impacting the disabled too – I just don’t get it! Totally agree with better
links to villages and cycle paths in more rural areas.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Mr David Taylor (Taylor Farms)

Agent Name

Alison Wright (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

503

Summary

It is important for the Local Plan to ensure developments create an environment where
accessibility to day to day services and other facilities is easy and a choice of transport
modes is available. This will enable the local community to choose the more socially
inclusive and sustainable methods of travel. New developments need to be designed so that
this can happen from first occupation when habits start to form.

Comment

* National Planning Policy advises (paragraph 102) that transport issues should be
considered from the earliest stages of plan-making and development proposals so that: a)
the potential impacts of development on transport networks can be addressed; b)
opportunities from existing or proposed transport infrastructure, and changing transport
technology and usage, are realised – for example in relation to the scale, location or density
of development that can be accommodated; c) opportunities to promote walking, cycling and
public transport use are identified and pursued; d) the environmental impacts of traffic and
transport infrastructure can be identified, assessed and taken into account – including
appropriate opportunities for avoiding and mitigating any adverse effects, and for net
environmental gains; and e) patterns of movement, streets, parking and other transport
considerations are integral to the design of schemes, and contribute to making high quality
places. * The NPPF continues, at paragraph 103, in stating that the planning system should
actively manage patterns of growth in support of the above objectives. “Significant
development should be focused on locations which are or can be made sustainable, through
limiting the need to travel and offering a genuine choice of transport modes. This can help to
reduce congestion and emissions, and improve air quality and public health.” * It is therefore
important for the Local Plan to ensure developments create an environment where
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accessibility to day to day services and other facilities is easy and a choice of transport
modes is available. This will enable the local community to choose the more socially
inclusive and sustainable methods of travel. New developments need to be designed so that
this can happen from first occupation when habits start to form.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Mr Edward Barrett (Catesby Estates plc)

Agent Name

Mr Greg Pearce (David Lock Associates)

Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

429

Summary

The importance of the CAM has been underplayed. It provides an integrated public transport
network across the Cambridgeshire sub-region. The consultation over-relies on
infrastructure, which will increase car usage. The CAM will serve Haverhill and extend to
Newmarket and Mildenhall. The CAM offers sustainable transport solutions for new growth.
The CAM’s transport hub is within Haverhill Vales.

Comment

The two main issues identified in paragraphs 5.8 and 5.9 of Part 2.5 of the Issues and
Options Consultation relate to overall provision of transport infrastructure but also
encouraging sustainable transport. It is welcomed that the CAM is identified in paragraph
5.3 of the consultation. However, we consider that the potential of this this infrastructure
provision is shaping the future growth plans for West Suffolk is underplayed, particularly in
respect of the CAM’s ability to help meet the vision and objectives proposed in Part 1. The
aim of the CAM is to provide an integrated public transport network across the wider
Cambridgeshire sub-region which seeks to reduce the number of private vehicles using the
roads. However within the issues and options document there still appears to be an
overreliance on infrastructure projects which will ultimately encourage further use of the
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private car. The CAM therefore should be given greater and significant weight in the
emerging Local Plan. Not only will the CAM network serve Haverhill but a route is also
planned to extend to Newmarket and Mildenhall further to the north east, thereby would
support district-wide moves towards more sustainable transport solutions for new growth in
these areas, making a meaningful shift towards a reduction in carbon emissions. Specifically
in respect of Haverhill, as set out in our response to Strategic Issue 2, and on page 24 of the
Vision Document, the emerging concept for Haverhill Vales includes within the landholding
land reserved for the Haverhill CAM transport hub. The catchment for the CAM transport
hub will cover both the existing town and Haverhill Vales, accessed via short sustainable
journeys and minimising the use of private vehicles to access the CAM network. Having a
sizeable catchment which is the focus of planned housing and jobs growth will also support
the business case for the CAM, thereby helping to support wider sustainability objectives of
the Greater Cambridge Area. On this basis we consider that the importance of the CAM as a
key structuring driver of new growth choices should be given much greater prominence in
the Local Plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the
overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Gordon Hughes (Horringer Community Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

235
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Summary

Wish to see EV charging facilities in Horringer
Safe cycle and pedestrian route direct to Horringer Court away from A 143.

Comment

If there is no progress on relocation of the community centre with associated sports facilities
and social club then we wish to see EV charging facilities installed at the present community
centre site. For the last 10 years the village and neighbouring villages have been pressing
for the construction of a direct cycle and footpath away from the A 143 and Westley Lane to
Horringer Court. Compulsory purchase is now required on land adjacent to Great Horringer
Hall to make this a reality. Travelling by bicycle along the A143 between Horringer and Bury
ST Edmunds is totally dangerous.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Mr John Popham

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

506

Summary

The question of providing adequate public transport includes the need to manage car
parking in town centres at peak periods and travel to the car parks creates pollution and
congestion. East and west of Bury St Edmunds land should be allocated for park and ride
sites operational 7 d/pw. An automated system should direct traffic into town including
electric buses, accompanied by a 20 year plan of management including for EV. New
development sites can contribute to the costs of electric minibuses.

Comment

The question of providing adequate public transport includes the need to manage car
parking in town centres at peak periods. In Bury St Edmunds the town is already close to
capacity. It may be possible to deck parts of existing car parks but reaching them will not
only materially increase pollution but mean that at times there will be both traffic jams and
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serious delays. In these circumstances, particularly bearing in mind this plan is for a twenty
year period to 2040 it is surely essential as a minimum to allocate sites for park and ride
from both the main west and east entrances from the A14 - in particular from the west
where at present there is currently land available for this purpose. In addition we will need
to plan for a computer controlled system which directs traffic to these car parks at peak
periods (use of the system need to be mandatory) from which electric buses will take
passengers into the town. The Olding Road car park is simply not adequate for this purpose and in any event the proposed car parks need to operate on a daily basis not just at
weekends. Without an arrangement of this sort the town centre will become blocked up on a
daily basis as the number of dwellings in the town and its suburbs continues to grow over
the plan period. Towards the end of the plan period (2040) it is possible to envisage that the
use of individual electric cars in town centres may have changed. But by that stage if they
are still permitted in the same manner as now they are likely to be controlled by a central
computerised system that automatically takes control of all vehicles and ensures their
proper management. In the meantime there is an urgent need to provide for adequate park
and ride. In relation to all new larger development sites the developer should be made to
fund regular electric minibus services from there centres to the town centre as part of the
development cost. This can be done in such a manner as to run an Oxford style dial-up
service along and adjacent to the route the bus takes.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on site allocations to meet different
needs, as well as considering the infrastructure and environmental constraints within each
settlement and strategic objectives such as climate change. The encouragement of
sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies will be
developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue and
may be secured on development sites where appropriate.

Respondent Name

Mr John Shead

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

199
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Summary

Active Travel in all Neighbourhoods. Infrastructure for safe and direct walking and cycling
must be incorporated at the start of every project. Please follow best UK practice. See
https://www.makingspaceforcycling.org
Secure cycle parking should be provided at all amenities and transport hubs.
See https://www.camcycle.org.uk/resources/cycleparking/guide/

Comment

Infrastructure for safe and direct walking and cycling must be incorporated at the start of
every project. Please follow best UK practice. See https://www.makingspaceforcycling.org
Secure cycle parking should be provided at all amenities and transport hubs.
See https://www.camcycle.org.uk/resources/cycleparking/guide/

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes such as cycling, is an objective
for West Suffolk Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to
respond effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Mr Leslie Guy C.Chem, MRSC

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

508

Summary

Re-establish railway infrastructure abandoned in the 1960's would reduce the need for much
of the transport plans , power generation for electric cars and increased traffic on our
already congested roads.

Comment

Re-establish railway infrastructure abandoned in the 1960's would reduce the need for much
of the transport plans , power generation for electric cars and increased traffic on our
already congested roads.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes, including rail is an objective for
West Suffolk Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to
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respond effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.
Respondent Name

Mr Michael Whitbread

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

237

Summary

There is a need for a A143/ A1307 bypass by Haverhill alongside the developments
underway by Persimmon and Redrow. Not supportive of stop-start bus travel with only a few
customers, which can be harmful. However, dedicated cycle lanes should be provided for
safety reasons.

Comment

The amount of traffic within Haverhill could be massively reduced if the council would
commence with a new bypass lining the 1307 directly to the A143. This would seal in the
new developments currently underway around the 143 by Persimmons and Redrow. Text
below copied from questionnaire I would like to see designated cycling routes developed
alongside as many roads as possible. Many possible commutes via bicycle are often not
taken up as there is a fear of sharing small/ narrow roads with cars. I would certainly be
willing to commute via bicycle instead of car (particularly in summer months) if not for the
poor road quality and size. I do not agree with expanding local bus facilities, buses often
seem to have little or no passengers on board and are simply a hazard, particularly on
smaller roads (they take up far too much of rural roads and I have had my life in my hands
several times coming round a bend to find a bus coming the other way far to wide for the
road). I also believe the buses constant stopping and starting of traffic movements is terrible
for carbon emissions. fossil fuelled vehicles are at their optimum efficiency when in
consistent cruising speed. Buses force themselves and all around them to stop and start
frequently and in my opinion are a poor solution- they have their place, but please do not
add more.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
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Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.
Respondent Name

Mr Nathan Sims

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

109

Summary

Roads around the town are busy already. Has the impact on Sturmer and other villages been
properly assessed?

Comment

I am a Sturmer resident and am appalled at the plans to build 5000 houses in the village and
along the nearby bypass. These roads are already hugely busy and drivers show little regard
for speed limits and road safety. Adding this many houses will put strain on the already
overstretched infrastructure. I moved to this area as I did not want to live in a large town. I
now find that this is changing and I am now raising my young family close to roads which are
becoming increasingly dangerous. The paths the village are very narrow and will not cope
with increased footfall. It is already bad enough given that the 30mph limit is routinely
ignored without adding what I would estimate at around 10,000 more cars into the equation.
What steps are being taken to ensure that traffic can flow whilst maintaining the safety for
existing residents?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy, not all of the included sites shown in the recent consultation will be progressed
with.
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Respondent Name

Mr Norman Savigar

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

513

Summary

You will not get the mode of transport to change until the infrastructure is fully developed
and safe to use. Most of Suffolk is rural with narrow roads that are unsafe to walk or cycle
along. Moreover, Type A and B villages are often located too far from Service Centres for
elderly or those with young families to walk or cycle to/from. Taxis should not be considered
a sustainable and affordable option for most households.

Comment

You will not get the mode of transport to change until the infrastructure is fully developed
and safe to use. Most of Suffolk is rural with narrow roads that are unsafe to walk or cycle
along. Moreover, Type A and B villages are often located too far from Service Centres for
elderly or those with young families to walk or cycle to/from. Taxis should not be considered
a sustainable and affordable option for most households.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue, bearing in mind the rural nature of much of the district. An
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan and
will set out further details on appropriate infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Ingwall King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

354

Summary

How can the local plan assist a shift to more sustainable transport modes?

Comment

how can the local plan help to influence highways who have been criticised for being a
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barrier to deployment of cycling and other infrastructure? what can the local plan do to
creat incentives for new public transport links? Perhaps it should include a policy for no new
public car parking in towns whilst also creating new transport links and cycling routes with
charging points for ebikes.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue.

Respondent Name

Mr Philip Reeve (Gt Barton Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

517

Summary

The SRN listing should be updated. Walking and cycling are not usual means of commuting
but the census does not distinguish. There will either be more urban housing development or
more rural subsidisation. A14 slip roads need to be addressed. Existing footpaths require
proper maintenance. Electric buses and perimeter parking could be pioneered. Public
transport and infrastructure need upgrades in rural areas and should be prioritised in
contributions.

Comment

Sect 5.3 needs updating from the SRN listing for 2020 – 2025 as none are featured for
capital expenditure. What next WSC? Sect 5.5 West Suffolk is rural and stats show that
public transport is therefore not viable unless subsidised. Walking and Cycling surely
reflects leisure pursuits and not a means of going to and from work or retail shopping.
Census needs to distinguish why people walk and cycle. Sect 5.6 To enhance sustainable
modes there either has to be a greater concentration towards urban housing development or
the subsidisation of rural routes to displace the motor vehicle. 5.7 SA • Greater urban
development is the only answer coupled with local amenities for leisure opportunities. • The
key routes have been identified in 5.2 and this will assist transport sustainability. • A14 slip
roads will need to be addressed between HE and SCC before the 2026-2030 SRN funding
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Sect 5.8 Sound vision but don’t neglect existing footpaths alongside key routes which are
poorly maintained for pedestrian safety. Sect 5.9 Pioneer the frequency of the London
underground, above ground by the use of electric buses and perimeter parking for the
private motorist. Perimeter parking is free for 2 hours and smart charging for the electric
bus connections. Perimeter parking could be arranged at the first ring of villages to the
town, landscaped accordingly which relives their congestion, improves their air quality and
the town. This would provide the incentive of the populace to shop at Bury due to effective
networking of transport systems and subsequently encourage investment. Long term vision
required and easier for Bury along the A14. The transport section refers to poor take up of
Public Transport in rural areas, as this is no existent in most areas it will take a lot of
investment, and, as the government have linked new roads to House building it would
appear difficult without several other infrastructure up grades also There is also a
requirement to make sure any infrastructure required (ie railway crossings) are in phase 1 of
developments and written into conditions so the developer cannot back track at a later date
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with highway infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist
with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and this may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Archer

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

524

Summary

A proper footpath/cycling lane on the B1112 from Lakenheath village to the shopping centre
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at the Lords walk roundabout (RAF Lakenheath gate 2) should be developed. Creating this
would give lots of people who live in the village who work on RAF Lakenheath a genuinely
safe and viable alternative to driving and align with health and environmental aspirations. In
the future develop a path/ cycleway linking Lakenheath and Mildenhall, and Lakenheath/
Eriswell and RAF Mildenhall/ industrial estate.
Comment

An issue specific to Lakenheath/Eriswell/Mildenhall and the RAF bases. I would love to see a
commitment in the plan with regards to creating a proper footpath/cycling lane on the
B1112 from Lakenheath village to the shopping centre at the Lords walk roundabout (RAF
Lakenheath gate 2). This could be something similar to the path that was created between
Mildenhall and Beck Row that runs alongside RAF Mildenhall. Creating this would give lots
of people who live in the village who work on RAF Lakenheath, a genuinely safe and viable
alternative to driving. It would promote public health aspirations and address environmental
concerns by removing some of the the traffic on the B1112 through Lakenheath, especially
with the planned developments there. Going even further in the future, a commitment to
potentially extending this type of path/cycle lane all the way between Lakenheath and
Mildenhall could give people a sustainable alternative option to a route that is currently only
really safe driving. And open up a safe cycling/walking option for people who live in
Lakenheath/Eriswell to reach RAF Mildenhall and Mildenhall industrial estate.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Bowler (Great Wratting Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

326

Summary

Concern regarding inadequate local infrastructure to deal with large allocations on the edge
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of Haverhill, leading to small roads through rural villages being used as "rat-runs" or
through routes to Cambridge especially with the need to invest in public transport.
Comment

Great Wratting Parish Council would like to draw West Suffolk Council’s attention to its
concern regarding traffic, which is a significant issue for Great Wratting. It fears that the
very large residential developments now taking shape on the north-west fringes of Haverhill
will greatly increase local traffic volumes long before adequate infrastructure is brought up
to a level which would cope with it. This will result in the main road through Great Wratting
(the B1061) being used as an alternative route by drivers wanting to get from Haverhill to
Cambridge, particularly in peak hours. The Parish Council therefore believes that it is
imperative that the proposed Haverhill north-west relief road is completed as soon as
possible. However, the relief road alone will not be sufficient to encourage more drivers to
use the A1307 to go to the Cambridge area until a solution is found to the problem of the
bottleneck at Linton. The Parish Council urges West Suffolk Council to work with Suffolk and
Cambridgeshire County Councils to get that important route improved. While the bottleneck
remains traffic will still use village roads, such as those in Great Wratting, as “rat-runs”. In
addition to encouraging car drivers to use main roads, rather than having through traffic on
minor roads, better local bus services and a light railway service should also be considered
as more sustainable forms of transport which would help to reduce the number of vehicles
on roads throughout West Suffolk. The two minor roads which lead into Great Wratting (The
Street and Withersfield Road) are already used as alternative routes by people whose
journeys start outside the parish and who want to avoid using main roads in the area. This is
very much to the detriment of the amenity enjoyed by Great Wratting residents. The Parish
Council has registered its interest with Suffolk County Council for both these roads to be
given Suffolk Quiet Lane status and is working with Withersfield Parish Council, which has
done the same for the continuation of Withersfield Road.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with highway infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of proposed housing growth. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan and will set out further details on appropriate infrastructure
delivery across the district. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an
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objective for West Suffolk Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will
allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development
sites where appropriate.
Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

578

Summary

Transport must be considered carefully when planning new housing. Public transport in
villages and rural areas is often effectively non-existent. Planning should ensure that
reliance on private cars is reduced. Low carbon forms of transport should have high priority
in making planning decisions. The development of housing and employment sites should not
be allowed to take place without careful consideration and active resolution of transport and
infrastructure. Travel habits must change.

Comment

Paragraphs 5.1 to 5.6 It is important that transport must be considered carefully when
planning new housing. Public transport in villages and rural areas, for example, is often
effectively non-existent. Paragraph 5.7 Planning should ensure that reliance on private cars
is reduced. Low carbon forms of transport should have high priority in making planning
decisions. Paragraph 5.8 The development of housing and employment sites should not be
allowed to take place without careful consideration and active resolution of transport and
infrastructure issues. Paragraph 5.9 This paragraph should be strengthened. There must be
investment in public transport. Travel habits must change to reduce impact upon the climate
emergency. West Suffolk must improve opportunities for walking and cycling.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the
overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
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infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.
Respondent Name

Mrs Ann-Marie Thomas

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

373

Summary

Hepworth village traffic – traffic should be reduced through the village, there is speeding
traffic, narrow or no pavements in rural areas, not always possible to live near schools, poor/
slow bus services, HGV traffic unsuitable for the village, but encouraged by the presence of
Shepherd’s Grove.

Comment

Dear West Suffolk Council Planning Committee, I live in Hepworth village. I live along The
Street in our village which has seen an increase in traffic as well as speeding over the limit.
We have to Speeding monitors either end of The Street which record the speed of vehicles
which I'm aware has been reported by our Parish Council to the Councillors. On many
occasions both my husband and I have come across speeding vehicles when leaving our
driveway which has caused near accidents where the speed has exceeded the view that we
have from our driveway. You wish to promote eco friendly ways of transport but this is
difficult to apply to rural areas where we do not have pavements on most of our road
network. The Pavements we do have are very narrow and inadequate for mobility
wheelchairs and young families with pushchairs. Unlike towns, schools are rarely within
walking distance in a rural area and require vehicle transportation. Public transport is not
regular and it takes an hour for the bus to arrive from Hepworth to Bury St Edmunds / Diss
once it has stopped through all the villages. An increase of housing and commercial
developments is causing an increase of commercial, commuting and school run traffic.
Vehicles are increasingly using The Street in our village as a shortcut to go from Thetford /
A1066 / A11 to Shepherds Grove Industrial Estate / A143 / on to A140 / A14. There are
residential houses in close proximity to The Street road (mine included). Families and elderly
live in them and we have insufficient pavements to walk safely with the increasing traffic.
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Our roads are totally inadequate for HGV vehicles; the roads are not wide enough for HGV to
pass oncoming traffic and has caused damage to our pavements and verges in the past, the
road and terrain cannot sustain the heavy vehicles, last year I had to report a substantial
number of pot holes and in some areas the road is eroding where the land underneath is
sinking for example Hepworth road. It is extremely unpleasant as well for residents who live
along The Street because when a heavy good vehicle goes through our village the weight of
the vehicle does vibrate the land on which our houses sit on and it sounds loud and noisy.
Shepherds Grove Development plan has the Commercial Industrial site overlapping into
Hepworth parish. The Roundabout and traffic is planned on the Hepworth road junctions
which will have huge affect on our village and the residents. The flow of traffic will go
through our village and therefor cause congestion and further increase in noise and vehicles
using our village as a shortcut. I strongly feel that we need official highways traffic
reduction measures at both ends of our village road to prevent HGV lorries using our village
road and a deterrent for cars from speeding and using our village as a rat run. Best regards,
Ann-Marie Thomas
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with highway infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist
with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district. Policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to
this, but only as far as they are relevant to planning matters.

Respondent Name

Mrs Beryl Hughes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

529

Summary

Reduce the speed limit to 40 mph on A134 between Horringer and Horringer Court Estate,
BSE.
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Comment

Reduce the speed limit to 40 mph on A134 between Horringer and Horringer Court Estate,
BSE.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Speed restrictions are considered by Suffolk County Council rather than West
Suffolk Council.

Respondent Name

Mrs Christine Mason (Fornham All Saints Parish Counci)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

567

Summary

There should be a systematic and automatic requirement for funding of transport
infrastructure that priorities cycling and walking including road widening to enable the
establishment of dedicated cycle routes into Bury St Edmunds town centre.

Comment

There should be a systematic and automatic requirement for funding of transport
infrastructure that priorities cycling and walking. S106 and CIL payments should be
ringfenced to meet the cost of road widening and engineering works to work towards a coordinated set of separated cycle routes that can be used by areas surrounding Bury St
Edmunds to access the centre and cycle around it. This requires the provision of separate
infrastructure.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with highway infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of proposed housing growth. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan and will set out further details on appropriate infrastructure
delivery across the district. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an
objective for West Suffolk Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will
allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Denise Revens

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

9

Summary

VILLAGE TO TOWN CYCLE AND FOOTPATHS needed - Chedburgh - BSE / Barrow - BSE /
Culford - BSE / Horringer- BSE.
VILLAGE PUBLIC BUS SERVICES CRITUCAL - critical for older people
CARE IN VILLAGES - neighbours helping neighbours are established in villages (less so in
towns), enhance this in villages by supporting local amenities in these areas

Comment

VILLAGE TO TOWN CYCLE AND FOOTPATHS - please don't underestimate the amount of
cyclists and walkers who routinely cycle from their village to town.....my Father in law is 74
years old and everyday he cycles with the dogs in a carrier from Chedburgh - BSE. But is it
a safe cycle route? No. We as a family also cycle and use the same back roads (Barrow to
BSE). Why is there no investment into these areas? Dozens and dozens of people use the
same route (and in other village areas too). This would perhaps help with the infrastructure
and developments planned. Walking / cycling improves fitness, promotes mental wellbeing
and gives a purpose for people to go somewhere plausible. VILLAGE PUBLIC TRANSPORT this is critical for the offer generation - who look after their friends next door, across the
road, within the village. We all recognise that neighbours in villages have a greater sense
of community to help eachother. Often this is by the neighbours getting shopping for
eachother, picking up tablets from the docs - using the bus service to get to and from please don't take this away from the village areas. VILLAGE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
- most villages have a sense of community already established. The council can help by
providing greater opportunity to harness the assets here, village hall refurbishment to
encourage volunteers to run a shop or cafe..... but all the infrastructure is harnessed in
towns. Greater support needed to businesses in local villages to continue (that cafe, pub or
shop).

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. West Suffolk Council considers a strategic planning approach to sustainable
transport measures alongside Suffolk County Council (SCC) and improvements to footpaths,
cycleways and regular bus services all form part of this. The Local Plan should also continue
to support community facilities in villages.

Respondent Name

Mrs Hilary Workman (Wickhambrook Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

50

Summary

Agree that these are the right transport issues to focus on

Comment

Yes, but there is insufficient focus on the development and re-instatement of regular public
transport networks to key service centres and towns for the purposes of employment, access
to services and leisure. This means regular routes which enable residents to arrive at their
service centre in time to start a full day’s employment and return home afterwards. Focus on
improving walking and cycling is unlikely to succeed without substantial work to change
speed limits (down) on rural roads, regularly cut verges so that pedestrians can move about
safely, establishment and maintenance of good quality footpaths/pavements accessible to all
needs and consistent maintenance of the network of footpaths and byeways (drainage,
surfacing, cutting). Both of these are particularly important with an aging population, who
may no longer have access to private transport. Responses to the parish council included the
following issues raised: * The prevalence of speeding vehicles through the village, concerns
about safety of pedestrians and cyclists * The network of roads through the parish are
almost all single track, inadequate to support access to new development sites, and the
prevalence of dangerous junctions impeded by poor maintenance of hedgerows impeding
sight lines * Poor maintenance of ditches and culverts leading to poor drainage, flooding
onto roads and increased incidence of pot holes * Poor maintenance of public footways,
footpaths and byeways, and overgrown hedges and verges impedes their use by pedestrians
and cyclists * Poor public transport links to towns and key service centres, insufficient to
support commuting for employment and impeding a move to a more sustainable travel
network. See attachment for table of information submitted
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. West Suffolk Council considers a strategic planning approach to sustainable
transport measures alongside Suffolk County Council (SCC) and improvements to footpaths,
cycleways and regular bus services all form part of this. Speeding vehicles, culvert/ditch
management and highway verge maintenance are not planning matters but specific issues
may be referred to SCC as highway authority.

Respondent Name

mrs jane manners

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

532

Summary

Increased housing will increase traffic on the roads and the infrastructure will not cope.

Comment

Increased housing will increase traffic on the roads and the infrastructure will not cope.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with highway infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of proposed housing growth. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan and will set out further details on appropriate infrastructure
delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Lisa McGerty

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

533

Summary

Prioritise public transport investment. Work towards having no larger villages without any
public transport and keep costs low for all forms of public transport. Make it easier for
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students to access public so they can travel to places like Cambridge for a better education.
Homeworking on any scale will need investment in broadband and mobile networks.
Comment

Prioritise public transport investment. Work towards having no larger villages without any
public transport and keep costs low for all forms of public transport. Make it easier for
students to access public so they can travel to places like Cambridge for a better education.
Homeworking on any scale will need investment in broadband and mobile networks.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

271

Summary

Buses from rural villages into main towns need to run more regularly and need to
accommodate the commuter. Train services need to keep their fares affordable

Comment

Buses from rural villages into main towns need to run more regularly and need to
accommodate the commuter. Train services need to keep their fares affordable

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Ms Deborah Cross
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

211

Summary

Transport should influence housing and employment site decisions. The previous St
Edmundsbury Local Plan identified a hierarchy of sustainable transport for sites to bring
forward. The physical results should be analysed to see if these have worked. In order to
encourage cycling and walking instead of car use, new homes should be located near to
employment uses and facilities. Larger sites should be located near sustainable transport
nodes, such as a new railway station, or the CAM.

Comment

I think this is one of the most important factors in deciding where to site housing and
employment land. Get it right and people will be healthier and the rate of damage to the
climate will be reduced. Get it wrong and you will make the existing mess worse. Now is
your chance; maybe your last chance before irreparable damage is done. I understand that
the existing Core Strategy (developed by St Edmundsbury Borough Council and adopted in
2010) also referred to a hierarchy of sustainable transport with walking and cycling at the
top and car use at the bottom. It said that developments are expected to provide alternative
means of travel to the private car. Do you think that St Edmundsbury delivered on that
strategy? Do you know what worked and what didn’t work? If you want to encourage
walking, cycling and discourage private car use, then dispersing new housing across the
district does not seem, to me, to be a good idea. New houses should be near employment
land, schools, leisure facilities etc (SO7 and SO18) with safe, attractive to use paths and
cycle ways to reach those places or to transfer to public transport (that runs at times people
need or want to use it). Siting most development near the A14 and existing railway stations
that are capable of expansion or on the west of Haverhill, so people can use the planned
Cambridge Autonomous Metro, should be considered. The Sustainability Appraisal says in
two places that a new railway station is unlikely to be delivered (pages 31 and 37) but gives
no evidence for this. It does not address the possibility of expanding one of the existing
railway stations noted in WSLP part 2 para 5.4. and siting a new settlement nearby, with
good footpath and cycle path access to the station.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the
overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Ms Donna Higgins (Bury Town Branch of the Labour Party)

Agent Name

Mr John Popham

Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

36

Summary

The Transport section of the plan is vitally important if we are to achieve the target zero
carbon footprint by 2030. Firm policies relating to sustainable transport modes, not least
walking, cycling, and the use of electric buses will be essential. In relation to cars charges
for public car parks, and residents’ car parking spaces in urban areas should both be at
reduced rates for electric vehicles.

Comment

The Transport section of the plan is vitally important if we are to achieve the target zero
carbon footprint by 2030. Firm policies relating to sustainable transport modes, not least
walking, cycling, and the use of electric buses will be essential. In relation to cars charges
for public car parks, and residents’ car parking spaces in urban areas should both be at
reduced rates for electric vehicles. Para. 5.3. The A14 junction improvements in Bury St
Edmunds are already overdue and need to be undertaken as soon as possible. The cost of
delays, and the resultant pollution that they cause, are unacceptable. We trust that these
works are successful in the current bidding round. Para. 5.4. In terms of rail, as we have
already indicated in answers to Part 1, the proposed half-hourly peak period commuting
service between Ipswich and Cambridge needs to be brought forward at the earliest
opportunity. Paras. 5.5 & 5.8. In relation to bus services the way in which these operate in
urban areas needs to be radically altered. Except possibly at peak periods the system needs
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to be adapted such that electric mini-buses with dial-up facilities (as in Oxford and
elsewhere) operate in the towns. Further, the developers of all larger housing developments
on the fringe of towns should be required to fund electric mini-bus services into their town
centres. Para 5.7. We strongly support the need to improve opportunities for walking and
cycling. In relation to larger housing schemes it will be important to ensure that enhanced
connectivity between sites and town centres for these modes is developer funded.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

West Suffolk Council considers a strategic planning approach to sustainable transport
measures alongside Suffolk County Council (SCC) and improvements to rail, footpaths,
cycleways and regular bus services all form part of this strategy. Improvements to the A14
junctions are scheduled. Electric mini-buses can be considered. Electric vehicle charging
infrastructure is continually being improved.

Respondent Name

Ms Joanne Kirk (Ousden Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

187

Summary

Rural communities are reliant on cars to access larger towns and villages. Reliance on cars
could be reduced if safe cycling and pedestrian links were created linking rural
communities. Roads are poorly maintained, making them dangerous for all vehicles but
particularly for cyclists. Poor public transport increases a reliance on cars. Rural
communities are very worried about increased traffic and speeding.

Comment

Rural communities are reliant on cars to access larger towns and villages. Reliance on cars
could be reduced if SAFE cycling and pedestrian links were created linking rural
communities. Roads are poorly maintained, making them dangerous for all vehicles but
particularly for cyclists. Poor public transport increases a reliance on cars. Rural
communities are very worried about increased traffic and speeding.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with highway infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district. The
encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk Council.
Policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this,
but only as far as they are relevant to planning matters. Road maintenance and speeding
issues are considered by Suffolk County Council rather than West Suffolk Council.

Respondent Name

Ms Rachel Hood

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

541

Summary

Greater emphasis on the need for additional and improved cycle path provision and rail
services.

Comment

Greater emphasis on the need for additional and improved cycle path provision and rail
services.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Hargrave Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

438
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Summary

Two topics that are a constant source of concern to the parish council are highways and
transport. The impacts of new development should be considered. Public transport in
Hargrave is poor, roads are for bygone vehicles, and speeding is a constant issue.

Comment

The topics identified in the consultation documents are considered the most relevant to the
district’s future and reflect those within the Hargrave Neighbourhood Plan. Two topics that
are a constant source of concern to the parish council are highways and transport. Our roads
in rural areas were largely built for the age of the horse and cart but are now expected to
accommodate commercial and agricultural vehicles vastly larger, as well as the high volumes
of private cars and increasing numbers of homedelivery white vans. This increases risk,
disturbance and inconvenience to our residents and the degradation of the roadside
environment. Speeding is a constant issue with limited progress/ investment to control it.
With this background, the PC is very concerned that any significant development in rural
settlements will only be realised by making these problems much worse to the detriment of
our residents’ quality of life. There should be an overreaching highway assessment to assess
the capacity of the rural road network and determine what level of traffic growth can be
acceptably absorbed before allocating strategic growth. No such development should be
contemplated without a robust and holistic assessment of current problems and the impact
of new buildings in order to identify essential improvements to be undertaken as a precondition of any new development. Public transport in Hargrave is non existent and services
to surrounding villages are very limited. In a world driven to adopt sustainable living to
preserve the planet, no significant development should be contemplated in rural settlements
unless a far better long-term public transport solution is developed and committed in
advance.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue.

Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Horringer cum Ickworth Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

70

Summary

Horringer PC strongly agrees with the sustainability issues identified, specifically to reduce
the reliance on private vehicles, improve opportunities for cycling and walking, and solutions
to the potential over-loading of the existing network.

Comment

Horringer PC strongly agrees with the sustainability issues identified, specifically to reduce
the reliance on private vehicles, improve opportunities for cycling and walking, and solutions
to the potential over-loading of the existing network. These are pertinent issues for
Horringer, since the A143 - the main route between West Suffolk’s two biggest towns bisects the village. Through Horringer this road, and its surrounding infrastructure, is
already unfit for the number and type of vehicles that currently use it. The type and volume
of traffic, together with a lack of safe or alternative walking and cycling infrastructure,
serves to deter people from walking or cycling within the village (e.g. children going to
school; older people walking to events at the community centre) instead obliging people to
use their cars, and further exacerbating the problem. Yet it is recognised that traffic using
the A143 is only going to increase going forward. Therefore, we strongly recommend
alternative infrastructure for walking and cycling to enable safe and sustainable access
within the village, and to surrounding environs (including Bury St Edmunds) and suggest
that this walking and cycling infrastructure is not tied to the current road network.
Therefore, the hierarchy of transport means, with walking, cycling and public transport at
the top, is very much welcomed. However, this must be supported by action, not just in
terms of infrastructure accompanying new development but also for the improvement of
existing infrastructure.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes including routes for cycling and
walking is an objective for West Suffolk Council and policies will be developed in the local
plan that will allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on
development sites where appropriate.

Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Ingham Parish Council)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

45

Summary

The document highlights issues with the transport infrastructure and wishes to promote
greener travel initiatives.

Comment

The document highlights issues with the transport infrastructure and wishes to promote
greener travel initiatives. Ingham is a village that is 4 miles from Bury St. Edmunds yet to
cycle there is not possible on the A134 due to the volume and danger of fast-moving traffic
and the road from Culford to Bury along the B1106 is getting the same way. I know that
more people would cycle into Bury if it was safer. It is suggested that as well as schemes in
the town consideration be given to creating routes that allow villages within say 5 miles of
our large towns to be connected by safe cycle ways. The old railway lines closed by Beacham
may be revitalized as well as farm track routes if properly planned and would be
an innovative green initiative. This would encourage not only those who could cycle a
reasonable distance to work but also those who wanted to visit for leisure and small bits of
shopping. The Tarka trail in Devon is a good example of an old railway line that has been
adapted and is now a tourist cycle route.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The Council aims to encourage all forms of sustainable transport, including enhancements to
cycleways, and will work alongside Suffolk County Council to make improvements.

Respondent Name

Pauline Smith (Bardwell Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

585

Summary

Transport- The solution is not easy but reliance on increased walking and cycling is not the
answer for rural areas. Roads are narrow, winding and not suitable for walking and in some
cases cycling. Rural areas require more comprehensive bus services.

Comment

Transport - The solution is not easy but reliance on increased walking and cycling is not the
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answer for rural areas. Roads are narrow, winding and not suitable for walking and in some
cases cycling. Rural areas require more comprehensive bus services.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Peter Chrisp

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

547

Summary

Focus more on the railway

Comment

Focus more on the railway

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue and may be secured on development sites where
appropriate.

Respondent Name

Planning East of England (Highways England)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

573

Summary

The preparation of Local Plans provides an important opportunity to support a pattern of
development that minimises the need for travel, minimises journey lengths, encourages
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sustainable travel, and promotes accessibility for all. West Suffolk is predominately rural will
lower than national average use of public transport services. There should be highway
infrastructure capacity outside of RIS. Shared footpaths and cycleways, shared journeys,
electric cars, shared mobility solutions...
Comment
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When specifically looking at local issues related to transport, Part 2 of the Local Plan
highlights that the 2011 UK Census showed that West Suffolk had a significantly lower
percentage of residents that used public transport compared to the rest of the region. The
Local Plan acknowledges that in a predominantly rural district, most people have no
alternative but to travel by car. Whilst it is noted that there are rail links east to west
between Ipswich Cambridge and Peterborough via Bury St Edmunds and to Norwich via
Brandon), the Local Plan notes that existing rural bus services and in-town shuttle / circular
bus services are often poor and sometimes non-existent across the district. We recommend
that as part of the evolving transport evidence base to support Local Plan development, that
current mode share and travel patterns are investigated further to consider where there is
greater potential for establishing more sustainable trips and therefore where there may be
more significant opportunities for delivering sustainable development. Reference is made to
the ‘Road Investment Strategy’ (RIS) in the Local Plan, and specifically proposals for
junction improvements on the SRN at the A11 Fiveways junction and junctions on the A14 at
Bury St Edmunds and Newmarket. The Local Plan refers to the RIS as identifying the
current and future needs of the SRN. We consider that the Local Plan should acknowledge
that implementation of the RIS schemes referred to will not remove the need for highway
capacity based infrastructure outside of the RIS process to be brought forward where
necessary, to support the level of growth envisaged in the Plan, and, in particular, individual
development sites. The existing Bury Vision 2031 approach to assessing cumulative growth
needs on transport infrastructure including the SRN is an example of a locally driven
process which sits outside of the RIS. We welcome continued dialogue with West Suffolk
Council alongside SCC and others to consider options for assessing, funding and delivering
infrastructure. Part 2 of the Local Plan establishes that this should be encouraged through
shared use footways / cycleways in new developments, reducing the number of journeys
made through flexible working environments, car-sharing, using electric cars, and smart /
shared mobility solutions. The Local Plan does not specify at this stage how this modal shift
will be achieved; therefore. It is recommended going forward that further evidence is
compiled on the potential effectiveness of mode shift and other demand management

measures. Given at this stage the many possible spatial distribution options available, it is
considered that more detailed evidence should be compiled and used to help inform the
selection of suitable site locations.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council welcomes the comments from a statutory consultee and want to continue to
work closely with Highways England to ensure that at the strategic and local level
infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of proposed housing growth. This ongoing dialogue with key stakeholders will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan alongside other evidence, and will set out further details on
appropriate infrastructure and sustainable transport delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Susan Sternberg

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

104

Summary

Transport - Many villages have poor transport services and inadequate roads to increase the
service which would make it difficult to include small scale places of employment which
would inevitably necessitate delivery lorries etc.

Comment

Many villages have poor transport services and inadequate roads to increase the service
which would make it difficult to include small scale places of employment which would
inevitably necessitate delivery lorries etc.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments, which are noted.

Respondent Name

Town Clerk (Newmarket Town Council)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Transport > Transport

Comment ID

552

Summary

Greater emphasis on the need for additional and improved cycle path provision. Public
transport should be subsidised, in order to make it a more viable and practical option.

Comment

Greater emphasis on the need for additional and improved cycle path provision. Public
transport should be subsidised, in order to make it a more viable and practical option.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The encouragement of sustainable transport modes is an objective for West Suffolk
Council and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow us to respond
effectively to this complex issue. Public transport subsidisation would need a cross-discipline
solution to resolve.
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